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CHAP'I'ERSEVEN

METHODOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

The main aim of this chapter is to suggest the methodology and

technique of analysis for the distribution of the expected urban growth

in the study area. It will be utilised as a bridge whic!:.connects the

theoretical background of the study and the basic elements of spatial

development of Iraq and the U.E.R. on the one hand and the urban growth

strategies drawn for the U.E.R. on the other hand. Before s~gesting

what is thought to be an appropriate tecr~ique of analysis, the

applicability of urban growth and city size distribution theories and

models to the U.E.R. will be re-examined. Some basic techniques for

the analysis of urban growth patterns, such as cost-benefit, threshold

analysis and goals-acr.ievemen t analysis techniques w ill be exam i.ned

with emphasis on their validity and applicability to the case of the

U.E.R. Finally, the chapter will elaborate on the field surv~ carried

on by the writer. This elaboration will extend to include the scope,

the methodology of conducting the survey, its limitations and the

appro&ch to be used in analysing the data.

7.1. The Applicability of Urban Growth Theories and Models to

the U.E.R.

Many lessons have been learned from the first part of this study.

In addition to the general understanding of the urban growth problem in

developed and developing countries and the change in such understanding

over time, the theoretical review suggested, among other things that,

first, although many of the examined city size distribution models found

to be satisfactory in the sense they generate size distribution of

cities that are consistent with those found in the real world, they are

far from being a general urban growth theories and models. Furthermore,
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the discussions suggested that a multi-disciplinary approach of the

urban growth aLd city size distribution problems, is not merely

desirable but it may be essential to deeper understanding of urban growth

simply because it will rest on a more realistic basis. Second, having a

well spaced hierarchical urban system serves better the economy and

population of the nation or region compared, for instance, to r..aving

optimal city sizes. Third, the theoretical discussion also suggested

that the rank-size regularities could be a useful analytical device for

the analysis of the efficiency of urban hierarchy and economies of scale

could be achieved with increasing urban size to a certain limits, depending

on the items under investigations.

However, although ci~· size distribution models and theories have

already been evaluated and criticised in Chapter Three and Four, it seems

appropriate here, after examining the socia-economic and prysical

charactaristics of Iraq and the U.E.Ro, in Part Two, to re-examine their

relevance to the case of the urban growth of the U.EoR., where as it has

been found in Chapter Six the main theme of this study will concentrate

on the distribution of the expected urban growth in the region up to 1985.

Almost all the discussed models in Part One do not deal with such problems.

However, to avoid the arbitrary dismissing of any model or group of models

from the forthcoming analysis a number of criteria will be set up. The

model or group of models which meet all or most of the following criteria

is the one and/or ones which could be adopted for the purpose of the

analysis of the urban growth pattern of the UoE.R. These criteria are

given as follows:-
1. The model should depend on realistic assumptions. This criterion

implies that the model which is based on certain theoretical assumptions

to expedite analysis and reach some general conclusions are most probably

inapplicable to an empirical stu~y which deals with real problems and

aims at solving them. Hence, the sought model in this partic1Alar case
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will be the one which depends on realistic assumptions wr~ch could have

empirical implications.

2. The model should incorporate into ar~lysis a set of different

socio-economic and physical factors that are thought to affect the urban

growth pattern and ci~ size distributions, i.e., it should provide a

comprehensive explanation for the occurances of the provided urban size

distribution. Models which do not meet this criterion, i.e., depend on

one or ve~' few factors in their analysis of the ci~ size distributions,

represent partial models of city size distribution. This partial analysis

overlooks certain aspects of this problem and subsequently reduces again

the possibility of grasping the implications for planning policy

applications. Hence, according to this criterion, the model which is

generated by a wide range of socio-economic and physical factors is the

preferred one.

3. The model should be dynamic and not a static one. This criterion

implies that the model, based on the prevailing socio-economic and

physical constraints should be able to predict the future urban size

distribution, taking into consideration the expected future changes in

these variables. This criterion also implies that models which take

the future dimension into consideration will provide a more realistic

results since urbanisation plans are going to affect, at least the life

of the next generation.

4. The model should take into consideration the city size

distribution, as well as the space separating urban centres. It should

also deal with the whole urban system and not a single urban centre by

itself. As it has been seen in Chapter Three, the distribution of

cities in space, in particular the distances between all cities and their

closest neighbours as well as their distances from the biggest centres

of economic activity, influence the degree of economic integration of
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cities within the regional and national economy and hence the level of

external economies (and diseconomies) that the economic units in a

particular city enjoy. This means that, spacing of urban centres is as

importar.t an element in urban theory as the more traditional question

of urban size hierarChy~1) Hence, the preferred model according to

this criterion is not the one which ignores space and treat the cit,y as

an isolated unit misjudging the fact that the city may be one element in

a multinuclear region and is certainly one unit in a complex national

and/or regional urban hierarchy, but rather the model which takes both

the hierarchy and spacing of urban centres into consideration. This

coincides with the aim of the present study which will look on both the

hierarchy and spacing of urban centres of the U.E.R.

5. There should be some evidence on the application of the model in

developing countries. The importance of this criteri)n stems from the

fact that if the models are built to deal with the problem of urban growth

and city size distribution in developed countries which have a completely

different set of socio-economic and political environments this could

imply that much of the evidence on the applications of such models is

from developed countries and that policy conclusions mayor may not be

applicable to the case of a developing region, such as the one in question

in this thesis. Hence, the model needed in this particular case is

either one which originally was developed to deal with urban growth

problems in developing countries which have similar socio-economic

charactaristics of that of the study area or was built for conditions

in developed countries but was found to ~ave applications in developing

countries as well.
6. The model should provide the opportunity to differentiate the

priorities assigned to different factors and ass~ptions incorporated

(1) For more detailed discussion on this aspect see section (3.5).
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in the analysis of the urban growth problem. This criterion implies

that the factors affecting city size distribution and urban growth

problem are not the same throughout time and in all countries. They

differ throughout time and according to the socio-eccnomic charactaristics

of the areas under investigation. The relative importance of the factors

incorporated in the analysis aLso differs according to the local

constraints and the socio-economic stages of development. Hence,
according to this criterion the preferred model is the one which allows

room for sucr.variations.

To test the applicability of the urban growth theories and models

presented in Chapters Three and Four, to the case of the U.E.R., a matrix

will be established in which the models will be presented vertically and

the criteria to be met will be presented horizontally. Three degrees of

meeting each criterion will be distinguished. These degrees are:-

(a) The sign (~) will be given if the model completely meets specific

criterion.

(b) the sign (~ will be given if the model partially meets the stated

criterion.
(c) The sign (X) will be given if the model does not meet the stated

criterion.

The overall outcome of the application of the above criteria to

different urban growth theories ~ld models is given in table (7.1). This

table clearly indicates that no single model of those ccnsidered could be

adopted for the purpose of the analysis of the urban grovlth pattern in

tb.eU.E 0 R. where firs 1;, or"ly in one case (Friedmann 's Core-Peri phery

Mod.el) two of tt.edefined criteria seem to be fully met. The first one

represented by the inclt:sion of n:.utiple factors in the analysis. These

factors are represented by SOCial, politice.l, geographics.l and economi,c

ones. The second criterion which seems to be fully met 1:.yFriedIi1ann's
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model is the dynamism of the modele As it has been seen, the model

aasunee thF..t each of its f'cur- ~:tE.ges is transitionaL Friedmann

regards even the la.st s tage as subject to transition to still unknown

pattern when he s ta ted that whether furtber pattern lie beyond tbe

functionally interdependent system of cities stege, must in the absence

of historice.l experd.ence , remain an open question. Second, two of the

exarr:ined models, i.e.,"Christaller Central Place Model" and "Losch

Mark.et Area.s Model" are shovn to have n.et one of the s ta.ted criteria

i.e., the Lnc.Lusi.on of the l:ierarchy of ci ty sizes, as vlell as tt.e space

separatine them. Third, four of tee exan:ined models are sheen to

partially meet tv;'o of tt.e s ta ted criteria. These model s are the "Rank-

Size Distribution", "Friedmann's Core-Periphery Model", "Price Individual

Preferences and Optimal Cit:r Size Model" and "Tisdell's Model of Optimal

City Sizes". The criteria partially met in this case are represented

ei ther by tt.e cor.sideration of tr_e hierarchy of city size distribution,

or the"applicability of sone lLodels to the developing cOlIDtries, or the

involven:ent of some sort of dynamism in the lLodel or the ]Lultifactora.l

explanation of the city size distribution problem, see table (7.1).

Fcurtr., tv.-elfU. of thetwenty two examined models are shown to meet

partially only one criterion. The factor met partially in this special

case is the one concerning the inclusion of the hierarchy of urban

centres in the analysis without considerating the space separatine them.

Finally, four out of tl~e twenty two models did r..ot show any sign of

meeting any of the adopted criteria for the purpose of measuring the

applica.bili ty of these theoretical models to tl:e caae of the U.E.R.

These rr.odels are "BeckmannModel", "Myrdal Cucnul.atave Causation ¥-odel",

"Rirschmann Gro~lth Points Model" and "Richardson Optimal City ~ize ~odel".

To give a more conprehensive picture of the critice.l appraisal of

the eX8.I:linedmodels the approach of the analysis of this section will be

extended to evaluate each group of the city size distribution models
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T"blo (7.1)

ApflicClbllitj' of IIrhn r.,.,,;,H ~he2~~

Mo1cl~ ~r tte :~.f.R.

The ~o~cl Total
Achiev6:'o~ t

C~i tena

234 x

St3:i~tic~1 ~Odcls of City Size
])i,; tn b~:i 0:.:-

14. Ra::;-.c'Jsl::,-'s F:'luilibnu: !',o~el
15. Zi,f' s Kc.:;;el er Cit:r Size

D13 trl.buti en
16. SlIan!:c::':: Differ~nti"l ercl/tlt

of L~bcur Forces ~:o<!el

Oft1C~lit:r in City Si~e and
DiGtnbutlcr.:-

(a) Prcductiorl fur.ctior. 1':,,:c13:-

11. Rict.:lr1::cr.'" 1-:00.c1ef Of'tic:ali t;,-
in Ci:~ Size X X X X X X

18. Schaef\:r' S ;·:l.:del of t~.e l'rban
Ilierarc:., w.J Pr~an Area

1. LO~:r.OI~l ri!:Otr..b'.;tior.
2. Parctc :i~tribution
3. R.:trj:-Si~c Di!,;triLution

!!ie:-3rc~~ical r·:od.el~ of City ~ize
Dis t!'i tc.tl.or.=:-

4. Cl:ristaller's Centr,,1 Place
r.otlel

5. Lcccr;I s ~:arl.et Arf::::J.Z ~:o~el
6. B':!c.L:..~r.r":::.;·:oilel
7. Tin~ercen'3 Ko~el

Polari Sf::! Gro.'t~. l~od cls:-

8. ~rrdal'!J Cl.4Zulative Ca\:.~o.tion
~:ode1

9. Hir=cr.=ar~.'s Growth Peints
/';0':e1

10. Frie.L:::.,,,,' s CCl'e-PeriFhery
~:cc:cl

Stochastic ~O'.l£ls:-

11. Si:or;'" L..... of Prof-ertior.ata
Effect

12. "ard.· s Market Cppel'tu:.i ties
~ocie1

1:5. Entre"y Kr.xit::is!Ltior: 1':0<1e1

Econo::.:ie and Clu~si-Ec(,Jnc=-ic ;·:odel.s:-

PrcdIJctior. Fu(;ctior.

(b) Individu~1 Preferences end
0~tic;1.I1City !:ize ~!edols:-

19. Laird and ~uelt 1'!0<!e1of City
Si~a Preferences and ¥.1cratiou

20. Price' a ~:0~e1 of Indivi<1\:al
Preferences and Orti~l Ci~J
Sin

(c) COllt of Inruts IlI'•.! Pro\'ill~on of
Services and O~t~~al City
Si7:8:-

21. Ev~'s Optical City Size Kodel
in an Indu3tri~1 £cono~

(d) O~ticality in City Siza
ti:Jtr1butior.:-

22. Tisdell's i':cde1 of Opti!:' .. l
City Sins

x X
X X
X X

1
1
2

5
5
4

x )(
X X
X X
X X

]. ./ X
J. ../ X
]. X )(
'!. ..>( Jl

5
5
6
5

X
X
1-
X

X X X x " X 6

6

2 2

x X x oX X X 5

5
5

x X
X X

x ow< Jl Jl
X vc' 1. Jl

5

5

5

X X X .,.c )l X

XllX-K'XX

6

X x X "'" .>: X 5

x X X "l(' X X 5

XX..;(f/{X Jl 2 4

X Jl Jl K Jl Jl 5

Xwc"X«X Jl 2

lihere: 1 l:enn3 that the cO'le1 s~.ou1d de.,en:! or: rea1i3~ic Ilss~pt1or.s.
2 means t~~t the l:odel shoc.ld incor,orata Il cultifactornl analysin.
, I:!Ur.:: that the c:o<!ol thould be a dynaJ:ic cr.a and cl:oulcl ta;;e the

ex}ect£d futl.:re vanlltior.: in sodo-econor.ic aSl'ects ir.to
con:lideration.

4 ~ear.c tr.at the codel should take into ccnsider3tio~ the city size
dictributio~ a3 well as tho space serarattnc urblln centre-so

5 cear:~ t~at the moeel B~oul~ ~~va so~e aYFll.catior. in develOFir.C

6 :.e9.f," t.t-at the Ito'!el st;cul1 prO"ide tt.e orrortl.:ni~:r to
d1!fprentiate tl.a rriori t1e2 assicr.e~ to diff"rent flictcI's
1n,,01\'e1 in tt.a ar.n1yais.
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separately with emphasdcf.ng any specific charactaristics of the

individual mocels.

( i) The Statistical Mocels of the City Size Distributior.:-

The statistical modeLs of city s.ize di.st r.i but Lon (Lognorn:.al,

Pareto and the Rank-Size distributions) assurr.e that the rate of change

in the size of a.ny city is uncorrelated with its size. This assunptd on

seems to be wrong for as it has been seen in both Chapters Thre·e and

Four that recent work (stcchastic models and some optimisation models)

has shown the rate of grov!th to be correlated with city size. Hence,

these models rest on Lnsecure foundatior ..

Furthermore, statistical models are descriptive models. The only

thing they can reveal is tt:e existence of an urban hierarchy. They deal

with existing pattern of ur-ban sizes v!ithout being able to predict the

future urban size distributior.. Each of them depends on one or two

factors in genera td.ng the city size distribution. The Lognorn:.al

distributior. used cumulative percentage of cities and city size. Pareto

distribution uses cumulative percentage of cities above the threshold

level and the Rank-Size distribution uses the ral~ of city. Although

the statistical models deal with the whole urban system, they do not

consider the spatial distribution of cities, hence in this respect they

have been considered to neet criterion number (4), the necessity to

consider the city size distribution as well as the space separating

cities, of table (7.1) partially. Also they failed to provide an economic

and social explanation for the occurences of the prevailing distribution

of lsban sizes. However, it should be noted that the statistical models

particularly the rank-size rule is found to be valid throughout many

parts of the world, particularly in countries witt. high degree of

l,crbanisation, in large countries and in developing countries such as

India and China wr.icb are not only large but have a Long hi.s tcry of

urbani sa tior ••
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The above drawbacks reduce the poesibility of grasping the

implications for plan:r:ingpolicy applications not cnIy in the case of

the U .EoR. but equally el~t~where. They also a.re inca.pable of predicting

the consequences of the committed econon:.icdeve.Loprr.ent on the spa tial

di.s+rabuta on of the expected urban gro"l<)thin the U.EoRo

CH) Hierarchical Models of City Size Distributions:-

In general table (7.1) indicates that the models of urban hierarchy

wr~ch ~ere developed in an attempt to explain the laws which determine

the number, size and distribution of urban centres ..rere based on many

unrealistic asstmptions and on one or a very few factors. They were

found to be static models, representing part of the urban functions and

without any significant application in the developing regions of the

world.
Both Christaller's and Losch's trierarchical models were based on

almost the same key assumptions represented by the existence of feature-

less plain over which resouz·ces are uniformly distributed. Such

assun:ptions do not correspond to the reality of the case of the U.E.R.

where first, the region is part of a ce.ntrally planned socialist country

and the development decd.sions are taken cer"trally and second, it is
mainly a desert area with a very nar-row fertile strip of land along the

Euphre.tes River over which resources a.renot uniformally distributed.

The Beckmann model which shows that a very simple economic mechanism

can generate a distribution of urcan centres that is similar to Pareto

distribution was also based on unproven assurlptions where it ass~es a

simple production functions in which cost curves are L shaped~1) labour

is the only input and input/output ratioo are constant above the

minimum output. Tinbergen' s n::odelof city size dist:ribution which was
(1) Richardson, in his n::odelof optimal city size, among others,

found that the cost curves are U shaped.
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originally constructed to apply to Ir.anufacturing industry depends aLao

on an unrealistic assUIrptions of a closed econon.y (withou.t any foreign

trade) of regular form ever.ly covered with agricultural prod.uction units

except in centres, the existence ef arbitrary nu.rr:berof industries each

producing finished products ~ith having only one firn. in the highest

rank industry and the assumption of all income is spent.

The theory of urban hf.ez-az-chyis a partial representation of the

urean functions. Christaller's n.odel focused on tertiary activities

whilst those of Losch and Tinberger. concent rated on industrial func t i ons ,

The partial representation of llrban functions in these models makes them

far from being a generalised fOI'IL.ulations. The on.ission of industrial

rcle in Christaller's and Becknlann's models contradicts the expected

major role that is going to be played by industrial activities in the

develo:in:er~tand consequently urban growth of the U.E.R. (See Chapter Six).

Furthern.ore, the hierarchical models do not take into consideration

the fact that central functions which affect the urban hierarchy do not

necessarily exist in the central places but could be located in their

hinterlands and this is particularly the case with the U.E.R. where most

major development projects that are found mainly to affect the urban

growth pattern of the study area are loce.ted either in U~e fringe of the

urban centres or in their hinterlands.

The hierarchical models of ci~ size distribution are also

inapplicable to the case of the U.E.R. because they are static models.

They do not explain developn.ent phenon.enon and th~- neglect almost all

important macro-econon.ic interrelationships. They only aim at

explaining the existence of certain pattern of centres and not explain

how this pattern has come into being or what the pattern would undergo

in future. However, although Christaller in his model presented in
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additich to ~&rketing principle two other funda~ental principles, that

is, the t rarispor-t and the socia-political principles the model continued

to be a partial representation of urban f'unc t i ons and the latter two

conc epts ..!ere not fully developed. Hence, what is required fa!' the case

of the U.E.Ro is a theory capable of predicting the consequences of the

committed ecor.orr.icdevelopment OL the sps.tial distribution of the expected

UI'ban grovith •

Finally, the hierarchical models whicl: were built and tested in the

developed countries have r.o t yet been quantitatively tested in case of

developing countries.

However, it sho~ld be noted that both Chris taller and Losch models

consider the hierarchy of city sizes as vTell as the space separating these

city sizes. Both of them dealt with spacing of central places and evolved

a hierarchy of central places on the basis of threshold level of central

goods and services.
To sum up, according to the evaluation criteria stated earlier in

this section the hierarchical mo~els of city size distribution are far

from being applicable to the case of the urban growth of the U.E.R.
(iii) Polarised Growth Models:-

Myrdal's and Hirschman's IDoQels were shown to be least applicable to

the case of the U.E.Ro, where table (7.1) indicates that both of the

models do not meet any of the defined criteria set earlier in this section.

In their models, Myrdal and Hi.r-schnandiscuss U.e dual tendency of growth

to ccncentrate in one location and to SFill over down as a result of

"bacla\ash" and "spread" effects in case of Myrdal ar.d "Polarisation" ar.d

i,trickling downi• effects in case of Ha rschman , Both scholars enphaafaed

that not all urban centres at a point of sp~ce grow at the same time ar.d/

or at the same rate but rather, at the first stage of development, or,e or
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very fe'wurban centres, with a strong economic potentialities, can grox ,

thereaft.er other lagging and/or smaller urban can tres can grow as a

resul t of the benefits gained thrcugh the process of groliing the first,

or very few first urban centres. Such a logic of analysis could not

apply to the case of ur-ban growth in the U .E.Ro where the expected urban

growth is not entirely on the basis of free competition a~ong urban

centres, but rather on the basis of a strategic dec~sions taken by the

central planning authorities. Furtherrr..ore,both mociels built to deal

originally with spatial transmission of growth have very little to do with

urban growth theor:y, where they do not give a considerable attention to

the problem of distribution of urban pcpulation or changing the urban

pattern. They rather regard the problem as a consequence of spatial

transmission of development without answer-ing sane vital questions as

how, when and exactly where the urban growtt. would take place.

Furthermore, Myrdal's rather grim prognosis for the developing

countries has been challenged by Williamson (see section 3.4) who found

that rising regional inequality is typical of the early stages while in

the more mature stages there tends to be a convergence of regional

incomes and a disappea.rance of disparities ...More recently, concern has

teen expressed over the apparent lack of spread effects observed in the

developing countries. Hence, it is suspected that the model have any

significant application in most developing countrieso

Both Myrdal and Hirsc~an's mociels are partial models. They depend

in their ar~lysis on economic factors witho~t incorporating the social,

physical, enviror~ental and so forth of the factors that affect urban

growth pattern. Even Friedmann's "Cor e-Pertiphe.ry Model" which makes an

explicit attempt to explain polarisation, which has been formulated

specifically to deal with the problems of urban hierarchy and national

to
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develoFffientin develoFing cOlmtries ar.d whict goes beyond economic

factors to take into accoun t the social, political and geographical

factors and addressed the spatial raruificatior. of grov!t:r.cannot be

appropriate in the case of the U.E.R. For the follo~ing reasons:-

First, the model failed to explain why some centres develop while

others do not, except to suggest that some become administrative centres

and that eventually, individual investment is concentrated within these

areas.

Second, the mod.el was derived f1'01'1the bistorical development of

Venezula which although it is one of the developing countries and have

had a few similar economic charactaristics with Iraq of being in the

past an agricultural country and noVi predom.inent by oil sector~1)

nevertheless the socio-economic and political aspects are quite different.

For instance, while i~ Venezula, economic development is influenced by

market mechanism, in Iraq it is centrally pl&lned and directed.

Third, the model based on four unrealistic assumptions com.pared to

the U .E.R. circumstances. The model assumes the total populs.tion to

remain constant, a perfectly even distribution of population, resources

and income over a perfectly even plain and constant technology.

Finally, although Friedmar~'s ffiod.elgives us a dynamic framework

wi thin whict to consider the evolution of ur-ban hierarchies in

developing co~tries, his findings are supported theoretically by

Hirschmann's earlier thesis and empirically by Williamsor..'sstudy of

regional income of disparities (see section 3.4) and many developing

countries seem to be at the stage of "incipient industrialisation" in

which primacy prevails and a few countries are progressing bey ond it,

however, some doubt is cast upon the capacity of many developing

countries to transit through the progressive stages of the model by the

( 1) See J. Friedmann, "Regional Development Policy, A Case Study •••"
op.cit., Chapter 6.
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pessimistic Ferspective of Myrdal's "backwash" and circular causa.tion

thesis, propositions whicl: in turn are supported by the Adelmen and

Morris findings (section 3.4) that internal income disparities tend to

increase with development in developing cOlUltries.

Hence, although Fried~ann's model is believed to be highly

generalised and appears to be useful as a general frame of referer.ce

in the study of spa.tial polarisation it cannot be applied to the local

socio-economic circurestances of Iraq. Furthermore, the model does not

cope with the problem at question where the committed economic

development in the U.E.R. will generate an inc~ent in urban population

wr~ch need to be accommodated in a most efficient way, i.e., with least

socio-ecor-omic costs. Another proble~ which preclude the possibility of

applying Friedmann's model to the case of the ~.E.R. is that the model

deals with natio:r..alurban problem and .iot a regional ur-ban problem which

excludes Baghdad the capital from the analysis.

(iv) Stochastic Models:-

Stochastic monels treat urban gro~th determinants as proportional

to city size or the ci~ size distribution as the probabilistically

derived steady state equi+ibrium. These sort of models are inappropriate

to explain the urban gro~th pattern in the U.E.R. because they are

explanatory models. They explain what is b.appening but say nothing

about what might happen in the future. They also depend on one or very

few factors in explaining the urban pattern and neglect the role of

syste~atic forces which definitely effect the ci~ size distribution.

Simon (1955) for instance suggested the demographic forces as a

possible explanation of why the law of proportionate effect might apply

and Ward (1963) built his ci~ size distribution model on market-

expansion opportunities which in turn is assumed to be proportionate to

city size. In total, table (7.1) summarises the reasons behind the
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inapplicability of these models to the case of the U.EoRo

(v) Economic and Quasi-Economic Models:-

The economic and quasi-economic models w:r~ichare represented

by Rashevsky, Zipf and Davis and Swanson models are also inapplicable

to the U.E.R. situation since they in turn depend in predicting the

city size distribution on one or very few economic factors. The first

model assumes that urban productivity is expressed as e. function of

city size and population distribution charactaristics of the system as a

whole and equilibrium is reached when productivity per head is equalised

among cities. Zipf's model, assumes that the city size distribution

resulted from the operation of three forces - the force of unification,

the force of innovation and the force of diversification - and the actual

city size distribution is the net outcome between these opposing forces.

Davis and Swans en model, as~umes that city size changes as a result of

the differential growth of labour force migrating from a rural hinterland.

Such forshort-sited explanation of city size distribution which

neglect the very well known systematic factors affecting the city size

distribution and whict ignore spacing of cities cannot provide an

accurate answer to the question of the urban growth pattern in the U.E.R.

(Vi) Optimality in City Size and Distribution Models:-

The main theme of the optimal city size models is to examine how

costs and benefits (quantitative and qualitative costs and benefits) vary

with city' size, and hopefully to derive an optimal size where marginal

benefits equal marginal costs. Again table (7.1) indicates that such

models seem inappropriate and inapplicable to the U.E.R. for the

following reasons:-
First, in general, as it has been seen in Chapter Four, there is

an agreement among scholars that the search for an optimal size is almost
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as idle as the quest foI' the philospher's stone. Even from theoretical

point of view the search for the optimal city size is encotmtered with

marlY problems. Most optimal size models are static. They depend in

searching for optimality on one or very few factors. For instance,

wtile the production fur_ction models depend mainly on productivity as

e decisive factor, the individual prefereLces models argue that

desirability of city size can only be judged in relation to the

preference of individuals for production and consumption economies

and diseconomies, and a third group of analysts believe that optimality

in city size cculd be defined on the basis of economf.ai.ngin the cost of

services and public utilities provision. Such approaches of determining

the optimal city size which overlooks certain factors so~nd unpractical

since the factors whicr. affect the evoluation and growth of cities are

enormous and consequently optimality differs according to the factors

in question. This means that for the same city the optimal size differs

according to the factors involved in thear~lysis. Add to that the

U.E.R. is charactarised by having certain socio-economic and physical

ccnstraints which are expected to affect highly the size, gro~th and

distribution of its urban centres.

Seccnd, all the optimal city size models are theoretically based on

many unrealistic assumptions. Richardson in his model of optimality in

city size assumes homogeneous tastes and prefereLces. Schaefer model

regard the transport costs and demand intensities equivalent for all

products and production cost is the sole determinant of the hierarchy.

Schaefer himself believes that many other real factors effects market

areas and consequently the urban hierarchy, such as the variation in the

terrain of the area and local variation in the taste. But for the sake

of avoiding more complications, the model depends only on the above
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variables. Laird and Mazek in their model of city size preferences

and migration assumed two types of individuals, large city type and

small city type. This asc1.,;,!llptionis unreal and does not give an

exact answer to the question of a preferred or optimal city size.

Price model of individual preferences and optimal city size assumes the

state of perfect competition, mobility in labour market and production

economies of agglomeration peculiar to a city size. Evan's model also

relies on many unrealistic assumptions. The model for instance assumes

that the firm and/or individual will be able to find the city which

minimises its costs. This assumption neglects the importance of

individual preferer.ces of city size. The assumption that all employment

is located at the centre of the city is a considerable simplication but

it obviously conflicts with the facts. The model also neglects, among

other things, the fact that firms in the small town can use the business

services of a nearby city which is larger. Finally, Tisdell in his model

of optimal city sizes despite recognising the fact that the optimal city

size cannot be determined in isolation and the attempt to discover the

settlement patterns whicfi maximises overall social welfare in the economy

taking into account the preferences of individuals and the nature of

production possibilities at all possible locations, the model again based

on some unrealistic assumptions such as the assumption that the

opportunities available in the city are shared equally between its

inhabitants, the existence of a given number of sites for settle~ent in

the COUI. try and the ignorance of trade between areas.

Hence, almost all the above ~odels are based on abstract assumptions

to expedite analysis and generate city size ~odels based on the

principles of free market mechanism to deal with the problem of city size

distribution in developed countries. Such assumptions and mechanism, as

it has been seen earlier in this section, is far from being applicable to

the case of the U.E.R. where develoFment and growth is centrally planned
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and directed. Furthermore, there is no evidence of such n.odeIs having

any significant applicatioli in the developing regions of the world.

Third, as in almos tall reviev;ed mod aLs , optimal ci ty size models,

ignore space and treat the city as an isolated unit misjudging the fact

that the city may be one element in a multinuclear region and is

certainly one unit in a complex national urban hierarchy ar-d that the

space separating cities is as important as the city size hierarchy.

Hence, incorporating the spatial distribution of ur-ban centres in the

analysis of urban growth patterns, whict has been neglected by most

optimal city size models is a very important aspect in the urbanisation

process of the U.E.R., whereas it has been seen (Chapter Six) that the

existing urban system is charactarised by an unbalanced spatial

distribution of urban centres.

Hence it could be concluded ~hat extensive reading in urban theory

and examination of many theoretical studies does not provide any ready

made answers to the problem of urban growth pattern in the U.E.R.

Eact of the monels reviewed may be useful in its own cor-text, but none

is able to satisfJ' the objectives of the urbanisation strategy for the

case study.

Since so many factors are going to be involved in the analysis of

urban growth Fattern of the U.E.R. and since their relationships are

extremely complex, it is impossible to derive any definite results on

this matter in a theoretical model and to make any satisfactory

predictions for the future, therefore for the purpose of this thesis, an

entirely alternative approach must be found to deal with the problem and

satisfy the objectives.

The planning tecr..niques,represented mainly by the planning

application of the cost-benefit analysis, the threshold analysis and

the goals-achievement analysis are initially believed to meet the
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objectives of this study. Unlike most of the city size distribution

models and theories presented in Part One of this study, tLis group of

techniques although developed originally in developed countries CQuld

be utilised to meet the aims, objectives ffild the constraints of this

study. This group of techniques cculd incorporate into analysis a

wide range number of factors that are thought to be important in the

decision making process. The priorities assigned to different factors

and the assumptions of the analysis could easily be derived from the

local constraints and aims and objectives of the particular study.

Hence, the application of one of the above mentioned techniques to the

problem in question provide the basis for a more realistic solution

compared to the use of the theoretical model whicr. base on a very few

factors in the analysis, even if that model is originally built to deal

with this particular problemo

However, it should be noted that the inapplicability of the urban

growth models and theories to the case of the U.EoR. do not, as it has

been seen earlier in Part One, preclude the possibility of benefiting

from many of their principles, such as the principle of hierarchy of

urban settlement and its advantages, principles of polarisation and

spread effects, economies of scale and urban size, rank size rule and

so forth. All these and many other principles discussed in Part One

will be fully utilised, wherever pOSSible, in developing the urban growth

strategies for the U.E.R. Furthermore, the cha~~es in the understanding

of the urban growth problem over time and according to different

socio-economic and geographical environments (mainly developed as

against developing countries) would in turn help in drawing

implications for the analYSis of the problem in question.
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7.2. Urban Growth Distribution Techniques

The urban planning problems, in general, are of the sort of
complicated and subjective one. Because they are so subjective it is
difficult to be rational in the process, that is, to move by reason
towards the optimum in the attainment of goals. To assist in this it
is necessary to analyse the implications of the alternative plans,

policies or actions. Such analysis would seek to test proposals for

their likely effects on community welfare, to make what is termed by

Lichfield a "Welfare Test,,~1) The test " •••could usually be made at

various stages in the planning process. The planner could use it to

compare alternatives during the design stage or on a completed plan or

suggested variations from it and so have a means of demonstrating the

quali ty of proposals. The ar.alysis could aid decision-makers in their

consideration of a plan, policy or action, or of alternatives and in
their understanding of the implications of decisionso,,(2)

There is as yet no accepted metLod of analysis for welfare tests

in town and regional planning, hence the applicability of the most

familiar tecr~iques, such as the cost-benefit analysis, threshold_

analysis and goals-achievement analysis will be critically examined.(3)

This examination aims at suggesting the appropriate mettodology of

dealing with the problem of urban growth distribution in the U.E.R.

To reacL such a conclusion the evolution, basic notions, advantages and

disadvantages and the applicability of each of the above stated

techniques would be examined here.
(1) N. Lichfielq., "Cost-Benefit Analysis in City Planning", Journal of

American Institute of Planners, Vol. 26, 1960, P.273.
(2) Ibid, P.273.
(3) For the fuller account of these and other techniques see for

instance, N. Lichfield, "Evaluation Methodology of Urban and
Regional Plans"; A Review, Regional Studies, Vol. 4, 1970, PP.151-
165; H. B. Fisher, Evaluation of Alternative Plans for New Communities:
Toward Application of the Competition - for - Benefit Model, PhD.
thesis, thesis series, Centre for Urban and Regional Studies, Chapil
Hill,North Carolina,1971; P.W.J.Batey and M.J.Breheny, "Methods in
Strategic Planning; Part I: A Descriptive Review, Town Planning Review,
Vol. 49, 1978, PP.259-273; and "Methods in Strategic Planning; Part II:
A Prespective Review, Town Planning Review, Vol. 49, 1978, PP. 502-518.
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7.2.1. Cost-Benefit Analysis Technique

The cost-benefit analysis technique whict has its foundation

in theoretical welfare econonics, was originally develo:r;edin late

1930' s as a method of appraising projects in water resources field,

particularly projects relating to dams, flood control, irrigation and

hydro-electricity.(1) Its application extended to highways,

urbanisation of agricultural land, municipal services, education, health

and defence.(2) In the early 1960's Lichfield viewed that the analysis

can be extended to aid decisions on to~n and regional Planning.(3) He

argued that, IIAlthough the planning agency is not prod.ucing a direct

service for consumption or production, just because the plan is a supra-

investment framework, cost-benefit analysis is, in my view, an

appropriate and relevant methodology, if suitably adapted. While it is

essentially an economic tool, it seems to fit the planners requirements

of aiding rational decisions on alternative Plans.II(4)

Cost-benefi t analysis, state, the Royal Commissior. of tr,e Third

London Airport (The Roskill Commission)" •••seeks as far as it can to

~ssist in bringing all problems into their proper perspective. It

provides a logical framework within which to assess all the effects

flowing from a particular Lnveetmerrt or planning decision. It tries to

ensure that decisions are taken on the basis of people's individual

values and choices as revealed by their behaviour rather than on the

basis of the decision maker's own preferences or standards or of ttose
(1) C.Choguill,"Methods for Airport Location Analysis:Benefit-Cost

Analysis," Airport In terna tional" No. 34, 1974, P .24.
(2) A.R.Prest and R.Turvey,"Cost-Benefit Analysis: A Survey, Economics

Journal, Vol. 75, 1965, P.683.
(3) For details of Lichfield's views on the applications of cost-benefit

analysis on town and regional p.Lannangj See N.Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit
Analysis in City Planning",op.cit.,PP.273-279; "Cost-Benefit Analysis
in Plan Evaluation" To~n Planning Review,V01.35,1964,PP.160-196;
"Cost-Benefit Analysis in Town Planning; A Case Study: Swanley",
Urban Studies, Vo1.3, 1966, PP.215-249; and "Cost-Benefit Analysis in
Urban Expansion, A Case Study: Peterborough; Regional Studies,Vol.3,
1969, PP.123-155.

(4) N.Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Town Planning, •••", Ot.cit.,
P.216.
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of •••politically powerful groups.,,(1)

Cost-benefit analysis is often employed in order to determine

whether a coun t ry '·Tov.ld be better off wi th a projected investment than

without it. This type of cost-ber.efit study attempts to measure all

the costs and all the benefits which flow from a project in order to
see whether the benefits exceed the costs.(2) To ask this question
the Roskill commission, stated that it is important to include ·the

totality of all costs and all benefits.(3)

The cost-benefit ap~lysis is also used to assist choice between

alternative decisions. "It does so by comparing the costs and benefits

that will flow from the alternatives as a guide to which choice will

bring the greater margin of benefits over costs or the greater net return
in benefits for the resources invested.,,(4)

Although it is believed that cost-benefit analysis provides a more

comprehensive and less suspect framework for all the items wr~ch are

relevant to the decision~5{ts application to the complicated problems is

accompanied with many difficulties. To shed some light on such

difficulties a well known example of British experience, i.e., the cost-

benefit analysis study of the third London airport, will be presented

here.
In 1968 Roskill Commission was established to select a site of

London's third airport.(6) The Commission used cost-benefit ar~lysis

for cr-oosing the airport location. The analysis fer selection of the

site was applied in some details to four sites that received primary
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Roskill-Commission on the third London Airport, The Report, H.M.S.O.,
London, 1971, P.12.
~, P.118.
Ibid, P. 118.
N.Lickfhield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Town Planning, ••••"op.cit.,
P.215.
See for instance, N. Lict.field, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Planning;
A Critique of the Roskill Commission", Regional Studies, Vol. 5,
1971, PP.157-183.
Roskill Commission on the third London Airport, op.cit., P.1.(6)
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consideration: Cublington, Nuthampstead, Foulness (later re-named

Maplin) and Thurleigho Although at first glance the Roskill COffiillission

experience of adopting cost=bene f'f.t analysis is an excellent guide to

the use of this tectnique, an excellent justification of its adoptio~

a~d it seems to be an answer to many urban and regio~al planners problems,

there are certain weeknesses in using the tectnique. A reading of

Roskill Commission Report, argues Lichfield, raises strong doubts on

the way in which the Commission has used cost-benefit analysis in

reaching its decisio~s, and in the Commission's decision-making framework

itself.(1) In his critical paper of the commission's work, Lictfield

tried to show that there are weaknesses in the follo~ing aspects:(2)

First, while the cost-benefit ar~lysis provided the framework for

the items measured in monetary terms, it was not exte~ded to provide a

framework for non-measured items. Items such as loss of wild life, or

churches which would have to be demolished; Journey to work by airport

employees; value of preserving the countryside; loss of landscape and

rural amenity by people other than those residing in the effected areas;

and so o~,which were not measured (either because of the lack of data

or because they were inherently non-measurable at that time) could have

been included within the cost-benefit analysis, and so could provide

the Ccmmission with a means of doing what it stated it wished to do, of

providing "a fra.I:!eworkv.-ithinwhich these different elements can be

brought together and weightec..,,(3)

Second, the major emphasis of the recommendation lay with the

aggregate of net costs (efficiency criterion), ~., the choice of site

(1) N.Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Planning: A Critiqu€ •••,"
0F.cit., P.157.

(2) Ibid, PP.157-183.
(3) Ibid, P.168.
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which produced the lowest total net costs on the cOITIDunity,and the

Co~ission did not follow up sufficiently to explore the incidence

and equity aspects of their analysis, i.e., to consider the incidence

of the costs and benefits on the variou.s sectors of the community and

accordingly lack of conviction ind.ealing wi th these Lssues in-

their recowIDendationso

The importance of taking the equity criterion into consideration

in the analysis arises, since the pla.nning decision to develop an area

or not would involve a redistribution of income and wealth from that

which would occur without development taking place or that development

occured in another place.

The Essex group of County Councils, goes beyond the consideration

of efficiency and equity criteria and suggested that weighting for

posterity should also be included in the analysis. By weighting for

posterity the group meant that "•••we should consider the interest of

posterity by placing special weight upon those things which the airport

would destroy but which posterity might have treasured more highly.,,(1)

Third, the Commission failed to bring clearly into the perspective

of their analysis the significance of the airport for regional planning

and development and vice versa, i.e., the Commission did not treat the

regional planning problem. The Commission itself admitted its failure

to cover regional plarming adequately, despite including many regional

aspects in the ar.alysis,such as access routes and urbanisation, to the

fact that "•••the task of ql,;.a.ntifyingthis factor would have presented

formidable difficulties. Quite apart from the difficulty of predicting

what the regional pl~~ning consequences would be •••there would have been

problems of data collection and methodologJ- which might have proved
. t bl ,,(2)l.nsurmoun a e.
(1) Roskill Commission on the Third London Airport, op.cit., P.128.
(2) ~, P.124.
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In addition to the above weaknesses in the approach of ar.alysis

of the Commission, there was the difficulty of finding re:i.iablemethods

for evaluating the various categories of costs and benefits, such as

the cost of noise and displacing residents from an airport site and
second the users - costs and travel time costo(1) The use of money as

a common measuring rod itself introduced a distortion. The analysis

for instrulce wroLgly gave the same weight to a poor man's loss of one

pound as to the rich man's loss of the same sum. (2) Furthermore, "The

Roskill Commission identified only the more important costs. Rather than

computing benefits separately, so that the return on capital could be

calculated, certain benefits were included in the cost columns as

"dis-benefits". Hence the result could more accurately be described as

a "Cost-effectiveness" study than a comprehensive cost-benefit analYSis.,,(3)

However, in failing to cope with the above stated difficulties,

the Commission" o••failed to recognise the cost-benefit analysis is a

tool which has to be adapted and adjusted for the problem at hand, and

that what they were faced with was the need of adaptation for the

problems of urban and regional Planning.,,(4)

The weaknesses of cost-benefit ar~lysis application could also be

recognised if the tecr~ique is applied to less complicated problems.

A reading in the "South Atchao scheme study",(5) whict was intended both

to examine the social costs and benefits of the proposed South Atcham

Water Supply Scheme (The scheme aimed at providing mains water supply to

remote rural areas to the South of Shrewsbury) as a pilot study to explore

the usefulness of cost-benefit analysis as a routine method of appraising
(1) For examination of such weaknesses see for instance, CoChoguill,

op.cit., PPo24-25.
(2) Roskill Commission on the Third London Airport, op.cit., P.124.
(3) C.Choguill, opocit., P.25.
(4) N.Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Planning: A Critique •••,"

op.cit., P.174.
(5) J.JoWarford, The South Atcham Scheme. an Economic Appraisal,

H.M.S.O., Londor., 1969.
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future proposals of this kind, has faced most of the technical

difficulties(1) associated with the cost-benefit analysis study of the
third London airport. However, what distinguished the Atcham Scheme

from that of the third Londo~ airport is that it incorporated the

annual running costs in the analysis making the study more realistic

since the running costs are very important element of cost analysis

and can effect to a large extent in achieving more optimisation in the
decision making process.

The above analysis would suggest that the cost-benefit analysis in

this sense would never include everything relevant to decision making,

despite the fact that the cost-benefit analysis provides a framework

wi thin which different elar.ents can be brought together and weighed. (2)

This fact led some scholars to distinguish between two types of cost-

benef'Lt analysis, the economic cos t-benefi t analysis and non-economic

cost-benefit analysis, each with different theoretical base and

jUstification.(3) The economic type is firmly grounded in accepted

economic theory, and has a well established use for the partial evaluation

of projects since it emphasises only economic efficiency in resource use.(4)

Lichfield in his critique of the Roskill Commission goes on the s~e line

and argues that cost-benefit analysis taking into account the economic

factors and efficiency criteria are short of being planning analysis.(5)

Planning analysis believes Lichfield, "•••starts with wide ranging concept

of needing to take account of all the costs and benefits that are likely

to flow from the decision at hand (subject to the necessary cut offs from
(1) For details of such difficulties see, ~, PP.170-175.
(2) Roskill Commission on the Third London Airport, op.cit., P.128.
(3) See for instance, Barrie Needham, "The Cost-Benefit Fallacy",Journal

for the Built Environment, Vol. 34, 1971, P.47.
(4) For a detailed explanation of the economic type of cost-benefit

analysis See, for example, AoR.Prest and RoTurvey, op.cit.,PP.683-731.
(5) N. Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Planning: A Critique •••,op.cit.,

P.174.
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the view point of the decision maker and the problem at har.d) and also

the need to consider the incidence of the repercussions.,,(1) But even
so the cost-benefit analysis could fall short of planning analysis if it

were concerned only with the efficiency criterion for the choice ar.dnot

also with the incidence of the costs and benefits of different sectors

of the community and the need to consider equity and distribution

considerations.(2)

To carry out such complete analysis and in an atte~pt to illuminate

problems associated with economic cost-benefit approach, Lichfield has

been devising a methodology of cost-benefit ar.alysis for city and

regional planning since 1960 which has come to be called 'The Planning

Balance Sheet". (3) The creation of Plar..ningBalance Sheet argues

Lichfield, demonstrates how cost-benefit analysis could be used for a

complex problems within a planning context.(4) The main principles,

procedures and constraints of the technique have been developed by case

study.(5)

The value of the technique •••"lies in exposing the implications

of each set of proposals to the whole community and to the various

groups within that community, ~~d also in indicating how the alternatives

might be imprc~ed or amalgamated to produce a better result. The purpose

of the approach is the selection of a plan whicb, on the information

available, is likely to best serve the total interest of the community.,,(6)

(6)

The Planning Balance Sheet, like the typical cost-benefit technique,
Ibid, P.174.
Ibid, P.174.
N.Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Town Planning, •••," op.cit.,
PP.210-249.
N. Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Planning: A Critique •••",
op.ci t ., P. 174 •
For the details of the procedure see for instance, N.Lichfield, "Cost-
Benefit Analysis in Town Planning •••" op.cit., PP.210-249; and "Cost-
Benefit Analysis in City Planning •••",op.cit., PP.273-279.
N. Lichfield,"Cost-Benefit Analysis in Urban Expansion ••••",op.cit.,
P.128; ar.d "Evaluation Methodology ---, op.cit., P.156.

( 1 )
(2 )
(3)

(4)

(5)
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presumes that, in forecasting, time must be allowed for in various ways.

Development cannot be carried out qu~ckly so that interest on locked up

capital must be added. Assets, whether existing or proposed, have a

limited life and must therefore be amortised. Revenue streams must be

discounted back to values at a particular time, normally that time when

the analysis is made. For all this discount rates must be adopted. The

aim is that each transaction should be in terms at present worth of cost

and benefit.

It should be noted that the analysis according to this approach would

enable the decision maker to pick out elements of the projects which are

high in cost or low in benefit, or those sections of the community which

would bear the costs and receive the benefits.

Lichfield applied the planning balance sheet in tr.ecase of

evaluating the alternative pattern of the growth of Swanley Town,(1)

Peterborough New Town(2) and in his Critique of Roskill Commission.(3)

However, despite all the advancements that Lichfield introcuced on the

typical cos t-sbenef'L t analysis, to cope with t:r.ecor.p'l.Lca ted urban and

regional :rlanning probler:Js,the technique is still experimental and

relatively undeveloped. The problems of application are many, comprisir.g

sone of tr.oae conmon to t;>pd.ca.L cost-benefit analysis and others particularly

acute ones which arise \-ihenapplying the approach to tOvTIland regional

p.Lannd.ng , Licbfield gives an exan.p.l e of the complexity-of the analysis

when concerned \-iitht ovn and regional p.Lannd.ng , He stated that," •••sir..ce

the plan is for 1:1'.econmund, ty all, and not a limited range, of costs and
(1) NoLichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in 'l'ovn P'Lann fng ,° • 0" op. ci t , ,

PFo215-249.
(2) N.Lichfield, "Oo at-Benef'Lt Analysis in Urban Expansion,o ••"op.cit.,

PP.123-155.
(3) N.Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in ELanr.Lng , A Critique, •••"

.QE.cit,.,PP.157-183.
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benefi ts must be br-ought into analysis. From this it follows
that very many benefits e..renon-measurable. Furthermore the

decision makers need to weigh up costs and benefi ts to a wide

range of sectors in the community, often with conflicting objectives,

and in so doing must have regard to ccnsiderations of equity as
between the sectors, and not only overall efficiency.,,(1)

The Roskill Commission stressed that there are formidable

tecfillicaldifficulties in selection of a plan, which on the

information available, is likely to best serve the total interest

of the community when applying the cost-benefit analysis. The

Commission emphasised that "Quite apart from the difficulty of

quantifying certain important matters •••, it is rarely easy to

observe and draw correct inferences from people's behaviour. In

addition there is the problem, shared by other methods of analysis,

of finding the correct basis of predicting the reperc1.:ssionsof the
alternatives being used.,,(2)

It remains to emphasise that s~mply because the analysis must,

by definition, concern itself with costs and benefits whf.ch cannot be

measured, it must therefore involve a great deal of value judgement.

However, subjective judgements is unavoidable in any decision-making

process(3) and decisions which are made without such analysis involve

mighty value judgements.

7.2.2. Threshold Analysis Teclmique

Threshold theory was developed by Malisz in Poland in 1963.

Since then it has become an important element in Polish town planning

where the theory was first applied and tested in practice for about

six hundred towns in Poland and it has recently become an important

N. Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Town Planning, •••"op.cit.,
P.216.
Roskill Commission on the Third London Airport, op.cit., P.12.
1.!?14, P • 11•
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tool in planning work and a feature of the modern school of Polish

plarilling. It has been applied in the Moscow region and in Italy and a
growing interest can be noticed elsewhere.(1) In Britain the technique

was first applied by the planning research unit of Edinburgh University

in the preparation of the sub-regional plan for the "Grangemouth-Falkirk

Growth Area,,~2) It has also been applied by the Scottish Development

Department in the preparation of a plan for urban expansion in the

Central Borders Sub-RegiOn~3)

The theory's founder emphasised that, it originated as a response of

three notorious problems which accompanied physical planning at the time

of its formulation~4) These problems were first, the problem of

facilitating inter-disciplinary co-operation, particularly between

physical planners and economic planners, where the theory is an attempt

to translate urban design into quantitative categories with which the

economist deals. The second problem concerns the communication between

planners at different levels, since threshold analysis tries to introduce

an effective feedback into the overall plarming process which facilitates

such communication. The third problem relates to the period of time that

the plan should cover. The theory is based on the supposition that

short-term planning does not allow room for the operation of long-range

investment process while too long a stride into the future may mean that

one is caught out by shifts in development trends. So planning locking

twenty or thirty years ahead has become the accepted compromise.

The threshold notion is already a well developed concept in the

physical sciences (notably in physics and biology). Generally, it denotes

a limitation within which a variable does not change under the influence

J. Kozlowski and J.T.Hughes, "Urban Threshold Theory and Analysis",
Journal of Town Planning Institute, Vol.53, 1967, P.55; and B.Malisz,
"Implications of Threshold Theory for Urban and Regional Plalming",
Journal of Town Planning Institute, Vol.55, 1969, P.108.
PIarming Research Unit of Edinburgh University, Grangemouth-Falkirk
Regional Survey and Plan, H.M.S.O., Edinburgh, 1968.
Scottish Development Department, The Central Borders; A Plan for
Expansion, Vol. 1, H.M.S.O., Edinburgh, 19680
B.Malisz, op.cit., P.108.
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of a gradually increasing factor (stimulus). In economics, thresholds

are known in the form of indivisible investment Objects~1) In town

planning, a threshold is not any limitation faced by the expansion of a

town: "by its definition it is a major one which poses a serious problem

and which has a marked effect on the cost per head of population.,,(2)

Hence, in town and regional plarillingthe main generator of threshold theory

was the simple observation that towns encounter some physical limitations

to their spatial growth. The conventional procedures of feasibility

studies, argues Malisz, do not make sufficient use of these limitations

in their methodology. Hence, the theory assumes that settlements during

their course of growth will be confronted from time to time with

limitations that have the character of thresholds. These limitations are

basically of three types, physical, technological and structural thresholds~3)

T2ey have been called the thresholds of urban development.

The physical threshold implies that a settlement on an island can

expand only within the confines of its shores; Tracts of marshland or

steep valley sides will stand in the way of development in certain

directions. These limitations are not absolute. They can be overcome.

Land can be reclaimed and artificial land created. But crossing tLese

thresholds demand high inputs of ecor.omi,c resources. Physical limi tations

are visible even in less in"'.:;rE.ctable sites. Technice.l thresholds e.ppear

when the extension of an existing system (i.e., water supply or

trensportetion) is no longer posEible and a new system has to be introduce~.

Finally, tte s tz-uctura.L tt.resholds, which affect tte internal fore of tr,e

city and necessi tate its z-eshapa.ng , particule..rlyas far as its central

area is concerr.ed. For exaz pl.ean Lncreaaed popul,atiOIlmay necessitate

the radical expansion of a main shopping centre so l'E,strictedby existing

built-up areas U.at any so Iuti.onwill require investment cost of a

ttreshold chare..cter.
~Ibid, P.l08.
(2) JoT .Hughes and J.Kozlom::ki, "ThresLold Analysis - An Ecor:omic Tool

for TOwilland Regional Planr.i~g", Urban Studies, Vol.5, 1968, P.138.
(3) B.Malisz, op.ci.t., P.l08.
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All t1ese f orn,s of t:treshold-limi ta tions CEU: be over-cone either by

creeting a new sys ten of fecilities 01' by a r'ad.i ca.l act of recor.st!"l.1Ction.

"To cross a threshold one requires an input of cap i tal that ...-ovld not be

necessary if the grov th of the cf.ty were tc be stopped in its tn.cks. In

most cases this input is needed to accotunoda t e an inerease in population,

t10ugh it I1U::3t be no ted tha.t even .dth statle population figur€'s thresholds

may ha.ve to be c.rosaed , for E:xfJ:l:pleow.Lng to a rise in rate of

motci-Lsa tion" ~1)

Accorcingly, as Ricbardson(2) and Koz Lovskf, and Eughes(3) put it, the

notion of threshold coe+s can be formalised by dividing the 'per caI-Ha

Lnves tment costs(4) necessary to locate a new Lnhabf.tarrt in a city into ho

components-normal costs and development (or tr.reshold) costs. Normal costs

are those not associatec. "Tith the given Lo cat.i.on of investments necessary to

accol!:modate new inhabitants. These types of costs re~ain cor.stant or are a

linear function of ci,;y size. On the cor::trary, threshold costs are the fixed

costs r-equd r-ed to over-come the thresholds limiting development. Hence they

are heavily tied doun to existing cor:ditions and charactaristics of given

land. They rise sharply with the onset of the threshold but decline once

the threshold has been passed. Thus tt.e thresholds can be presented by peaks

or inflexion poc.rrts on the cost curve , The overstepping of the thresholds

i.e., comp.Le tLon of £.11 investment necessary to open new land for town

expansion, results in the decline in tbe

"[1 )
(2)a~

threshold costs.

Ibid, P.108.
H.R.ichardson, Locatd.on Theory, Urban StI"ucture •••• ,.Q.P.ci.t., P.179.
J.KozloV!ski and J.T.Hughes, op.cit., P.55.
The ratio of input to out.pu t of urban expansion can be estatlished on ly
if this measurement (the per ce.pita Lnves tment costs) is used, i.e.,tte
cost of developing neViurban land per Olle neViinhabitant. (E.Malisz,
op.cit., P.1 09). Houever , this single inde::x of Efficiency, argues Malisz,
"may scrr.etimes mislead,especially when the present population of e.. city
is inadequately accozmoda ted( ...-ith excessively high densities) or serv iced
(with badly stained transportation or water supl'ly fecilities). In suct
situations the threshold costs per one neViinhabitant will be "loaded"
...-ith investments that are already needed. For this purpose an
appropriate correction of the index is necessary foI' the purpose of
corrparing diff eren t toune ;" ( Ibid, P•109)•
Nevertheless,althotlgh Me.lisz does not wisb to suggest that threshold

cost indices are in themselves measures of €conomic efficiency he
believes that" ••• they are u~eful assets fol' the regional planner,
enabling him to choose the optimal loce.tion for the programmed develop-
ment of economic activities. This is not to say that difficult thresholds
must always be avcided;but in terms of ~conomic~ ~t see~s tea90naRle to
cross thresholds at the point where IJ:aXlllUIDef'f'Lcd ency a.s aer~ved •
( Ibid. P.110) • -~7)f;-



The overall threshold cost is obtained through tte integration of

all partial results of the three groups of limitations (physical,

technological and structural) wr.ich can be graphically shown on a map

and considered within the successive threshold lines, from which can

be deduced the most suitable areas fer the further spatial expansion

of a tOi\J.1)"BYestimating the threshold costs, indispensable for

opening new land for urban groxth and by calcula ting tr,e capaca ty of

threshold areas (in terms of the nwr.ber of new inhabitants), we can

obtain all data relevant to determining the most viable solutions to

the various possibilities for t oxn expansion.,,(2) Hence, threshold

analysis, based on detailed economic assessment by cost indices,

enables co~parison of the various alterr~tives in the final stage of

the planning process, and thus helps to determine the choice of the most

desirable direction for growth. By ewphasising the desirability of

quantification, it enables the appl Lcatd.on of "Optimisatior. Procedures.,,(3)

The advantages of threshold analysis over other planning techniques

is that it is a technique for geuerating tt.epropos5.ls. Simpson

stressed this point and argued that, "Threshold analysis l:ardly has a

serious rival fer carrying out similar purposes as a vigorous econorr.ic

planning technique at an early stage of planning process.,,(4) Cost-

benefit analysis and Hill's "Goals Achieve~ent Matrix,,(5~ for instance

are very much a techniques for evaluation of plan proposals and

corr.parisonof alternatives rather than gene ratdon of proposals. Therefore,
(1) J.Kozlowski and J.T.Hughes, op.cit., P.55.
(2) Ibid, P.55•
(3) J:T:Hughes and J.Kozlowski, op.cit., P.133.
(4) B.Simpson "Some Theoretical Devel.opmen t or.Threshold Analysis and

Testing", Urban Studies, Vol.14, 1977, r.eo,
(5) For the basic notions of the technique, See, M.Hill, "A Goals -

Achievement Matrix in Evaluation Alternative Plans", Journal of
American Institute of Planners, Vol. 34, 1968, PP.19-29.
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threshold analysis filled an impo:r-tantcap in translating objectives

and survey information into a'lte.rnatf.ve propcca Le for development,

especially at structure plaIland more local plans than over the larger

areas of the region and sub-regiono(1) Furt~ermore, by using money as

a measlTe~ent medium, threshold analysis also offers advantages over

teclmiques which rely on a points systerr.,such as the goals-achievement

procedures, the subject of dascuas.i.on in the next sub-section.

This is because money is rr:orefirmly based on reality than the various

points systems that have been used in other techniqUes.(2)

Threshold analysis also attempts to avoid t~e difficulty of non-

quantifiable elerr.ents. Hughes and Koz Lowek'i stressed th Ls point and

argued that, cost-benefit analysis and other economic appraisal approaches

are severly handicapped by the non-quantifiable elements wl.ich in many

cases are the essence of the decisiono Threshold analysis attanpts to

avoid this difficUlty.(3)

However, it should be noted ttat, "Threshold analysis is very much

accurate when applied to only one type of development at a time. It is

especially suitable where there are a number of computing factors

influencing location without any single one being dominant, and where

the f'orm of building is relatively independent of location." (4)

Hence, by using threshold analysis, it is possible to overcorre some

drawbacks of other tecl....niques. However, the tectnique, as developed

to date, incorporates rr:anytecbnical difficulties. First of all, the

technique does not include all the criteria affect'ing the decision-

making in the process of analysis and evaluation. Simpson for instance

elaborated on tl"..ispoint and pointed out that" •••,although the factors

(1) B.Simpson, op.cit., P.79.
(2) Ibid, P.79.
(3) J.T.Hughes and J.Kozlowski, op.cit., P.136.
(4) B.Simpson, op.cit., P.79.
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included can be accurately described, they often do r.ot adequately

r'epr-eser;t the criteria for making loca tional decisions. Thresholds

have been counted as obstacles to building which would cause abnormally

high construction costs. And yet not all the locational factors

Lnf'Luenc i.ng developmer.t are either obstacles nor do they refer to

construction costs.,,(1) Social costs, travelling time cost, environmental

costs, the loss of agricultural land, landscape damage resulting from

development and other aesthetic considerations are examples of

considerations aFpear in the objectives of many planning studies and

affect the decision mrucing but are not included in threshold analysis

or, at least, not fully considered. These factors are not included in

threshold analysis because of the difficulty of measura ng them. This of

course contradicts the view of Hughes and Kozlowski who argued that the

technique attempted to avoi.d the difficulty of non-quantifiable criteria.

Even in the case of quantifiable factors, the technique is primarily

concerned with the initial investment cost Where it stresses

development costs to the neglect of operating costs.(2) This implies

that the alternative which would seem to be most efficient, if the

capital cost only is included, may well increase the operating costs,

and being in the long run more costly corrpared to other alternatives.

This is true especially the operating costs of several services, over-

time, are as high as the initial capital costs and in some cases even

higher. However this problem could be easily avoided through a

modification in thetechnique. By the same concentration on initial costs,

the analysis fails to take account of benefits of alternative patterns o~

development.
(1) Ibid, P.80.
(2) H.Richardson, Location Theory, Urban Structure, ••• op.cit.,P.179;

and J.T.Hughes and J.Kozlowski, op.cit., P.143.
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The snaLl,size of threshold costs resulting from the applica tLon

of threshold analysis in some case studies confirms these doubts.

Simpson stressed this peint and argued that, "The size of threshold

costs enc ourrtered support t.heae doubts abou t them being only very

partial as an aid to decision making. The •••threshold costs

encountered in the Central Borders was :f47.98 per capita and in the

Dundee study only j"10087 per capita ."(1) In a modified form of

a:pplication of threshold analysis~2) factors other than those included

in traditional threshold anelysis were incorporated in the analysis.

These factors which extend to include the value of landscape, price of

land ecquisition, travelling cost, annoyance and residential enviror~ent

gave more realistic results end show that the size and variation of size

of threshold cost to be larger than previously encountered as a result of

application of tr.e conventional threshold definition (physical,

technological and structural costs). However, even in the la.tter case

factors such as social consideration of development, the future expected

growth and the personal preferences are not incorporated in tr.eanalysis

due to the unreality of assessing such factors in monetary terns end/or

finding an appropriate valuation methodology. The latter reason applies

to the factors included in the modified form of threshold analysis such

as the effect on landscape and residential environment among others.

Further practical difficulties of applying threshold analysis must

be admitted, "•••there is the probleIJ of calculating the cost indices

necessary to cross successive threshold lines. Estimates are difficult

to obtain and are subject to a considerable margin of error.,,(3)
(1) B.Simpson, op.cit., P.80.
(2) See for instance, B.Simpson, "10'" Cost Housing Sites in Brighton",

Surveyor and Public Authority Technology, Vol.CXLVII, 1976, PP. 26-28;
and "The Costs of Expanding Lewes" Surveyor and Public Authori ty
Tecrillology,Vol. CXLV, 1975, PP.26-32.

(3) J.ToHughes and J.Kozlowski, op.cito, P.142.
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Furthermore, "The importance (and thus coste) of certain threshold

may vary tl:rough time and sene linlitations of techr.ice.lchar-ac tie.rtoday

could be aLmoe t mear.ingless in fifteen years time with e. change in

teChnOlOgy.,,(1) Defining the successive thresholds, especially

t.ecnm cea and at.ruc turs.I thresholds is also e. complicated problem,

where in many cases the lirrlitationsupon expmlsion set by tecrmical

thresholds is not ce.pab.Le of pr-ec i.ae definition and there is a

considera"ble scope for personal judgement in determining the capacity

of a road or of the different rublic utilities. The structural thresholds

are procably the most difficult to define. The problem is more

complicated in the case of developing countries vrhere experience in this

respect is very limited and no suf'f'Lcd.errt and accurate data is available

to carry out such a complex analysis.

Finally, the conventd onal, concept of threshold analysis does not

consider the site of the comrritted projects (the n:ain cause of urban

population grov!th in this special case) as a factor in urban growth

distribution. In general, it concentrates on the major land use, which

is residential, and ignored the Loca tdon of development projects sites or

a principle source of emploJrment that ~ill exert strong influence on the

possible distribution of population. The central borC:ers study

recognised the importance of this factor in the distribution of additional
th t f th ~Ub-reg~on(02)number of popu Lata on among e ovlllS0 . e _ ..

7.2.3. Goals-Achievement Analysis Technique

Goals-achievement methoC:s have been originated in the United States

in the field of transport engineering and land-use transForta ti.on in mid

1960's. Transport proposals form a very important element of l!.anystudies

on which such methods have been developed. In Britain this methoc. have

been used in late 1960's and in 1970's by land-use planners to determine

11) Ibid, P .142 •
(2) ~tish Development Department, op.cit., PP.14-15.
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the test sites of residential as well as the industrial development.

Coe.Ls-achd.evement metr.ods have been developed by many scr.c Lars ,

such as Kreditor in his "Folicy Eve.Luata on Matrix,,~1) Hill in his "Goe.Ls-«

Achievement Matrix,,~2) Schlager in his "Objective Fulfilment Analysis,,(3)

and Helmes in his "Disaggregated McS.trixl~(4)

The methods have in commona basic approach cf attempting to

det ernri.ne tte extent to r;rcich alternative plans rrill achieve a pre-

determined set of goals or objectives. The terms go&ls and objectives

are used sonewhat differently by those advocating this approach, but they

are both used to denotie tte aims rrhich it is thought the plan should

achi.eve , The progress torrards and retrogession from the specified goals

or objectives represent respE:ctively the advantages and disadvantages

associated with alternative plans.

Lichfield and ethers in their pub.li.ca tLon the "Eval.ua t i on in Planning

Process" distinguished four main charactaristics of the goals-achievement

approach. These charactaristics are summarised as fcllows:15)

First, "goals or objectives are always formulated (in a preliminary

fashion at least) in advance of both the design of alternative plans and

the analysis of their cons equen ces'l

Second, "the objectives are said to be "multi-dimensional", that is,

to include those of an "aesthetic", "environmental", and "political"

nature, as well as those wr.cich the advocates of the approach charactarise

as "economic"".

Third, "all gos.Ls-e.chLevemen+ methods have been designed to compare

mutually exclusive plans on.ly ; that is, the considered plans represent

alternative ways of tackling a pai-t Lcu.ler problem (e.g. producd.ng a

particula.r output,locatine given amounts of popul.a ta on and empf.oyment

( 1) A. Kreditor,The Prov-isior.al Plan,Industrial Developrr.ent and the
Developrr.ent Plan, An Foras Forbatha, Dublin, 1967, Chapter 8.

(2) M. Hill, op.cHo, PP.19 - 29.
(3) See,E. Bo:] ce and N.D.Da;r, MetroIoli tan Plan Evaluation Methodology,

Institute for Environmental Studies,University ef Pennsylvania,1969,
PP.45-47.

(4) J.CoHolmes,"An Ordinal Met}-.odof Evaluation",Urban Studies, Vol.9,
1972, PP. 179-191.

(5) No Lichfield, et.al., Evaluation in the Planning Precess, Pergamon
Press, Exford, 1975, PP. 52 -53.
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wi thin an area, relieving traffic cor"gestior")".

Finally, "the objectives used fer evaIusti.on are generally either

assigned a "weight" to reflect their r-e La td.ve importance, or are ranked

in order ef presumed imfortance, prior to the cowparative analysis of

plan consequences". In the same line Nash et.al. ~1) pointed out that

most goals achievement teclmiques can reasonably be outlined by the five-

step "z-a t.Lone.L" evaluation procedure described by Jessiman et.al~~) w:b.ich

are:-

1. Itemise the objectives,

2. Define the best measure of each objective,

3. Weigh the objectives,

4. Evaluate the way each alternative meets each objective,

5. Select the best alternative.

For the better u~derstanding of the basic charactaristics of the

go&ls-achievemer ...t methods a variety of these methode will be considered.

The most important of these metLods, Hill's goals-achievement matrix and

the development potential analysis as developed in U.K. will be discussed

in sorr.edetails~3)
In Kreditor policy evaluation matrix (1967), all alternative plan

proposals are ranked against a series of objectives to show whether each

is affected directly, marginally, negatively or not at all, by each

hypothesis. The result is a visual ranking of these terms from which tr.e

preferred solution is selected for study. Lichfield argues that "This

approach is useful in linking objective and end product but is r.ot

compreher.sive as to objectives, would not for example show the distinction
Christopher Nash, et.al.,"Criteria for Evaluating Project Evaluation
Techniques", Journal of American Institute of Planners,Vol.41, 1971,P.85.
W. Jessiman,et .al.,"A Ratd.onal, Decl.sion-Making Technique for
Transportation Planning",Highwa;y Research Record No.180,Wasr.ington,D.C.,
1967.
For more details of these and other goals-achievement techniques, see,
for instance, H.B.Fisher, Qp~cit., PP.18-85; P.W.J.Bat~ and M.J.
Breheny 0f.cit., Part 1, PP.259-273 and Part 2, PP.502-518; and David
M. Nowlan, "The Use of Criteria Weights in Rank Ordering Techniques of
Project Evaluation", Urban Studies, Vo1.12, 1975, PP.169-176.
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between costs (inputs) and benefits (output) nor indicate the marginal

df.f'f'er-enc.esin suet costs end ben efi,ts which are necessary to show the
best scheme, and there is no atten t.ion to incidence,!(1) Furthermore,
Kreditor does not sue:gest the rule to be used in making the choice.

Wi th the methods developed by Schlager and Holmes, however, the

objectives themselves ere ranked in order of the considered importance

of their acr~evement, with the objectives being rrulked in advance of

analysing the repercussions of rrorosals. In case of Schlager for

instance, "0 ••, the objectives already defined were grouped into three

major categories. These categories of cbjectives were ranked in order

of their increasing importance. Ther..the three alternative plans were

ranked on each category of objective in order ef their increasing

abili ty to meet each category •••These weighted scores ~lere summed for

each alternative actieving an overall score for each plan. Finally, this

score was weigh ted by a "probabili ty of implementation" subj ectively

reflecting the difficulty of implereenting the plan. The alternative

with the highest weighted score was considered to be the preferred

alternative,,~2) Holmes reodel makes e. distinction between the goals to

be achieved or "purchased" and the resources that have to be expended in

order to achieve therr.. However, in his rr.odel,the comparison of Flans

in terms of goals-achievement is undertaker. separately frorr.their

con.parison in terms of resource costs~3)

The most sophisticated and well-kno~n goals-achievement method is

the goals-achievement matrix wl.ich has been developed by Hill in 1966~4)

Hill's developed his pro cedure as a response to what he calls the

unsatisfactory state of the single-objective cost-benefit analysis and the
(1) N. Lichfield, "Evaluation Methodology ••••", op.cit., P.159.
(2) See, E. Boyce and N. D. Day, op.cit., PP.45-47.
(3) J. C. Holmes, op.cit., PP.179-191.
(4) M. Hill, op.cit., PP.19-29.
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develo~ment balance sheet for the purpose of the evaluation of the

alt.ernative courses of action. According to this procedure a set of

ideals end otjectives for the plan are forruul&ted at the outset, in

advance of the design of alt.ernatives. The objectives are defined

operationally so that either the exiEteLce or non-existence of a desired

state or the degree of actieveffientof t~is state can be established. The

model distinguishes between two types of objectives, e qualitatively-

defined objective which is the one that follov;ing the execution of a

course of action, is either ottained or not in terms of intuitive

observation. On the contrary, a quantitatively-defined objective is the

one that is obtained in varying degree. Furthermore, the ffiodelpresumes

that goals should, as far as possible, be defined operationally, that is

th~- sho~ld be expressed as objectives. This ellows that the degree of

acr~evement of the various objectives can be measured directly from the

costs and benefits that have been identified.

Hence, according to the goals-achieveffientmatrix "•••, costs end

benefi ts ere always defined in terms of goals-acl:.ievement. Thus benefits

represent ~rogress toward the cesired otjectives ~hilst costs represent

retrogression from desired objectives. Where the goals can be and is

defined in terms of quantitative units, the costs and benefits are

defined in terffisof the seme units. Where no quantitative units are

applicable, benefits indicate progress to\\ard the qualitative state

that the objective describes, while costs indicate retrogressiOL from

these objectives. For the same objective, costs and benefits are

always defined in terms of the same units if the objective can be

expressed in que.ntitative terms,,~1)

After defining the goals and objectives in advance and

OFerationally, the relative value to be attached to each goal is
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established, this usually being denoted by a set of numerical valueso
The consequences of e&ch alternative course of action are determined

for each objective. The incidence of the benefits and costs of each

alterna.tive course of action measured in terms of the achievement of

the goal is established for each goal. The relative v;eight to be

attacl:ed to each group is also established. The weighted acr.ievement

levels of the goals are then summed to give an overall index of

achieven:;entfor each plan. This index value would then be adjusted to

take account of the equity of the resulting distribution of gains and

loeses. This completes the comparison of the plans and the product of
the analysis being presented in a matrix~1)

The simplist appr-oach, and one that is subject to least criticism,

argues Hill, is to treat all objectives as if they have been measured on

the least demanding of meas~ement scale, an ordinal scale~2)

The main question that Hill faces in his method of evaluation is

the cne whicb. concerns the fact how are the objectives that are expressed

in qualitative terms to be compared with objectives expressed in

quantitative terms? The analysis presume that, "to some extent, the

distinction between quantitatively defined objectives and qualitatively

defined objectives is artificial. Any property that can be quantified

can also be expressed in qualitative terms. Similarly a qualitative

description may involve implici t quan tLf'Lca.td.on'J(3) However, Hill's

recognised that it is obvious that the achievement of quantitatively

defined objectives can be more eas~ly measured than the achieven:;entof

qualititavely defined objectives. Nevertheless, Hill presumes that,

at least the simplist two measurement scales in the hierarchy~4) the
An Example of the form and contents of the matrix is shown in
M. Hill, Ibid, PP.23-24.
Ibid, Po25.
Ibid, Po24.
~e are four major classes of measurement scales, they are: the
nominal scale, whicc classifies and numbers entities; the ordinal
scale, which ranks entities; the interval scale, whict provides equal
intervals between entities and indicates the differences or distances
of entities from some arbitrary origin; and, the ratio scale, which
provides equal intervals between entities and indicates the
differences or distances of entities from some non arbitrary origin.
(Ibid, P.24)o
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nominal scale and the ord:;_nalscale, can be employed for the

measurement of the achievement of qualitatively defined objectivese

In the finc.l analysis the analysis presumes that "the validity of a

measure depends on the extent to ~~}jich it measures what it purports

to measure. The measure of goal s-achfevemen t that are propos ed should

thus be judged by this criterion and, where deficient, should be

improved so that they might better satisfy tr.is criterionl~(1)

Lichfield, et.ale, argued that two main features distinguish

Hill's evaluation method: The attention given to equity consideration

and the use of hierar~hy of gOals~2) The first feature argues Lichfield

and his colleagues implies that "individuals in community are grouped

according to some criterion viewed relevant to an assessment of the

justice and fairness of the proposals, such as, income levels. A set

of "incidence weights" are assigned to these groups in order to

represent the preference "of the community" with respect to alternative

distribution of gains and losses whict- are to be applied to the totals

of net gain. The formulation of the incidence weights is considered to

be the responsibilit,y of the decision-taker. But planners must obtain

evidence as to those weights from whatever sources they can if decision-

takers cannot or will not state their own preferences on issues of

equity". The second f'eature of the rr:ethodis that "•••the otjectives

employed •••are not valued in themselves but for their achievement of

certain higher level goals ("ideals") which denote very general policy

aims, concerned with areas such as "social justice" and "choice and

opport~ity". Conceptually, the objectives are said to be derived from

a consideration of the postulated ideals"o

Despite the extremely complex, time-consuming and expensive task

(1) Ibid, P.24.
(2) N::Lichfield, et.al., op.cit., P.55.
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which the goals-achievement matrix calls for, its conceptual fra.r:lework

is recommended as a basis for rational decision-making. It is assumed

that knowing the effects of alternative courses of action with regard

to all valued objectives, and knowledge of the inci.dence of these

effects with respect to various aggregates of people should enable the

decision-maker to arrive at more rational decisions.

The goals-acbievement matrix can determine the extent to which

certain specified standards are being met. This task could be under-

taken by determining how various objectives will be affected by

proposed plans. Furthermore, Hill's argues that the matrix " •••can

also determine the costs of meeting specified standards in terms of the

degree of acr.ievement of other "open-ended" objectives that would have

to be forfeited. Different plans have different trade-offs between the

acldevement of objectives and standards, and these can also be
compared.,,(1)

Finally, Hill argues that "The key to decision-making by means of

the goals-achievement matrix is the weighting of objectives, activities,

locations, groups, or sectors in urban areas. By the application of

relative weights, it is possible to arrive at a unique conclusion. The

goals-achievement matrix is not very useful if weights cannot be

objectively determined or assumed. The development of methods for the

determination of weights is thus of first priority for the successful

application of the goals-achievement matrix,,~2)

The goals-achievement matrix has limitation of application as a

tool for plan evaluation. Hill himself reccgp.ised that, like cost-

benefit anaJysis and the balance sheet of development, the goals-

achievement matrix cannot detennine whether a pro~ect should be

executed or not. In all cases, the need for the project that is
1) M. Hill, op.cit., P.27.
2) ~, PP.27-28.
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proposed is treated as a given. All of these methods of evaluation

are designed primarily for the comparison and ranking of alternative

projects rather than for testing their absolute desirability.

FurtherlLore, the goals-achievement matrix has been devised for the

evaluation of plans for development in a single functional sector

(such as water resources or transport), where the activities and

associated land uses are pIaImed and managed as distinct operations.

Hill suggested that this procedure could not be used for comparing

alternatives involving multi-sectoral projects, because it does not

register the interaction and interdependence of objectives relevant

to different sectors. However, Lichfield and his colleagues commenting

on this problem argued that "•••, it would seem that unless the analyst

is faced vri th having to identify the optimal alternative, application of

g0als-achievement matrix does not require an understanding of the way in
which the achievelLent of one objective affects the level of achievement

of others. Planning teams have applied the method to proposals

embracing a variety of types of urban development". (1) The experience

now gained from its use on the Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire sub-

regional study, Brighton urban stI~cture plan and the West-Central

Scotland plan has shown that in practice this particular difficulty

feared by Hill is not a real one.

However, Lichfield and his colleagues has directed many criticisms

to the goals-achievement matrix. Among the most important of these
.t' . (2)cr~ ~c~sms are:

(a) The model did not elaborate on some important questions

regarding the formulation of objectives, i.e., the model did not

answer exactly whose interest or preferences are to be taken into

account and who should formulate objectives and by what procedures?

(1) N. Lichfield, et.al., op.cit., P.83.
(2) For the details of these criticisms, see, Ibid, PP.78-97.
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By deliberately leaving the nature of the public interest unspecified,

it will vary as between application. In Hill's model the objectives

are said to be derived fro~ an ex~licit consideration of higher level

goals or "ideal" whicr. are specified in advance of the analysis of plans.

These ideals are formulated by plarillers,elected representatives, and

other participants in the plarillingprocesso Likewise in formulating

objectives the planning team should in Hill's view, seek guidance from

elected representatives. He does not discuss what he considers would

constitute good evidence in support of any particular objective which

might be suggested, nor how to verify any evidence which might be produced.

The attempt is made to specify these objectives before the analysis of

plans is begun. Lichfield and his colleagues believes that the objective

incorporated in the evaluation process should represent the preferences

of those within the relevant community whose well-being is potentially
affected by the consequences of proposals~1)

However, it should be noted that the above problem is associated

with most evaluation-techniqueso Nash et.al., who supports the view that

decision-rule should be derived from individual preferences argued that a

number of problems exist in achieving this aim. These problems extend to

include whose preferences should count? What preferences should count?

How should individual preferences count? and how should individual

preferences be aggregated?(2)

(b) There are no goals-achievement matrix principles of

measurement. They are whatever the particular study team want therr to be.

Not only does a team have discretion over principles, they have to

construct their own rationale for evaluation. This argues Lichfield and

his colleagues "•••seem to •••constitute a critical weakness in the goals-

(n Ibid, P.95.
(2) ~stopher Nash et.al., op.cit., PP.86-87.
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achievement matrix approach, given that the measurement of advantages

and disadvantages (or of objective achievement) is central to the whole
evaluation exercise,,~1)

Hill in his schema argued that the employed relative values reflects

the community's valuation of the objective achievements. When the

objectives are those held by individual members of the community whose

well-being would be affected, the meaning is clear: the weights would be

intended to reflect their own valuations of the ccnsequences of the

alternatives. However, Lichfield and his colleagues argued that "•••,

it is not at all clear what Hill has in mind when objectives are held

by the "state" or "society" as an entity,,~2)

Furthermore, Hill prefers to use notional units of relative value,

proposing numerical "points" for the purpose. This is especially so

whenever it is considered that illarketprices are an inadequate measure

of real costs and benefits and shadow prices cannot be reliably

determined. In these circumstances he says that money units are not

credible. This reflects his concern that the assignment of monetary

values to the consequences of certain courses of action is often arbitrary

and may serve to confuse rather than clarify. However, Lichfield and his

colles.gues who favour the use of money units wherever practicable argues

that money is the most convenient units available. Not only is money

familiar to people, but many items for inclusion in the valuation of any

set of urban and regional planning proposals are already expressed in

money terms by virtue of market prices. Furthermore, they argued that

" ..., the units serve only to express relative values. The use of points

as the units of relative value is no different in this respect from the

use of money. The units, in this sense, are unimportant. If relative

(1) N. Lichfield et.al., of.cit., P.92.
(2) Ibid, P.91.
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values cannot reliably be determined using money, then the use of

notional units cannot overcome the problem of credibility,,~1)

In addition to the prob Lem of the measurement unit, there is the

difficulty of assigning the relative values of the objective

achievements. According to goals-achievement matrix objectives are

valued for their contributions to the attainment of higher level goals

(the ideals) rather than for themselves. The relative values placed on

objective achievements should reflect the relative values of the

achievement of their associated ideals. Hence, according to Hill's scheme

the relative values applied to the objectives can in principle only be

determined if one can also determine the relative values of the ideals.

He suggests that this presents a logical diffic~lty: the ideals describe

desired states which, by their very nature, are not subject to precise

and unambiguous description. The abstract and general nature of ideals

also fosters many different interpretations of their meaning, thereby

compounding the difficulty. Furthermore, Lichfield and his colleagues

argued that "••• it is meaningless to assign relative importance to

objectives a priori without reference to either differences in levels

of objective achievements (which cannot be specified in advance of

design) or to the units in which those achievements are to be measured,,~2)

This difficulty has also been recognised later on by Nash and his

cOlleagues~3)

(c) Although equity has been given a considerable importance in

choosing between planning proposals in Hill's schema~ Lichfield and

his colleagues argue that "There are two additional tasks that have to

be accomplished in order to take full account of equity •••It is necessary

both to decide on the criterion for grouping individuals and to determine

what adjustments should be made to the estimates of gains and losses of
(1) Ibid, P.91.
(2) Ibid, PP.52-53.
(3) ~stopher Nash et.al., op.cit., P.86o
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the various groups so as to reflect their relative significance for

the welfare of society as a whole,,~1) They added, the basis for

grouping individuals should be conditioned by the scope and nature of

the factors to be taken into account whilst Hill, in his schema,

restricted the notion of equity to the community's view of what

constitutes the best distribution of costs and benefits resulting from

the proposals. However, like other principles u.sed in his procedure,

Hills deliberately leaves the criterion open. He writes "It is necessary

to identify those sections of the public, considered by income group,

occupation, location, or any other preferred criterion, who are affected

by the consequences of a course of action since inevitably the

consequences are unlikely to affect all sections of the public served

uniformly,,~2) Lichfield ar.d his colleagues argue that the analyst

should consult the decision-takers about the ndure of the criterion to

be used~3)

Furthermore, it is recommended that "An appropriate set of equity

weights has to be established by whic~ to adjust upwards or downwards,

the magnitudes of gain and loss. It is only after such weights have been

applied that a summation of all items provides a true indication of the

social worth of the project. If unadjusted magnitudes are summed, the

total figure only indicates whether the gainers from a proposal could

profitably compensate those who would suffer to the extent of their loss

(assuming that the cost of administering transfer payments are smaller

than the sum of aggregate net benefit),,~4)

Despite the methodological weaknesses of the goals-achievement

procedures, they have been applied in practical situations. The

procedures adopted and further developed inBritain during the late 1960's

and 1970's to solve planning problems on a regional and sub-regional levels.
(1) N. Lichfield, et.al., op.cit., P.92.
(2) M. Hill, op.cit., P.22.
(3) N. Lichfield, et.al., op.cit., P.93.
(4) ~, P.94.
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This application led to what is commonly known in Britain the

development potential analysis technique. The Nottinghamshire/

Derbyslrire sub-regional planning study in 1969(1) represent a first

atteffiptin developing the technique where it introduced a systematic

analysis of potential for economic development to assist the progressive

refinement of the strategic alternatives for the sub-region. It has

been developed in the Coventry/Solihull/Warwickshire sub-regional study

in 1971~2) The tecrmique has been employed in the Staffordshire County
Structure plan in 197~(3) and the West Central Scotland plan in 1974~4)

The main reason behind developing such a technique, argues Wannop,

the team leader of the Coventry/Solihull/Warwickshire Sub-Regional

Planning Study was the improving of the balance between the initial

survey and forecasting stage of the study and the subsequent process of

the choosing the best strategy which have been nearl~ neglected by the

previous sub-regional studies in Britain~5) The technique implies that

" •••the process of shaping alternatives for the region or a sub-region

is not a preliminary to evaluation, but a major part of evaluation, and

the testing of the final short-list of alternatives concluded a long

process in which increasingly intensive evaluation produced diminishing

returns in the sense of refinements to the evolving strategy~(6)

Before drawing the ma'ir;prir-_c-:.plesof the t echnt.que a!:ri for their

better visualisation, it is necessary to mention here the definitions of

the tems used in describing the use of the development potential analysis.
Notts-Derby Sub-Regional Planr:ing Unit, Notts-Derby Stlb-Regione.l Plan,
Nottingham, 1969.
Ooventiry City Council, et.al., Coventry-Solihull-~!arKickshire:A
Stra tegy for tt.e SUb,;-Region, Supp.Lemen tary Report - 3 - Al terr.atives,
1971.
Staffordshire County Council, Stafforc_shirH County Structl:xe P] an,
Pc.licies end P,::'oposals,1S72.
West Centra.l Scotland Plan, Glasgow, 1974.
UrIan A. Wanr.op, "An Objective StI'ategy: The Coventry-Solibull-
Warwickshire Sub-Regional Study", Journal of the Royal TOf;n Planr.ing
~~, Vol. 58, 1972, P.159.
.!!?l:£, P.160.(6)
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The def'Lrri, tion of thes e terms 01' references are quoted fran the ~rest

Central Scotland plan~1)

(a) Dev~lo~~ent F~ctor~ whicb influence loeational decisions

receive Factor scoc-es VII-riC}) are eaLeuLated to represent the que.li ty or

quanti ty of the f'ac tor-s present in each kilorr.etre square.

(b) These factor scor-es are given an Internal Weight vhi.ch reflects

the importance of a p.srticular f'ac tor- relative to tr.e others in the same

(c) To t.he factor groups are a ttacbed Pelicy ~':eights 'l'll:ich are

intended to reflect U.e importance of each group relative to the others.

(d) The product of the internal weight to a factor and the policy

weight for the factor group to which it belcngs is tte Factor Weight.

(e) The accurruLati on of the products of f'ac tcr- 'VI-eightsand factor

scor-es gives U.e Development Ie,t€ntial Score of each kilometre squar s ,

(f) The distribution of these scores across the region produces a

~).opment potential SurfE.ce, indics.ting areas vIi th relatively high or

low potential.

(g) The essortrr.ent of weights allotted to the range of f'ac tor-s used

to produce one development potential surface is ce.lled a Weighting Set,

an~ alternative weighting sets reflect differing opinions about the

importance of each factor, that is, alternetive definitions of what

cor.sti tUtE'S a good, location for developrr.ent.

The main principles of the teclmique that co~ld be drawn fro~ the

above mentioned st~dies is that it takes into acco\~t the physical,

aconomi.c and social cor.siderations directly related to the aims and

objectives of the plan in genereting alternative stretegies and

consequer.tly provides a basis for evaluation. The method employed to

crystallize the alternatives relied on identifying the relative

(1) West CentrE.l Scotland Plan, Supplementary Report 2, Strategy for
Urban Expansion and Ctan~. Glasgo ..., 1974, P.37.
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attractiveness of different parts of the etudz.ed areas for r.ew

development in terms of f'ectoz-are.La.ted to F.rticular planning

policies. This technique of dev6loFment potential analysis argued

Wanr..op"•••was essentially a systematic and corr.prebensive development

of t.r-ad i.tdonal, sieve map procedures, similar to +ha t used in the Notts-

Derby study but \\itt.much ""ider base of phys i.ce.Las well as social and

economic f'actor-s representc.tive of the overall range of objectd.ves f oi-

tte str£.tegy, and use as a tool fcr generating the alternative strategies

and for their subsequent detailing rather than as a means of evaluating

previously defined alternatives as in the Notts-Derbys study,,~1) Its

basis lies in applying and measuring certain f£.ctors which contribute

to the achievement of tte objectives of the plml. The technique,

therefore, involves a systematic and region-wide analysis of planning

factors to determine the location and degree of development poterrti.a.Lof

any area. In addition the tec1mique presune that the evaluation of

alternatives is to be comprehensive in that the strategy objectives are

intended to relate to all those consequences of the strategies which the

stt;.dyteam considers significant in arriving at their reconmendation.

The main purpose of tihe Coventry-Solihull-Warwicksbire study, f01'

instance, was "o •• to demonstrate hov alternative strategies might

Ferform in relation to each of the objectives, and how the reconmended

strategy would best resolve any conflict between objectives and was tte

rr.ostsatisfE-cto!'yframework for change" ~2)

In ttis context, the technique has a number of advantages over

more conventional methods. First, it foms an important link in the

conventional planning process by providing a systematic oceans of

progressing from survey material, analysis, aims and objectives to the

generation of E.lternative strategies, their evaluation and the development
TIl UrIan s, Wannop, oJ)ocit., P.160.
(2) Coventry City Council, et.al., .£I1.cit.,Report, Para 2.16.
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of a pr-ef'er-r-edstrategy , Hence, the developrent potentf.a.lanalysis

provides the procedure where no realistic strategy wcul d be pr-ec Iuc.ed,
nor w ou.ld be po tentd.a.Lef s.ny part of the stvdy area be neglected.

Wanrcop stressed that the best stl'ategr 0811 or.Ly be as good as the best

of alternatives COnsid€red~1) However, jt 5hculd be noted that the

generation of Elternative strategies by using development potential

procedure does not precl.ude the poeai bili ty of considering other

alternatives which cannot be generated through using this procedure.

The Ccventry-Solihull-Warwickshire stvdy, for instance involved a trend

stre,tegy(2) in addition tc the three systematically generated alternative.

A new town strategy coul.d also be consideredP)

Second, it helps separate policy decd.eLon-making f ror; the mor-e

mechanical aspects of plan making. It enables specific decision areas

to be isolated so that an explicit weight can be given to each. This

means that specific rolicies Can be formule..tedand plans produced from

them.

Furthermore, the development potential technique argues Warmop

represent an advance over the conventional sieve map in three specific

ways, theyare(t) First, it does not rely on using arbitrary thresholds

to identify the "best" and "worst" areas, but enables every fector to be
, ,

valued or graded, thrcughout the aub-z-egd on as a whole. In this 'tray,

LocaL vaz-La t.i.onsin the value cf each factor are incorporated in full,

and not just for those areas where the factor was most er least important;

Secondly, the use of Keighting system enables certain selected factcrs to

UrIan A. Wannop, oII.cit., P.159.
The trend strategy WaS based on an extrapolation of past changes
in the amount and location of urban developments vIi thin the sub-regior..,
and was an attempt to SLOW the implications of a continuation of past
policies for f'u tur-eresidential development.
See West Central Scotland Plan, Strategy for Urban Expanai.or, , op.cit.,
P.45.

(4) UrIan A. Wannop, op.cit., PF.160-161.
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be given greater emphasis; and Finally, by varying the weights given,

it enatles the €ILphasis to be shifted between the factors to measure

how U.e potential fer devel opmen t changes when policy aesunpt Lons are
varied.

To develop alternative st:r'ategiesthe technique assunes that the

first stage involves separate analysis and testing of a wide range of

factors to produce an indication of development potential. To expediate

analysis and to enat.Le the factors involved in tr.is analysis to be

combined into one index, the tecrmique assumes that the scale of

measurement had to be comparabke and the measure-ment uni t had to be the

same. The scale of measurement could differ, it could be expressed in

terms of a numerical sca.le, such as, 1-3, 1-10, 1-100 or any other scale

depending or. the research team and the availability of data for testing

tie related factors. The more detailed the available data, the wider the

scale range could be. On the contrary, the more limited and generalised

the available data, the narrower the scale is expected to be. In both

Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire sub-regional study and Staff(.)rdshireCounty

Structure plan the ranges were standardised and converted to "normal

scores" from 1-100. In this way lm\'est potentials were recorded as (1)
and the highest as (100)~1) For instance, the best landscape would score

(1) for it is to be preserved and therefore has tr~elowest potential for

development. On the contrary, the poorest landscape would score (100)
since its development would be loss. However, it shollld be noted that

the Coyentry-Solihull-Warwickshire sub-regional study eraphasi.sed that the

use of a very narrow range of scores reises two fundamental points: first,

a very narrow range would only give marginal differences between

alternatives, whereas a wide one might range from conditions which were

(1) Coventry City Council, et.al., op.cit., P.15 and 25 and Staffordsr.ire
County COllr.cil,op.cit., Para 2.26.
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ideal to those that wer-e intolerable; and second, a narrow" range might

occur at the cottom of a scale, where ever...the best represented

unacceptable conditions, or it might occur at the top of a scale, where
the worst was still acceptable~1)

The second stage involves grouping of factors representing dif'f'ez-enb

policies. Several basic polioy groups of factors could be established.

These groups could be enviror.mental, social, econon:.ic,strnctural and so

on. The list is expected to differ according to the nature and purpose

of the study. This stage involves also combining factor scores with

varying priorities so that varying emphasis could be imposed before the

scores wez-e added to produce combined potentials. Again the degree of

priority for factors in each group as well as for different policy

groups differs according to the research team. It could range between

1 and 3, 1 and 5, 1 and 10 or any other range. The Staffordshire County

Structure plan for instance gives the values between 1 and 7 as e

priority for objectives in each group where (1) represents the lowest

priority, and (7) represents the highest Friority~2)
To derive the preferred strategy, the last stage involves the

cOflbination of the results of the above two stages. In comparing

between alternatives and choice of a preferred strategy the plan sr..o'llld

be show~ to be realistic and an assessment should be made of how far it

meets the aims end objectives of the plan. In the evaluation proceas ,

Hill's gO&.ls-achievement xr.atrixis adopted in the studies elLployed the

development potential analysis, whicr..implies that the strategy which

best meets all objectives is the preferred one. However, partial

evaluation of the performance of specific policies or group of objectives

(1) Coventry City Cour.cd.L, et.al., .2P.:cit.,Po25.
(2) Stafford Co~mty Cour...cil,op.cit., Para 2.27. A full explanation

of derivation of Vleights for strategy generation and valuation is
giver...in the SupplelLentary Report - 4 - (Evaluation of the Coventry-
Solihull-Warwickshire Sub-Regior.al Study, op.cito
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could be undertaken according to this methodology. The West Central

Scotland Plan sU€gests that in evaluating the alternative at.rategi.es

the local cf.r-cums tanc es of the study area have to be taken into full

consideration.
The study stress that because evaluation process is but a continuation

of the ger.Lerationprocess "The factcrs which were taker. into account in

determining the potential of different areas of west Central Scotland for

industrial and residential developn..entin therr.selvesevaluated between

different parts of the region. However, because the factors were based

on the physical charactaristics of individual kilometre squares, they

are unable to represent concepts such as the advantages of concentration

of activity at sub-regional scale (into labo~r markets of different sizes

for eI.ample),,~1) Pur-the rmor-e, the study demonstrated that "because

evaluation is only one part of a continuous process of strategy choice,

there is en obvious need to concentrate on certain aspects which can be

least well accommodated elsewhere in the process'l(2) Finally, the study

suggests that evaluation must inevitably cover a wide range of questions

and the use of goals-achievement tests in the evaluation did not rule out

the need to give qualitative reasoned statements on the advantages and

disadvantages of the alternatives~3)

In selecting the preferred strategy in the Coventry-Solihull-

Warwickshire sub-region" •••,the relative importance of each objective was

represented by a different weighting applied to each measure of objective

acllieve~ent.i.e. perfo~ level. The performance levels were measured

on the range of 0-100 regardless of the units of quanti~T involved in

the test ••••,,(4)
r1) West Central Scotland Plan, Strategy for Urban Expansion ••o.,of.cit.,

Po50.
(2) ~, PP.50-51.
(3) l!?l4, P.51.
(4) UrIan A. Wannop, op.cit., P.164.
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To sum up, to choese the preferred strategy according to

deveLopmen t poter.tial ar.alysis: first, the objective actievement tests

give priority to the relative importance of each otjective (factor);

second, each of the generated alternative strategies is compared. with

the other strategies in terms of its advar.tages ruld disadvantages;

third, comparison is made of the effect of alternative weighting systems

for e&ch group of objectives and for all groups; and finally, the results

of these separate approaches ere then brought abo~t together to deterffiine

the final evaluation of the alternative strategies and to c1:008e the

reco~~ended preferred strategy.

The application of the development potential ar.alysis to practical

probleffisindicate that the tecrmique had some very good features. The

most notable was the effort made to achieve a high degree of cor.sistency

between the activities of design and evaluation by employing the strategy

objectives and their proposed measures directly in the strategy

generation process. Design and eValuation in both Coventry-Solihull-

Warwickshire study and West Central Plan were regarded as part of a

single exercise to narrow dOrm the area of doubts as tc the optimum

strategy. The teams of both studies fully appreciated that design

activity itself involves judgements abo~t the relative merits of

possibilities wluch are rejected or deliberately ignored. Accordingly,

they sought to er..surethat only inferior alternatives were excluded frOIL

those put forward for evaluation.

The use of the develoFment potential analysis enabled the studies

teams to consider an enormous number of rossible strategies and within a

short period of time to produce a few that appeared to be relatively good.

in terms of their evaluation criteria and which could be compared in

depth, given the time and resources available. In addition, attempts were

made to e.ssess quantitatively the differential capacity of alternative
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strategies to adjus t to unforeseen circumstances. This argues Lichfield

and his colleagues " •••was an advance upon the conventional practice of,

at best, an informal and discursive treatment of plan flexibility,,~1)

Despite the advantages of the technique, it does have limitations

wluch need to be understood. Lichfield, Kettle and Whitbread in their

extensive evaluation of the Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire Sub-Regional

Planning Study criticised the tecr..niquein several areas. The rr.ost

important of these criticisms are:1.2)

First, Evaluation Methodology

In adopting Hill's goals-achievement matrix for the purpose of the

evaluation of the alternative strategies no attempt was made to divide

the community into incidence groups and to determine the gains and losses

w:b.ichwould accrue to each group from the adaptation of alternative

pIoposals. Thus it was not possible to deal with equity considerations

in the evaluations (except by way of an objective to help areas of

declining industry. The ignorance of equity consideration was not because

the approach do not allow room for suer..an exercise but rather because of

financial requirement of carrying out suc!: an exercise. The evaluation

teams (Lichfield and his colleagues) emphasised this point when they

stated in a footnote of their criteque, that a personal corr.munication from

War.nop clearly indicate tha t "In the initial phase of the study, however,

the team envisaged that they would determine the gains and losses for

specific incidence groups. This intention was dropped when it was found

that the work involved would have added about 40 percent to the study

budget,,~3)

By adopting Hill's goals-achievement matrix which gives little

guidance on the cri tical question of eval ua tion: from whose pof.nt of view

(1) N. Lichfield, et.al., op.cit., P.225.
(2) For the fuller argument of these criticisms see, Ibid, PP.189-225.
(3) Ibid, footnote, P.192.
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and according to 'That prdncd p.Lee of assessment? the study team therefore

had no established principle to guide them in their evaluation work.

Furthermore, "The principle they cbose to adopt are regrettably not

clearly stated in their published report and are very difficult to

discern from a reading of those reports alone".

Like the case of t~e goals-achievement matrix, the evaluation team

criticised the Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire study for using numerical

points instead of monetary ur.its on objectives ac~ievement. However,

they did not base their criticsm on a concrete basis for they believe

that "both systems •••serve to express disparate items in ccmmon terms to

facilitate choice between alterp~tive proposals, and both rely on the

ability of the analyst to determine the relative values of these items.

Therefore, the weighting of a tangible item (either ty tLe use of the

points or money lh1its) in order to make it comparable with an intangible

item involves an identical operation to weighting the intangible item to

make it comparable with the tangible". It appears that the only reason

for their preferer.ce to monetary values is their believe that "•••it

scould be fairly easy for the layman to understand what the monetary

values in a social cost-benefit analysis mean. A difference of say,

~r1000 between two alternative schemes can be understood in relation to

combinations of goods or items of value which are equivalent in worth

to that S~ of money. We consider it much more difficult for the laJ~an

to understand what is meant by a difference of, say, 1000 numerical

points. The points only relate to the particular objectives adopted

for the plan; they preclude comparisons with other items of value, such

as tr.ose gocds secured through market transaction".

Second, Formulation of Objectives

The second area of weaknesses in the Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire

study believes the evaluation tean is the or..e ccncarnfng the formulation
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of objec t.i.ves, They stressed that "it is ve!".!difficu.lt wten

re&ding the published reports to determine whether the objectives

are con:::istentwith the attainment of goalso Terms such as "social

and eccnomic balance", "social welfare", and "environment" have no

universally agreed meanings, and are used in a variety of ways by

planners. The general no tdons behind goals such as to achaeve "the

greatest choice of opportunities" or to ach i.eve "the greatest social

welfare" may be fairly well understood. But without knowing the precise

meaning to be attacr.ed to them one cannot with any confidence derive or

deduce more specific and detailed aims from them. Unfortunately, there

is virtually no disc~ssion in the reports about what meaning the team

theILselves attached to the goals".

Moreover, the evaluation team saw that "these goals appear to

overlap considerably. For ins tanJe, under the heading' "social and

ecor..omic"is the goal to achfeve "balance and prosperity in the sub-

regional economy and the greatest social welfare"; and under the

heading "environmental" is fovnd the goal of acbieving "the best living

and working environment throughout the sub-region". However, as the

evaluation team stated, it could be argued that the living and working

environment was not thought of as an economic or a social factors.

The evaluation team furthermore, regards not stating whose interests

were taken into account when setting objectives and thus whose interests

the objectives are intended to represer.t as a serious weakneas , It

makes it diffic~lt for the decision-takers to tell whether the

evaluation was comprehensive in relation to the community affected.

By not statir~ wLose interest was taken into consideration when setting

the objectives, the team probably thought that this would be obvious.

However, the evaluation team think that" •••these particular princi ples

of evaluation are too important to be left unstated, no matter how
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obvious they may seem to those undertaking the study" 0

Despite some of the collected empirical evidence to sUPFort their

cboice of oejectives, the evidence argued the evaluation team was of

limited usefulness since the only groups surveyed were those then

existing within the sub-region. Furthermore, later on the leader of

the study considered that" •••more attention should have been given to

the formulation of strategy objectives. Specifically, he would recommend

that the public should be much more directly involved in the process,,~1)

Third, Evaluation and the MeastITe~ent of Physical Effects

Under this title, the evaluation team discusses the suitability of

the indices of performance which were used in measuring the objective

ach Levemen t in the study, and whether they were checked against

empirical evidence of how the individuals effected perceive the

phenomena in question. The evaluation team argues with the study team

that it is necessary to convert the different physical measurements to

a co~on scale since the relative values of objective actievements had

been established without reference to the units of measure.

In devising their indices of effectiveness, the study te~ first

determined some of the i ternsof preference COll'.prisingeach objective.

Separate measures were devised for eacr.aspect identified and the

measures were then combined into a composite index. For instance,

landscape quality was sub-divided into various types of land use

(farmland, woodland, heathland, built-up land, etc.) and allowance was

made for the visibility of different areas from surro\mding parts.

However, the evaluation team argues that " •••it was generally the case

that no evidence was presented to support the particular form of the

indices employed. In this aspect there was a significant lack of

jUstification,,~2) Furthermore, the evaluation team stressed that
(1) ~, P.204.
(2) For examples in support of this conclusion see, Ibid, PP.205-207.
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"•••, the evidence should be clearly set do~~ so that the decision-

takers e.ndothers can judge the reliability of the n:easures and thus

the quality of analysis. It is normal to use evidence so that debate

can be facilitated. In general the team only set down their views as

to the indices that should be employed. We cannot decate these; we can

only agree or disagree with them".

The evaluation team also criticised the way the study estimated the

level of achievement of the objectives. Instead of expressing the extent

of achievement of eac~ objective on a percentage scale and without

refereLce to the various units of measuren:ents to be employed the team

argued that "the difficulties in establishing hypothetical best and

worst levels of objective acbievement can be avoided if the valuation

process is undertaken after the strategies have been prepared and

estimates reade of their physical effects. This obviates the need t)

ccr-vert measures of actievement into a standard scale before assigning

relative values. The measures can be transformed directly into units

of common value". Hence, the evaluation team believes that "•••it is

far better to establish the physical differences betweeL plans first

and then to assign relative values to those differences than to get

embroiled in vague and hypothetical notions about maximum and minimum

possible achieven:ent levels and the value of the best possible level of

item A con:pared with that of item E"o
Discussing the approach of the study to assessing the flexibility

put forward for evaluation the evaluation team ccncluded that the study

did not discuss this aspect completely. For instance, the measures

devised by the study took no account of switching between e.lternative

strategies ruld accordingly no atterupt to measure the relative costs of

switching to different alternatives, irrespective ef the degrees of

similari ty, have been made. They argued that "Future events may make
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the chosen plan undesirable compared with other possibilities, so that

the ability to s~itch to sorr.eother ccurse of action is desirable".

Accordingly, the evaluation tear;lsuggested that "0 •• , we sr.ould determine

for each strategy the ease of svdtching to other courses. But little

advantage is gained if one can only switch to e. plan whicb is very

similar in conteLt. Switching will be easiest between two virtually

identical plans, yet the advantage will be minimal.

Fourth, Evaluation and Relative Values

Four aspects of the relative values used in the comparison of

strategies were investigated by the evaluation tea~. These aspects
viere:_(1)

(a) the princ::'plesthat governed the way the values were determined;

(b) the nature of the €Vidence collected in support of the values;

(c) the problem of allowing for diminishing marginal utility of

increments in the level of a.chieverr.ent of a given objective; and,

(d) the use of notional units of value.

Regarding the first aspect, tt.e prd.ncf.p.Le that governed the Viay the

values were determined, the evaluation team argues that the approach

determining the relative values of objectives in the study which depend

mainly on the ffieffibersof the te~ professional judgement is not very

illuminating. The evaluation team believes that "as with the case of

strategy objectives, the report do not explicitly state whose preferences

were deemed to be relevant. It is possible to argue from scattered

statements in the reports that the team tried to indicate how they

thought potentially affected members of the community would value the

acbievement of tLe objectives. But the absence of any explicit statement

of the pr~nciples of valuation is a significant draw back to the teams

published material".

Furtherrr.ore,the evaluation team criticised the approach and way in

(1) See~, PP.210-219.
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which the questionnaire survey oFinion was undertaken. The findings

of the questionnaire survey opinion were intended to provide a rough

check ef the teams subjective assessrr.entsand a direct evidence as to

the value held by different groups in the community. The questionnaire

survey of oFinions was questioned frem three peints of view:

(i) Opinion and attitude survey are not in general a reliable metLod

of obtaining information about people's values. The evaluation tearr.

suggest that evidence as to people's values is usually better obtained by

observing behaviour in making cLoices, either in real life or in some

kind of experimental situation.

(ii) It was quite unreasonable to expect the public to be capable

of answering accurately a number of questions. The evaluation team argues

that they would not have had enough information to be eble to say, for

instance, what a loss of a given amount of good quality farmland was

worth relative to, say, a specific improvement in their res~der.tial

amenitieso

(iii) The size of the sample was small; only 160 households were

interviewed. Any conclusions drawn about the values of the community

at large will therefore have been subject to considerable margins of error.

Regarding the third aspect, the problem of allowing for diminishing

marginal utility of increments in the level of achievement of a given

objective, the evaluation team argues that the study " •••made no

allowance for likely reductions in the amount of satisfaction, or utility,

associated witr. successive increments of achievement of a given objective.

One value only was assigned to each objective. This was intended to

reflect the relative importance of a maximum level of achievement

attainable in the circumstances". Instead, the team argued that the

study should have specified a number of different weights for each

objective, each weight to represent the relative value given to increments
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at differer.t levels of achievements. Furthermore, the study assumed

that the rrarginal rate of substitutio~ between increments associated

with different objectives we-realso assumed to be constant.

It seems that the study assumed constant marginal utilities as away

of simplifying their analYSis(~) and thus side-stepped the arduous task

of having to specify values for all pausible levels of achievement for

all strategy objectives. The evaluation team argues that "although it

would not have been possible to obtain sufficient empirical evidence
about the values of such a range of achievement level, this particular

difficulty would not have arisen since the team were willing to guess

communi ty values. Nevertheless, the task woul.d have been very time-

consuming".

The problem of placing values on a number of small as well as large

changes in levels of objective achievement, argues Lichfield and his

colleagues is, of course, common to all evaluation methods. In practice

this problem is rarely tackled, either in urban and regional planning.

They added "in social cost-benefit studies, for instance, the

assumption is conventionallymaie that changes in outputs are

insui'ficiently large to affect prices in the various "markets"

considered. However, if the team had waited until the strategies had

been prepared and their physical consequences assessed, the task of

allowing for changes in marginal utility would have been less severe".

Finally, the evaluation team argues that a points-weighting

procedUre as a measurement for the changes in individual utilities

suffers from the fact that values are determined with respect to a

restricted set of choices. They believe that both the points-weighting

and money-weighting procedures ~ploy a willingness to pay criterion; that
(1) Christopher Nash etc.al., argued that this possibility is very

limited, See Christopher Nash etc.al., 0F.cit., P.86.
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is, the value of an item is indicated by the alternatives which an

individual would willingly sacrifice in order to attain that item.

However, the evaluation teams argument for the superiority of a money-

weighting procedure rests on "the proposition that the greater the

number of other items of value with which a given item is to be compared

for evaluation purposes, the more accurate will be the indication

obtained of the amount of satisfaction yielded by it". Hence, they

suggested that "•••the willingness to pay criterion is most useful when

the greatest possible r.umber of items of value are used to establish the

values of those items associated with the planning proposals. Given a

certain number of items to be valued, we are saying that their values

should be established with refereLce not only to eaCL other but also to

a range of other items which are not associated with the planning

proposals. This is so with a money weighting procedure, but not with

points-weighting one". However, the evaluation team believes that this

weakness could be overcome by including in the list of planning items a

commonly encountered item, such as food staff or a car. The knowledge

of the value of such items in relation to many other items can therefore

be used by respocdents as an information to express the values of the

planning items in terms which relate to other items.

Basing on the above discussion it could be argued that many of

the criticisms directed to the application of the development potential

analysis to a practical problem are not as a result of weaknesses in the

technique or that the technique does not allow enough room to consider

such important issues but rather because of either time, financial and/or

data limitations. Problems such as those related to the inclusion of

equity consideration into analysis or obtaining direct empirical

evidences to support the study team cl:oice of objectives and their

relative importance could easily be coped with if the time and money

resources were made available.
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7.2.4. Critical Appraisal of the Alternative Evaluation and

Generation Techniques

After discussing what is thought to be the most appropriate

t echnaquee of alternative plans evaluation and generation in the field

of urban and regional planning, that is, cost-benefit anaJysis and its

refine~ent the plrulning balance sheet, the threshold analysis and the

goals-acr~evement procedures, it is necessary, now, to develop a critical

appraisal of these alternative procedures. The purpose of this critical

analysis is to clarify the relative strengths and wealrnesses of these

alternative methods as a guide to their use in solving the problem of

the urban growth pattern of the U .E.R.

Many conclusions can be drawn from the discussions of the last

three sub-sections. First of all, there are many similar charactaristics

between all the discuSSEd tectniques. All of them are designed primarily

for the comparison and ranking of alternative plans or projects rather

than for testing their absolute desirability. None are intended as a

substitute for the decisions themselves. All of them depend on multi-

factoral analysis approach. They usually take differer.t sets of socio-

economic and physical factors in the analysis of the planning problems.

Ho~ever, in this particular case there is a considerable difference in

the number of factors that cculd be considered. For instance, threshold

analysis does not include all the criteria affecting the decision making

in the process of analysis and evaluation. Discussions in section

(7.2.2) showed that factors such as social ccsts and individual

preferences, travel time cost, environmental costs, the loss of

agricultural land, landscape damage resulting from development and other

aesthetic considerations are examples of ccnsiderations appear in the

objectives of many planning studies and effect the decision making but
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are not included in threshold analysis or, at least, not fully

considered, basically because of the difficulty of measuring them in
money terms. This limitation applies in the same degree to the case of

the conventional cost-benefit analysis procedure, see section (7.2.1 .)~1)

All the discussed techniques have practical application to a real

planning problems. The cost-benefit analysis, for instance, has been

adopted in the third London airport study. Its refinement the

pla.zming balance sheet has been originally developed by case studies

(urban expansion of Peterborough and Swanley towns among others).

Threshold analysis has been applied in the preparation of the sub-

regional plan for the Grangemouth-Falkirk growth area and in the

preparation of a plan for urban expansion in the Central borders sub-

region. The goals-achievemer.t procedure has been applied in Coventry-

Solihull-Warwickshire sub-regional planning and the West Central Scotland

plan among others. Furthermore, most of the above applications were

concerned with urban expansion and urban growth pattern, the same as in

the problem under investigation in this research.

Despite the above similarities which could lead to r-eachd.ngmore

rational decisions and the choice of the best alternative plans, the

previous three sub-sections showed that each of the discussed techniques

involves a considerable technical difficulties. Some of these

difficulties are common to all the techniques, such as the problem of

units of measurement and the involvement of a considerable value jUdgements

in the whole planning process, whilst others are confined to a particular

tect.nique. The latter group of difficulties extend to include; the

discarding of nor.-measured items and the equity criteria in case of the

conventional cost-benefit analysis; the difficulty of finding reliable

method of evaluating the various categories of costs and benefits, the

difficulty of drawing correct inferences from people's behaviour and the

(1) Also see David M. Nowlan, op.cit., P.170.
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difficulty of aggregating the overall result of all items in case of

the pLanni.ng balance sheet; not including all the criteria affecting

the decision making in the :process of analysis and evaluation, igno~':·llC

running costs, ignoring the benefit s:ide of the process and the

problem of eaLeu.Lating +he cost indices nec eaee ry to cross successive

threshold lines in case of tr;e tl:reshold analysis; and, leaving some

import.s.nt questions !'egard.ing tbe fOYDlulf.tion of objectives opened. to

tr.e analysts desire, the absence of llr:'nc:·rle of measur-emerrt , the

d.ifficulty of assigning tbe r-eLat i.ve values of tt.e objective

aehi€'veL2er.ts and the failure to consider equd,ty corcai.dez-a tions in a

fllll scale in case of tr.e goals-achievew.ent pro cedur-es ,

The above accut e diffie:' ences of the evaluation tec:hr.iques in tihe

planning field ..rhi ch have been discussed in sot.e detail in the previous

three sub-sections rul.ed out U.e possibility of bavLng one most

acceptable evaluation procuedre for solving planr.ing problems. Inst€·ad

different schoLar's prefer different tecbnf.ques fOI· this purpose.

Lichfield, for inst.s.nce, argues in favour of the social cost-benefit

analysis 01' 1f.:Mthe usually terms the pl.anru.ng balance sheet analysis.

In his paper, "Eva.Iuatd on rr.ethoaology of Urban and Regional Plans: A

Review"(!) Lich,field, stressed his preference when he chose ten different

criteria to L2easure their degree of ffieeting the needs of plannine

decision makers for evaluating plans in te'rrr.s of what tihe community is

asked to give up and 111Mtit wou.Ldachieve. The criteria chosen

extends to include a.spects such as regarding the sta.ted or implied

objectives of the decision makers, covering all systems of ur-ban and

regional facilities which are encompassed in the plan, covering all

sectors of tl:e community which are affected, sub-dividing Ue sectol's

into producers/operators of the plan output and its cor.sumers no tr.at

(1) N. Lichfield, "Evaluation r-·ethodolo~"Y.... ", op.cit., PF.151-165.
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all the tr&nsactiens implicit in the plan are cOLsidered, taking all
costs and benefits to all sectorl-"including externalities into

coneaders tion, measura ng all the costs and benefits in Doney terrr.s
and so for-tho(1) The applicB.tion of these and other criteria to

eight group of evaluation tecl1r.iques,amor~ the~ were the planrcing

bal e.nce sheet, cost-benefit analysis, t:treshold analysis and the g081s-

achieverr.entprocedures showed that the planning balance sheet, wh i.ch

is built in practice, best rr.eetsthese criteria. It fully meets seven

of the stated criteria and meets the rel28.iningthree partially. The

cri teria which are rr.etpartially are, rr.easurin.gall tbe costs and

benefits in money terms, facilitating the adoption of a satisfactor~r

criterion fo~ clloice and its us€f~lness as an optimising tool with a

view to er.suring the best solution.(2) On the cOLtrE..ry,the best ef

the goal.a-achi.evemen t procedures to meet the chosen criteria was found

to be Hill's goals-achievement matrix. It meets fully five of the

chosen criteria. They are: regarding the stated or implied objectives

of the decision-reaker, covering all systems of urban and regional

planning facilities whicl: are enco~passed in the plan, covering all

sectors of the corr~unity which are affected, showing the incidence of

1;1:ecosts and benefits on all sectors of the community and being usable

as an optimising tool with a view of ensuring the best solution. The

only criterion wbich have not been met in any degree is that concerning

the sub-dividing the sectors into r:roducerR/operators of plan output

and its consu.u:ers. The re·n:ainingfour factor's are met partially.

Finally, threshold analysis does not ]Leet any of the criteria fully.

One of the criteria, bakang the benefits of &11 secters into accoun t is

usually not considered in threshold analysis, whilst the remaining

f&ctors are ]Let partially. Lichfield further empr..asisedtis preference

(1) Ibid, P.154.
(2) ~, P.155.
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of the planning balance sheet as an evaluation procedure compered

tc Hill's goals-achieveILent natrix in bis book with Kettle and
Whi tl::read.(1) In this publice.tion Li.chfd.e.Ldand l:is colleagues argued

tha t the planning balance sheet unlike tr,e goals-achievement matrix,

see section (7.2.3), provf.des a clearer anewe r to aone basic questions

r-egard.i.ngthe na tur-e of public interest, the choice of objectives and

their l'elative values, principles of rr.easurement and the fuller

consideration of the equity considerations. In Lichfield and his

colleagues view these short-sighted aspects in the goals-achievement

matrix are due to its procedure. The "goals-achievement matrix proceeds

f r-om the identifice.tion of goals, the focus throughout l::eingon levels

of goals-achievement for the comaunf,ty as a whole and for groups vri thin

it. Objectives are derived f'r-or;a set ef r_igher goals (or ideals)

whose formulation is the ultimate responsibility of the decision-takers.

The objectives pro\~de the basis for determining the relevant items of

edvantage and disadvantage. In contrast, the plarillingbalance sheet

starts from the identification of welfare effects and the preference

of those groups who are affected, the objectives being fOl'll;,ulatedon
the basis of their preferences,,~2)

In cont ras t to tr,e preference of Lichfield and his colleagues to

the planning balance sheet analysis, Hill is in favour of using the

goals-achievement procedure; In his f'ornru.Iation of the goals-

acr.d.evementmatrix Hill argued that "not only does the "balance sheet

of development" omit the eXI-licit identification of SOI'~eof the

objectives serVed by the proposed course of action, but there is no

means of knowing whether the costs and benefits listed are relevant

for inclusion in the balance sheet of development,,~3) Furthermore,

Hill argues that it fails to recognise that cests and benefits can be

(1) No Licr~ield, et.al., op.cit., PFo78-97.
(2) Ibid, Po96.
(3) M::Hill, op.cit., P.21.
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compar-ed or.Ly if they can be related to a c cmn.on objective. "••• ,If
the objective is of Li,tHe or no valve both for an entire conmur.i. ty

and fOI' any sections wi thin it, then the bene f'Lts and cos ts i-ef'e rrtng

to tr,e objectives are irrelevant for the comnunf ty in quee td.on"~1 )

The Coventry-Solihull-Warwicksbire eub-z-ego.onaj, s tudy also en.pbas i sed

that the p.Lannd.ng balance sheet method. of'f'ez- no advantage over

objective achievement evaluation. The latter procedure, could also

deal with the merits and demerits of alterna tive plans to separate

groups in the commurd ty that dLstangui.shes planning balance sheet

fren most other techr:.iques~2) The latter condf tions depend on the

details of data available, the time allocated for the study and the aim

of the study, i.e., whether it looks on the overall interest of the
cOIDIDur"ity or the separate interests of different groups ~rit:r~inthe

ccrumunity. In the same line, War~op, the team leader of the Coventry-

Solihull-Warwickshire study emphasised that "we did consider using a

planning balance sheet or cost-benefit technique to evaluate the

alternative strategies, but could see no conceptual advantage in

putting a price on the intangible to compare it with the tangible,

rather than weighting the tangible to compare it with the intangible,,~3)

He adds, "The technical difficulties in cost-benefit analysis ~rould

have been as great as in objective-achievement evaluation, and we did

not think that by overcoming them the qualities of the alternatives

'Would have been more convincingly expressed" ~4)

Furthermore, Fisher, evalu&ting the plarming models and

teclmiques in his PhD. thesis, "Evalua tioL. of Al terna tive Plans f cr

New Communities: To~ard Application of the competition - For - Benefit

Model", found that the goals-achievement procedu.re meets better the
(1) Ibid, P.21.
(2) Coventry City Council, et.al., op.cH., P.61.
(3) UrIan A. Wannop, op.cit., P.164.
(4) 1.Bi4, P. 164 •
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sixteen criteria he designed for €valuatioll~1) He f01ITldthat the
goals-achievement prccedure meets completely ten out ef t.hesixteen

cri teria wr.ilst the p.Lannd.ngbalance sheet meets eight criteria and

the threshold analysis dces not meet completely any of the stated
(')\

criteria."")

'Illeabove analysis about which is the best eva.Iuat.ion techr.ique

in tr.e field of urban and regional planning suggest that no such

teclmique is yet in existence. This conc.lus.ior;coincides with the

( 1) The criteria used for evaluation of alternative me thods according
to Fishers:study are:-

1. Whether or not the model is developed theoretically.
2. Whether or not the model is developed in a practical application.
3. Whether or not the model is developed in terms suitable for

planning in the private sector.
4. Whether or not the model is developed in terms suitable for

planning in the public sector.
S. The exten t to \,lhichthe mod el might be used to design

alternative plans as well as evaluate them.
6. The exter.t to which the model is flexible enough to be of vse

in corrpreher.siveplanning of new communities (i.e., in
evaluating different kinds of alternative plans).

7. The extent to \'ib.ichthe model encourages identification of
fundamental objectives.

8. The extent to lidch the model encourages identificatior. of
aggregative decision criteria.

9. The extent to which the model encourages identification of
distributional decision criteria.

10. The exter.t to \"hich the model encourages LderrtLf'Lcatd.or;of costs.
11. The extent to "7hich the model encourages identification of

ber..efi ts,
12. The ez t errt to \'ihichthe model encourages conf rorrtatLor;with

measurerr.entJ:ro::Jlems.
13. The extent to l'ihichfhe model encourages elimination of

redundant and tr'ivial cor-siderations.
14. The exter.t to which the model enccuragea corr.mensurability of

cost and/er benefits measures without transforma tior~ to
interval or lower-order scales.

15. The exten t to which the model er.courages transforma tior. of
cost and/or ber-efits to real utility values.

16. The extent to which the model encourages transformation of
costs and/or benefits to terms meaningful in political
reality.

(2) For the full account of the evaluation and the definitions of
the used criteria see H. B. Fisher, op.cit., PP.73-85.
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findings of Nash et .ala, who tried to choose criteria for

evaluc..tingprojects evaluation techniques and carue to a conclusion

that "there is no logically unique way of carrying out project

evalua tior."~1) Each of them claim to embrace all those prospective

consequer.ces of pro poea.Ls which should be taken into account in making

decisior..s in the field of u.rban and regional planning. Each of them is

designed to provide information to assist those responsible for decision-

making and to facilitate general debate or.alternatives. On the

contrary, each of them embodied many t.echnf.cs.L difficulties in

application. Hence, the choice of Vlr..a.tis thought to be tt.epreferred

tecbnique depends or.the nature of the study, the time and data

limitations, the amount of the resources allocated for the study and the

ability of the researcher or work team to cope with the encountered

tecbnical problems. Again this conclusion coi.ncides vd th the a rgument

of Patey and Bret.eny who believes that "The current diversity of

appr'os.chesto the use of methods is a reflection of the fact that

planners ere more prepared to select methods appropriate to local

circumstances, taking account of organisational constraints, data

availability, time constraints end local planning problems,,~2)

Accordingly, any of the discussed techniques could be useful for the

analysis of the urban growth pattern of the U.E.R. However, the best

suitable of the alternative approaches should be ctosen for the case of

this particular study. Again the choice will be based on considering

the above factors, i.e., the nature of the study, the time and data

limi tations and the problem of coping wi th U.e encountered technical

problems.
(1) Christopher Nash et.al., op.cit., P.88.
(2) P. W. J. Patey and M. J. Breheny, £F..cit., Part two, P.263.
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This study is e. research project carried on by a sing'le persor.

wi th an ecor.ond,c and urban and regional planning background fer a

limited period of time of around 3 - 4 years. These limitations

restrain the possibility of applying the cos t=ben...efit analysis and
threshold analysis f'z-cm the f'oLl.ow.ing aspects: First, both of the

techniques require a very detailed quantitative and qualitative data

abot;.tdifferer..taspects of the region and its urban centres in

particular. The cost-ber..efitanalysis, for instance, requires a

detailed data on the costs wld ber..efitsof the expected urban groKth.

These costs and benefits exter..dto include the cost of providing public

services and utilities to accommodate the expected urban growth, the

cost of regior...al infrastructure facilities of the a1ternative proposed

strategies, the cost of losing the agr-Lcultural andlor good quality

Land scape , the benefits of preserving the bistorical and archaeological

sites and so forth. Threshold analysis also require a detailed data on

the cost of accommodating the addi tior...al people in tr.eurban areas of

the region. As it will be shown later or..., these sorts of data are not

only unavailable in the region but obtaining them is a time cons~ing

process and needs a multi-disciplinary work team to under-take such a

task whicb U.e nature of the study do not allow. To extract the

physical threshold for instance needs structural or civil engineer.

To extract the tecrillicalthresholos needs qualified people in different

types of public services and utilities and to extract the structural

thresholds needs architects, quantity surveyors and so fortl'.. On the

contrary, althot;.ghgoals-acl:ievement approach needs e. detailed

qualitative and quantitative data for more accurate results, nevertheless,

it is possible to depend on less detailed data in the analysis. This

advan tage is recognised by Simpson in his pape r "The Penalty Point
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Muddle",(1) when he argued that the goals-acl:.ievement procedures

have the advantage of ease of application and small de~and on staff
and information resources~2) As it will be seen later, in tLis

research, tLis case applies to the areas ef analysis concerning the

availabili ty of land for urban gro\-:thand the preservation of good

quali ty landscape from uz'banf.sa't.i.on , If either the cost-benefit

analysis or threshold analysis are to be adopted a further detailed

data concerning the grade of agricultural land, the type of pr oduc ti.on

and agricultural utilisation and the value of ar..nualoutput and so

forth would be needed which again are neither available nor easy to be

collected within a reasonable period of time.

Second, by using tLe goals-achievement aI~lysis some indirect

procedures could be used to prove certain objectives. An example of

this particular case in this study cor..cernsthe analysis of costs of

provision of services and public utilities. By ~ploying goals-

act~eve~ent procedure it is possible, as it will be shown later on, to

reach certain conclusions abo~t the behaviour of these costs with urban

size froK the examination of the existing situation and then generalise

f'rom these con.clusions the expected pe.ttern in the future. In case of

both the cost-benefit and threshold procedures, the analysis of such

factors (costs factors) needs at least a tentative figure of the

expected costs of accommodating the additional urban population in

certain urban areas which as it has been mentioned above are neither

available nor easy to be obtained within a reasonable time in tt~s

particular case.
Third, apart from the problem of providing adequate data for

the purpose of the application of cost-benefit and thresllold analysis,

(1) B. Simpson, "The Penalty Point Muddle", Town and COt:.ntryPlanning.
Vol. 43, 1975, PP.305-308.

(2) .lli£, P.308.
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there would be a problerr.of measurellientof intangible iterr.sin

monetary units. The problerr.of valuation, for instance, of the

loss of one acre of good quality landscape compar-ed to El. saving in

the cost of provision of services would be unsolvable problem. The

assignment of rr.onetaryvalues to the consequences of certain courses

of action would be arbitrary and may serve to confuse rather than

clarify the process of valuation. This is pe.rticularly true in case

of most developing countries where no valuation experience are gained

or no suitable valuation approaches of the intangible items are

developed. Hence, despite the benefits of the monetary valuation that

is used in both cOet-benefit and threshold procedures and the ambiguity

of using the point sys terr.in case of the goals-achieverr.ent procedures,

nevertheless, such procedures are more realistic to be applied to the

case of the U.E.R. of Iraq.

Fourth, as a result of the above limitations, it is expected that

using goals-achieverr.ent procedures would allow for considering a wider

range of factors that are believed to affect the decision-maY~ng process

and consequently lea.ds to a more rational solution. In contrast,

using either of tt.ecost-benefit or threshold procedures would reduce

this possibility. For instance, if cost-benefit analysis is employed,

this will not allow enough room to consider factors such as social

aspects, the preservation of good quality lWldscape and areas of

historical and archaeological sites and consequently transfer the

analysis from what is termed social cost-benefit analysis to just a

cost-effectiveness analysis and face the same problem as that of the

third London airport study. The saI:lething would happen if threshold

analysis is applied, where no developed approaches to deal with aspects

such as social consideration, individual preferences and preservation of

the good quality landscape and other environmental aspects are yet

established.
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It could be cor.cluded that the goals-achievement procedures

could bes t serve the purpose of thf,e study and accordingly a goals-

achi.evement procedure w ouLd be developed, in the following two

chapters, for the purpose of the analysis of the urban growth pattern

of the U.E.R. In developing the approach the local circumstances of
the study area, the aims ar.d objectives of the national development
plans and the data end time limitations of the study would highly be
considered and consequently effect UJ.eprocedure and details of the
, . Furthermore, tt.e principles of tt.ealternative tectniques,ana...ys~s.

the cost-benefit analysis end the threshold analysis will be utilised

wherever possible in the forthcom.ing analysis if that utilisation

wouLd lead to a better understanding or ease the analysis of certain

factors.

n,s; The Survey

In many cases, the lack of data is the main constraint on

research in the planning field, especially if detailed data on a small

scale problem is required. This largelyinfluences the rrett.odology

used in the analysis. The discussions in the previous section and this

section clearly indicate that tt.elack of detailed data and the

problems of collecting them for cost benefit analysis end threshold

analysis from the U.E.R. corr.paredto the feasibility of a single person

working for a limited period of time were among the main reasons for

not applying these teclmiques for the purpose of the analysis of tt.is

study. Hence, to facilitate t1}enecessary data for the purpose of

the study a special field survey was conducted. The author visited

the ccuntry (Iraq) for a period of about four months extending from

mid February to mid May 1980 for this purpose. The survey was designed

to obtain data on different aspects of the spatial development of the
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U.E.R., in general, and development potentials of its existing and
propcced urban centres, in partic1..O.1ar.General data on the spatial

development strategy on the Muhafadahs and National levels was also

collected, in order to ottain a better under-standing of the overall

spatial development stra.tegi.esof the country.

7.3.1. Data Sources and Collection

Data were obtained from two basic sources: the published and

unpublished governmental studies, reports and statistical abstracts,

and the field survey carried out in the U.EoR.

Regarding the first sour-ce of data, general as well as particular

information on population growtr..and distribution, urbanisa.tion and

spatial development on both national and regional levels were oompd.Led

directly from reports, studies and statistical abstracts of the Central

Statistical Organisation and Physical PlarlllingCommission of the

Ministry of Planning. Data on the criteria used in the analysis of

urban growth distribution were in many cases also obtained from such

sources. In a ve~r fe~ cases, these data were the ~ain source for

analysis. This case applies to factors suct as the future potentialities

of economic and urban growth, the social aspects of apzlysis and the

historical and archaeological sites analysis. In many other cases, the

data obtained from such sources wer-e used with that obtained from the

field sur~eyo The latter case applies in particular to factors such

as the effect of urban expansion or the effect of the creation of new

to~~s uFon the agricultural land, availability of land for expansion,

ef'f'ect or..the landscape and rure.Lamenities among others. In total,

the references and sources of data used are named in appropriate

places in the study.

The second and the ~ost important part of the survey was the field

survey vlhich dealt mainly with examining the development potential of

different existing urban centres of the U.E.R. and those whicl::have been
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proposed by the Ministry of Industry and the State Organisation of

Resorts and Tourismo The importance of this source of information stems

from the fact that little er no information of the type sought on ur-ban

centres of the region can be found in print. The study has therefore

relied heavily on individual municipalities and the services departments

in those municipalities for its information. To obtain the necessary

information, intervie .....s were conducted using questionnaire scr.edules.

The questionnaire was designed to obtain information on the develoFment

potential of existing urban centres and the pro!,osed sites of the new

towns. The questionnaire includes, a~ong other things (see appendix 1)):

1. The availability and level of provision of different types of

services and public utilities (municipal services, water supply,

electricity, teleFhones, mail, educational services at different levels,

health and public libraries services).

2. The capital and annual running costs of these serviceso

3. The committed service schemes in each existing urban centre

and their capacities.

4. Physical aspects of urban growth of the existing urban centres

and the proposed sites of the new towns.

5. Agricultur'al value of the land and land ownership.

6. Type and value of establishments already in existence in the

areas required for expansion.

7. Accessibility of the existing urban centres ffildthe proposed

sites of new to~ms to the main infrastructure in the region.

8. The prevailing and intended planning standards, whether with

regard to the land use or the standard of provision of services and

public utilities.

As ~any questions as possible were designed to give definite

answers, but particular emphasis was placed on 0F~l ~lded questions.
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Although the cost of this type of research design is a lesser ability

to interpret results in tenns of percentages and other simple measures,

the benefit is the added information that can be obtained, especially

if the queEtions involve value judgement as it is the case in this study.

All the existing urbar. centres and the proposed ones were included

in the survey, i.e., sixteen existing urban centres and four proposed

sites for the new towns. The questionnaire was administered on actual

visits to the urban centres for whatever period of time was needed to

cover all the aspects of the survey. To complete each questionnaire

different goverr~ent bodies were included. The municipalities, for

instance, answered the parts concerr.ed with the municipal services

provision and costs, physical limitations of urban growth, effect on

agricul tural land and man made obstacles of ur-ban growth. The water

supply departnent in each urban centre answered the part concerning water

supply provision and costs and so forth. Hence, the questionnaire which

surveyed a wide range of matters effecting the urban growth

potentialities covered information from a number of government departments

in each urban centre.
In each urban centre the principle persor.nel were interviewed i.e.,

the heads of the n:unicipalities and directors of different service

projects. When detailed and technical information were needed other

principle personnel were invited to participate. Those mainly included,

accountants, municipal engineers, service engineers, foremen, surveyors

and personal affairs officers. In most cases the response was highly

successful and the objectives of the study were appreciated at different

levels of managerial as well as technical personnel. Table (7.2), which

summarises the response to the variables incorporated in the analysis

confinns this argument. In total, the number of observations that will
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be fed into regressions ranged between 6-14, with more than 50% over
ten observations. The decline of some cases to less than ten

observations do not due to the unavailability of data or the inadequacy

of responses but rather to the number of epplicable cases in each

service. In case of water supply, for instance, only six water schemes

exist. They serve twelve urban centres and are adL1inistered through

nine urban centres. This situation also explains why there are differences

in the number of observations between the capital cost and the annual

running costs and the other related variables. The same analysis

applies to electricity services, kindergarten services, public libraries

services ruld so forth, see table (702). The above table also indicates

that out of the 56 variables incorporated in the analysis, some 48

variables (i.e. 85.7%) have received a complete response. Only eight

variables did not receive a co~plete response for all the applicable

cases. These cases apply to the capital cost of electricity supply,

where no such data were available concer~ning the electricity scheme in

Baghdadi town. Also no data were available on electricity consumption

in the same town. Hence, it will not be possible to include both the

per capita capital cost and per capita electricity consumption in

Baghdadi town in the forthcoming regression analysis. The other six

occasions where the responses were also not complete apply to

educational services. The capital cost of provision of kindergarten

services in Ana town and the capital cost of provision of a secondary

school in Ubaidi town were not applicable due to the fact that the

building of the kindergarten in Ana and the building of the existing

secondary school in Ubaidi towns were rented. The remaining capital

cost item in educational services is the furniture, whicl: as it will

be shown later was not available, as well for all levels of the

educational services in the region. The least number of responses apply
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to the cases of prima~T schools where thirteen out of the sixteen

applicable cases have been obtained in case of variables concerning

the annual running cost, attendence ratio of children at age 6-11 years,

pupils per teacher and pupils per class. The data related to these

variables were not available in case of Al-Furat, Muhamadi and Rummana

towns. The unavailability of such data in these small urban centres

were due to the fact that they were newly created as urban centres and

information about them were within the rural statistics which were beyond

the scope of this study.

However, despite the very high response in the field survey, there

were a number of areas where data were either unavailable or incomplete.

Among the most importar.t areas where data were not available; the

expected capital and annual running costs of accommodating the expected

urban growtL in the region, the costs of crossing different thresholds

levels and the costs of creating and providing services in the suggested

new towns~1) Furthermore, no detailed data exists regarding the

agricultural land, its ability, types of utilisation and number of

farmers utilising it, grades of the good qualit,y landscape and the

value of the establisI®ents, located within the expected urban growth

directions, and their importance to the economy and peoFle of the area.

The unavailability of such data and the inability of the researcher to

obtain them by himself in a reasonable period of time, forced the

research, among other reasons, to r.eglect the possibility of adopting

evaluation techniques, such as the cost-benefit analysis and threshold

analysis in favour of utilising alternative techniques whict require

relatively limited range of data and information. Also the possibility

of utilising the development potential analysis in generating the

alternative strategies have been diminished due to the lack of a very
(1) There was originally many questions in the field survey

questionnaire about these cost aspects wticr. have been discarded
later on due to their inapplicability.
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detailed and ccmprehensive data on different parts of the study area.

The latter aspect will be elaborated further in the next Chapter.

In addition to the above limitations which will highly affect the

approach of the analysis, there are another number of areas where data

are either inadequate or even not very accurate. The most important
of these areas are:-

(a) No complete data of the capital costs of some services were

obtained. This applies in particular to the educational services at

different levels (kindergartens, primary and secondary schools), where

the obtained capital costs do not include cost of furniture which is an

important element in this case. This is due to the unavailability of

data on this item. However, it is argued in appendix (3) that the total

costs of land and buildings are sufficient to make the comparison, since

it is reasonable to assume that the cost of furniture is almost the sa~e

for schools of the same size and educational stage in different urban

centres because the supplier of the furniture is the same (a special

governmer.t department) and there are no differences in the quality of

furniture of schools in cities of differing size. The only expected

difference is the time when the furniture was obtained which would, of

course, affect its current value.

Cost of medical equipment which is again a very imrortant element

of the cost of health services was also not included because data on

such items on Muhafadah levels were not available. The supplier of this

item is, again, a special government department, which centrally

distributes the needs of different health establishments allover the

country. It is argued in appendix (3) that to know the share of

different urban centres from this source would have been time consuming

process and unrealistic since part of the equipments supplied are either

at the time of the survey unusable or are no more within the existing

assets of that urban area. However, again, the cost of land, buildings
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and furniture are sufficient for the purpose of capital cost analysis

of the health services since the type and consequently the cost of

medical equipments for each urban size group are expected to be almost

the same.

Finally, the electricity services capital costs include

distribution cost only. The geueration and transformation costs of

electricity were not included because no access to data of this type

was possible. However, as it is stown in appendix (3), the exclusion

of the generation and transformation costs from the analysis, provided

the basis for more realistic analysis through corr.paringalike wi th alike.

Apart from the above minor omissions in the calculation of the

capital costs, the capital costs of other services included all the

related items, i.e., cost of land, buildings, vehicles, mechanical

equipment, fUIT~~'e, water treatment plants, distribution network (of

water supply, electricity and telephone services), telephone exchanges

and so forth, as shoun in appendix (3). To be precise and to get reliable

data in this respect, the actual capital costs were obtained for the end

of 1979. The estimated. capital costs were taken as valued by tt.eend of

1979, according to different departmeuts book-keeping docu~ents.

In general, the pr:::"nc::LFlesgoverr.ed the computation of different

iteras of capital costs could be summarised as f0110'>'8:-

(i) cost ef land is usually valued at the prevailed market prices,

if the land belongs to -+,[.eprivate sector·. If H belongs to the state,

a conmon subsidised. prices are prevailed.. These prices differ anong

different sizes of tl:eurban centres and the Locat i.on of the land ..Tithin

the bourLdaries of tl:emaster plan. The latter approach of the val~tion

do not give a real pictt:.reof land cost. Hovever , since almost all the

public projects are built on a goverr~ental land, it could be accepta:le

fer tt.e purpose of the cor::parisonof the al terna tive strate·gies.
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(ij) cost of buildings is valued by subtracting the depreciation

cost which is 2.5% annually fren tte original cor:struction cost of

buildings and then adding the annual, Lnf'Ls.tdon rat e , The latter rates

were considered as 15% in tte 1950's, 2Cf/o in 1960's and 32% in 1970's~1)

In cases "There the original cos t.swere unknown the governmental departmer:t

valued the costs of buildings belonging to t:tem as its worth at U.e year

of valuation which is in tbis particular case, 1979 (i.e. the 1979

prevailed market prices).

(iii) costs of paved roads, parks and parking within the n:unic:ipal

boundaries wer-e valued as in the current prices of cor:structing sin:ilar

activities in 1979.
(iv) otr.er capital costs which include, co st.s of vehicles and

mechanical equipment, furniture, water supply treatment plants,

distri bution network (of Kater eupp'ly , electricity and telephone services),

telephone exchanges and so forth were valued by subtracting the annual

depreciation costs from the original buying costs. The depreciation

rates of different ca1=-italassets are unified fer the saI:leitem aI:long

all governmental departments for a unf.f'orm accountancy eye tem is applied

in the country. The depreciation rates are given in table (7.3).

HOvTever, it should be noted that in case of the public libraries services,

the value of books and periodice.ls rlere valued at the time of their

purchase since it was impoesible toincorporate depreciation rates and

their current values into the n:ettodology of valuating such ite~s. To

complete the picture of tr_e cap Lbs.L costs of such i.te~s, the inflation

rates were added to the outcon:e of the above process. It should be

noted here that no detail data about the inf~tion rates of different

i ternswere available hence they have not been mentioned here.

(1) T. F. Hasoon, Causes of Monetary InflE.tion in Iraq "1960-1972",
published Msc.Thesis, Minist~ of Culture and Arts, Dar AI-Tale,ya,
Beirut, 1978.
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Table (7.3)
The Ap~ual Depreciation Retes of Different

Items of the Cspital Assets

Iten:.
Annual
Depreciation
Rate (%»

Notes

Buildings
Vehicles and Other Transport
Facilities
Fu rrd, ture and Offices
Equipments 7.5
Water SUFply Treatrrent Plants 6.67
El€vated Storsge Tanks 3.33

25.0

Water Supply Distribution Net-
work 6.67
Electricity ~istribution Net-
work 4.00

includes mainly cables,
underground and overhead
lines and transformers

Street Lighting
Telephone Excr.~nges

10.00
6.67 except for Ramadi auboma ti.c

exchange which is regarded
as 5%.

Telephone Services Distribution
Network
Miscellaneous Tools and
Equipments

6.67

12.5

(b) The vnavailability of deta o~ education services fur~itu~e cost

and health services medical equipment cost prevent the possi.bility ef

incluc.ing the depreciation cost of such items when calculating the

annual running cost of the educational and health services. Hence, the

annual running costs of these two services does not Lnc'Luc.ethe

depreciation costs of the above items. However, it covld be argued that

the other items of the running costs covld tighly represent the overall

behaviour of the r-unn.ingcosts. \,;i'thurban size.
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As in the case of ca.pital costs, the e.nnual running costs (wages

and salaries, maintenance, depreciation, fuel and so or) wer-ealso

taken f ron different d.epar-tmente book-keeping documen be for the twelve

months of 1979. For E'..ll otter aspects of the field survey, Lnf'ormatd.on

was obtained. as it was at the time of the interview.

The ccmputatior..of the annual rurming costs is far more easi.er

job than that of the capital costs. It does not need, for instance,

the d.Lscount.i.ngback cf the prices of its different elements. All what

the different governmental department do, is the inclL'.Sionof every

detailed item of expenditure spend to rLn the service for the twelve

months of the particular year. The outcome of such process is reliable

and very accurate. In general the annual running costs consist of four

parts. They are; wages, salaries and incentives f'or- all the labour force

engaged in providing tte particular service; maintenance cost of all

capital assets which belong to the particular service; the annual

deprecia tion costs of the capitE.l assets, as given in table (7.3); and

other running costs which include all other expenses necessary to continue

the provision of the service (see appendix 3).
(c) No access has been made to the co~itted schemes in the

electrici ty and telephone services. This, as it will be sho..rn in

section (8.4.1), precluded the possibility of c.:e.lculating the spare

capacities of such services after implementing such schemes. The

absence of the standards for pro\~sion of the municiFal and mail

services also prevented their inclusion in tte calculation of the

expected spare capacities in the provision of services in the region,

if there could be any.
In addition to tt,e lack of the above items of data, it was found

during the interviews that subjective factor is a considerable element

particularily with reference to the factors related to the evaluation of
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the conditions of the capital assets of (:ifferent services, the

opinior..s of the officials on U.e existing level of provision of

services and the future needs frorJ these services and the remaining
length of life of the capital assets. This pheno~enon which was more

apparent in case of small urban c~itres and the newly created ones,

often led to the problems of bias and exaggeration of whi.chthe

researcher was aware. The estimation of the conditions of the capital

assets, for instance, depended highly on personal opinions of the
persons encharged. The satisfe.ction of the existing levels of services

and the needed ones also was highly affected by the oparu.ons of such

personnel and so forth. Howev er , an attempt was made to solve such a

problem through; first, depending on one or very few persons in judging

on such matters. For instance, when evaluating the conditions of the

water schemes assets, the water engineer at the Mu11afadah level which

supervise all the water schemes in the Muhafadah was consulted and his

opinion was considered highly important. This applies to all other

services schemes and fer all the iterns\'Tr.ichinvolve considerable value

judgements. Second, checking the information obtained at different

urban centres vIith fha t available at the central offices of the

Mu1.afadah, where eacb municipality or service department at Nahiya and

Qadha levels is connected to its counterparts, the central office at

the Muhafadah level. At the latter level, the principle directives,

level of provision of different services and planning standards for

d.ifferent municipal and administrative ranks are forn:.ulatedin co-

oI~nation with the relevant central departments in Baghdad. Third,

checking the Inf'ormatd on given at the urban centres of the same level

also helped in avoiding the possible bias and exaggeration. Fourth

and the most important factor is the adoptation of the central planning
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standards, where applice.ble, which obtained f'r-omthe Physical

Planning Commi.asd.onof the Ministry of Planning and other Service

depertments, in tte analysis process of the collected data. It could

be con.clu.ded,that the above survey account sue;gests that the nurr.ber

of suf'f'Lci.ent responses and the relia bili ty of the data collected

substantiate their inclusion in the forthcoming analysis.

It should be noted that there remains a preblem which could not be

solved in the su~ey and dataanalysis processes, that is the problem

of providing higher order services by higher order centres in the

hierarchy of settlements to srraller url::allcentres and their rural

hinterlands. This problem, which is a 'Well known pr'Lnci.pke of service

hierarchy theory, implies that the larger urban centres are bearing

unkno~~ parts of the costs of provision of higher order services

serving the smaller settlements in the hierarchy, wr..ich in turn leads

to the rise of beth per capita capital and annual running costs of

provd sdon of such kinds of services (health, education and so on) and

consequently gives false Impreaed ons of the correlation between city

size and cost ef provision of such services. The administrative

hierarchy of urban settlements and the administrative str~cture of

service departments in Iraq in general (the UoE.R. is included) in

turn could playa considerable role in giving such a false impression.

To illustrate this problem an example could be given fror:.the case

study. The Directorate of Municipalities of Al-Anbar Mur.afadah is in

Ramadi City (the regional capital). This directorate provides a part

of its services, mainly the ad~inistrative services to all the

mur~cipalities of the Muhafadah (at Qadha and Nahiya levels).

Municipalities at Qadha level, in turn prov~de some of their

administrative services to that at Nahiya level. Hence, higher order

municipalities are providing part of their services to all relevant
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lower order municipalities. The same principles applies to the

other service departments. This implies that part of the administrative

costs in larger urban cen tres are spent to facilitate the administrative
func tions in smaller urban cer, tres. The problem is even more apparent

when the services are prcvided ar..d/eradministered from the larger

order centres to the Lower order centres, such as in the case of

electrici ty-and t eLephones among others, wher-e these services in some

cases are either provided from Qadah centres to Rahiya centres or only

administered and maintained from there. Hovever-, such unavoidable

problems are meL.tioned wLerever is appropriate in the forthcoming

analysis and a tentative evaluation of their effects "Till be reported.

Finally, it should be noted that the researcher's observations

cover not only the period of carrying out this field work, but rather

a longer time perio~, since 1976 when he was a planner in the Regional

Planning Department of the Ministry of Planning and partic~pated in

most of the studies concerned with the development of the U.E.R. and

resettlement of Haditha reservoir population. This was an important

element in the survey and added a lot to the analysis of data and

visualising the possible bias and exaggerated jUdgements.

7.3.2. Data Analysis
After completion of the survey , the data "las transcribed into

analysis data sheets especially prepared for the purpose. The data

sheets were of different types. One concerning the per capita capital

and annual running costs of different services and public utilities by

urban size. Others contained information on each of the following

services and for all urban centres of the study area.

The Services included are:-
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1. Municipal Services wLicr. include mainly, road Faving, parks,

pa.rking and refuse collection.

2. Water Supply.

3. Electricity.

4. Telephones.

5. Mail.

6. Educational Services at, Kindergarten, Primary, Secondary,

Vocational and High Schools Level.

7. Health.

8. Public Libraries.

Ho~ever, some of tLe information in the survey was not transcribed

into analysis data sheets due to the nature of the information

(qualitative inforrr.ation)which cannot be transcribed into such sheets.

The latter case appl_es particularly to information concerning the

physical aspects of urban growth and effect on agricultural land.

It was frem the prepared data sheets that responses were coded and put

on pur.cr.cards for computer analysis at the University of Sheffield

Co~puting Service. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences was

used for analytical purposes wherever that was applicable. To enhance

easy reading, variable names are given in the text in the appropriate

places. However, any information not transcribed into punch cards from

the data sheets were left therefore for separate analysis by adopting

appropriate methodologies.

7.4. SUlLlIlary

The main concern of this chapter was to find out the best

appropriate metLodology of analysis for the pUI~ose of the distribution

of the expected urban growth in the t;.EoR. To achieve this aim the

applicabili ty of the city size distributior. theories and models examined
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in Part One ~ere re-examined here. It is fo~~d that despite the

importa~ce of many principles of these theoretical formulations fer

the forthccming analysis, neither of then:.could be applicable to this
special case study. This viasdue among other things, first to the

differences in the aims of these theoretical formulations and the

eILpirical study in question and second to the differences of the socio-

eccnond.c, political and geographical enviror.ments among the places where

these theoretical formulations were originally developed and the U.E.R.
Hence, an alternative approach of analysis was looked at. This approach

is represented by the applicability of evaluation techniques. Among the

most well known evaluation techniques in the field of urban and regional

planning, the applicability of three of these tech~iques, namely the

cost-benefit anaJysis, threshold analysis and the goals-acrcieveILent

analysis, to the case of the U.E.R. were examined in sone details. It

is fOlmd that despite the attractiveness of the alternative techniques,

the goals-achieveILent analysis is the most appropriate one to this

special case, especially if the data, time limitations and the nature of

the study are taken into consideration. Problems of collecting data for

cost-benefit analysis and threshold analysis from the U.E.R. compared to

the feasibility of a single person working for a limited period of tiILe

were four.d to be among the main reasons for rejecting the application of

these tec}miques for the pUl~ose of the analysis of this study. On the

contrary, the ease of application and the relatively small demand on

information resources \-rereamong many other factors for recommending

the application of the goals-achievement ar~lysis tecrilliquefor the

purpose of the distribution of the expected ur-ban growth in the U .E.R.
un til 1985. In develoring the goals -achi.evement procedure in the

following two ctapters, the local circumstances of the study area, the
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aims ~nd objectives of the national development plW1Sand the data

and time limi ta tior.s of the study will highly be considered and

consequently effect the procedure and details of the analysis.

Finally, the chapter- surunarises the methodoLogy, scope and

limitations of the field survey carried out for the purpose of the

study, and outlined the data analysis approach.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

TOwARD AN ALTERNATIVE URBAN GRO\\'THSTRATEGY FOR THE U .E.R.
ONE: AIMS .AND OBJECTIVES OF THE ANALYSIS AND THE TESTING

OF THE FIRS'P PRIORITY FACTORS

INTRODUCTION
The analysis to tLis point has suggested that an alternative

urban growth strategy for the U.E.R. should be drawn through adopting

an analytical and systematic evaluation approact. Furthermore the

analysis has suggested that the goals-achievement technique is an

appropriate one for the purpose of this case study.

The search for an alternative urban growth strategy will try to

explore the best possible distribution pattern of the expected urban

growth until 1985. In doing so, the proposals fer urban growth pattern

in the study area follow logically fro1t.the examination of t1e existing

factors of the probl~, whether they are socio-economic, physical,

environmental and/or structural.

The analysis of urban grow·th strategy will be divided into two

cr-apters (cr-apter eight and chapter nine). Chapter eight will su~gest

alternative urban gro'tithstrategies, cite the aims and objectives of

the proposed strategies, outline the main constraints of the analysis,

define the factors that are expected to affect the urban growth pattern

of the region and finally test the first priority factcrs. Chapter nine

will examine the second and third priority urban growth factors end

suggest what is thought to be the preferred or best urban growth strategy.

8.1. The Proposed Alternative Strategies

Before stating the alternative pI~posed strategies and the

methodology of defining them, it is necessary to elaborate briefly on

some theoretical as well as practical principles governing the generation

of alternatives. In general, the planners responsicle for generating

solutions cannot always assume that the particular set of alternatives
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submitted for decision will contain one which is satisfactory to the

decision-taker. This dilerr.maargues Lichfield and his colleagues

"••ois only likely to be resolved in practice by the submission of a

number of alternatives, with significant differer.ces in magnitude of

comparative advantages and disadvantages of differences in incidence

effects for the groups wbich will gain or lose. In practice, SOKe

alternatives ought to be prepared to the necessary degree of detail

even though they do r.ot appear to be at all favoured by the results of
the evaluatior.,,~1)

In practice, several approaches exist to define the alternative

strategies. These approaches extend to include the traditional methods,

suct. as those based on pre-determined geometric concepts of urban fonn

and growth or those depending on previous trends of growth and/or the

more developed. oz:es such as the developn:.ent potential analysis which

have been used in latter years in Britain in several planning studies

(see section 7.2.3). The West Central Scotland Plan, among other studies,

clearly indicated that several methods exist to define the alternatives.

It 8I!:ployedthree different procedures to produce the alternative

regional strategies. These procedures are~2)

(i) "by a consideration of the sites already identified as suitable

by the planning agencies".

(ii) "by identifying sites according to conceptual design-governed

princ:"ples".

(iii) "and by an analysis of the criteria influencing developers,

and the local needs for en:ploymer..tand housing".

The first procedure which is termed by the study the "Control

Strategy" "attempts to show the implications of the continuation of

existing" policies in terms of the future pattern of urban develo~ment in
(1) N. Lichfield, et.al., op.cit., P.41.
(2) West Central Scotland Plan, Strategy for Urban Gro"..th ... ,01l.cit. ,P.43.
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the region; in ot:ter words to visualise the pattern of development that

might occur if there were no regional strategy,,~1) The main difference

between the geueration of the control strategy and the other strategies

generated by develoFment potential technique "is in the method used to

allocate demand for industrial and residential land. In the former,

activities were allocated to the kilometre s~uares with the highest

poten tial in the region subject to Lcca tdona.L restraints, whereas in the

control strategy activities \-Iereallocated to tmdeveloped land zoned for

that activity on current development Fla.Ils,,~2)

The second procedure Khich is termed the "cor.ceptual design-governed

procedure" represents "o ••a future situation in which IL.ajorefforts will
- -have been ~ade to launch new trends ruld impose new forms of development.

It is a radical, rather than a marginal intervention in the econo~ic and

social life of the regiOn"P) A new towns emphasis strategy is within

this category.

The third group of procedures which is termed the"development

potential ar..alysis"is basec., a.s it has been seen in section (7.2.3), upon

a comprehensive analysis of opportunities end needs for development within

the region or sub-region. It enables the work team to narrow down fairly

rapidly the whole range of possibilities to a few which could be assessed

in a comprehensive manner during the evaluation process. This procedure

allows the selection of a range of alternatives wr~ch are good in

relation to other possibilities and, most probably, include the best of

all possibilities.
Fron: the above definitions and basic principles of the alternative

procedures of defining the alternative strategies, it is clear that the

Ibid, P.44.
ng, PP .44-45.
Ibid, P.44.
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development potential analysis leads to a reore rational decision and

reduces the possibility of dismissing realistic solutions. This fact

encouraged the planning team of the Coventry-Solihull-Warwickshire study

to employ the development potential analysis in generating the

al terr.ative strategies while discarding the other possible approaches.

In this respect Wannop, the team leader of the above mentioned study,

err.phasisedthat "we 'l\ereparticularly dissatisfied with the logic of

producing alternatives from a pattern-book i.e., linear cities, grid

cities, polynucleated cities, star cities etc. Although satisfied to

expect s~ch a form if it eventually err.erged,we leaned to a refinement

of the more sensitive and systematic methods developed recently and

preferred to build up alternatives from individual ccmpoLents and our

understanding of economic, social and physical relationships, rather

than to force these into a predetermined conceptual envelope~(1) The

reasons for not considering the conceptual procedures in many recent

planning studies due to their weaknesses in proceeding without reference

to the criteria to be used in evaluation~2) Furthermore, the West

central Scotland Plan emphasised that "whilst this approach has an

instinctive appeal, there is no evidence that it materially benefits

the peoples needs by ar~ better than a more systematic approach based

on Objectives"P) Also it is suspected that su ch approaches could pay

scant regard to local needs and conditions. The control strategy also

is encountered with many weaknesses. It takes into consideration the

previous developmental trends which are not necessarily realistic or

the best and/or their continuation are not insured. The changes in the

pattern of investment or the priorities assigned to different sectors

and areas of the regional economy would preclude the possibility of
UrIan A. Wannop, o,.E.cit., P .160.
N. Licr.field, et.al., op.cit., P.195.
West Central Scotland Plan, Strategy for Urban Growth ••• ,op.cit.,
P.43.
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adopting such procedure for defining the alternative solutio~s.

Furthermore, the aims and objectives of the region as a whole are

neglected in favour of considering what represents the separate

policies of the various planning authori ties~ 1)

However, it should be noted that despite U.e comprehensiveness

and reality of the development potential analysis, there ~re

limitations to its use in generating the alternative strategies. In

this particular study, although it is expected that adopting such

approach would produce the most realistic alternatives &ld those which

represent the best options, nevertheless, the time and data limitation

problems would be ur~voidable. As it has been seen in section (7.2.3),

the application of sucr. technique requires a wide range of data, on all

parts of the region and on the basis of square kiloffietrewhich are

neither available nor can be collected by the researcher for a reasonable

period of time which the whole time of the study allows.

The adoption of the conceptually defined alternatives are not

helpful. This is due to the spatial pattern of the coremitted economic

development in the region which have been discussed in some detail in

Chapter Six. It is not, for instance, possible to create a linear and

dispersed development along the Euphrates River because of the committed

pattern of economic development which implies that the basic employment

should be within a reasonable daily journey to work. Such option would

have a negative effects on the agricultural and good quality landscape

which are confined to a narrow strip along the river. The possibility

of establishing a l&rge new town or expanding only one or two of the

existing urban centres in any part of the region to accommodate the

expected urban growth are also not applicable due to the same limitation

of the pattern of the distribution of the committed economic development

( 1) Ibid, P.45.
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despite the advantages of such patterns of growth whicr. imply that a
relatively large urban centre could be created in the region which

wo~ld provide the opportunity of providing higher urban f~nctions ar.d

may be reducing the cost of providing of such functions.

Instead, the adoption of a control strategy in defining the

alternative strategies could be helpful where, as it has been seen,

this sort of procedure implies the continuation of existing urban growth

pattern and policies which is, to large extent, the case in this

particular study. Most of the urban growth in Iraq is directed to the

existing urban centres, especially the large ones and expanding these

centres are within the traditional interest of the planning departments

in the country. Furthermore, the pattern of the committed economic

development and the distribution of the major developmental projects

coincides with the adoptation of such option, where, as it will be shown

later, the sites of the committed development prc:jects are within an easy

access to most of the existing urban centres. Hence, the possibility

of accommodating the generated urban growth by these activities would be

examined. To be more rational in the process, the existing urban centres

will be divided into two parts, that is, the expansion of the largest

urban centre in each urban node and the expansion of the other urban

centres in each urban node, to see their merits and demerits against

each other and against the other possible options weier..is in this

particular case the new towns option.

The new town option as a radical option will be adopted here

because it is vrithin the concern of the Ministry of Industry and the

central planning departments. In the last fifteen years or so, and

wherever, a large industrial projects are created, especially if these

projects are located outside the existing urban centres, a new towns are
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sugges ted to accommodate the population that would be genera ted by

their activities. Hence, the validity of such issue (new towns issue)

should be ccnsidered when dealing with the urban growth problem in any

part of the country to see its merits &ld demerits in comparison to
other possible alternatives.

It is necessary to stress here that no definite definition of the

new town concept exist in the country yet. Unlike in Britain where the

new towns concept implies having a new settlement of a size of around

100000 inhabitants, self contained and built on a virgin site, in Iraq

the term new town is given to a.ny residential development built on a

virgin site outside the municipal boundaries of the existing urban

centres. Its size could be 2000 inhabitants and oyer. The idea of

the new residential quarters started with establishing large industrial

projects. To minimise the daily journey to work, among other things, a

residential quarters have been built as near as possible to these

industrial projects. Examples of such industrial quarters of a size

2000-3000 inhabitants could be found in many parts of the country, the

paper plant, fertiliser plant and oil refinery in Basrah Muhafadah,

glass industry in Ramadi and so forth. Such new residential quarters

depend heavily on the nearby large urban centres in demanding most

activities, shopping, high education, entertainment and so forth.

Accordingly, in this particular study, the term new town means ~lY new

residential development on a virgin site outside the municipal

boundaries of the existing urban centres.

Although it could be argued that the creation of a new town of a

size of around 32000 inhabitants in case of Qaim urban node to be

completed by 1985 seems to be unrealistic, the last decade experiences

of the country in this respect are promising. Several new towns of

that size in Al-Mushrack (Ninevah) and AI-Majar-Al-kabeer (Maysan) have
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beeL built in such a period of time. Furthermore, a large new town

of a size 50COO inhabitants have beer" builtin AI-Iskandariya (Babylon)

during the last decade and there is a new town in Basrah IVIuhafadah

(AI-Baker New Industrial Town) to accommodate some 100000 inhabitants

under construction with a high rate of implementation. Most of these
projects are ccntracted to foreign specialised compar~es to execute

the whole projects with their services within a definite period of time

with providing them with the right to import all the necessary

construction materials which either are in shortage supply and/or

unavailable locally. Also these companies have the right to bring

their own personnel with them.

To sum up, three alternative options would be adopted for the

purpose of the analysis of this particular study and an evaluation

process showing in some detail the merits and demerits of each

alternative option would be undertaken in the remaining parts 'of it.

These three alternatives are:-
(a) Expansion of the major urban centre in each urban node;

(b) Expansion of one or more of the other urban centres in each

urban node; and

(c) Establishment of a new town in each urban node.

The principle variations not only involve a significant differences

in magnitude of comparative advar.tages and disadvantages of different

urban groups in the region and its whole well being but rather they are

of great concer.r!within different governmental departments. Furthermore,

these alternative variations coincide with the spatial patterns of the

committed economic development, the physical charactaristics of the

study area and the aims and objectives of the study (see section 8.2).

All of these alternatives are financially feasible, where the

central planning departments are responsible for financing all the
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economic functions and housing is no exception. Since, the committed

development projects in the region are approved and financed by the

national development plans, hence, the housing projects necessary to

accommodate the population generated by them are equally supported by

these plans. Furthermore, these alternatives seems to be feasible

in relation to the constraints governing this particular study, where

as it will be shown later all of these alternatives meets most of the

stated constraints, however, in different degrees~

However, the adoption of the above stated three alternatives, does

not mean that these variations are the only possible ones, but rather

other alterr~tives whicll even might show to be very realistic could be

found. It might be argued, for instance, that considering of a fourth

option of expanding both small and large urban centres at once, in

each urban node, would be a reasonable one. This possibility has been

precluded from the following systematic evaluation procedure due to the

fact that in two out of the four urban centres, the expected urban

growth is relatively suall. It is 3428 inhabitants in case of Haditha

urban node and 5764 inhabitants in case of Hit urban node. The

distribution of such small figures to two different sites could imply

that a small size services schemes should be provided to serve the

expected growth which would most probably be less economical than if

the expected urban growth is directed to one site. Furthermore, the

aim from this exercise is to design alternative options with significant

differences in magnitude of comparative advantages and disadvantages to

different urban groups in the study area. However, as it will be shown

later, the possibility of expanding more than one site at once would be

co~sidered later on in the study if the analysis of the urban growth

potentials in each urban node shows that there are a decisive limitations
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in absorbing all the expected urban growth in one site.

Finally, it should be noted that the problem of defining the

alternative possible strategies is faced by most of the studies of

this sort. Lichfield and his colleagues, for insta~ce, emphasised

this fact and argued that "only by investigating the merits of every

possible alternative may we be confident of not having overlooked the

preferred of all plans. However, we are never able to assess all the

possibilities formally and comprehensively, norto design all of them

in a detail required for implementation within the limitations of

time and other resources made possible,,~1) Nevertheless, because

of limitations on the generation of the alternative strategies in

a comprehensive and systematic way, represented by the lack of the

detailed data on every square kilometre and the time limitations,

this study recommends the development potential analysis as an area

for further research in planning activities in Iraq.

8.2. Aims and Objectives of the Proposed Alternative Strategies

To achieve a best distribution of the urban growth, the

proposed strategies should fulfil a set of aims and objectives. The

expected aims and objectives are, either derived from the analysis of

physical, economic and social charactaristics of the study area

(representing potential constraints), or designed to preserve certain

valuable inheritances. Analysis and interpretation of regional

studies suggest that certain aims and objectives can be stated as guide

lines to the proposals. These aims and objectives could be summarised

as follows:-

(1) N. Lichfield, et.al., op.cit., P.41.
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(a) The distribution of 70940 inhabitants must do more than
continue the present urban pattern. It should establish

conditions that will encourage self sustaining growth after 1985,

reinforce the existing urban centres and reduce the dominance of

the regional capital city, Ramadi.

(b) The limited agricultural potentials should be preserved

and any further urban gro~th should avoid areas of agricultural value

wherever is possible.

(c) The most economical approach might in the first instance

place greatest emphasis on minimising the cost of the services and

utilities. New development could be sited primarily where there is

or expected to be, by 1985, a spare capacity in the provision of

services and priorities could be decided either on the basis of

cost or difficulty in extending provision.

(d) The ve~ limited existing good landscape should be

preserved and the sites on river fronts should be utilised for

further urban development, unless these areas have significant

agricultural and landscape value.

(e) The existing ur-ban centres have a sccda.L independer..ce and

individual vitality which should be exploited so tl:at their assets

and corununf, ty facilities are fully available to the expanded

populaticn. HOlllever,the relatively strong tribal relationships

in the urban centres of the study area should be veakened ,

(f) Daily journey to vork should be minimised.

(g) Negative er..viror.mental effects of the devel.opa.errt

projects on the expanding population should be elimina bed ,
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(1-.) The pr-oposed urban gro\\th patterr. should core with the
overall rE.·giona]developmer..t objectiveso (1)

(i) Alterr.ative s trateg.ies should be flexible, i.e., it should

be poas i b.le for each phase to fur.ction efficiently and not to be

depend ent on furtter grm!th to tE.ke p.Ia ce ,

(1) Among the most relevant objectives stated in the regional
development plan of the U.E.R. were:-
1. Raw material oriented industries should be developed in the

region to utilise the abundan t natural resources to meet the
regional and national needs of Iraq and the Arab countries
from the products of such industries and to diversify the
Iraqi economy.

2. The optimum utilisation of the very 10Vl agricultural
po tentiali ties.

3. Raising the proportion of the women in the labour f'oz-ce of
the region.

4. Reduci.ng the income gap between different parts of the region
and betwetn its rur-al. and urban areas.

5. Improving the services and public utilities and raising the
level of their provision to the national average committed
in the Long-Range National Development Plan (1981- 1990).

6. Re~nforci.r.gthe pattern of the settleffienthierarchy to
increase the efficiency of provision of servf.ces in the
region.

7. The utilisa ti.on of tr,e conmi.tted transport network in the
region to strengthen the interlinkages between it and the
other parts of the country from the one hand and the Arab
countries, especially Syria and Jordor. from the other
hand.

8. The better utilisation of the good landscape &r..dthe
historical sites in tourism.
(See Plar..ar,or.ci.t., Final Report, PF.76-78).
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It is necessary to note from the beginning that the above

stated aims and objectives are not fully compatible with each other,

but rather conflict may be found between one or more of them. Such

contradictions are expected and this alone does not rule out the

vitality of the alternative proposed strategies. It reinforces this

vitality, especially if a method like the goals-achievement

tecrmiQue is adopted which, first, considers a set of possible ranges

of factors in the analysis of any problem; second, gives different

weights for different factors and alternatives in question; and third,

depends on the final accumulated scores in the evaluation of the
preferable solution.

8.3. Constraints in the Analysis

Due to the natural features of the study area and the spatial

distribution pattern of econOUlC development taking place there (both

of these two aspects have been discussed in some details in chapter

six), several constraints impose some limitations on the analysis of

the distribution of the expected urban growth. Among the most

important constraints that sr.ould be taken into full consideration

are:-
1. Although the forthcoming analysis could suggest that the 70940

additional residents or at least part of them could be accommodated

within existing urban centres, further substantial growth may be

inhibited either because of physical limitations or public utilities

and services thresholds. Hence,expected growth beyond 1985 has also

to be anticipated and the year ~OOO has therefore been adopted as the

approximate target date for long range planning purposes.
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2. Location of basic employment will exert a strong influence

on the possible distribution pattern of urbar. population. In

addition, the location of the basic employment has a very powerful

influence on most other issues eogo on indirect and induced employment
and indeed almost every other factor. Hence, to ~nimise the travel

time, travel time cost and cost of transportation of employees, the

study area has been, for the purpose of urban growth distribution,

sub-divided into five urban nodes, they are: First, Ramadi urban node

to include Ramadi City and Habaniya town. Second, Hit urban node to

inciude Hit, Kubaisa, Al-Furat and Muhamadi towns. Third, Haditha

urban node to include Haditha, Haqlaniya and Parwana towns. Fourth,

Ana urban node to include Ana and Rawa towns. Fifth, Qaim urban node

to include Qaim, Karabla, Rummana and Ubaidi towns.

The urban nodes are defined on the basis to include all the

existing urban centres which are within a diameter not more than one

hour travel time, with Qadha centres as a focal point of these urban

nodes. (See map (8.1)). However, since there is no major committed

development projects in Ana urban node, the urban growth analysis will

be extended to include all the above stated urban nodes except Ana.

3. The severe natural conditions in the study area favour the

distribution of most urban growth to be accommodated either in existing

towns already situated along Euphrates River or in a new site along it.

This fact will eliminate the possibility of urban development in areas

distant from the river, except in one case, where there is the possibility

of expanding Kubaisa town and/or the creation of new town nearby Hit

Cement factory to accommodate the urban population increase expected to

result from the establishment of the cement factory.
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The expansion of existing urcan centres already along the river

and the possibility of creating new ones along it not only avoids the

severe natural conditions but also coincides with minimising the cost

of providing services and public utilities. In particular it reduces

the difficulties and costs of providing water, drainage and other

infrastructure facilities.

4. No urban developmen t could be undertaken in areas liable to

flooding as a result of the establishment of Haditha dam.

5. As with agricultural production, the safeguarding of mineral

deposits for possible future production should be treated as of

considerable regional importance. This should form a constraint

factor on urban growth taking place, at least on a major scale on the

land affected.

6. Urban development in areas within factories pollution sphere

of influence will also be avoided.

The above constraints suggest that the possible urban growth

pattern in each urcan node and according to the stated alternative

proposed strategies could be summarised as follows (Map (8.2)):

First, In Ramadi urban node there are the possibilities of

expanding Ramadi City and Habaniya town and/or the creation of a

new town near Habaniya tourist village.(1) No site for a new town

has been suggested, by any government department, to the west and

south west of Ramadi City due to the richness of the area with mineral

deposits: calcium carbonate, gypsum rum phosphates. Also no new town

site has been suggested between Ramadi City and Habaniya town, for it

is unjustifiable in relation to the location of basic employment in

this urban node.
(1) Although the suggested new town site is outside the delineated

urban node of Ramadi, nevertheless it will be incorporated in
the analysis of the urban growth pattern of this urban node
because of the importance of the basic employment generated in
this area. Furthermore, the daily journey to work from this
site to Ramadi City is just over one hour travel time.
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Second, In Hit urban node there are the possibilities of

expanding Hit and Kubaisa towns and/or the establishment of a new

town about 10 km. south east of Hit Cement Factory, that is, outside

the pollution zo~e of the factory. The possibility of expanding other

urban centres in this urban node have been excluded due to;(a) the

additional travel time and cost of transportation associated with that,

where Baghdadi and Muhamadi towns are about 38 and 20 km's respectively

from Hit, and if they have to be connected directly to the factory new

roads should be required which are relatively costly. More than that

Baghdadi town is outside the delinated range of the urban node. Al-Furat

town has been excluded being on the other side of the river which means

that if this possibility has to be considered, then a permanent modern

bridge(1) should connect it with Hit which will be very costly unless

justified by other development objectives which at this stage have not

been delineated; and (b) the committed urban growth in this urban node

is relativelysmall (about 5764 inhabitants) which does not appear to

justify the possibility of considering more than three alternatives.

Third, In Haditha urban node there are the possibilities of

expanding Haditha and Haqlaniya towns and/or the establishment of new

town near Haditha dam. Parwar~ town has been excluded from analysis

being on the other side of the river which, as in the case of Al-Furat

town, connecting it with Haditha town through permanent modern bridge

would be.very costly.

Fourth, In Qaim urban node there are the possibilities of expanding

Qaim, Karabla and Ubaidi towns and/or the creation of new town east of

Ubaidi to~~ along the river. Like the case of Al-Furat and Parwana

towns in the second and third points above, the expansion of Rummana

town has been excluded from the analysis for the same reaso~.
(1) The town is now connected through movable bridge with very

limited loading capacity.
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8.40 Analysis of Factors Affecting Urban Growth Distribution

in the U.E.Ro (One: First Priority Factors)

To achieve the realistic approach in the analysis and to cover

all the possible aspects that could affect the urban growth pattern

in the study area, ten different factors which seem to affect such

growth have been chosen for more detailed analysis (table (8.1)).

They include socia-economic, physical, environmental and structural

elements.
Since the goals-achievement technique will be adopted in the

analysis of urban growth and the evaluation of the alternative

suggested strategies, it is necessary from this point to derive a set

of weights suggesting the relative importance of each of these factors.

It should be noted that, as it has been seen earlier in chapter seven,

the derivation ar~ assignment of such weights is a subjective decision.

Even tt_e range of weights is subjective, as they could extend from 1

to 100 or from to 10, each of these ranges providing differine results.

However, for the purpose of this study and because of data limitations,

three types of factors r~ve been distinguished. Those elements of

greatest importance were given the highest weight (3 points), elements

of second importance were given second highest weight (2 points) and

elements of the Loues t importance were given Lovee t weight (1 point).

In assigning weights to different factors, aspects such as; the

relative importance of the factor in achieving the stated aims and

objectives of the proposed strategies; the time dimension of the

infl uence ef the factor, whe ther it is of immediate or foreseeable in

the future; and the nature of the influence of the factor, whether it

is of direct or indirect effects, have been taken into con siderE.tior...
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Code

Table (co1)

Fac.t.9,!p_~!!~.9.tj.EEth~_Y.!.P~QE..Q.!Jh_.Pl-stfibution.

~~ their Assigned Weigh.t§

Weight Fac toz-s---------- ----------_._------------

10

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

3

3
3

3
2

2

2

1

Availability and spare capactity of services
and public utilities in the existing urban
can tres.

Cost. cf provf.df.ng services and :pl;.blic utili ties.

Daily Journey to work: travel time, travel tirr.e
cost ar.d cost cf tI'ar~s:po:'tation.

AvsilE.t:ility ef land for urban grou th ,

Preserving good quality landscape.

Soc5_al considerations: aocf.al, r-e.Lata.onehd.ps and
personal preferences of location aTIdcity size.

Reinior'cj rig th e existing ae t t.Lemerrts and
increasing the effici.er~cy of the settlemen t
pattern.

Accessi bili t;}l to regior.cl and/ Cl' na tional
Lnf'r-astz-uctuz-e fac::.li ties and the eccnomi.ce.I
utilisation of tt.ese fac:l.lities.

Fu+ure potentials of econond,c c.evelopment and
urbar. g·ro\olth.

Improving the urban at rue tu re of ex.is ting urban
cer.tres.

-----', ----------~-.-------
Accordingly, f ac tors such E.S the availability of s:;_:,e.recapacd,ty of

services in existing urban centres, the cost ef rrovision of services,

the daily jourr~ey to ...ork and availability of land for urban g'routh

have been ~iven the highest priority, for they are of vi tal importance

in B...'1Y urban g'routl: policies, they are expected to contribute tighly in

achieving the stated aims and objectives of the proposed strategies and

they imDlediately and directly affect tt.ese e tra tegies. On the cont ra ry ,

factc.)~-Ssuch as the accessibility to regional and/er na t.i.ona'l infrestI'l<.cture

fadlities, fu tur-e potentials of €'cor.oLlicdevelopment and urban £To\'!th and
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improving the urtan s+ruc tuz-e of e.xisting urban centres, have been

regarded as of least Impor-tance for the purpose of the analysis of this

particulc.r s tu dy, They have been given a i-ie:ight of (1). This is due

Ir.ainly to their limi tee. expected. rolE! in achieving the aim.s and

objectives of the proposed strate€;ieso It is not Expected that such

f'ac tcre will c(Jr.tributel:ighly in reducing, fo r .i.netance , the problem of

unbalanced existing urban system of the region, or minimising the cost

of urban growth 01' corrt r-Lbu'ti.ng highly in preserving the very sca.rce

agricul tural land and good quali ty Landscape and so fort!: of tl~e n:ain

aims of the ur-ban growth strategies stated ea.rlier. Their ro Le is mostly

of indirect charac ter , The remaining f'actor-s included in the .analysis

are in betx een the bo above groups in affecting the urban grO\~th patrterr;

of the study area, hence they have been regarded of secor.d prio:::'i ty and

given a weight of (2) (see table (801)).

It is important to note that the f'ac to re stated above and the ,weights

assigned to ~hem are not absolute ones. Instead, they a~e probably

variable over time depending on the prevailing cd.rcun-atancea, the problem

and/or probler.1S under investigation, and more iIr.portantly the urban grO\·l'!;r.

objectives. The weights are influenced by the regional and na tio:nal

development aims and objectives. Finally, as it has already been

n.entaoned , the personal judgewent and preferences of the pf.anne r a.'1d/or

planning team also play an import ant role in the assignment of a.lterna tive

weights to these various eIenen ts ,

HO\~ever, it should be note.d that later on, in choosir..g of the

preferred stl:'E.tegy, a test of the importance of the adopted weighting

system will be done through using a sensi tivi ty analysis and relaxa tiOll

of E.ssuoptions.
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In general, tr.e analysis and testing of each factor will be given

in sene detail and accorda.ng to each urban r.od e , However, due to -I-;he

nature of some f'ac tora, such as the availElbili ty and apare cape.ci ty of

services and public utili ties in existing urban centres and the cost cf

providing services and publuc utili ties, the i r ane.Iyeas will include all

the urban centres within tbe study area, regardless of whether they are

suggested for fU.r·tt.er ur-ban grovith or not , For the first factor the

analysis, in part, will include all the urban centres due to the fact

that so~e of the services mid public utilities are supplied fro~ the

main urban centre of each urban node to serve all the other urban centres

of that urban node. For the second factor all the urban centras l'rill be

included to i-aa se the significance of the findings.

Based on the results of the analysis of each factor, weights will be

given on a points basis to each proposed strategy for each urban node.

For the purpoae of this study, three grades have been distinguished;

first priority al terna tive will be assigned 3 points; second priority al ter-

native will be given 2 points;and tliird priority alternative will be given

1 point. The highest weight will be given to tr..e al term tive which best

achieves 0:' rr.a.ximises the aims of the factor under investigation. The

Lovest priority vlill be given to tee alternative which least cor-responds

or achieves the aims of that factor, or achieves it to a very limited

extent. The justification of assigning weights to Gifferent factors is

given at the end of tbe analysis of each factor.

8.4.1. Availa bili ty and Spare Capa.city of Services and Public tTtili ties

in tb e Exis tine Urba.."'lCentres

The provisien of n::a.nyservices suel, as 'ioTatel' supply, electricity,

telephones, healtt., education, muniCipal services and so on, not cnly

contributes greatly to "'1"1e quali tJ' of life but may also be important

factor in decisions affecting the location and extent of future

development in general and urban growth , in particular. On the otl.e r



hand, spare capacity in existing services could also be an important

f ac t oi- in s tilIlulE..tine: new ur-ban groHth.

To examine the effect of this factor on tbe d:'stI'ibution of urban

grmfth in the UoE.R. a detailed sur-vey of the types and level of

provision of a group of services and public utilities has been ca.rried

out in the cour-se of this research. Eight different types of services

have been investigated. They are, municipal services (including refuse

collection, road paving, parks and parking services), water supply,

electricity, telephones, mail, educational (inclu.ding, kindergarten,

primary schools, secondary schools and other educational services),

health and public libraries services. This section will be divided into

tr.o main sub-sections, the first one ~dll elacore.te on the availability

and level of provision of the investigated services and public utili ties

and the second sub-section will be devoted to an ana.Lyef,e of the spare

capacity, if any, of these services, and public utilities in the existing

urban centres 0

Most urban centres of the study area are provided with most ef the

essential services. If the rr.unicipal and educational sub services are

regarded, for the purpose of the analysis as a separate and independent

services then table (8.2) would shou that 13 urban centres out of 16 are

provided with 10 or rr.ore ef tile services. Bcwever, although the simple

correlation co-efficient between urban size and r.umber of tile services

provided shows is loV! (+ 0.391) ( !) it is clear that this ccrr-efa tion is

a positive one arid indicates that the larger the population size of the

urban canb'e, slight ly the high er the r.umber of services prova ded , Hence,

not surprisingly Ramadi City, the regional capital with Ei t (the U.ird

~his correlation co-effic:'ent is extracted from the data given in
table (8.2).
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largest urban centre in the r egi.on) came in the first place, each

provided with all tte services that were examined. Habaniya town,

despite being the second largest urban centre came in the second place

with 13 types of s ervices 0 This could be attributed mainly to; first

and the most important factor, its proximity to Ramadi Cit yo It is

about 20 kmo south east ef Ramadi, accordingly it can easily benefit

f rcn all higher order services provided there; second, the service which

was not available (other educational services whi~l include either

voca tional schools, technolo€;'ical institutes and teachers training

insti tutes) is of the type t.ha t could be provf.ded in very few to~ms

of the whole urban system in the region without affecting the

performance of Eo tovn like Habaniya and; third, Habaniya is of a third

administrative order. It is a Nahiya centre compared to Hit whiCh is

a Qadha centre.

With Babaruya, 4 other tc~ms were each provided with 13 types of

services. All of these urban centres are within second and third order

groupe of urban centres and are of second administrative order, except

Rawawhich is a Nahiya Centre, but it had been created before about

40 years ago and represents the most important settlement to the north

of Euphrates River. Its importance will even increase more witt. the

flooding of Ana town and resettling the latter's population SODe30 km.

south east of the present site.

At the other extreme, the very low provisior.. of services in both

Al-Fura t and Rummanabowr;s is exceptd.ona.L and could be a ttl'ibuted to

the recent creation of both urban centres whicll means that the

municipal framework responsible for the provision of rr.uniciFal services

was not completed at the time of car'ryf.ng out the field survey. However

the field vi si ts to these to\'TI:'sshowed that schools a t primary and

secondary levels \-Iere provd ded but they are not included in table (8.2)
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due to tLe lack of ~etailed data that could be used in further. analysis

of spare capacity and cost ef provi aion of servf.ces,

The committed services sch€!Les in tte stuc.y area will raise the

equity and level of the services provision throughout the study

area , Details of table (803.1) shows that after implementing the

committed services schemes, every urban centre in the study area will

be provided wi th n.ost of the investigated services. The lowest nurr.ber

of ~ervices prov~ded will be in Muhamadi town (eleven services). This

\,Tilldecrease the gap between the highest and lowest order of ur1::an

centres from 12 to onLy 3 services. No urban centre: in the study area

will stand without Frovision of the most basic services which are water

supply, educa t.ion at primary and secondary stages, health, electricity,
municipal, telephones and mail services.

De;ails of table (8.3.2) which shows the type, capaci~- and date

of completion or the expected date of completion of some services

schemes where access to the data was possible, indicate that a

considerable additional capacities are added and will be added to the

level of provision of the services \'Thicl:were prova ded when the field

survey was carried out. This is particularly true in case of the

educational services at different levels, water supply services,

municipal services and health services in the capital city of the

region (Ramadi Ci ty) • The additional capacf. ties genera ted or that

will be genera ted by these schemes will be cor..sideredwhen analysing

the spare capacity of provision of services and Fublic utilities in

the next sub-section, where the field survey showed that almost all the

services schemes under construction will be completed by the end of

1982. Furthermore, most of the educational services sche~es were

completed when the field survey was carried o~t arrl the remaining
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scb.err.eswer e expected to be con::pl€'tedlatel' in 1980. The rr.unicipal

services schemes were also expected to be compl.eted rcainly in 1980.

Water supply scb.err.eswere expected to be cor:r-plet€dmainly in 1S810 The

only committed services schemes v!hich i!ere expected to be cor:r-pletedafter

1982 are the water supp ly and hospitals achemes in RamadL City.

Taking the rate of the implementation of the development projects,

in Iraq, in recent years vlhich is found in chapter five to be around

8af, of the allocated investment one could expect that all the services

scr.:emesexpected to be implemented by 1980-t981 are now co~pleted~1)

Furthermore, since this study is dealing with the urban growth problem:

in the region up to the year 1985, all the services schemes under

constn;.ction are expected to be con:pleted by that time and the study,

for the purpose of the analysis will assune that tr.ese schemes are

actually implemented.

Provi.sion of specific services is not the only aspect which should

be given a special consideration. What is at least of equal importance,

the standard and range of provision of these services. The percentage

coverage of the total population of the urban centres, standard of

provision and cOIrplementarity of provision are of c~cial importance in

analysing the provision of different services.

In an attempt to anaJyse the standard of provision of eerva ces in

the urban centres of the region, correlation co-efficients appear as

the most obvious teclmique to use , For each investigated service, a

set of criteria have been included in the analysis. The selected

criteria differs according to the type of the service and in each

case the criteria chosen are thought to be a suitable n:easurement of

the level or standard of prova sdon of that service.

(1) An interview with the local leadership of A1-Anbar Muhafadah in
Atha-Thawra daily newspaper in January 1982 confirmed that all
these projects ilere completed by the end of 1981. (See Atha~Thawra
Daily Newspaper (1982)) (In Arabic), Baghdad, No. 4260, 15th
January, Po7.
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The Correlation Matrices,(1) tables (8.4) to (8.13) which indicate

the linear associa tion b€t ...;eer~ the variables reveal sone interesting

r-eLatLonahfj-s , Altbough not all the details of these tatles \-Jill be

utilised in tl~is section, especially the f'ac t oi-s concerning the per

capita capital and annua l runnd.ng costs, i.e., facto!'~\ nun.bar 2 and 3,

nevertheless, they have been presented here to avo.i.d repeti tion elsewhere.

The f'o.l Iovi ng analysis sunmard ses the most important rela.tionslJips

according to individual services.

(a) Mlmicipal Services

Municipal services in the urban areas of the reg-ion, like any

otter urban. areas in the country are provided by the munic::.pali ty, which

exist in every ur-ban centre (except Baghdad metropolis where a special

body called Arranat AI-AsiIr:a is r-eaponai.b.Le for providing th e mun i cc.pal

services). Municipal services provided include road paving, refuse

co ILec tacn, parking, parks and otter adn:inisirative and supervisory

services. These services are provided \-rithin the boundaries of each

. , l't (2)mum.cz.pa 1. y.

Eight different criteria have been considered. They cover in

one way or ano ther , all the investigated municipal services, ('I'able

804). The actual and needed ratios of lliunicipal staff end

mechanice.l equipment(3) relate to every municipal services sir.ce

batt. the staff and mechanical equipment are utilised in providine

these services and cor.sequently can be used as a measur-e of the

standard of provision of the service. Per capita area of paved roads

(1) Data used in deriving the correlation f<:atI-ices v;ere obtained from
the field survey.

(2) Provision of municipal services outside ILunicipal boundaries are the
responsibility ef local government c.dn:inistr'ation. The loce.l
government c.dministra tion exists in every Muhafadha and provides
such services centrally (froT.! the central city of the Muhafadta) to
all areas outside the rrunicipal boundaries of urban centres.

(3) The actual and needed municipal staff and mechanical equipment ratio
represent the number of the actua.l andlol' r.eeded municipal staff and
mechand.cal, equipment per each 1000 inhabitants of the urban centres
of the study area.
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and park space reflects, in part, the level of both road paving and
park space services. Per capita capital and annual rurming costs

l:ave not been used as a measure of 1.hestandard of provision of the
services. The level of costs may differ even if the level of
provision is the same as a result of either economies of scale gained
in larger urban areas or differences in the date of provision of the

services, especially in the case of services utilising a higher ratio

of capital assets.

The resulting correlation matrix (table 8.4) indicates that there

is a low and negative association between most of the selected criteria

and the size of population. The low and negative association between

the needed municipal staff and mechanical equipment, on the one hand,

and population size, on the other hand, which took the values of

(-0.350) and (-0.306) respectively, indicating that the larger the urban

centre is, the lower the need from both items is and consequently the

more efficient the municipal services in larger urban areas are. The

moderate and negative correlation between actual municipal equipment

and population size (-00411), means together with second point above,

that enlarging the size of urban areas minimises the ratio of mechanical

equipment to population as a result of the econoffiiesof scale and more

rational utilisation of this equipment. This genralisation is applied

to some extent to municipal staff, where the actual ratio shows almost

no association with the size of the urban areas while the needed

municipal staff ratio shows a low and negative association (-0.350).

The more rational utilisation of both manpower and mechanical equipffient

would rather be apparent if the proportions of the municipal staff and

mechanical equipment provided by the Central City (Ramadi) and Qadhas

Centres to serve the smaller urban centres are measurable.
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Ccrrelation Ma.trix (M1,;nicipalServices)

VariablEi 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ! 8 9 I 10

1 1.000
2 0.230 1.000
3 -0.208 0.713 1.000
4 0.031 0.460 0.212 1.000
5 -0.350 0.723 0.935 0.345 1.000
6 -0.411 0.111 0.637 0.499 0.778 1.000
7 -0.306 0.678 0.947 0.272 0.960 0.627 1.000
8 -0.393 0.369 0.493 -0.133 0.420 0.310 0.094 t .000
9 -0.272 0.843 0.874 0.433 0.930 0.445 0.899 ·0.769 1.000

10 0.172 0.812 0.605 0.425 0.731 0.292 0.648 -0.017 0.707 1.000
Where variable 1 = Population size,

2 = Per capita capital cost of municipal services,
3 = Per capita annual running cost of municipal services,
4 = Actual municipal staff ratio,
5 = Needed municipal staff ratio,
6 = Actual municipal mechanical equipment ratio,
7 = Needed municipal mechanical equipment ratio,
8 = Number of ~echanical equipment used in 1976 and after,
9 = Per capita area of paved roads and,

10 = Per capita park space area.

The level of provdsdon of r-oad paving services seems to be higher in

smaller urban areas where it is found that Lox and negative associations

(-0.272) exist between the per capita area of paved roads and the

population size. Park services are found to be slightly higher in larger

cities, where a lo~ and positive association (0.172) is found between per

capita park space area and population size.

To sum up, municipal services in the urban areas of the region seem

to be slightly higher in the larger ones witt achieving more rational

utilisation of both municipal staff and mechanical equipment.
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(b) Water Supply

The source of potable water in the study area is the Euphrates

River. It is a very safe source. The field survey showed that by 1980,

nine water supply schemes were supplying 12 urban centres, which means

that, first, three u.rban centres were provided with drinking water from

water schemes in other urban areas. These urban areas are namely,

Haqlaniya, Rawa and Karabla served from Hadi fha , Ana and Qaim towns

resp~ctivelY. In addition, Kubaisa town is found to be served from a

special water scheme located in Hit town. The location of Kubaisa

scheme in Hit (to secure the cozctinuity and safety of the water source)

contributed to the high capital cost of the project compared to other

water schemes in the region. It is found, in the field survey, that

the per capita capital cost of water supply in Kubaisa was about 46 I.D.

compared to only 8 I.D. in both Hit and Habaniya towns and 10 I.D. in

Ramadi City. Second, three out of the four remaining urban centres in

the region were not supplied with drinking water and they were using

the river's water directly. These to~~s were Baghdadi, Rummana and

Ubaidi. The fourth urban centre, Al-Furat is provided with drinking

water from Hit by tankers. This method of supply is not efficient. It

depends on the spare capacd,ty of the Hit scheme and it hardly covers all

the resider.ts of Al-Furat town. However, this method of s~pply is a very

teuporary one and with the completion of l'Jatel'supply schemes under

construction all the urban centres will be provided with drinking water.

In urban areas provided with water supply all the properties, except

isola ted ones which are outieLde the municipal boundara es, are connected to

the main supplies. Meters are used in about 93% of the connected

properties. In properties without meters, usage estimates are made to
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devise cr~rges for water consumption.

The field survey also showed that water supplied from water schemes

was acceptable from a public health consideration. It is found that no

individual illness or epidemic of any sort originated from the use of

existing water supplies.

Finally, it is found that 5 out of 9 water scbemes were utilised

in fire fighting. Eight urban centres (Ramadi, Habaniya, Haditha,

Haqlaniya, Ana, Rawa and Karabla) were utilising the water supply scbemes

in fire fighting. The remaining urban centres were using Euphrates

Fiver directly for this purpose.

To measur-e the level of provi sf.onof water supply by urban size,

three criteria have been chosen, they are per capita water consumption,

condition of treatment plants and percentage of distribution network in

a good condition.(1) The first criterion is of course the most important

indicator of the level of provisiono The resulting correlation matrix,

(table 8.5), shows no association between urban size and per capita

water consumption, while it shows very low positive and negative

associations with both conditions of treatment plants and percentage of

distribution network in a good condition which took the value of (0.164)

and (-0.240) respectively. The above analysis suggests that the level

of provision of the service is almoet the same in all the urban centres

provided with water supply.

(c) Electricity Services

Electricity is generally available throughout the region. It is

obtained either from the national grid via primary and secondary

sub-stations or from local diesel powered generators. The national ~stem
(1) The conditions of the capital assets of different provided services

are obtained from the relevant departments. The estimation of the
conditions of the capital assets in each department depends on a
set of criteria. These criteria include among other things the
number of years the assets are in operation, the remaining length
of life of these assets and the level of their operational
perfomance.
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Table (8.5)

Correlation Matrix (Water Supply)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 10000
2 -0.390 1.000
3 -0.525 0.970 1.000
4 -0.075 0.347 0.981 1.000

, 5 0.164 0.395 -0.630 -0.252 1.000
6 1-0•240 -0.560 -0.663 -0.571 -0.010 1.000

Where variable 1 = Population size,
2 = Per capita capital cost,
3 = Per capita annual running cost,
4 = Per capita water consumption,
5 = Condition of treatment plants, and
6 = Percentage of distribution network in a good

condition.
j

is based mainly on voltages of 132 and 33 KY. At primar)' sUb-stations

the voltage is transformed down to 11 KY. and distributed by a secondary

distribution system to the larger industrial establisr~ents and to number

of sub-stations, where the voltage is further transformed down to

380/220 V. for supply of public distribution system and to the sllialler

industrial and commercial premises.

The field survey showed that, Ramadi City, Habaniya, Hit, Kubaisa,

Al-Furat and Muhamadi towns are served from the national grid system via

33 KY. network, with Ramadi also being connected to the 132 KV. network.

The re~ining urban centres are served by diesel generators from Haditha,

Ana, Qaim and Baghdadi to~~s, each serving the to~~s belonging to their

Qadha except the one in Baghdadi whicll serves itself only.

As in case of water supply, all the properties within the ~unicipal

boundaries of each urban centre are supplied with electricity.
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To exa~ine the level of electricity service provision by urban

size, three criteria have been chosen as in the case of

water supply (table 806). The resulting correlation matrix indicates

that the larger the urban centres, the higher the level of service

provided is, where a very high positive correlation is found to exist

between per capita consumption and population size (0.831) and a slight

positive association between the latter and the condition of sub-stations

and diesel generators.

Table (8.6)
Correlation Matrix (Electricity Services)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1.000
2 0.762 1.000
3 -0.562 -0.773 1 .000
4 0.831 0.831 -0.435 1.000
5 0.286 0.854 -0.274 0.610 1.000
6 0.020 -0.540 0.137 -0.515 -0.733 1 .000

Where variable 1 = Population size,
2 = Per capita capital cost,
3 = Per capita annual running cost,
4 = Per capita consumption,
5 = Sub-stations and local diesel generators

condition, and,
6 = Percentage of distribution network in a good

condition.

(d) Telephone Services

All the urban areas of the region, except Al-Furat town, are

provided with telephone services. Until 1976 the level of telephone

service provision was very low indeed. In that year, the total number

of installed telephones in AI-Anbar Muhafadha, and not the U.E.R.

region, was 2885 telephones, i.e., 0.7 installed telephone for every
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100 perscIls.(1) The field survey showed, as in the case of other

services, a very rapid increase in the level of provision. It was

found that the number of installed telephones in the study area alon~

increased to 4410 telephones. This increase brought the telephone

ratio to 2.24 telephones per 100 persor.s, i.e., more than threefold

increase over 1976.

To find out the variation in the level of telephone service

provision by urban size, five criteria have been used ,-
(see table 8.7). The resulting correlation matrix clearly indicates

Table (8.7)
Correlation Matrix (Telephone Services)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1..000
2 0.849 1.000
3 0.036 0.295 1.000
4 0.017 0.372 0.218 1.000
5 0.174 0.473 0.218 0.757 1.000
6 0.330 0.419 0.212 0.223 0.288 1.000
7 0.010 -0.133 0.093 -0.096 -0.087 0.141 1.000

Where variable 1 = Population size,
2 = Per capita capital cost,
3 = Per capita annual running cost,
4 = Actual telephone ratio,
5 = Telephone ratio if full capacity of exchanges

are utilised,
6 = Exchanges conditions, and,
7 = Percentage of network in a good condition.

that no sign of association exists between the actual telephone ratio(2)

and population size while it is found that a low but positive correlation
Planar, OF.cit., Appendices of Stage One, P.I.14.
The telephone ratio is measured in terms of number of telephone
lines per 100 persons. The actual telephone ratio means the number
of telephone lines available at the time of carrying out the field
survey per 100 persons.
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exist between the latter and both telephone ratio if the full capacity

of exchanges are utilised (0.174) and condition of exchanges (0.330).

These correlations suggest that the larger the urban area is, the

higher the expected telephone ratio will be and the better the exchanges

conditions are. The matrix also suggests that telephone services are

slightly better in larger urban centres.

(e) Mail Services

According to the data received from the post and telegraph

department in AI-Anbar Muhafadah, during the field survey period, there

were 19 post offices in the study area. The distribution of these post

offices within the study area are shown in table (8.8).

Mail services ere found to be more comprehensive in larger urban

areas than the smaller ones. Table (8.8) best illustrates this, through

analysing the type of mail servic'~s provided in each urban centre.

Details of the table indicates that post office boxes are available in

Ramadi City alone and are provided by one post office. Post Saving

Services, on the other hand, are provided in 9 urban centres by 11 post

offices mainly located in the main urban centres (second and third group

of urban centres). Only the very basic mail services (letters, parcels

and telegraph) are provided by all the post offices in the region.

However, a number of very up to date comprehensive systems (comprising

post, telegraph and telex services) are under imple~entation in several

of the urban centres of the region, namely Ramadi, Hit and Qaim. This

new system will be extended to include up to the Nahiya level.

Raising the level of provision of this service and communication

services in ge.neral whether quantatively or qualitatively is of vital

importance due to the economic development taking place in tte region

and its consequences on standard of living and mobility of population

to the new employment locations which finally increase the demand on

such services.
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Table (8.8)
Types of Mail Services Provided in the Urban Areas

of the U.E.R.

Urban Number Letters Parcels Telegraph Saving Post
Centres of Post Office

Offices Boxes

Ramadi 3 XXX XXX XXX XX X
Habaniya 2 XX XX XX XX
Tourist
v;;"llage 1 X X X X

Hit 1 X X X X
Baghdadi 1 X X X
Kubaisa 1 X X X
Al-Furat -
Muhamadi 1 X X X

Haditha 1 X X X X
Haqlaniya 1 X X X
Parwana 1 X X X J(

Ana 2 XX XX XX X
Rawa 1 X X X X

Qaim 1 X X X X
Karabla 1 X X X
RUllllIlana -
Ubaidi 1 X X X

Region's
total 19 19 19 19 11 1

Note: Multiple X means that more than one post office are
providing the specific mail service.

(f) Educational Services
Educational services is one of the most basic and essential

pre-requisites of socio-economic development and for the welfare of

the population. The Iraqi development plans since early 1970's,

especially the National Development Plan, 1976-1980, have given special

importance to the provision of education services at all levels and

a considerable amount of investment has been channelled into this sector.
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To assess the level of education services in the study area,

different criteria have been chosen, such as the attendance ratio

of children at each school age,(1) pupils per class, pupils per

teacher and so on (see tables (8.9)-(8.11)). The level of provision of

education services is analysed for the cases of kindergartens, primary

and secondary stages. Vocational schools and higher education services

are not included in tfiisanalysis due to their special require~ents for

their concentration in specific urban areas, mainly the very large and

central ones, and not necessarily in all the components of the urban

system.

(i) Kindergarten Services

Kindergartens provide their services to children 4-5 years of age.

Only seven of the urban centres in the region were found to have

kindergarten services. They are the central city in the region (Ramadi

City), the central cities of Qadhas and only two important urban centres

(Habaniya and Rawa), which are of the third administrative order (Nahiya

Centre).
Analysis of the level of provision of kindergarten services in the

above urban centres showed that the level of provision of this service

is higher in the smaller ones among them. This general trend is

reflected by a high and negative association between urban size and

attendance ratio of children at age 4-5 yea.rs, which took the value of

(-0.728) and the moderate and positive.'association between the former

and both pupils per teacher (0.550) and pupils per class (0.574) (see

table (8.9)).
The high and negative association between urban size and attendance

ratio means that the bigger the urban centre, the less the attendance

ratio, while the moderate and positive association between the former and

both pupils per teacher and pupils per class ~eans that the bigger the

urban centre the higher the number of pupils per teacher and class and

(1) Attendance ratio is the number of pupils per 1000 inhabitants at the
age of specific schooling stage. In Iraq the average schooling ages
are 4-5 years fer kindergartens,6-11 years for primary sctools and
12-17 years for secondary schools.
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Table (8.9)
Correlation r.Iatrix(Kindergarten Services)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1.000
2 -0.569 1.000
3 -0.753 00933 1.000
4 -0.728 00788 0.921 1.000
5 0.550 -0.540 -0.680 -0.516 1.000
6 0.574 -0.157 -0.290 -0.058 0.627 1.000
7 0.031 -0.512 -0.481 -0.235 0.792 0.323 1.000

Where variable 1 = Population size,
2 = Per capita capital cost,
3 = Per capita annual running cost,
4 = Attendance ratio of children at age 4-5 years,
5 = Pupils per teacr.er,
6 = Pupils per class, and,
7 = Percentage of buil~ngs built in 1975 and after.

consequently the lower the standard of provision of the service.
(ii) Primary Schools Services
Primary schools, normally provide their services to children 6-11

years of age. If Al-Furat, Muhamadi and Rummana towns are excluded (for

reasons mentioned earlier in this section), all the urban areas in the

region are provided with primary schools.

The level of provision of primary schools and the attendance ratio

is very high, as a result of the compulsory primary education started in

the academic year 1978-1979. No significant differences have been seen

among different urban size centres and in many cases, it is found that

the correlation co-efficient between urban size and the ohosen

criteria are approximately zero (see table 8.10). The evenness in the

level of provision of this service could easily be attributed to the fact

that the normal catchment area is small in some cases (up to 500 meters),

so no significant proportion of pupils are expected to commute fro~ other

settlements, especially other rural settlements. This is true and confirmed
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by the availability of prima~- schools at every urban centre and even
in each group of rural settlements.

Table (8.10)
Correlation Matrix (Primary School)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1.000
2 -0.213 1.000
3 -0.359 0.920 1.000
4 -0.294 0.871 0.877 1.000
5 -0.082 0.363 0.291 0.708 1.000
6 -0.007 0.111 0.031 0.474 0.913 1 .000
7 -0.029 0.757 0.495 0.357 -0.031 -0.208 1.000
8 0.109 -0.445 -0.271 -0.367 -0.302 -0.123 -0.117 1.000
Where variable 1 = Population size,

2 = Per capita capital cost,
3 = Per capita annual running cost,
4 = Attenda.nce ratio of children at age 6-11 years,
5 = Pupils per teacher,
6 = Pupils per class,
7 = Percentage of buildings built in 1975 and after,

and,
8 = Percentage of school buildings used in a.shift

system, (more than one school occupying the
building) •

(iii) Secondary Schools Services

Schools at this stage are provided for pupils of 12-17 years of

age. Like primary scr"ools, this service is provided in all the urban

centres of the region except Al-Furat, Muha.madi and Rummana towns. The

level of provision of secondary schools, in general, is verJ high again

despi te being lower than that of primary schools. The resulU n~

cor-ref,ation rnatrix, table (8.11), illustrates clearly that the larger

the urban centre, the IOller the attendance ratio. The co!'relatioI!

co-efficient be tween these bo variables took tr.e value of (-0.359).

This does not mean tt..ntpupd.Ls aged 12-17 years in larger urban centres
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attend aec cndary sohoo.Ls in Lover pro}o:=tion, but l·si.r.er it could be

attr-ibuted to the fact that the prcpor tdon of the rt;nl eettlers!

stud ents tel the urban s tud ent s attending the s ecor-dary s.chcoLs of the

larger ur-ban centres is swaller than tbeir ccun+er-par-t of smeller urban

cent res , (1) Hence this cri terior~ would not reflect suf'f'Lc.ientIy the

level cf provision of eeccnde.ry school s by urban size. Houever-, two

o-ther criteria from the resulting matrix indicate that the

LeveI of pr-ovd.eLon of secor:dary e.ervrces decreases with increasir:g

urban size. The matrix shove c].early tiha t there are a moderate but

positive correlation between the urban size, on the one hand, and both

pu.pils per teecner (0.422) and pupils per cLa.as (0.442). On the contrary,

it is f'ound that there is a slight inverse association (-0.140) between

urban size and utilisation of school buildings on a shift systerr. r:r..ich

indicates that the propo:!'tion of schools buildings u.f:"\edby more than one

school in Larger' ur-ban centres is slightly lower than that of smaller ones.

The above analysis suggests that because of the population bhr-esho.Id

limi tations of this service, s ecoridary schools of the smaller urban

centres are serving the rural settlen:ents nore inte,nsively than the

larger urban centres and that the level of its provision, in general,

is alse !'e:!.atively higher.

(iv) Other Edu.cational Services

Apart fl'cr: the atove educational services, the study area is

provided with many ot.he.r educational facilities, namely voca tional

schools, t.eacher-s" training ins ti tutes and tecb:ological institutes.

Unlike the pr:'mary and secor.dary schools, these faci.li ties are concen+ra ted

mUnlikep;~;Y schools, secor.dary schools charactarise by higher
popula tion threshold vThich means that they cannot be provided in
the dispersed and 10~1 density rural areas in a wide range ,
Accordingly, rural settlers' students are expect€d to attend the
secor.dary schools of the nearest urban centres.
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Ta:::le (2.11)

CO.Il'~lajJ211_!'lltj;.rJ-.!_i~E2r..Q~r.yScl:ools)

!'--'---- ----

!variable 1-----
1.000

2 -·0.305

3 -0.331

4 -0.359

5 0.422

6 -0.007

7 0.442

8 -0.140

_:_J--
1.000,

0..103 1.

0.392 o.
0.1991-0•
0.488,-0.

-0.1281-0•
-0.551 o.
~-----

,_ ----.-r--.
3 4 5 6 7 8,_--- 1---- ~---~.---

000

925 1.000

472 -.().173 1.000

332 -0.004 0.786 1.000
601 -0.530 0.205 -0.139 1.000

361 0.100 -0.398 -0.477 -0.123 1.000
--

Where variable 1 = Population size,
2 = Per ca~ita capital cost,
3 = Per cap i.ta annual runnang cost,
4 = Attendance ratio ef peop.l,e at age 12-17 years,
5 = Pu.pils per teacher,
6 ~ Pupils per class,
7 = Percentage of buildings built i.n 1975 and after,

and,
8 = Percentage of school buildings used in a shift

system.

in a very fe ....urban centres mainly the cen tral city, Ramadd, The

technical institute, accommodata.ng387 students and the two teacl:ers

qualifying institutes accommoda't.i.ng888 students are located in Ramadd,

City. One of the two industI'ial schools accommcdatd.ng 612 students is

in Ramadi City. The second one wr..ich COl: tuns about 251 students is in

Ana tO~Tn. The only agricultural schoel in the study area, which has 423

students, is also loce.ted in Ramadi City. However, with the recent

coxr.pletion of Hit industrial school and after the corr:pletion of the two

cox:merc:.al schools and one industrial school which were under

cor.:st:n;ction at tt.e time of tr,e field survey in Raaadi., Had'itha and Qaim

respectively, the central city of the region and all the central tovns

of the Qadhas will be provided with one kind or another of this

educe.tior.al f3,cili ties.
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(g) Health Services

Bedng a ver<J essential r-equi.rement, hea l th services are

provided f'or every 'urban centre, in the region. The type and Level of

j ts provision df.f'fe.rs according to the hierarchy of the urban centre,

for each type of health service has a IDinimv.mpopula.tion threshold.

Table (8.12), which illu::;trates the type and distribution of hea I th

esta'blishrr.ents by ur-ban e.reas , shove clearly that the larger the urban

centre, the higher the level and the rrore diversified the health

services provided are. Specia.lised hospitals, for jnstaIlce, are

provided only in the cen tral city of the region to serve the whole area.

General Lospi tals are provi ded in the main ur-ban cent'res of the region

which are mainly Qadha cen+ra l urban centres, while in third and f'our th

urban size grcup , main health centres are provided. External cJ inics

and other health services, such as, den tal services, mothe r and child

care centres and prevention health centres are provided mainly in

Ramadf,City and to a lesser extent in Hit and Radi tha t ovns ,

Because the health esta'b1ishrr.ents serve not only the urban areas

in which they are located, but also t:te lower settlements in the

hierarchy, whether they are urban or rura L, the resulting correlation

co-efficient matrix (table 8.13) will not give any real picture of the

level of provision of this service by urban size. Nevertheless,

the matrix shows the existence of slight economies of scale in

utilisation of paramedical staff and physicians in larger urban areas,

where a slight and inverse association was found to exist between urban

size and the ratio of both pe.ramedica1 staff (-0.284) and physicians

(-0.112). This suggests that, if the pr-opor-td.on of the services

provided to peop.le outside the boundaries of the urban centres is

knovm and exc1ud.ed, then the inverse associations wouLd be more apparen t

and significa.nt.
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Ta"ble (8.13)
Co.rrel~.:tiO!d:illj;.ri~_iB.§§lJft_Servi2.§§)

~ar~:bl~- =~--~-;--~T-;--i- --
4 5 6 7

1 1.000
2 -0.114 1.000
3 00069 C.616 1.000
4 -0.112 0.766 0.764 1.000
5 -0.049 -00446 -0.096 -0.567 1.000
6 -0.284 0.609 0.911 0.699 -0.136 1.000
7 0.221 0.089 0.392 0.044 0.361 C.230 1.000

Where variable 1 = Popula tior. size,
2 = Per capita capital cost,
3 = Per capita annual running cost,
4 = Ratio of physiciansper 10000 persons,
5 = Ratio of dentists per 10000 persons,
6 = Ratio of Fara medical staff per 10000 persons,

and,
7 = Ratio of beds in hospitals per 10000 persons.

(h) Public Libraries

At the time of the field survey there were eight public libraries

in the study area distributed among Qadhas centres ruld three Nahiyas

Centres (Habaniya, Rawa and Haqlaniya). No town of the third urban size

grcup, except Haqlaniya had a library at that time. A moderate and

inverse association is found to exist between urban size and both the

designed capacity of the libraries (-0.635) and the utilised capacity

(-0.432),measured in seats per 1000 persons. This moderate association,

if taken as an indicatior ...of the level of provision of public libraries,

sugges ts that the level 0: provision of tr.is service is higher in smaller

urban areas than in larger ones. However, it is necessary to note tt.at

there is mucll concern about the provision of sucb services which are

related with the enlightment of the masses and raising the level of their

education, whether in general wld/or in specialised terms. Accordingly
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six more public libraries were committed in the study areas in early

1981 (1) to be located at all other Nahiya centres which did not have

a public library at that time.

(B) Spare Capacity of Provided Services and Public Utilities

Analysis of previous sub-sections showed that, there is no clear

trend of association bebeen levels of services provided and the size

of urban centres. While some services ere higher in larger urban

areas and generate a conEiderable amount of economies of scale and

provide more rational utilisation of both manpower and equipment needed,

it is found in other cases that the level of provision is higher in

smaller urban centres. This is especi.ally the case with services that

require a minimum population larger than those of the smaller urban

areas of the case study. Nevertheless, what is more important in

assessing the urban grow th uistribution is ttLe spare capacity of the

provided services. The latter depend in addition to the chosen

criteria stated earlier, on the long-range planning objectives in the

country •
Table (8.14) summarises the additional population that could be

accommodated in each of the existing urban centres pr~posed for

further urban gro\~t:r.after trLecompletion of the services schemes

under construction, which the study assumes, for the purpose of the

analysis of the spare capacities of services provision in the region,

are actually implSffiented. The table also gives the expected monetary

savings(2) as a result of utilising the expected potential capacities.

Details of tte method of extracting the additional population and

monetary savings are explained in appendix (2). Additional population
(1) Ath-Thawra Daily Newspaper, (In Arabic), Baghdad, No. 3940, 11th

March, 1981.
(2) The expected monetary saving given here represents a shadow value.

They are given mainly for the purpose of comparison, hence they are
not realistic values.
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tha t could be accommoda ted or"U.e basis of spare capac i ties of both

municipal ar..d.mail services Viere not calculated due to the absence of

the standards for prevision of such services. Houever, persor..al

interviews witt..municipalities officials showed tt..atthere was no spare

capacities in tt..epl~,ision of municipal services in any municipality

within the region and the quar..tityof mecr~nical equipmer..tand nUffiber

of F€rscr~el needed by each municipality is a strong indication of such

absenceo The case is almost the same with regard to mail services.

Additionally, the relative importrulce of per capita capital and

annual running costs of mail services is very low ar..dit could be

neglected. The field survey shoxed that the average per capita capital

and annual running costs of mail services prevision to be 0.27 I.D. and

0.87 I.D. respectively cOEpared to tr~t of all the investigated services

which is found to be 153.42 I.D. and 58.43 I.D. (see appendix (3)).

The third type of service which has not been included in ti.is analysis

is the electricity service, where no access to the detailed data of the

co~itted projects was possible. Ho\\ever, a tentative conclusion can be

reached since all the urban centres which were not connected to the

national grid at the time of the field survey are expected to be

connected to the 132 KV. via sub-station within one year. Then it is

expected that all the urban cer.tres could be eXFanded witho~t remarkable
,differences since the only differences will be in distribution cost

~rdch in tun. are expeoted to be limited. Hence, excluding this service

from the analysis, tho~gh it is found to contribute to abo~t 9.39% and

8.39% of both average per capita capital and annual rur:ning costs of

the total for all services (appendix (3)) would not affect the

reliability of tile ar..alysis.
Taking each urban node separately, one can find that:
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(a) For Ramadi urban node, considerable excess capacity exists

a.lLongcertain services vrhict could be utilised to accommodate further

urban growth. Ramad i, City is shown to have the highest spare capa.caty

not only with regard to E:abaniya town whict is located in the same

urban node but also j.f comparison is made with any otb.er ur-ban node.

Table (8.14), shows that there will be a spare capacities in water supply,

telephone, health and public libraries services. The first three types

of these services showed to have a potentiality to accommodate a number

of population la.rger than the expected urban grotith in this urban node.

The relative importance of the services witil spare capacity (measured in

per capita capital cost) is about 21% of the total services. On the

cor..trary,Habaniya town is shown to have a spare capacity in primary

and secor.dary education, but not on a scale whicr. could accommodate all

the expected urtan grOl'1th. It is shown to l:ave a potential spare

capacity in putlic libraries 'Which could accommodate about 28600 persors.

The latter service contributes only 1.1% of the total per capita capital

cost of the t ota.L provided services.
Saving in monetary cost also suggests that RalLadi City is the most

economicalpl~ce of urban growth where, if the per capita capital cost of

services provision is ass~ed to ccntinue as it was found to be in the

field survey,(1) then around 800000 I.D. could be saved by expanding

Ramadi City against abou t 168000 I.D. in case of expanding Habaniya town.

According to the above rulalysis, to acbieve the highest capital

saving on service provision, Ra.J:tadicity will be given the highest priority

for urban growth with 3 points while Habaniya will be given only 1 point.

(1) The above assumption is unrealistic as a result of the world wide
phenomenon of inflation. However, since inflation is expected to
be in the same rate for every urban centre, then the compara tdve
analysis w~ll not be distorted.
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The establishment of co~pletely new urban centres seems

particularly expensive. (1) Since provd sdon of any service is from

scratcr., the capital cost involved will be relatively high cozrpared

to expansion of existing ur-ban centres. The annual running cost is

expected to be even higher, where an entirely new staff is required.

In addi tion to higher costs problem, the new urban cen tres are mos tly

small in size (in case of Ramadi urban node around 10000 persons).

This sJ;!lB.IIsize of urban centres implies that the quality and type of

provided services will be limited to the very necessary ones and those

with small pOFulation thresholds. Hence, in this urban node, new town

creation will be given a lowest priority with 1 point.

(b) For Hi t urban node, the lowes t rate of spare capacities are

fo~nd in this urban node, with no remarkable differences between the

two existing urban centres suggested for urban growth (Hit and Kubaisa

towns). Tables (6.7) and (8.14) indicate that Hit has the potentiality

to accommodate almost half tt.e expected urban growth, as far as water

supply and secondary schools are concerned. The spare capacity in

public library services could serve the whole of the expected urban

growth in this urban node. These three services cor:.tainonly 13.5%

of the total capital cost. TW(ing into ccnsjderation the coverage

capacity of both water supply and secondary schools, then the capital

cost savings of services will be reduced to acout 7% only. The saving

in case of Kubaisa tOl-Tnis even smaller, where there is only a

significant spare capacity in seccndary , kindergarten and library

services, whicr. contain about 7.5% of the total capital cost. Again

taking the coverage of the available spare capacities of the total

expected urban grol-:tt.in this urban node, then the saving in capital cost

of providing all the services will be reduced to about 4.5% only.

(1) United Nation, Urbanisation, World Bar~, New York, 1972, P.27.
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However, if tr,e expected urban grO\oJtr.is distributed among these

two urban centres, then the overall percentage saving will go up.

The above analysis suggests that Hit might be given tt.ehighest

priority with 3 points and Kubaisa second priority with 2 points. For
the suggested new to..rn, since the total expected urban growth in this

urban node is small (5764 persons), the cost of pro~ision of services

will be high, especially the water supply cost and in particular, the

capital cost. This is a result of the new towns' location which is about

20 km. from the river. No other safe water source exists. Accordingly
this alternative will be given the louest priority with 1 point.

(c) For Hadi tha urban node, Haditha town was shown to provide the

highest percentage savings in the cost of provision of services. The

spare capacities in water supply, prima~~ sctools, secondary schools,

health and public libraries services could accommodate additional

population even larger tr~ the expected urban growth in this urban node.

(See table (6.7) and (8014)). Services with spare capacities in the

town contain about 30% of the total capital cost of the whole services

(appendix (3)). Haqlaniya town, as well has spare capacity in a number

of services (table 8.14), but the services with spare capacity that

could cover the whole expected ur~l growth contribute to a~out 12% of

the total capital cost of the provided services. Hence, it provides

less tt.an half the monetary saving that could be achieved in expanding

Hadi tha town.

Accordingly, Haditha town will be given first priority with 3 points

and Haqlaniya town will be given second priority with 2 points. On the

contrary, the cost of pro,~ding services in the suggested new town near

Haditha dam, like the two other cases will be very high, especially the

expected urban growth in this urban node is even smaller than the two
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otter cases. Hence this alternative will be given the Loves t priority

with 1 point.

(d) For Qaim urban node, Ubaidi town is ehown to have the highest

potential spere capacity of services, with very marginal differences

compar-ed to Q.aim tov;n, the cer.tral to~:n of this urban node, (table 8.14).

Most of the existing services in Ubaidi were shown to r~ve a spare

capaci ty, but their coverage of the total expected urban gro\';thdiffers.

While the coverage is about 3.5% in case of telephone services, it

increases to about 6% in case of water supply, 13% in case of primary

schools, 16.5% in case 0; kindergartens, 23% in case of aecondary sch oo.Ls

and almost full coverage in the case of library services. Although the

above percentage coverages seeos to be low, they are very important with

regard to the high level of the expected ur~l growth in this urban node

which is about 45% of tr~e total expected urban gro\lth in the region.

Qaim town was shown to have spare capacit,y in telephone services,

priD~ry schools and public libraries only. The percentage coverage of

both telephone services and primary schools are found to be about 1/3 of

the expected urban grouth. Spare capacities in Karabla town are very

limited and they are restricted to education services with very limited

coverage of about 4-12% of tr~e total expected urban gro\';t}-~in this urban

node.
The above analysis suggests that the spare capacity of services in

the three urban centres, especially Uabidi and Qaim towns, should be

utilised to get savings in monetary cost of services provision. Both

Uabidi and Qaim towns will be given the highest priority witt 3 points

each, while Karabla town, due to the very limited spare capacities

available which do not contribute significantly in monetary savings,

will be given the lowest priority witt~ 1 pOint. The suggested new town
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will be given lowest priority with one point also, since provision of

services in it will start from scra bch leading to higher per capita

costs, especially the per capita annual running costs.

8.4.2. Cost of Provision of Services and Public Utilities

It has been seen in chapter four that ther-s has been a number

of inconclusive studies on the relationship between city size and

public services costs. The theoretical formulation developed by Evan

in 1972 suggested that a close correlation exists between the cost of

services provided and the size of urban areas. Richardson and Thompson

have also e~phasised that public services and utilities do show

economies of scale up to specific population sizes which differ

according to the typ~ of the service under investigation.

Empirically, a number of analysts have also attempted to find the

relationship between the cost of provision of public services and sizes

of cities using cross-sectional data. Based either on empirical

observation or upon engineering estimates, such studies found that for

some urban services such as water, sewage, public transport, road,

construction, school operation and so on, cost functions are u-sImped,

initially declining and eventually rising at higher levels of either

provision or ur-ban population.

Hence, this part of the ar.alysis provides an economic assessoent

to tLe cost of provision of different services according to the size of

urban centres in the U.E.R. It~ies to diocover the relation between

urban size and both the ce.pital and annual running costs of the

investigated services and whether economies of scale are achieved in

larger urban centres or not.
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In an attempt to test these relationships, per capita capital

and annual running cests of FI"ovision of services were calculated for

each service in each urban centre of the study area(1) and then

correlation and multiple regression analysis were used in the testing

process. These teclmiques appear as the most obvious techniques to

use for such sort of analysis and have been widely applied in the

regional planning literat\.i.rein the search for fuxJctional relationships

between a number of spatial patterns. The basic concept of multiple

regression is " •••to produce a linear combLna tion of independent

variables which will correlate as high as possible with the dependent

variable. This linear corr:binationcan then be used to "predict" values
of the dependent variable.,,(2)

The computer programme used was from the Statistical Package for

Social Science. The sub-programme written into tbe COII!.puterwas the

"Step-Wise Multiple Regression". Step-Wise regression is a quick and

efficient metbod wr~ch provides a near o~timum solution to the problem

at question. "It provides a means of choosing independent variables

which will provide the best prediction with the fewest independent

variables.,,(3) At each stage, one variable is added to tr...eregression.

The variable added is the one that is the best predictor.

To examine the abov-e relationships, the analysis has been sub-

divided into two sub-sections. Each sub-section will examine separately,

the possible association between per capita capital and annual running

costs, on the one hand, and urban size, on the otber hand. Correlation

Matrices presented in the last section are recalled again and will be

used here in analysing and interpreting cost variation.
For the details of the methodology of calculating both per capita
capital and annual runndng costs,see section(7.3.1) and appendix (3).
William C.Mitchell, "Multiple-Regression Analysis: Sub-Prograome
Regression", in Norman H Nie, et.al. (ed.), Statistical Package
for tbe Social Sciences, Mark 6, P.175.
~, P.180.
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(A) Per Capita Capital Cost of Provision of Services allc Urban Size

In this sub-section, per capita capital cost is used as a dependent

variable. The independent variables differ according to the type of

service (see tables 8015 to 8.23). The resulting summa~' of tte multiple

regression models, witL the ccrrelation matrices presented in the previous

section reveal some interesting relationships which could be summarised,

according to the types of tte services provided, as follows:

(a) Municipal Services:

CorreLation matrix, table (8.4) indicates that per capita capital

cost of municipal services have a close and positive association with

many other variables. The table indicates that a very high and positive

association exists between per capita capital cost and eacr..of tLe per

capita areas of paved roads (0.840) and per capita park space (0.812).

~er capita cost is also seen to have a high positive associa.tion with

per capita annual running cost (0.713). On the contrary a low positive

association is found between per capita capital cost and population size

of the urban centres. It took the value of (0.230).

The multiple regression model, table (8015), confirms that per

capita capital cost of municipal services is po~itively related to

population size. The latter factor is found to explain 22.9% of the

variation in the dependent variable (the per capita capital cost). Beta

values, which are standardised net regression co-efficients, and are used

to assess the relative importmlce of each independent variable showed

also that population size has the second most important role in explaining

the per capita cost. It took the positive value of (0.499). The most

importance factor to explain the variation in the dependent variable is

found to be the per capita area of paved roads, witt Beta value of (0.979).



The low positive association between per capita capital cost and

pOFulation size does not mean that the larger urban centres do not offer

economies of scale, but rather that, in general, the level of municipal

services is higher in larger urban centres of the region (conclusion

from the last section), which brought the relation to positive one.

Another important factor expected to be contributed to this positive

correlation, is the unknown percentage of some municipal seryices,

particularly, mechanical equipment that are owned by higher order

municipalities, but used occasionally in many other smaller order

municipalities wr~ch lack them. These two factors, most probably

brought the relation into a slight positive one instead of being a

negative association.

Table (8.15)
Summe.ry of Multiple Regression Model (Municipal Services)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.843 0.711 0.711 0.843 2.364 0.979
X2 0.969 0.940 0.229 0.230 0.001 0.499

Where: Per capita capital cost is the dependent variable
Xl = Per capita area of paved roads, and,
X2 = Population size.

(b) Water Supply:

Per capita capital cost of water supply is shown to be inversely

related to population size of urban centres. The multiple regression

mo~el, table (8.16) indicates that the simple correlation co-efficient

between the po~ulation size and the dependent variable is negative. It

took the value of (-0.390). The model also indicates that the per capita
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Table (8.16)
Summary of Multiple Regression Model (Water Supply)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.560 00313 0.313 -0.560 -0.615 -0.688
X2 00778 0.605 0.292 -0.390 -0.00003 -0.634
X3 00917 00841 0.236 0.395 0.432 0.500
~ 0.917 0.841 0.0006 0.347 0.027 0.032

Where: Per capita cost is the dependent factor,
X1 = Percentage of distribution network in a goo~ condition,
X2 = Population size,
X3 = Condition of the treatment plant, and,
X4 = Per capita wa ter~:consumption.

capital cost is not only inversely associated with population size but

rather the latter has the second greatest significance in explaining or

predicting the level of the dependent variable and is only marginally

different frorr the value of the most important variable (the percentage

of network in a gOOQ condition), where the R Square Chang~1~f the former

independent variable took the value of 0.313, whilst population size took

the value of 0.292. What confirms the inverse correlation between per

capita capital cost and population size is the Beta value which took the

value of (-0.634), against (-0.688) for factor number one. On the contrary,

the condition of the treatment plant was shown to have a poEitive

correlation with per capita capital cost. Both B, the partial regression

co-efficient which measures the correlation between the independent

variable and the dependent variable, and Beta values are positive. They

took the value of (0.432) and (0.500) respectively.
(1) The R Square is the percentage of the variation in the dependent

variable which is explained or predicted by the independent variable,
The R Square change represent the cvntribution of every added
independent variable to the value of R Square.
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The per capita water consurrption appears not to have any significant

role in explaining the size of the dependent variable, where the form

of the multiple regression in the table shows that, the partial regression

co-efficient and Beta values are 0.027 and 0.032, denoting the

insignificance of the factor.

To sum up, since no significant differences on the level of provision

of water supply (conclusion from previous section), the supposition that

the per capita capital cost of water supply is inversily related to urban
size is confirmed.

(c) Electricity Services:

A high positive association is found between per capita capital cost

of electricity prevision and urban size. The correlation matrix, table

(8.6), denotes that this association takes the value of (0.762). The

high and positive association could be attributed to, first, higher level

of service provision in the larger urban centres, represented by the very

high level of per capita consumption of electricity in larger urban

centres and a slightly better condition of the sub-stations and local

diesel generators, (co~clusion from previous section). The effect of the

better conditions of sub-stations and diesel generators in larger urban

areas seems to playa major part in raising the positive association

between per capita capital cost and urban size. The ver~r high positive

and significant Beta value, which took the value of (0.854) confirms the

importance of this factor in explaining, the high association between

urban size and per capita cost of electricity provision. Second,

electricity services may provide economies of scale in urban areas larger

than those in the case study. The method of provision of electricity in

existing urban centres of the study area, represented mostly by supplying

the service to all urban centres of each urban node from its main urban

centre and the proposed methodology of provision of this service, by 1982,
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Table (8.17)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Electricity Services)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B 1BetaVariable R change

X1 0.854 0.729 0.729 0.854 0.115 0.854

Where: Per capita capital cost is the dependent variable,
Xl : Sub-stations ar.d diesel generators conditions.

whicc will be by connecting the whole study area to four primary sub-

stations could imply that the population threshold of electricity to

gain significant economies of scale is in urban area larger than the

existing ones in the region.

(d) Telephone Services:

A very high ar.d positive association is found between per capita

capital cost of this service and urban size. The multiple regression

model, table (8.18), best expresses t1is high correlation, where the

simple correlation co-efficient of urban size with the dependent

variable fotmd to be (0.849) and Beta value is (0.798) representing the

most important factor in explaining the dependent variable. The actual

telephone ratio is fcund to contribute considerably in explaining the

level of per capita capital cost, where it is found to be a second most

important factor in determining the dependent variable. The partial

co-efficient regression, B, which took the value of 0.446 confirms the

importance of this factor.

The close positive association of per capita capital cost with

urban size, again does not mean, that economies of scale cannot be

achieved with increasing pOFulation size, but rather it could be

attributed, in this special case, to the differences of the teclmological

level of different exchanges used in the study area, where in the central
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Table (8.18)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Telephone Services)

End epend en t Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.849 0.721 0.721 0.849 I 0.00008 0.798IX2 0.922 0.849 0.128 0.372 I 0.446 0.240
13 0.928 0.861 0.012 -0.133 I -0.120-0.045

IX4 0.932 0.869 0.008 0.419 0.009 0.086
15 0.935 0.874 0.005 0.473 0.047 0.117

Where: Per capita capital cost is the dependent variable,
Xl = Population size,
X2 = Actual telephone ratio,
X3 = Percentage of distribution network in a good condition,~ = Exchanges condition, and,
X5 = Telephone ratio if full capacity of exchanges are

utilised.

city (Ramadi), a very advanced (electronic and automatic) and modern

(built in 1978) exchange with a very high spar-e capacity is used. In

the second and third order urban c entres, half au t cma tic, and rela tively

older exchanges without spare capacities (except in case of Qaim town

where a very limited spare capacity is found) are used. Finally

exchanges used in the smallest urban centres are very old, magnetic and

again without spare capacities (except in case of Ubaidi town). This of

course, reflects highly the variation in the capital cost and

consequently the per capita capital cost, even if the general cor..ditions

of most of the exchanges are good. Hence, if almost a similar, or at

least, a limited difference in the technological level of different

exchanges were prevailed, then a completely new relationship would be

found. This new relationship may not be negative because of the capecity

restrictions of using the very advanced exchanges in the soaller urban

centres, where the threshold population of such exchanges is higher than

the bearing capacity of these urban centres.
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(e) Mail Services:

No significant association is found between urban size and per

capita capital cost. The correlation matrix table (8.19),indicates that

the correlation co-efficient between the two variables is -0.008. This

zero correla.tion could be attributed to the fact, that mail services are

of the type that exist in eve~' urban settlement with limited differences

in the level of provision. If the level of provision and type of mail

and telegraph services ere brought to almost a similar level in all the

urban centres, then the almost zero correlation will be expected to be

a negative one but low, indicating the possible economies of scale with

increasing urban size. However, the per capita capital cost of mail

services is very low, about 0.2% of the total per capita capital cost of

the combaned investigated services (appendix (3)), which will not affect

the over all analysis significantly.

Table (8.19)
Correlation Matrix (Mail Services)

Variable 1 2 3

1 1.000
2 -0.008 1.000
3 -0.291 0.232 1.000

Where: (1) =
(2) =
(3) =

Population size,
Per capita capital cost, and,
Per capita annual running cost.

(f) Education Services:
Unlike most the previous services, education services, especially

kindergartens, primary and secondary schools, are charactarised by lower

population thresholds of providing them. To examine the economies of

urban size in the case of education services, kindergartens, primary

and secondary stages will be considered separately.



(i) Kindergarten Services:

It stould be noted that the cost analysis in this case does not

include all the urban size ranges. Urban centres less than 5000

inhabitants were not provided with this service.

The correlation matrix, table (8.9), shows that per capita capital

cost of kindergarten provision increases highly with increasing the

attendance ratio. It correla.tes highly and positively with attendance

ratic:at a level of 0.788. On the contrary, per capi.ta capital cost

correlates inversely and moderately with population size of the urban

centres, the number of pupils per teacher and the percentage of buildings

built in 1975 and after. These rela.tionships took correla.tion co-efficient

values of (-0.569), (-0.540) and (-0.512) respectively.

The multiple regression model, table (8.20) confirms the inverse

correlation between urban size and capital cost, where, Beta took the

highest value in the model (-0.540). The model also shows that

attendance ratio is the most important factor in explaining the level of

Table (8.20)
Summary of the Multiple ReKtession Model (Kinderg~rten Services)

:

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B I Beta
Variable R change I

I
Xj 0.788 0.621 0.621 00788 26.115 0.288
X2 0.857 0.734 0.113 -0.512 -0.068 -0.538
X3 0.859 0.738 0.004 -0.569 -0.0001 -0.540
X4 0.869 0.756 0.018 -0.157 0.154 0.343

Where: Per capita capital cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Attendance ratio of children at age 4-5 years,
X2 = Percentage of build!ngs built in 1975 and ~fter.,
X3 = Population size, and,
X4 = Pupils per class.
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per capita capital cost. The Beta value of this factor took tae

value of (0.288)0 The secor:d important factor in the II;odel is +he

percentage of school bu:'ldings built in 1S75 and after. The importance

of the Lat tar facto!' due to the l:igh rise in the cost of building in

1S75 and after conpared to "the previous ye-ars.

Finally, the recently impletJented kindergartens in snaller urban

centres will increase even more the inverse correlE.tion of capital

cost with urban size, because the capacd ty of the implemented buildines

is higher than the actual needs of these urban centres, as the previous

section cleE.rly indicate.

(ii) Primar~y School Services:

Per capita capd,tal cost of pr1.mary schools provision seems to have

a very high and positive correlation with attendance ratio (0.871) and

percentage of buildings built in 1975 and after (0.757), (E.ee table (E.10)).
Furthermore, these high correlations are confirmed by the results of the

multiple regression ffiodel,table (8.21), which also depicts a positive

aasocda tion between the dependent variable, the per ce.pita ce.pital cost,

and each of the attendance ratio and the percentage of school buildings

built in 1975 and after where Beta values are found to be (0.689) and

(0.511) respectively.

Table (8.21)
Summa,ry of the Mul tiple Regressi9~el (Pri~ry Schools)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R ctange

X1 0;871 0.759 0.759 0.871 4.316 0.689
J-2 0.994 0.987 0.228 0.757 0.312 0.511
Where: Per capita capital cost is the dependent variable,

X1 = Attendance ratio of children at age 6-11 years, and,
X2 = Percentage of buildings built in 1975 and after.
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Al though, U.e rr.ultiple regression n.odeL does not denote any

importance to population size in explainine; the per capd,ta capd, tal

cost of prdma ry 5c1001s, nevertheless, the coz-r-e Latdon matrix, tacLe

(E.10), shove that a slight economi.es of see.Le coul.d be gadned in larger

urban centres, where the simple correlation co-efficient between urban

size and per cap i.ta caFital cost took the value of (-0.213). Even with

these slight econonn.es of see.Le the ca.Fital savings is considera'!:Jle,if

the relative Lmpor-tan ce of the capital coe t of this item to tt.e total

capital cost of the investigated services is cor.sidered, as it makes up

11.0f!%, of the total. Moreover, not only are n:onetary benefits achieved

in larger urban centres, but rather a better utilisation of school

buildings are expected to be experienced at off school times, such as

utilising tt.e buildings for adult education or utilising the main hall

of the school as a theatre, for public meetings and so on. This is

because such sorts of activities are expected to be practised more

intensively in larger urban centres than in smaller ones.

(iii) Secor.dary Sctool Services:

Per capf ta capital cost of secondary schools is shoun to be

inversely related to the use of school buildings in shifts and to

population size, where the sin:ple correlation co-·efficients are found

to be (-0.551) and (-0.305) respectively. On the contrary, moderate

and positive association is found between thedevelop-ment variable and

the attendance ratio. The importance of these aSSOCiations, especially

the ones between the dependent variable and both use of buildings in

shifts and the atter.dance ratio is cor.firmed in the results of the

mul tiple regressic·n n:odel, table (8.22), where use of buildings in shifts

is found to be the rr.ostimportant factor in predicting the level of the

dependent variable. In the second place cor:es the attendance ratio and

then population size, with Beta taking the negative value of (-0.308)
which cor.firms the inverse asscciation between urbru1 size and the
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Table (8.22)
Summary of_Multi~le Regre§§1on Mo~el_j§~cor.dary Sch021s)

r-----
Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change-- I--

X1 0.551 0.303 00303 -0.551 -0.031 -0.469
X2 0.711 0.505 0.202 0.392 1.380 0.452
X3 0.751 0.564 0.059 -O~_O.OOOO4 -0.308
X4 0.782 0.611 0.047 0.488 0.145 0.296
15 0.802 0.644 0.033 -0.128 0.037 0.231

Where: Per capita capital cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Percentage of buildings used in a shift system,
X2 = Attendance ratio of people at age 12-17 years,
X3 = Population size,
X4 = PUFils per class, and,
X5 = Percentage of buildings, built in 1975 and after.

dependent variable. Hence, like the case of primary schools, a sligh t,

but reJa.tively higher, economies of scale are expected in larger urban

centres, with all the implica.tions stated in (ii) above, are applied in

this case as well.

(g) Health Services:

Per capi.ta capital cost of health services, is highly and positively

correlated both to the ratio of physicians per 10000 persons (0.766) and

the ratio of paramedicals per 10000 persons (0.609). On the contrary, a

very slight and inverse association exists vlith population size, where

the simple correlation co-efficient took the value of (-0.114). This is

further confirmed in the analysis of the n::ultipleregression model,

table (8.23), where both, E, and Eeta 'have been shown to have aLmoe t zero

values (-0.00001) and (-0.026) respectively, denoting the insignificance

of the factor. The insignificance of association could easily be justified

since the higher level of :tealth services are on.Iy provided in the larger

urban centres to serve both the population of those centres, as well as

population of c tr.er settlements (urban and rural) which are Lover' in
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hierarchy. Hence, urban s.ize is a de temdnan t of the level of r.ealth

services provision, since the population thresholds increase with the

level and order of the service.

Ta1::le(8.23)
Summa£~of Multiple Regr~~ion M9del (Health Service)

~-- I IIndependent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B ! Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.766 0.587 0.587 0.766 0.804 0.568
12 0.773 0.598 0.011 0.609 0.073 0.168

IX3 0.776 0.602 0.004 -0.446 -0.789 -0.131
](4 0.778 0.606 0.004 0.089 0.020 0.078

,
I

X5 0.779 0.606 0.0005 -0.114 -0.00001 -0.026
_'--_--

Where: Per capita capital cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Ratio of physicians per 10000 persons,
X2 = Ratio of Paramedical staff per 10000 persons,
13 = Ratio of dentists per 10000 persons,
X4 = Ratio of beds in hcspitals per 10000 persons, and,
X5 = Population size.

Finally, the multiple regression model confirmed the importance of

ratio of physicians in explaining the main part of variation in per capita

capital cost of health services, where both, B, and Beta took the positive

values of (0.804)and (0.568) respectively.

(h) Public Libraries Services:

Per capita capital cost of public libraries seems to decrease with

increasing urban size. The multiple regression model, table (8.24)

provides that population size is very important factor in determining

the per capita capital .cost, where it is found that both the simple

correlation co-efficient and Beta value have the negative value of

(-0.647), whicll suggests that economies of scale are experienced in

larger urban centres.
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Table (8.24)
Summary of M1.:.1tiple Regressior" Model (Public Libra~

Services_)

Independent Multiple R Sq_uare R Sq_uare Simple R B Beta
:Variable R change

X1 0.647 0.419 0.419 -0.647 -0.00004 -0.647

Where: Per Capita capital cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Populatioli size.

The analysis of the per capita cost of different services suggest

that economies of scale are gained in larger urban centres in many cases

end per capita capital cost is inversely related to urban size in case of

water supply, kindergarten, primary schools, second.ary schools, health

and public libraries services. Some of these inverse associatiolis are

very slight, such as in the case of health uervices, where the higher

order services provided in larger urban areas reduced the negative

association to a very low level. Services found to have negative

associatioli with urban size, whatever the level is, contribute to about

32% of the total per capita cost of all the investigated services.

For all the other services that have been found to have a positive

association with urban size, it does not necessarily follow that they do

not achieve economies of scale. Alternative exp Lana td.cna may follow such

as, first that the higher level of provision of the services in larger

urban areas raise the per capita cost of services, such as, municipal,

electricity, telephone and mail services. Furthermore the concentration

of higher order services in larger urban areas, which do not serve these

areas alone but also the smaller urban areas in the hierarchy and rural

settlers may add to this state. This is the case with health services,

where higher order services in larger urban areas reduced the negative

association to a very low level and electricity service provisior..,where
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some cer.traL assets in larger urban areas ere used to provide the

service in lo\\er ur1:an areas. Second, the utilisetion of rr.odernor

more advanced t echno Logy in larger urban areas, wh ich is more co stly

for provLs i.on of some services may also distort the expected inverse

association between urban size and per capita capital costs of some

services. This case applies to the provision of electricity again and

telephone services. Finally, economies of proviSion of certain services

are achieved in urban centres larger than those examined. This again

could apply in case of electricity provision.

To sum up, economies of scale are achieved in providing many

services. Larger urban centres justify the pro\~sion of higher order

services which need a population threshold larger than sI:lB.llerurban

centres car...offer. Finally, larger urban centres are the p.Iaces where

modern and more advanced tecrillologycan be adopted more efficiently.

(B) Per Capita Annual Running Cost of Provision of Services and

Urban Size

Per capita annual running cost is used as a dependent variable here.

Again the independent variables differ according to the type of the

service (see tables 8.25 to 6.34). The very important relations revealed

from the correlation matrices and multiple regression analysis are

summarised according to the type of services provided.

(a) Municipal Services:

Analysis indicates that the per capita area of paved roads, the

per capita capital cost and the actual mectanical equipment ratio are

the mo~t important factors affecting the level of per capita annual

running cost of municipal services. The correlation matrix, table (8.4)

indicates that a high and positive association exists between per capita

annual running cost and the above factors. The correlation co-efficients
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of these factors took the values (00874), (0.713) and (0.637)
respectivelyo These p08itive associations are very logical, since

they imply that a higher number of personnel is needed to provide the

service and a higher mai~tenance, depreciation and other annual rurning

costs are required. However, what seems unexpected is the ve~ high and

]:'ositiveassociation between needed municipal staff and mecbanical

equipment ratios and annual running cost which took the values of (0.935)
and (0.947) respectively. The above two ratios, of course, do not

affect the actual per capita annual running cost, because they are

expected to happen in future, hence they are accidental associations and

have been excluded from the multiple regression model, table (8.25). The

model suggests, that capital cost is the most important factor in

explaining the level of per capita armual running cost. It confirms the

Table (8.25)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Municipal Services)

Lndependerrt Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.713 0.508 00508 0.713 0.429 0.892
X2 0.809 0.655 0.147 -0.208 -0.0003 -0.408
X3 0.826 0.682 0.027 0.212 -2.360 -0.186

Where: Per capita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Per capita capital cost of municipal services,
X2 = Population size, and,
X3 = Actual municipal staff !~tio.

high and positive association between this independent variable and the

dependent variable, where both, B and Beta values took the positive

values of (0.429) and (0.892) respectively.
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Population size of urban areas has very low and inverse

association with per capita annual running cost, where the Simple

correlation co-efficient took the value of (-0.208) and the negative

sign of Beta value (-0.408) confirffisthe inverse association between

population size and the dependent variable. The per capita annual

running cost is expected to be more higr~y and inversely correlated

wi til urban size if; first, the level and order of municipal services

provided in all the municipalities of the study area is the same; and

second, the unknown part of municipal services, especially the

administrative and supervisory services, which belongs to larger urban

cer.tres but serving the smaller urban centres in the hierarchy is

excluded.
Hence, economies of scale and more rational utilisation of both

mar.po~er and mecr.anical equipment are acr.ieved in larger urban areas.

This finding is of crucial importance and will highly effect the

forthcoming analysis of other services, since the annual running cost

of providing municipal services account for around 13% of the total

annual running cost of the investigated seryices (see appendix (3)).

(b) Water Supply:

Analysis of annual running cost of water supply proved to have very

logical association with other variables used. The coz-z-el.a tion matrix,

table (8.5), noted that, a very high and positive association existed

between per capita annual running cost and per capita water consu~ption,

on the one hand, and per capita capital cost, on the other hand. They

took the values of (0.981) and (0.970) respectively. The first

correlation implies that with increasing per capita consumption, the

required personnel and chemicals needed increases and then the per capita

annual running cost increases as well. The latter correlation, in part,

may imply that the technology used is higher and relatively modern, hence
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it requires less empl.oyees to operate it. This is ver,i logical since

the size and spacing of settlements do not allow the utilisation of

higher tecr.nologies that require population thresholds far more than

most ur-ban areas of the region provide. It also implies that with

increasing the capital cost the maintenance and depreciation costs

increase as well, where the latter two cost items represent an

important part of running cost in case of water supply.

On the contrary, both percentage of distribution network in a

good condition and condition of treatment plants were shown to affect

the per capita annual running cost inversely. The simple correlation

co-efficients took the values of (-0.663) and (-0.630) respectively.

Again these negative associations are very logical ones, since the

better the conditions of the capital assets the lower the cost of
maintenance is expected to be.

The multiple regression model, table (8.26) clearly indicates

that per capita water consumption is the most important and~cisive

factor which influence the level of the dependent variable, (the per

capita annual running cost) where the Beta value was found to be (0.981),

whilst neither of the other independent factors is shown to r~ve any

role in explaining the level of per capita annual running cost. However,

the moderate and inverse simple association of per capita annual

rur~ing cost with population size which took the value of (-0.525)

implies that considerable econo~ies of scale are acr.ieved with

increasing urban size. The simple inverse association could be adopted

for the purrose of the analysis here.
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Table (8.26)
Summary of Multiple Regression Model (Water Supply)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 00981 0.961 0.961 0.981 0.089 0.981

Where: Per capita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Per capita water consumption.

(c) Electricity Services:

The analysis of data indicates that per capita ar~ual running cost

of electricity provision is inversely associated with per capita capital

cost, population size and per capita consumption. The per capita capital

cost seems to be the most important factor in determining the level of

the running cost, where the correlation co-efficient is found to be high

and negative. It took the value of (-0.773). This high and negative

association implies that the higher the capital cost and tecr~ology used,

the lower the annual running cost is. This is certainly true, since the

utilisation of more advanced technology needs less. personnel to operate

and maintain it. The moderate inverse association of the dependent

variable with urban size, which took the value of (-0.562), indicates the

potential savings in the running cost that occurs as population of urban

areas increases.

The inverse association and importance of capital cost and

population size in explaining the level of per capita annual running cost

is confirmed by the results of the multiple regression analysis, where

per capita oapital cost is found to have the greatest importance in

predioting the dependent variable, with B having a value of (-0.801).

The population size came in the third place with Beta value at order of

(-0.361) emphasising the state of economies of scale with urban size,

see table (8.27).
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Table (8.27)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Electricity

Services)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.773 0.598 0.598 -0.773 -0.801 -1 .24'i
X2 0.858 0.737 0.139 -0.435 0.025 0.901
X3 0.880 0.775 0.038 -0.562 0.00003 -0.361

Where: Per cavita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
%1 = Per capita capital cost of electricity services,
X2 = Per capita electricity consumption, and,
X3 = Population size.

The inverse and moderate association of per capita annual running

cost with per capita consumption, which took the value of (-0.435),

could be attributed to the fact that a considerable amount of electricity

in the study area is consumed by larger industrial establishments. This

prevailing pattern of consumption means that less personnel are needed in

metres reading and accounting purposes which in turn will lead to savings

in monetary running costs. Moreover the above unexpected inverse

association is not confirmed by the multiple regression model, table

(8.27), where the standardised regression co-efficient is found to be

posi tive and very high (0.901).

(d) Telephone Services:

Per capita annual running costs do not show any significant

association with any of the variables used in the analysis of this

service. The correlation matrix, table (8.7), indicates that the highest

correlation co-efficient is found between the per capita annual running

cost and per capita capital cost which took the value of (0.295) which

in turn is low.
The multiple regression model, table (8.28), confirms the

insignificant role of the independent variables in explaining the level of
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Table (8.28)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Telephone

Services)

I Independent
i Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta

Variable R change

X1 0.295 0.087 0.087 0.295 0.463 1.257
X2 0.502 0.252 0.165 0.036 -0.00004,-1 .020
X3 0.529 0.280 0.028 0.218 -0.132 1-0.193
X4 0.530 0.281 0.001 0.218 -0.008 r-0.053

Where: Per capita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Per capita capital cost,
X2 = Population size,
X3 = Actual telephone ratio, and,
~ = Telephone ratio if full capacity of exchanges are

utilised.

per capita annual running cost, where all the independent variables used

explain only 28.1% of the variation. Population size seems to be the

most important factor, where 16.5% of the variation is explained by this

factor.
The above analysis suggests that factors other than those included in

the model are mostly affecting the variation in the dependent variable.

The interview of telephone officials in AI-Anbar Muhafadah, showed

that apart from exchange operators, which exist wherever telephone

exchanges are found, most other running services (maintenance,

administration, supervising and connection works), in urban centres less

than 5000 inhabitants, are undertaken by the staff of the higher order

centres, mostly the Qadha centres. This pattern of running telephone

services seems to have affected the pattern of the per capita running

cost, making it higher in larger urban centres and overcoming the possible

economies of scale of urban size.
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(e) Mail Services:

Analysis of the per capita annual running cost of mail services

suggests that a slight economies of scale can be gained with increasing

urban size. The multiple regression model, table (8.29) clearly confirms

this finding. The model indicates that, per capita annual running cost

has a low and inverse association with population size, where the simple

Table (8.29)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Mail Services)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 00291 00085 0.085 -0.291 -0.00001 -0.290
X2 0.371 0.138 0.053 0.232 0.427 0.229

Where: Per capita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Population size, and,
X2 = Per capita capital cost.

correlation co-efficient took the value of (-0.291) and Beta took the

negative value of (-0.290). However, neither of the independent

variables used in the model explain significantly the variation in the

dependent variable. This case, like that of telephone services, could

be attributed to the unknown part of the running cost spent by larger

urban centres to provide the service in smaller ones. This is true

especially in the case of Ramadi City and to a lesser degree in other

Qadha centres, where supervising the performance of the service in all

the lower order urban centres is experienced there. In addition to the

above factor, a more comprehensive and a higher order of mail services

provided in larger urban areas contributed in reducing the negative

association with urban size to a very minimum level. Accordingly,

without the above inherent conditions of the mail system, more significant

economies of scale could be gained with urban size.
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(f) Educational Services:

Again to examine the cost savings in educational services,

kindergarten, primary and secondary stages will be considered.

Educational services playa very special role in the analysis of the

annual running cost since they contain about 46% of the total per capita
annual running costs (appendix(3».

(i) Kindergarten Services:

Annual per capita running costs of kindergartens correlate

highly and positively with both per capita capital cost and the

attendance ratio. The correlation matrix, table (8.9), indicated that

these correlations took the values of (0.933) and (0.921) respectively.

These very high associations are very logical, since both of the factors

reflect the higher level of provision of the service, which requires

highnr running cost. On the contrary, per capita annual running cost

indicates to have a high and inverse association with population size

of the urban areas and the ratio of pupils per teacter. The latter two

correlations took the values of (-0.753) and (-0.680) respectively.

The above associations of the dependent variable are confirmed by

the results of the multiple regression model, table (8.30). The per

capita capital cost is shown to be the most important factor in explaining

the variation in running cost, where Beta took the value of (0.491).

Population size is shown to be the least factor affecting the level of

the running cost. Hence, the differences in the level of provision of

the service which shows to be higher in smaller urban centres, seems to

be played an important role in explaining the high and inverse correlation

co-efficient between the per capita annual running cost and the

population size of the urban centres.
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Table (8.30)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model

(Kindergarten Services)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.933 0.870 0.870 00933 0.056 0.491
X2 0.980 0.961 0.091 0.921 3.750 0.364
X3 0.993 0.986 0.025 -0.680 -0.013 ...0.160

X4 0.996 0.993 0.006 -0.753 -0.000004 -0.121

Where: Per capita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Per capita capital cost,
X2 = Attendance ratio of children at age 4-5 years,
X3 = Pupils per teacher, and,
X4 = Population size.

(ii) Primary Schools:

Per capita capital cost and the attendance ratio, again are shown

to be highly ~orrelated with per capita annual running cost of primary

schools. The correlation matrix, table (8.10) indicates that a very

high positive association exists between the dependent variable and both

the independent variables stated above. The correlation co-efficient

took the values of (0.920) and (0.877) respectively. On the contrary,

running cost, seems to have a low and negative association with

population size, which took the value of (-0.359). The multiple

regression model, table (8.31), confirms the special importance of per

capita capital cost in explaining the variation of the dependent

variable, where both, B and Beta took the negative values of (-0.077)

and (-0.104) respectively. The table also confirms the very low and

inverse association of the dependent variable with population size.

This is a very logical finding since saving in salaries of the teachers,

which constitutes the main part of running cost, could not be achieved

as a result of urban size. Finally, pupils per teacher is shown to be an
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Table (8.31)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Primary Schools)

Independent Multiple R Square R squarel Simple R B Beta
Variable R change I

X1 0.920 0.847 00847 I 0.920 -0.077 -0.104
X2 0.935 0.875 0.028 -0.359 1-0.000003 -0.007
X3 0.943 0.889 00014 0.877 6.799 1.472
X4 0.995 0.990 0.101 0.291 -0.653 -0.714

Where: Per capita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Per capita capital cost,
X2 = Population size,
X3 = Attendance ratio of children at age 6-11 years, and,
X4 = Pupils per teacher.

effective factor in explaining the dependent variable where both, Band

Beta values took the negative values of (-0.653) and (-0.714) respectively.

(iii) Secondary Schools Se!~ices:

Attendance ratio is shown to be the most important factor in

explaining the changes in per capita annual running cost. The multiple

regression model, table (8032) indicates that this factor explains 85.6%

of the variation in the dependent variable. The simple correlation took

Table (8.32)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Secondary Schools)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.925 0.856 0.856 0.925 6.469 0.969
X2 0.978 0.956 0.100 -0.472 -0.255 -0.259
X3 0.998 0.995 0.039 0.103 -0.493 -0.226

Where: Per capita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Attendance ratio of people at age 12-17 years,
X2 = Pupils per teacher, and,
X3 = Per capita capital cost.
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the value of (0.925) ar.d Beta took the value of (0.969)0 Pupils per

teacher is also shown to have a moderate and negative association with

per capita annual running cost. The, B and Beta values confirm this

inverse associa tion, where they took the values of (-0.255) and (-0.259)
respectively.

Although population size does not seem to have any importance in

explaining the deFendent variable, nevertheless, the low and negative

association with urban size (-0.331) (table 8.11) implies that a slight
economies of scale could be achieved in larger urban areas.

(g) Health Services:

Not surprisingly, the ratio of paramedical staff per 10000 persons

is seen to have the highest importance in explaining the per capita

annual running cost of health services. This is because, the item of

salaries and wages is a very important aapec: affecting the total

running cost of this service and because paramedical staff constitute

a very important part of the health employment structure.(1) The

multiple regression model, table (8.33), indicates that this factor

contributed to about 83% of the variation, with the simple correlation

Table (8.33)
Summary of the Multiple Regression Model (Health Services)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 0.911 0.830 0.830 0.911 0.254 0.872
X2 0.973 0.946 0.116 0.069 0.00009 0.338
X, 0.982 0.965 0.019 0.764 0.182 0.193

Where: Per capita annual running cost is the dependent variable,
Xl = Paramedical ratio per 10000 persons,
X2 = Population size, and,X, = Ratio of physicians per 10000 persons.

(1) The field survey showed that the average ratio of paramedicals
per 10000 persons is 23.2 against 6.9 for physicians and 1.4
for dentists.
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co-efficient taking the very high and positive value of (0.911).

The Beta value confirms this very high positive association, where

it took the value of (0.872).

Population size found to be the second factor in explaining the

variation in the level of per capita annual running cost of this

service. Although, the simple correlation co-efficient was found to

be small and negligible, the Beta value confirms the positive

association between the dependent variable and population size, where

the latter took the value of (0.338). The very slight positive

association between these two variables could easily be attributed,

as in the previous sub-section (per capita capital cost of services)

to the higher level and order of provided services in larger urban

centres in the hierarchy, whicll without these qualitative differences,

economies of scale would be very apparent.

Finally, the ratio of physicians per 10000 persons proved to have

a very limited role in explaining the level of annual running cost,

despite the high simple correlation co-efficient which took the positive

value of (0.764).

Ch) Public Libraries Services:
(The multiple regression model, table (8.34), shows that 9~ of the

variation in the dependent variable is caused by the level of per capita

capital cost. The importance of this independent variable is reflected

by the positive and very high values of both the simple correlation

co-efficient (0.966) and the Beta value (0.984), which suggest that

per capita annual running cost is very highly and positively

associated with capital cost. Increasing of per capita capital cost

could be used as a measurement of higher level of service provided which

consequently implies a higher running cost. On the contrary, despite

the very low values of both, B and Beta (almost zero), the high and
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Table (8034)

Summary of the Multiple Regression Model

(Public Libraries Services)

Independent Multiple R Square R Square Simple R B Beta
Variable R change

X1 00966 00933 0.933 0.966 0.153 0.984

X2 0.966 0.933 0.0005 -0.608 0.0000003 0.028

Where: Per capita annual runnf.ng cost is the dependent variable,
X1 = Pt'!"t"capita capital cost, and,
X2 = Popu.Le.bi.on size.

inverse aaaocxe.ta on ef papule. tion size with the dependent variable

(-0.608), suggests ttat economies of scale could be achieved in larger

urban centres and more rational t:.tilisation of capital a.ssets could be

experier.cec. •

The analysis of annual running cost of different services implies

tr.at ur..like the capital cost, economies of scale are experienced in n.ost

of i.l:e investigated services, and an inverse associE.tion exists betweer.

the per capita annual running cost and population size of the urban area.

The absence o~ t1-.e inverse association in very few cases could, in pa.rt,

be attributed to the fact that part of the costs are spent by SOrle

larger urban can tres to provide the services to sLlaller ones. This case

applies cainly in the cases of telephone and mail services. It also

extends to inclu.de all other services, where part of the ad.Jr:.inistrative

and technical staff assist smaller urba.~ centres fr~n the central city

of tte region, in prcviding these services. The administrative hierarchy

then could be regarded as a factc~ in decreasing the negative association

between urban size end per capita annual running cost of most services.

F\;rthermore, differences in the level of provision of rr.ost services aILong

different urban size groups also seems to play an important role in this

decline.
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The overall ana.lys Ls of the cost. of provision of services and public

utili ties suggest that, in general ecer.omies of bcale, could be gained

by providing services in larger urban centres, by the mOl'€: re.tione.l

utilisation of both aanpover and capf.t e.L a.ssets. This could result in

a higher level and order of services bed.ng provided more ecor.omically

which would serve not only the larger urban areas but the smaller ones

as well. Furtl:ermore, it should be noted that the size of urban

centres in the re€;ion nay be bel.o» tt-.e population threshold of providing

the very specialised services and services that could utilise the very

high wld modern techLologies. Hence, to experience at least sc~e if

LOt all the a cov e stated advante.ges, the larger urban centres in each

urban node should be ecpanded , For the purpose of the suggested urban

grol'1lth stre.te&'Y, these urban centres will be given the highest priority

with 3 points. The other existing settlements liill be given the second

priori ty with 2 points, except Kubaisa town wr_ic11~rill be given 1 point

due to the very high per capita cost of provision of sene services,

especially water supply and in the fut~re the sewage services. The

suggested new tOh~S at Habaniya tourist village, Hit and Haditha dam

will also be given the lowest priority of 1 point sir-ce the population

size expected to be a cconmoda bed in them is limited. It ranges between

3500-10000 perscns.(1) Due to the higher number of population expected

to be accormoda.ted in the new tovn of Q.aimurban r..ode, whic..~is ar-ound

32000 per-sons and fThich all o\'[ the provision of E. relatively wider sceIe

of services, hence this new tovn will be given the second priority with

2 points.

m-The size of population expected to be accorr:modated in the new town
near Habaniya tourist village will be around 10000 persons and not
25000 person{ the total expected ur-ban growth in Ramadd,urban node)
due to other limitations Il'ainly the daily jourr..ey to work, The
latter factor ldll be discussed in the next section.
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8.4.3. Daily Jourr..ey to kork: travel time, travel time cost and

cost of h·E.IlSportation

One of the most cri tice.l l'elationships is the link between

homes and workp.laces 0 This cri tice.l situation has been intensified

in recent years with a trend tovard increasingly cono entra ted

employment and increasir...gly dispersed hou~ing leading to longer

jour-r.eys to W4crk and its attenda.nt problems. (1) This relationship,

of course, is not the only one, but many other relationships exist,

such as the ones between homes and shoppang, entertainment, schooling

and so or;, Because of the lack of deta on these relationships and the

need for a detailed sUl:'ve/~) which the time limitation of this s tudy

did not aLl.ow the analysis has been restricted to the first

relationship on.ly (home/work relationship).

Having a long journey to walk means a longer time is required for

it, which may effect the t Ime spent on other social and recreational

activities of the commuter and may reduce his productivity as well.

The latter case, is most probably valid in case of very lor~ journeys

to "fork (1-2 hours). Long journeys to l'iork, OIl the other hand, mean

higher transport cost and higher cost in tern:s of traveller's time.

Accordingly, Planners' argue, that the daily journey to "lork (two

l/ay trip) should not exceed two hours. On the other hand , t ran spcr-t

analysts have argued for years about the best value of a traveller's

time in their studies. There is no agreement among them in this respect

and the traveller's time has been given different values by different

research~rs according to the purpose of the journey. Beesely,developing

"[1) Cambridge County Council, C~E.e St.n.:cturE· Plan, Report of
Survex. Consultation Draft, H.M.S.O., London, 1976, P.128.

(2) For details of the needed survey, see J.J.WarfoI·d, .Q.P..cit.,
Appendix II, P.181.
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the notion of time costs of journeys, noted that the work trip time

is valued at about one third 0: ti.e wage rate. (1) Most comn.on.Ly , in

j ourney to work studz,es, tirne is valued as equal to the value of time

in wor-k. The original Roskf.Ll study of the Third London Airport, valued

business tr~vel time at the average hourly cost of elliplol~ent.(2)

Leisure time was valued at 25 per cent of average gross persor~l hourly

Lncome , The Commission recoe;nised that these values vlere no more than

estimates when they stressed that " •••these figures are too crude to be

used in anything other than an indicative sense. Any reliance on them

is likely to be very miSleadingo,,(3) The South Atcham Scheme group also

valued the time spent in travelling to agricultural work at the

agricultural wage rate. However, alt}lough a number of economists have

questioned such values, alternative values are difficult to estimate and

harder to defend.(4)

In Iraq no do~estic travel time costs exist. The foreign transport

cor-sultants dealing with transportatio~ problems in Iraq, among them

'Scott Wilson Kirpatric and Partners", conducting at the present time a

comprehensive transportation study for Baghdad city, in their economic

assessments of ti.e transportation plans they adopted some universal

standards. A per80nal corr®unication with Dr. A. AlIos, one of the Iraqi

trallsportation planners supervising the above mentioned studyhas reported

that the study regards the travel til!.eto voolk as a leisure time, hence

work trip time is valued at 25 per cent of the wage rate. He added that

in all previous transportation studies in Iraq this rate has been adopted.

Thus, this rate will also be adopted in this study for the purpose of the

analysis of tt.e daily journey to work.
M.E.Beesely,"The value of Time Spent in Travelling:Sorne New Evidence",
Economica, Vol. 32, 1965, PP.174-185.
N.Lichfield,"Cost-Benefit Analysis in Planning: A Criteque •••",
op.cit., AppendiX A alld B, PP.180-181; and C.Choguill,£].eit., P.25.
N. Lichfield, "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Planning: A Criteque ••••",
.£F..cit.,P.181.
C.Choguill, op.eit., P.25.
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Hovevar , it should be noted that whatever the amount of the value

of the travel time to vlork is, there would be a value wLich affects

the analysis of urban growth pattern in the U.E.R. Furthermore, since

the study is a comparative one (comparing the differences in the travel

time among different alternative strategies of each urban node), hence

the propor-tiona.l dLf'f'erenoeeamong different alterna.tive strategies vrill

be the same whatever the value given to Ute trave I tin:.eis.

Hence, in analysing the daily journey to work, travel time, travel

time cost and the cost of tran spcr tdng employees will be taken into

consjderation. Details of table (8.35) and map (8.3) summarise the

result of the analysis according to urban nodes.

(A) Ramadi Urban Node

The location of the committed basic employnlent in this urban node

is mainly on the North ~est edge of Ramadi City. At this site, plans

call for a glass ar-d ceramic coreplex to provide 1446 new job

opportunities. Not too far away, about 2 km, South west of the City,

some 407 persons will be employed in U.e railway services of the area.

The third major site of committed basic emploJ~ent in this urban node,

is at the Habaniya tourist village, which is about 20 km. off the

Baghdad-Ramadi highway. The latter site will provide 120C job

opportunities.
According to the above spetial distribution of basic employment,

the resulting pattern of caily commuting to work suggests that, for the

emploJ~ent in both the glass and ceramic industries and railway services,

could be better accommodated in Ramadi City since, the travel. time,

travel time cost and cost of transportation are lOVler in this case

compared to the two other proposed alternatives. The daily journey to

wOlk travel time is shown to be 20 ~inutes in the case of Ramadi City,
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against 50 minutes in case of Habaniya town and more tr...an 2 hours in

case of the suggested new town. Accordingly, there will be only

154.5 work wage hours lost in the case of a location at Ramadi City as

egainst 386 work wage hours lost in case of accommodating them in

Habaniya torm. The transportation costs, in money terms, is also in

favour of Ramadi City, where it is shown to be about a third that of

Habaniya. It is found to be 138000 I.D. against 368000 I.D. for the

capital cost and 69360 I.D. against 184960 I.D. for the annual running

cost. The suitability of accommodating the corr~itted employment of glass

and ceramic complex in Ramadi Ci~' will even increase further if the

residential complex of the existing factory, which is just west of the

site of the factor,J-,is expanded. This will not ouly lead to further

decline in travel time, travel time cost and cost of transportatiou, but

rather it will provide the opportunity for higher and more diversified

services in this residential complex. The indirect and induced e~ployment

could be accommodated within any part of the city since they are mainly

concerned with providing different types 0: services 'ilThichmany of them

are expected to be centrally provided within the City.

On the contrary, employment created by tourist village in Habeniya

could be accorr~odated in the new town with least, or if it is possible to

say without any costs, where the analysis of the journey to work showed

that the travel time will be within walking distance and accordingly no

lLonetary costs ere observed. Travel tiD"e cost in tr...iscase and the

simila.r cases is neglected since accommodatd.ng the empd.oyees in

alternative sites means that they are going to walk from their hOlliesto

bus stops. In case of expanding Habaniya to;.;n,this means that the

employees have to make 90 minutes daily journey to work, which is not so

comfortable physically and which means that there will be 450 work wage
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hours lost and a further capital and annual rur~ing costs of buses ere

needed for transportation, which are founded to be 230000 I.D. and

115600 I.D. respectively. Ramadi City has been excluded from analysis

since the daily jot.:.rneyto vo.rk will be more than two hours. In addition

to the problem of longer travel time, higher travel time cost and

transportation cost which favour the new to;m location, the nature of

the fUllction of tbe tourist village needs a high proportion of the

eILployees to be in an easy access to their place of work.

To sum up, the above analysis clearly indicates tilat, as far as the

daily journey to v ork is concerned, the most suitable places for urban

growth in Ramadi urban node are Ramadi City to accommodate the

popula tior~ increase resulting from the glass and ceramic corrplex and

railway services and the propo~ed new tovm to accorr~odate the population

increase resulting from the tourist village in Habaniya. Accordingly,

Ramadi City and the prcposed new town will be given the highest priority

wi th 3 points each, whilst Habaniya town will be given the lowest

priority with 1 point.

(B) Hit Urban Node

Out of the 708 committed job opportunities in t~is urban node,some

600 are located 12 km. north of Kubaisa town. The remaining 108 jobs

are sited about 1 km. south of Hit. Such a spatial distribution pattern

would suggest that basic emploJ~ent could be accorr~odated in either of

the three proposed alternatives (Hit, Kubaisa or the suggested new town),

for each of t~e proposed sites are within an easy access to the location

of basic employment.

Analysis of daily journey to viork (table 8.35) reveals that, unlike

the Ramadi urban node, the differences among variot.:.selements of the

journey to work of the proposed alternatives are rbrrow, especially

whe.r.measured in monetary terms. For railway services at Hit, althot.:.gh

Hit tOl\n may be the most suitable and economical place to accommodate
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such pote~tial employees of this service, the differe~ces in travel
time and travel time cost are, relatively speaking, not very high.

They are 20 minutes per worker per day and 9 work wage hours lost

per day, in case of Hit town as against 35 minutes and 15.5 work wage

hours lost in case of to th Kubaisa town and the suggested new t own,

The differences are evml smaller if the monetary costs of transportation

are considered. The capital and annual running costs were found to be

9500 IoD. and 11500 I.D. respectively, in case of Hit to\m as egainst

23000 I.D. and 11500 I.D. in the case of the two other proposed

alternatives.

For cement factory employees, the analysis sho~s higher differences

in travel time and travel time cost, with no differences in monetary

costs. Hit tOKn seerr.sto have the highest societal transportation cost

with 60 minutes per employee per day and 150 work wage hours lost per

day, as against 20 minutes and 62.5 work wage hours for coth Kubaisa

and the proposed new town. The transportation costs in monetary terms

were shown to be the same for all the proposed sites with 115000 I.D.
capite! cost and 57800 IoD. annual running cost in each case. The

reeson why there are no differences in the transportation cost among

different proposed sites, despite having relatively high differences in

travel time, is due to the fact that the number of buses needed for

transporting the employees is equal and the differences in travel tine

does not allow, according to the assumptions adopted in this respect

(See Appendix (4)), better utilisation of the buses, i.e., making more

than one journey a day.
The above analysis suggests that the best places for urban gro~th,

as far as the daily journey to work is concenled, in Hit urban node,

are Hit town for acco~odating railway services err.ployeesand either of
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the other two proposed sites for cement factory err.ployees. However,

since the cerr.entfactory is the major source of Sffiploymentand since

there are not major differences in the daily journey to work, in the

case of the railway service employees, among the three proposed sites,

Kubaisa town and the proposed new towr. will be given the highest priority

with 3 points each , whilst Hit t ovn will be given second priority with

2 points.

(C) Haditha Urban Node

The employment proposals for Haditha urban node are relatively

modest &ld are concentrated in a small radius of about 8 km. of Haditha

to\\n centre. The most important of these is the Haqlaniya stone cutting

plant which is located just 1 km. west of Haqlaniya town and about 4 km.

from the centre of Hadi tha town, Of tt.e others, 150 job opportur:ities

will be created as a result of construe ting Haditha dam, which is some

7 km. nortll west of Haditha to\\n, and the rerr.aining99 job opportunities

are in railway services, to be located about 10 km. south of Haditha to\\n.

Like the case of Hit urban node, the prevailing spatial distribution

pattern of the co~tted job opportunities would suggest that the basic

employment could be acco~modated in any of the three proposed

alternatives (Haditha, Haqlaniya and the suggested new tO\\llson:e 7 km.

west of Haditha), where the analysis of different aspects of the daily

journey to wolk shows that the highest travel tiDle is 45 minutes per

eJ:tployeeper day. The differences in travel time cost and in monetary

cos ts of tr&lS por-tation are very IliB.rginal.

However, the detailed analysis, table (8.35), shows that for Haditha

dam e~ployees, the suggested new tO\\llis the most suitable and

economical place, since it is within walking distance of possible

residential areas. For railway eLlployees, either Haqlaniya or Haditha

could be the most sui table pLac e of urban growth, with Haqlaniya having
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a very marginal preference represented by lower ca~ital cost of

trans:portation and lower lost in travel time COEt, (see table 8.35).
For the stor-e cutting plant, Haqlaniya town is shown to be the ~ost

suitable place for accOITIDodating its e~ployees since it is within
walking distance of the plant.

Accordingly, since the Haqlaniya stone cutting plant and Haditr~

dam are the major generators of basic employment in tLis urban node

and since, the railway service employees could be accorrmodated in

either Haqlaniya or Haditha towns, Haqlaniya and the suggested new to~~

will be given the highest priority with 3 points each, whilst Haditha

town will be given second priority with 2 points.

(D) Qaim Urban Node

Having the highest proportion of the coremitted growth in the region,

Qaim urban node, is the most important. The suggested job creation

schemes are, spatially speaking, highly concentrated. Akashat petro-

chemical coreplex, which will employ 2555 persons, and the site of the

railway services at this urban node, which will employ 1346 persons,

are located some 17 km. and 14 km. from Qaim to~~. The size and the

spatial pattern of the cOITmitted growtL suggests that the daily jo~rney

to "lork analysis is far more important than the cases of Haditha and

Hit urban nodes and a wider difference between the four alternative

proposed sites could be found.

Details of table (8.35) reveal that for the Qaim Chemical Complex,

Ubaidi town and the propoEed new to"m north east of Ubaidi are tt.emOEt

sui table places for urban growth. The travel tiDle, bz-ave L time cost

and transportation cost are found to be at their lowest level in both

areas, where the travel time is about 20 minutes per worker per day and

the travel time cost is about 213 work wage hours a day as against 30-40
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minutes and 319.5-425.25 work wage hours in case of Karabla and

Qaim respectively. The differences in the capital and annual

running costs of transportation are even higher. They are of the

order 1 to 2.
For railway service employees, Karabla town is seen to be the

most sui table place for acccnmoda+Lng these employees, where it is

fo~nd that, the daily travel time (30 minutes) a!ld the travel time

cost (168.25 work wage hours per day) are lower than those which

could be achieved in the three other alternatives (40 minutes and

224.25 work wage hours). However, no differences in transportation

costs are expected.
The above a~~lysis suggests tt~t, as far as the daily jo~rney to

work is concerned, Ubaidi to~~, the s~ggested new tovm and Karabla

town are the most sui table places to acccmmoda te the expected urban

growth, hence th~- will be given the highest priority, with 3 points

each, whilst Qaim town will be given second priority with 2 points.

8.4.4. Availability of Land for Urban Growth
Availabili ty of land for urban grov;-this defined as accessibility

to a land without any agricultural value and without stror:g physical

constraints, thus being economical for the purpose of urban development.

These aspects have been regarded of special importance in deriving the

appropriate urban growth strategy in the region and the availability of

land for ur-ban grO\ftt.has been regarded as the first priority factor.

The importance of this factor is due to first, as noted previously in

chapter si~ the region's lack of sufficient agricultural land to

supply the present and expected population, with food supplies,

especially the perishable agricultural products that are costly to
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transfer over large distances. The establishment o~ Hadi fha dam will

adversely affect the agricultural situation at least temporarily as a

result of the flooding of a considerable area of orchard and other land

with high agricultural potential. Hence, in p.Lannang for any future

growth in the region, the avoidance of agricultural land for such

purposes should be practiced fully.

Second, ever. if all the positive consequences and aims of tt.e

otter urban groHth factors mentioned in table (8.1) are maximised in a

specific urban area but there are physical constraints on the growth of

that ur-ban centre, such as, wide water fronts, extreme gradients and

orientation of slopes, land liable to flooding, or man made restrictions

such as motorways, main railway lines (which need a wide right of \'lay)

and polluting industries which need a large protection zone etc., then

the expansion of that urban centre will be either very costly (in socio-

economic terms) or in some cases, if the physical limitations are very

strong, may be impossible.

From the study of the master plans of existing urban centres,

personal interviews and discussions with both physical planners in the

physical Planning Commission of the Ministry of Plarillingand local

planners at municipal level, and field visits to all the proposed areas

for urban growth showed clearly that, taking all the above factors into

consideration, most of the existing urban centres and all the proposed

new towns have the po-:entiality of future growth with some qualitative

differences, whether among the proposed urban centres of the SB.I:J.eurban

node or between those of different urban nodes. Table (8.36) and map

(8.4) clearly confirms the above general findings which could be

outlined according to different urban nodes, as follows:
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(A) Ramadi Urban Node

In this urban node the grovth potentiality of the p ropos sd areas
could be summarised as follows:-

(i) For Ramad.i, City, the current master plan of tte city was

produced in 1972 to cover the period until 1990. The area of the

plan is occupied to a. level of 8r:Jf" which means that about 20310 additional

persons could be accommodated wi thin the bounds.ries of this plan

(see table (8.36)).

Apart from the potential urban grmlth within the existing master

plan area, the city has unlimited potential of growth on the west

(see map (8.4)), where the land is flat, the gradient level is ve~r low

and where the land has no agricultural value. The only limitation

that should be taken into consideration if expansion is planned in this

direction, is the site and layout of residential areas with regard to

the glass industry, as this industry produces pollution. Even in the

latter case the prevailing winds are generally north westerly and the

suggested expansion is to the west of the industrial complex, which

means that the pollution effects could be eliminated easily through a

proper residential siting and layout. What varifies the argument is

that the present residential quarter of the first glass factory is

situated in the same suggested direction of urban growth without allY

noticeable pollution effects.

The city has the potentiality to expand to the south as well,

but with some restrictions, where the growth should pass the railway

lines and the main railway station in the region, with all the rights

of way of the line and marshalling yards. This alternative direction

of growth, at this stage, will be relatively more costly compared to

the westerly expansion and could lead to some sort of separation of the
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Table (8.36)
Urban Growth Potentials of Existing Urban Centres and

the Proposed Ones

Proposed Urban
Areas

Ramadi Urban Node:
Ramadi
Habaniya
New Town

Hi t Urban Node:
Hit
Kubaisa
New Town

Haditha Urban Node:
Haditha
Haqlaniya
New Town

Qaim Urban Node:
Qaim
Karabla
Ubaidi
New Town

Areas Available for
Development 2
(thousands m )

Number of Additional
Population that co~ld
be Accommodated*

Unlimited compared to the expected urban growth
500 I 4545

Unlimited compared to tt.e expected urban growth

2800 I 25455
Unlimited compared to the expected urban growth
Unlimited compared to the expected urban growth

2000
500

Unlimited compared
18182
4545

to the expected urban growth
IAt least double the expected urban growth

At least double the expected urban growth
At least double the expected ur-ban gro",·th
At least double ti~e expected urban growth

i
* It has been calculated on the basis of 120 m2 per person in case of
Ramadi city. This average per capita area requirement coincides with the
average per capita area adopted by the prevailing Ramadi City master plan
(1972-1990) which is 116.8 m2 per persor..(see, Physical Planning
Commission, Governorates Develo ment Plans 1 81-1 8 : Master Plans for
Cities, (In Arabic, Ministry of Planning, Baghdad, 1979, P.43 • The new
Industrial city of AI-Baker, also adopted the average of 120 m2 per
person, (see, Directorate Generate of Planning and Engineering, op.cit.,
P.32). For other urban centres (the smaller ones), the average of 110 m2
per person is adopted. This in turr. coincides with the planning
standard in Iraq in pla~~ing for towns in such sizes which is between
100-110 m2•

The average per capita areas includes; the residential uses which
includes in addition to housing, the local roads, parking, incidental
open spaces and children play areas, and; Ancillary uses which include
central shopping areas, commercial facilities, communi~· welfare and
social facilities, open spaces provision and ~ajor roads.
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city into two parts, especially since the rail line at this point

will be a double track and it will be utilised very intensively for

both passengers and goods transportation which also implies that a

costly overpasses and/or tunnels would have to be built. In addition

to the above restrictions, the land in this direction is liable to

flooding of Al-Warar River. Hence, expansion in this direction at

this stage is not feasible.

The growth of the city to the north is restricted by the very

highly productive agricultural land and the rich orchards in the area

which are bofr~ important to the agricultural production of the region,

as well as their special landscape value. The Euphrates River is

another growth limitation in this direction. To the east, Habaniya

Lake prevents the city f rom any further growth in this direction. Apart

from the above limitations, the ownership of land in the Northern and

Nortr~ eastern directions is a factor being either in private ownership

or the right of utilisation belonging to private persons. The latter

ownership fom is called locally "Mamnuha Be Is-Lazma'J, Both the very

high agricultural value of land and the pattern of ownership raised

the value of land in this direction to about 5-20 I.D. per square metre~1)

The value of land in all other directions is about 0.2 I.D. per donum.

This is because land in these directions belongs to the State (locally

is called Meri land) and has no agricultural value.

To sum up, Ramadi City has the potentiality of economical urban

growth not only to accommodate the expected urban growth up to 1985, but

even further urban growth that could be experienced beyond that time.

The value of land in different urban areas of the region is
obtained during the field survey from local planners and officials
and represents the value as it was in 1980.
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(ii) For Habaniya to~m, the urban growth potentiality is very

lind ted. To the north is very good agricultural land, mainly utilised

as orchards, which prohibits any urban groVJth. To the East and South

the topography of the land puts limitations to expansion in these

directions, where hills 20-30 metres in height above the plain ground

level of the town exist. Hence, the expansion in these directions will

make the process veI~ costly, as far as the provision of services is

concerned. The only direction for expansion of the town is to the

South west its present boundaries, where some 500000 square metres,

whicll could be utilised to accommodate about 4500 inhabitants, are in

easy access to the proposed developments (see table (8.36) and map (8.4».

This population forms about 18% of the total expected urban growth in

this node. Hence, this very limited urban grmlth pot ential should be

preserved to accommodate the natural increase of the town.

(iii) For the new tOl-m, no real restrictions deterrLine its

establishment or f~ture growth, where the land in all directions, except

to the North where Hab~liya Lake stands, is flat, economical to develop

wi th no real agricul tural value. Furthermore, the land belongs to the

State.
The above analysis of urban growth potentials in this urban node,

suggests that Ramadi City and the proposed new tOTr1Ilwill be given the

highest priority with 3 points each, due to their unlimited growth

potentialities compared to the expected urban growth and that expansion

could be experienced in a very economical way, without facing threshold

costs. On the contrary, the very limited potentiality of urban growth

of Habaniya town and the additional costs that could be expected if

urban growth is experienced extensively in this town suggests that it

will be given the lowest priority with 1 point.
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(B) Hit Urban Node

The relatively low expected urban growth in this urban node

(5764 peraoris ) could easily and without any threshold costs be

accommodated in any of the three proposed areas (Hit, Kubaisa and the

new suggested town), see map (8.4) and table (8.36), where:

(i) For Hit town, although physical and man-made restrictions of

growth limit the expansion of the town, represented by the very highly

productive agricultural land north east and to the north west of the

town, the Euphrates River to the north and the lowlands with asphalt

deposits to the south east, the only direction for the growth of the

town is to the south, up to the railway line (about 1 km. south of

the present boundaries of the town), the area could easily accommodate

the expected urban growth. This direction provides 2,800,000 square

metres of urban land which could accommodate, according to Iraqi planning

standards, about 25455 persons, which in turn is almost about five times

the expected urban growth in this urban node. This figure pern:.its sub-

stantial urben growth beyond 1985.
It should be noted that recently, a new neighbourhood has been

developed across the Euphrates River. Such development will be very

costly when it comes to connecting the two parts of the town or in

providing basic services. It also leads to the segregation of such a

small town. Apart from these consequences, the available land for

expansion on the other side of the river is a narrow strip between

valuable agricultural and hilly lands which in turn, increases further

the cost of development on this side. Hence, such a pattern for growth

in a town of Hit's size should be denied and not encouraged at all.

(ii) For Kubaisa town, no restrictions on the growth of the town

exist. The land available in almost all directions is flat, without

any agricultural value, available in abundant areas and owned by the State.
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The only restriction of growth is to the north, where valuable

orchards exist. These orchards in addition of being utilised for

agricul bural, purposes, could be utilised as a green belt to prevent

the growth of the town in this direction, where a polluting cement

industry is located some 10 km. to the north east.

(iii) For the suggested new town, in this urban node no

restrictions, of any kind, determine its growth, whether for the time

being or in the future.

The above analysis suggests that there are no restrictions on urban

growth in this urban nocie. The urban gro~'.'thpotentials provide the

opportunity for growth even beyond 1985, hence each of the proposed

areas for urbrul growth will be given the highest priority with 3 points

each.
(c) Baditba Urban Node

Unlike the two other urban nodes, existing towns in this node

seems to be facing real physical restrictions, which could limit their

growth. These limitations can be seen from the linear pattern of

development of both Haditha and Haqlaniya towns, map (8.4). The urban

growth potentials in this urban node could be summarised as follows:-

(i) For Haditha town, the Euphrates River from the east, Al-Ajlan

Valley and the Haqlaniya town boundaries on the south and hilly lands,

around 20-30 metres higher than the existing built up areas, from the

west, represent the main obstacles of growth of the to~n. However, the

upper part of the hilly land is relatively more accessible for the

development than the lower part, despite being costly compared to

development in fairly flat land. The upper part of the hilly land

provides about 2 million square metres of land whicc could accommodate

around 18000 inhabitants, see table (8036).
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It should be noted that about 50% of the land within the

boundaries of the town are of very good agricultural value and are

utilised as orchards. This land should be preserved for their

crucial agricultural value.

(ii) For Haqlaniya town, limitations on its growth are even more

severe than that of Haditha town. They are represented by the river

and rich orchards fro~ the east, hilly lands (25-35 metres higher than

the existing built up areas) from the south and AI-Ajlan valley and

Haditha town boundaries from the north. The only possible direction to

expand the town, with some additional cost due to the high gradient of

the land, is to the west, where around 500000 square metres are

available which could accommodate about 4500 inhabitants, see table

(8.36).
(iii) For the suggested new town near Haditha dam site, no

restrictions are found to face the growth of this suggested town to a

size many times as large as the expected urban growth in this urban

node. The only direction to be avoided in future growth of the town

is that of the river, where valuable orchards are concentrated.

Accordingly, the required 3500 inhabitants could be accommodated

in either of the three suggested areas but with additional costs in

both Haditha and Haqlaniya towns and without leaving a significant

spare potentiality for the natural future growth of Haqlaniya town.

Hence, the above analysis suggests that the suggested new town should

be given the highest priority with 3 points, Haditha town will be given

second priority with 2 points and Haqlaniya town will be given least

priority with 1 point.
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(D) Qaim Urban Node_---_ ..-_ .._-
Both table (8036) and map (804) indicate that, not only the

expected urban growth in this urban node can be accommodated within

each of the four propoeed areas, but rather further urban growth

expected beyond 1985 could be accommodated in each of them on a

considerable scale. The only restriction of growth, in this case,

is the desirable direction of growth where:-

(i) For Qaim town, growth cannot be experienced in both nor.thern

and western airections due to the very good agricultural land &ld

river restrictions on the north and the Syrian border on the south,

where the boundary of the town at this direction represents the border

of Iraq with Syria. Expansion of the town to the south can be

experienced in an unlimited scale, but at present stage this direction

of growth is not preferable due to the existence of a rail line and the

expected growth would be beyond this line which will be relatively

costly as a result of building either an overpass or tunnels to connect

the town. However, unlike the case of Ramadi City the line at this

point will be single track, which means the right of way will be

narrower, and the frequency of utilising the line will be lower as a

result of using it only for goods transportation.
The most economical and preferable direction of the growth of Qaim

town is to the east, where the land is available in an abundant areas,

without having any agricultural value and without any natural restrictions.

Growth in this direction could accommodate at leest double the size of

the expected urban growth in this urban node.
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(ii) For Karabla, Ubaidi and the suggested new bovn, expansion

could be experienced in all directions, except in the Euphra.tes River

direction, where no restrictions of any kind are prevailed and land is

available to accommoda te not only the expected urban grovJth but also a

substantial grO\·!th that could be expected beyond 1985.

Accordingly, each of the four suggested places of urban grouth ,

in this urban node will be given the highest priority with 3 points.

8.5. Summary

It should be noted frot': the beginning that due to the strong

interlinkages between C:tapters eight and nine, this chapter includes

a fairly short sunmary. A more significant summarywill follovl

Ct~pter nine, which will deal with both chapters to SCffiedegree.

In this chapter, three alternative urban grovlth strategies were

proposed. Alternative one suggests that the expected urban grovlth

could be directed to the main urban centre in each urban node.

Alternative two suggests that the expected urban groVTthcould be

directed to the other proposed existing urban centres in each urban node.

Al ternative three suggests that the expected urban gr-ovth could be

directed to the suggested new town in each urban node. The adoption

of Eocontrol strEotegy in defining the alternative strategies was

found to be helpful. It was found that the expansion of the existine

urban centres is loTithin the interest of the planning departments and

coincides with the pattern of the committed economic development and

the distribution of the ~ajor development projects in the study area.

The new town option, as a radice~ option, was adopted because it is

also within the concern of the Ministry of Industry and other

planning department in the country.
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The aims and objectives of the stu~T were also defined at this

stage. They have been derived frclr.the analysis of the socio-economic

and physical charactaristics of the study area. The declared national

and regional aims and objectives were another source f cr the derivation

of the aims and objectives of the alternative strategies.

This chapter also defined the factors that are expected to affect

the urban growth pattern of the region and the weights given to them

which reflect their importance. In whole, the factors incorporated in

the analysis included socio-economic,physical, environmental and

structural ones ar.d the weights assigned to them to reflect their

importance ranged from 1 to 3.
Finally, the first priority factors were tested in some detail in

this chapter. The results of the analysis of these factors indicated

that; First, the highest proportion of the spare capacities in the

provision of some services concentrate in the largest urban centres,

hence expanding the largest urban centre in eaCh urban node will best

utilise these spare capacities; second, economies of scale are

experienced in providing many services. This is found to be more

apparent in case of the annual running cost. In addition to the economies

of scale that could be achieved in larger urban centres, the latter

justify the provision of higher order services which need a population

threshold larger than the smaller urban centres can offer. Furthermore,

larger urban centres are the places where modern and more advanced

technology can be adopted more efficiently; Third, the daily journey to

work would be minimised, in all the four urban nodes, if the suggested

new towns are created. On the contrary, the longest and most costly

journeys to work would be in ease of expanding the largest urban

centres in each urban node except in case of Ramadi urban node where
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expanding Ramadi City will minimise them, and; Fourth, the creation

of a new town and the expansion of the largest urban centres in each

urban node could best achieve the most economical patterL of urban

development as far as the availability of land for urban growth is

concerned. They best pz-eaez-vet:le good'3.gricultural lando
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TOWARD AN ALTERNATIVE URBAN GROWTH STRATEGY FOR THE U.E.R.
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CHAPTER NINE

TOhAP..DAN ALTERNATIVE URE.AN GROWTH STRATEGY FOP. ~'HE U .E.R.
TWO: TESTING OF THE SECmm AND THIRD PRIOP.ITY FACTORS AND THE

CHOICE OF A PF.EFERRED S'I'RATEGY

INTRODUCTION

Follo~ing Chapter eight, this chapter will examine the second and

third priority factors. It will evaluate the overall results of the

analysis of the chosen urban gro~rth factors and it will recommend what

is thought to be the best urban grc~Tth strategy, taking into

consideration the prevailed socio-·econoffiicand physical constraints.

In choosing the preferred urban growth strategy a sensi tivi ty analy sis

will be done through which the original assumptions of the study ..Till be

relaxed. This would help in testing the validity of the results of the

study and whether its final conclusions would be changed highJy, slightly

or there would be no significant changes.

9.1. Analysis of Factors Aff.§cting Urban Growth Distribution of the

U.E.R. (Two: Second and Third Priority Factors)

9.1.1. Preserving Good Quality Lalldscape

The study of landscape on the regional or sub-regional level is

generally looked at from the following points of view:(1) First,

morFhology of the area, i.e., the study of land form and physical

charactaristics; Second, natural surface coverage, i.e., a study of type

of cover (trees, grass, cropland) and itsscale; Third, the study of the

effect on agriculture, forestry and mineral working of the landscape;

Fourth, the settleffientpattern and degree of urbanisation, i.e., the ext er.t

to which the landscape was already occupied by urban and suburban

development and the quality of such developments; and, Fifth, the ger-eral

(1) Leicester City Council and Leicestershire County Council, Leicester
and Leicestershire S\,'.b-RegionalPlanning Study, Report and
Recommendations, H.M.S.O., 1969, P.144.
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visu~l quality assessmer.t, i.e., a subjective assessment of the

landscape as e. whole taking into account of the more p:.rticulnr

elemer...ts men ti.oned above.

In principle, factors affecting change in landscape are on the

one hand the loss of wc od and trees, and on the other hand, the

increasing introduction of man-made features. The rate of change in

tr,e man-made landscape is increasingly rapid and whilst acme areas are

capable of improvemer.t, it is far easier to destroy than to restore

natural landscapes wl:ich have taken centuries to develop. (1)

Since the main concern of this study is the achievement of

a best distribution of the expected urban growth, the studies of the

above elements, on a macro level, are beyond its scope.(2) What is of

real importance here, is the micro study of landscape, Le., the mutual

rela tior.sl:ipbetween the urban gro'tlthand the domes ti.cLandscape , This

reutual relationship is represented, first, by preserving the very limited

good quality landscape within the catcbment area of the proposed places

fo~ expansion and/or new urban develop~ent, and secend, the proper

utilisation of these landscapes fcr aesthetical and environmental

improvements of the pr-oposed urban areas. To do so, natural, as well as

man-made landscape preservation will be included in the analysis of t~is

factor.
However, it should be m~4tioned that as of yet no objective survey

method and techniques of analysis to be used for- comparative evaluation

of the landscape have been developed. Both the survey methods and the

techniques to be used for comparative evaluation are highly subjective

~nd based largely or.visual criteria.
Cambridge Co~nty Council, op.cit., P.140.
Many of the elements of landscape are dealt with in Chapter seven,
namely, the study of land and physical charactaristics of the study
area, the agricultural potentials end the settlement patterr. and
distl'ibu tion.
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Water sites, orct~rds, and pl~ces with historic,

arctaeological or scern.c interest are an impc:ctant element in U..e

U.E.Ro landscape. These valu~ble elements can be summarised as

fclloVis:-

(a) Water Sites: water is an increasiLgly important element in

the study area lruldscape. The most important water sites are, the

Euphrates River, Habaniya Lake, Tharther Lake and Haditha Lake.

The Euphrates River runs through the study area f'rom West to

South east and has an extrerr.elypleasant and charmtng ctaracter. The

twisting behaviour ef the river not only gives ample opportunity for

su.ch perception of natural landsc~pes seen from home, but improves the

micro climate of the areas along it as well. In most parts of the

river, espocially between Hit and Ana to'tms, the traditional wheels

wnich are still used in cultivation and the river's islands (Hawijas)

which are rich with orchards and archaeological treasures, add further

to the river's scenf,c qua Iity. The river can therefore be considered,

in addition to its special importance for cultivation, landscape value,

and improving the micro climate, as a poter~tial attraction for local

recre&tional activities.
The three lakes wi thin the region are spaced in a way which

increase their importance in improYing the micro climate and scenic

quality of the study area. It also leadslto a better and more

ecor-ornicalutilisation'of these water sources fer different activities,

mainly as tourist resorts, electricitJ' generation, fishing and so on.

Habaniya Lake, tLe well kno~n recreational site for day trips or

short weekend holidays by Baghdadians, is located in the lo~er end of

the study area. The recent, entirely new development to the south east

of the lake will increase its importance as a tourist resort to serve
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many parts of the country, especially the U.E.R. itself and the

central region of Iraq which includes, Baghdad, Daila, Wasit, Babylon,
Kerebla and Najaf Muhafadhas.

Thurthar Lake, the largest among tr,e three lakes, is to the east

of the study area. In recent years, the lake has been utilised for

swimming and bO&ting on day visits fron: Baghdad.

Haditha Lake, whicr. will result f!~m the construction of Haditha

dam is situated nearly in the central part of the study area. The

location and the character of the lake seems that it will have a greater

appeal than the two others. It will have greater scenic value. In

their regional study, Planar's pointed out that, "Unlike the other lakes

which he.ve flat and featureless edges, tbis will have a distinctly

feetured sr.ore line with cliffs end steep sides in places and a

pronounced peninsular of land jutting out two or three kilometres into

the lake from the southern shore. It will also have the appeal of

being a major national acl:.ievement and a place to be visited." (1)

(b) Orcr.ard Areas: As has been mentioned earlier, the Euphrates

River is surrounded on both banks by farms and orcl:ards creating a-

very ricl:.contrast to the rather barren surroundings. Large areas of

these orcr.ards and fa~ lands are either within the boundaries of most

urban areas of the region or just beyond their fringe, see map (8.4).

Hence, any flAXther urban development should avoid these areas due to

their scenic values, improving the micro climate, as well as their

extraordinary agricultural value. Apart f'ron;these orchards and good

farm lands, the study area is very poor in vegetation where no wood land

or any type of plants of real importance exist. Additionally, the

natural vegetation is very poor, changeable and seasonal (found only in

winter and spring seasons). It extends to include some corr~on weeds,

(1) Planar, op.cit., Appendices of Stage One, P.F.6.
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mustard, reeds, water lilies ruld grass(1) whicr. have no significant

importance in improving the landscape.

(c) Historical and Arcr..aeological Sites: The study area has a

rich archaeological heritage, and the knowledge of the existence of

sites has increased raFidly in recent years as e result of extensive

exploration.

Several existing tOrms in the study area are of historical interest.

These urban centres are Ramadi, Hit, Haditha, Ana and Qaim. There are

also several archaeological sites in the region, the most important of

which are the river isl~lds (Hawijas), the ancient rectangular walled

city of Hindanu near Qaim dating from the old Babylonian period, the

old citidel in Rawa dating from the Ottoman era, Ana's famous minerat,

the to'tm of Bad.idanu near Hadi tha which has been important in every

recorded period and Rapiqum, the most important early city in the

southern part of the study area, dating from at least the Akkadian

period (2300 B.C.).(2)

These places are not on the scale of some of Iraqis more famous

historical sites. However, Hindanu and Rapiqum are very major sites.

The remainder are unlikely to have more than local or regional

importance, but do represent the study areas' heritage and as SUcll help

to provide a rapidly growing region with an identity and links with its

long history.
Pres·ervation and development of n:ost of these historical and

archaeological sites could be achieved in the preparation of the detailed

local plans. This is particularly true in the case of Qaim, Karabla,

&ava, Haditha and Hit torms. The other historical sites are outside the

boundaries of the urban areas &ld are of regional interest.

(1) Regional Planning Department, Planning for the U.E.R., op.cit.,P.1S7.
(2) For more detailed information about historical and archaeological

sites in the study area, see, Appendix (S).
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The above charactaristics of the landscape elements in the U.E.R.

imply that, in general, the proposE·d pattern of growth of each suggested

urban centre, presented in previous sections, coincides with the aim of

preserving the landscape of good quality and utilising these landscapes

in improving the built enviror.ment. This could be shown as follows:-

For Ramadi urban node; First, the suggested pattern of grol\th of

Ramadi City to the west should avoid the good quality landscape along

the river. At the same time it should utilise the proximity to Eu~hrates
and AI-Warar Rivers and Habaniya Lake which means providing a pleasant

environment to the newcomers; Second, the suggested growth pattern in

Habaniya town should also avoid the good quality landscape along the

river, but, as it has been seen, the proposed area for growth is very

limited, which implies that any further grouth would be at the expense

of the good qualit.y landscape; and, Third, the location of the suggested

new town. should take the advantage of being on Habaniya Lake which

provides p.Leaaant waterside scenery, with no limitation on urban gro",·th

of any type.
Accordingly, Ramadi City and the new to",~ will be given the highest

priority with 3 points each, whilst Habaniya tow~ will be given the

lowest priority ~~th 1 point.

For Hit urban node; the suggested pattern of grov;th of each urban

centre coincides with the aim of preserving the good quality landscape.

The historical sites in Hit town could be preserved and develo~ed, as

important inheritance, through a detailed local plan. However, the

location of both Kubaisa town and the suggested new town in the desert

area do not provide the opportunity to get the benefits of being along

the river's pleasant environment. The life in such places, as far as,

climate is concerned, is hard. Hence, Hit town will be given the highest
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priority with 3 points, wr.ilst the remaining two areas will be given
the second priority \.Ji th 2 points each.

For Haditha urban node; again the suggested pattern of gro~th of

eacr. suggested urban grov.-tharea coincides with the aim of preserving

and improviding the good quality landscape. It also maintains

pleasant waterside scenery of the Euphrates River and Haditha Lake in

case of the suggested new tovm. The historical sites in Haditha tov.-n

could also be preserved and developed through local planning. However,

the above pattern of growth which took the landsce.pe and environmental

aspects into f~ll consideration could accorr~odate a limited population

in the case of Haqlaniya which means that any further expansion to

e.ccoII'~odate the whole of the expected urban growth in this urban node,

while still leaving a considerable area for future expansion, wOt'.ldbe

r..tthe expense of the good quality landsca.pe. Hence, Haditha town and

the su~gested new tov.-nwill be given the highest priority with three

points each, whilst Haqlaniya town will be given the lowest priority

'I'dth one point.
For Qaim urban node; the suggested urban growth pattern of each

urban centre coincide with the aim of preserving and developing the

good quality landscape. It again utilises fully the pleasant

enviror~ent of the Euphrates River. The historical tower of Qaim could

be incorporated wi thin the town and developed in a way 'l'lhichpreserves

its historical value. The only restriction on the suggested urban

growth in this urban node is to the east of Karabla to\\n, where the walls

of the ancient rectangular walled city dating from old Babylonian period

are still recognised on the grou.nd. This site should be preserved and

developed due to its special historical importance in this part of the

region. However, the areas of land available on the other side of the
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t ovn , still provide the opportunity to accommodate a far greater

popula tion than the expected urban gro.,th in this urban node.

Accordingly, all the proposed urban centres here will be given the
highest priority with 3 points eacL

9.1.2. Social Considerations: Social Relationships and Personal

Preferences of Location and City-Size

Social ccr..siderations and individual preferer.ces are other

important factors in deciding the urban gro\'tthpolicy of any point

in space. Both aspects have been given considerable attention in

recent years in stu.dying the question of city-sizes and distribution.

Drawing a policy on a basis of maximising the economic benefits only

is not adequate, unless the social relationships and individual

preferences are incorporated within that policy or urban growth model.

Earlier throughout this study, the importance given to such factors has

been elaborated and optimal city-size moiels, such as, Laird and Mazek

mo<iel of "City-Size Preferences and Migration," (1974) and Price model

of "Individual Preferer.ces and Optimal City-Size", (1978), relying on

such factors in ex~laining the optimal city-sizes and distribution,

have been presented and discussed.

In this study, unlike the above optimal ci ty-size models, social

relations and individual preferences will not be regarded as the only

and most decisive factors of the U.E.R. urban growth model, but rather

as an important aspect which with the results of the ar.alysis of many

other factors (economic, stI~ctural and environmental) will help in

drawing a most appropriate distribution pattern of the expected urban

growth in the study area.

Information for the analysis of social considerations and individual

preferences are obtained mainly from the personal observations and
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communication with the study area different socio-economic grotlFs

and local officials, not only at the field survey period but rather

since 1977, where the writer of this study participated in the

planning committees involved with studying the question of resettlement

of Haditha reservoir population. This relatively long-term involvement

with the resettle~ent question helped ~n recognising the socia-cultural

cbaractaristics of the social groups in the region, establishing a more

comprehensive outlook to the main social problems ruld helped to

visualise the more reliable and reali.stic approaches of solving these

problems, or at least minimisins their consequences. It also helped

in giving priorities to the solution side of these Froblems. Studies

dealing with the social aspects of the study area are also considered of

special importance in analysing this factor. These studies are mainly,

"Planning for the U.E.R.,,(1~ "~ocio-Ecor..omic Study of the Haditha Dam

Area,,(2) and "U.E.R. Plan and Resettlement of Haditha Reservoir

population,,~3) The findings of these studies are either based on field

surveys and/or general observations and personal cc~munication with

different socio-economic groups and local officials in the study area.

Both the findings from personal observations and communication and those

resulted from the field survey confirm each other ar.d could be

summarised according to the two stated elements of the social

considerations as follows:-
(A) .The Social Structure of the Study Area

By social structure is meant the whole network of social relations

in which the members of a given co~munity are involved at a particular

time. Of cone ern here is the social structure within the urban areas ef

Regional PlarillingDepartment,Planning for the U.E.R.,op.cit.,PP.245-
257.
Regional Planning Department,Socio-Economic Study of Haditha Dam
Area, op.cit.
Planar, op.cit., Appendices of Stage One, Appendix B, PP.B1-B10.
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the region rather than the whole social structure (rural-urban).

Hence, the analysis will concentrate on the social structure within

urban areas. The family system and the degree of urbanism of the

urban societies of the study area will be discussed here:-

(a) The family is the most f~ndamental and most important of all

the components of the social structureo "It is an economic unit of

production and consumption, a political unit within the confederation

of the families that make up the clan, and finally a religious unit.,,(1)

The family is also a unit with cow~on interests and common culture.

Planar's study pointed out that, the traditional family system in the

study area is charactarised by being(2):

(i) extended, i.e., or-ehousehold unites the father of the family,

his wife or in exceptional cases wives, his unmarried children, his

married sons and their families and maybe other relatives as well. In

recent years, a considerable change has taken place in urban areas where

marr·ied sons tend to move off to their own homes, and the unit of

housing has changed accordingly to that of the simple (nuclear family).

However, a considerable proportion of families are still of the sort of

extended ones, and even in case of the simple families, links between

families continues to be very strong. The cor..ventionalexpectations

of the traditional culture are that adult brothers will remain in

contact with eacll other, and be mutually loyal and assist each other

throughout their life time. Each married male is the head of his

nuclear family, but he has obligations to his parents, brothers and

sisters as long as they live. As a result, these considerations result

in the extended family households with geographical propinquity.

(1) Ibid, P.B1.
(2) Ibid, PP.B1-B3.
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Rapid urbanisation and industralisation are expected to fasten

the breakdown of the traditional extended family. Widespread of

educa tion introduced will also further introduce new social values which

counter the traditional way of life. All these economic and cultural

transformations will lead the young people to favour independence;

(ii) Patrilineal, i.e., each individual belongs to his father's

rather than his mother's line;

(iii) Patrilocality, i.e., a young couple generally lives in the

locality of the husband's parents;

(iv) Patriarchial, i.e., the father is master of his family, while

the eldest male who is head of the entire extended family as a ruler of

the centre grou.p;

(v) Endogamy, i.e., there is a general trend to marry within a

relatively narrow circle. Marriages contracted in the large extended

family have traditionally been preferred, and those between first

cousins are still considered ideal, although they are less frequent than

in the past. The relatively higher economic and cultural trar.sformations

in larger urban centres played a major I'ole in breaking down the relative

marriage system in these urban areas, especially the central city of

the region (Ramadi) and Qadha centres urban areas, where marriage among

relatives in SUml urban areas is far lower than in smaller ones and

rural settlements,(1) and;

(vi) Occasionally polygymous, i.e., a man may marry more than one

wife at the same time. The prevalence of polygamy has often been

greatly exaggerated. Although it is lawful among Muslims, it is

increasingly the exception rather than the rule. It is a very rare

phenomenon in urban areas, especially the larger ones.

A similar finding has been presented in the study of social
relations of Haditha reservoir area, see, Regior.al Plalming
Department, Planning For •••• , 0F.cit., PP.249-250.
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(b) Urban societies of the study area differ in the degree of

urbanism, whereas in large urban centres, especially Ra.r:J.adiCity, a

more urbanised way of life is practised while in the smaller urban

centres, especially those evolved recently from large villages, tribal

social structure and relationships are still noticeable. Both Planar's

study and the regional planning department study of the region's

development confirm the above generalisation, where Planar's study

9L1phasised that " •••, a distinction has to be made between old and new

towns respectively, and between the indigenous population and recent

immigrants. Newcomers tend to retain their traditional way of life,

and therefore, their social structure is similar to that in their place

of origin or village place. After a period of time they become more

affected by the urban conditions aud their social structure and even

their family structure undergoes a considerable Change.,,(1) The study

added that, "In towns whicl: evolved from large villages, and particularly

in old to~~s which have preserved their traditional patterns of

behaviour, the clan still plays an important role in determining the

social structure among its members.,,(2) The regional planning

department study also emphasised the same point. It found that

traditions, values and systems of life of the social groups under

investigation in Rawa, Parwana, Ubaidi and Karabla to be less urbanised

than the social groups in Ana, Haqlaniya, Haditha and Qaim.(3)

Accordingly, tribal relationships among the first group are more

experienced. It is clear that, the first group of urban centres are

smaller in size and mostly evolved from large villages while the second

(1) Planar, op.cit., Appendix B, P.B9.
(2) Ibid, P.B9.
(3) Regional Planning Department, Planning for ••• ,op.cit., PP.246-247.
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group is larger in size and have experienced a social, economical

and cultural transformations throughout time. Such transformations

led to the replacement of the tribal relationships by a new more

urbanised and based on mutual interest. The rapid socia-economic

and cultural transformations in the latter grou.p of ur-ban areas could

be atrributed either to; their importrult location as transportation

nodes, which introduced the local people to other social groups either

from Iraq or Syr~a and the expected adaptation of new values and

traditions as a result of such co~munication; or the shortage of

traditional economic resotrrces (mainly the agricultural potentialities)

in and around larger ur-ban areas compar-ed to their human resources

which forced the gro~ing population of these areas to reigrate to other

parts of the country, especially Baghdad, the capital. This migration

trend brought about new values (more urbanised ones) to the original

areas of the migrants as a result of the strong linkages between the

migrants and their families and relatives in their original areas.

The existence of oil establishments at K3' south west of Haditha and

Haqlaniya towns since 1932, also resulted in such trrulsformations as a

result of direct contacts between the local people at these areas and

the British people which were exploiting these establiShments.(1)

On the whole, the urban social structure based on the kinship

system is weakening in small towns and in large urban centres,

disappearing. Among the reasons for this are industralisation,

urbanisation, the spread of education and the emergence of modern

associations in the society. The trend of weakenint, the tribal social

structure in the study area will even be accelerated as a result of the

undergoing socia-economic development, where the declining importance

of kinship ties in consolidating the social structure of the urban

communities is generally accompanied by greater population size, density
(1) Ibid, P.248.
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and heterogeneity.

Since the very traditional tribal relationships represent an

under developed pattern of social life and eco~omic organisation anddo

not cope with the neecs of the socio-economic and cultural

transformations}undergoing in the region and the country as a whole,

then a more developed and open forms of social life and modern

associations are needed. Hence, in planning for the distribution pattern

of the expected urban growth, minimising the tribal relationships in

existing urban celitres and the suggested new ones is regarded to be of

considerable importance. However, in smaller urban centres, where tribal

relationships are relatively stronger and most of their population belongs

to one clan or tribe, then such change should be scheduled in a very

careful way over a longer period of time and cautiously to avoid any

negative social consequences.

(B) Preferences of Location and City-Size

As a result of the strong family and social relationships in the

urban areas of the region, one can easily find a general trend among

urban settlers to live in their original places and in small groups.

The most valuable study in this respect, which could be adopted for the

prupose of analysing the personal preferences of location and city-size
is the one conducted by the Regional Plalming Department of the Ministry

of Planning in 1977 entitled, "Socio-Economic Study of the Haditha

Dam Area." (1) This study which was confined to the urban and rural

settlements that will be flooded as a result of the establisl1ment of

the Haditha Dam, was based mainly on a field survey which included

different sc.cio-economic aspects of the population to be resettled.

The field survey was carried out on the basis of a 10% rando~ saople

of urban and rural household heads in Ana and Rawa Qadhas. The study

(1) Regional Planning Department, Socia-Economic Study •••• ,op.cit.
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found that the majority of the inhabitants of Ana town (68%) preferred

to remain in the vicinity of the new reservoir, see table (9.1). 12%

of the inhabitants preferred the new town. Accordingly, the percentage

of inhabitants preferring to cvntinue to settle in the same community

would be 8c$. Only 15% of the existing population of Ana tovn prefer

to move to other places of which f!'/o wish to go to Baghdad and 6% to

Qaim Qadha where a phosphate complex is under cvnstruction. For Rawa

urban population, a s~aller percentage preferred to remain in the

vicinity of the new reservoir (31%), whilst 36% of its inhabitants

preferred to resettle in Qaim and Baghdad. These two preferred

relocation sites do not reflect a desire on the part of the population

of Ra.wa to shift up the community and/or to live in other urban

communities, but rather reflect a concern about the future when the

p~oductive part of this town (the cultivable land) will be flooded.

Hence they preferred places where alternative job opportur~ties could

be found.
Table (9.1)

Future Looation Desired (in relative terms)

Urban Near the Ne", Ana The Same Haditha Qaim Baghdad Other Total
Area Nell Lake Town Original TO,\\"!l Tov;n Areas

Qadha

Ana 68 12 - 1 6 9 4 100
Rawa 31 15 3 2 23 13 13 100

So~rce,Extracted from, Regional Pl.anrri.ngDepartment, Socio-Economic
••••• ,op.cit., table A1, P.2.

The general trend of the urban population of Ana and Rawa to

co~tinue to live in a similar social environment to their previous one

and within the same groups reflects the strong social soldarity among

them, the attachment of the people to their environment and the willingness
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to continue to share the same common interest. This general trend

could be found in other urban areas of the region but to a lower

degree in Ramadi City, to a higher degree in the smaller urban centres

and something inbetween in the remaining urbrul centres.

The urban population of Ana and Rawa not only prefer to continue

to live in the same locality and environment, but rather they prefer to

live within small co~munities. The above mentioned study (The Socio-

Economic Study of the Haditha Dam Area) found that 42% of the urban

population of Ana prefer to live in towns 250 families and over, whilst

43% prefer to live in urban areas smaller than 250 families. The

remaining 15% of the inhabitants, showed no sign of size preference.(1)

In Rawa town the situation is even more pronounced, where only 38% of

its urban population prefer to live in areas with more than 250

families, whilst 54% of them prefer to live in settlements smaller in

size than 250 families and f5fo of the population had no size preference.(2)

Preference for small settle~ents also reflects a strong social

solderity and the willingness to live with very narrow social groups.

It also reflects that a considerable proportion of the urban population

in these urban areas either o~n or utilise agric~ltural holdings. The

study found that about 31% of the urban population of Rawa and Ana were

engaged in agriculture either entirely or as a second occupation.(3)

It could be generalised from the above analysis that the trends of

population preferences to continue to live in their original localities

and within small urban communities are applicable to other urban areas

in the region with some expected qualitative differences. These trends

are expected to be higher in smaller urban centres, especially those

evolved from ruralat"igin, lower in case of larger urban centres, such as

T1T!bid, P.1.
(2) .lli:.!!, P.1.
(3) Ibid, Table C1, P.10.
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Hit, Qaim and Haditha and very weak in case of Ramadi City which is a

more urbanised area, in the region, in whatever sense of the term.

The above analysis of social considerations, suggests that for

distributing the expected urban growth in each urbrul node, the new

towns cculd best meet the objectives of this factor. People willing

to settle in most likely socially heterogeneOUS8l1d s~ll co~munities

will join then:... These new'ccmmundtd.es could be organised and built

from the beginning on a modern basis and values of the society.

Accore.i.ngly tribal s tz-uctur-e and relationships could be eliminated in

this case. Hence this a.lterna tive will be given the highest priority

~ith 3 po~nts in the case of each suggested new town.

In Ramadd, City, the most ur-ban Lsed area in the reg-ion, where the

tri bal relationships are v-ery weak, the socLaty is core het ercgeneoue

tl:.an in other urban ar-eas of t:te region and moderr. associa tior~s

governing its societj are n:ore apps rent , This city l-~ill be a prefera"cle

place to attrect many groups, especially the skilled and qualified people

and the groups of people which enjoy the social and recreational

f8.cili ties of the larger urban areas. Larger Urb811 areas nean a wider

cho~ce of housing, shopping centres, tre.nspor-t facilities and so OIl.

Addi tionally Ramadi City i teelf ""ill be the main source of the labou.r

f'cr-ce required by the conmd,tted projeots in this urban node espec~ally

the skilled pez-sonned , The latter fact in:..plies that the qualified

personnel and other groups of t.he needed labour fOI-ce who are originally

from RaI:le.diCity uill prefer to cor.tinue to live in their city. Bence,

expansion of this city will be given the bighest priority with 3 points.

For the second order urban centres or the major urban centres in

urban nodes, other than P.a.madiurban node, such as, Ee.baniya, Hit,

Hadi tha and Qaim, tribal social relations could be f'ound, The nevc oners
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would be expected to live in sucl, t01';IlSalthough, at the first etage ,

SOIr.esocial problems may be f'ound ..rhi ch cou.Ld be sc lved tl:rough

separation of the ne....comers in special quarters of these t ovns , These

urban centres and their hinterlands, on the other hand, provide a

cOLsiderable proportion of the needed persor~el to operate the

development projects cccnu.tted in their urban nodes. These employees

would prefer to live in the:'r original towr..s to keep their social

rela tions. Expansion of tl:ese towns means a wider range of services

could be provided which may be preferable to the newcor:ers. Finally

their expansion means further ....eakering of the remai:r..ing tribal social

structure which is a main aim of this factor. HeLce, this group of

tOl\ns will be given the second priority with 2 points each.

Finally, the smaller urban centres in each trrban node will be given

the Loves t priority to expand with 1 point each. This is due to the

fact that the tribal relationships in these urban centres are far II:OI'e

stronger and the acceptance of newcomers on a large number ...rou Ld not be

acceptable by the original population of these to~ms. Such tcvns , on

the other hand, are not the ones which the newcor::ers seeks to settle in,

especially the qualified people who prefer to live in !Lore open

societies provided with wide range of ur-ban life facilities and services.

9.1 .30 Reinforc:i.r:g the F.xisting SettleLlents and Increasing the Efficiency

of the Settlement Pattern

As seen earlier in Chapter four, the national andloI' regional

system of ur-ban centres plays an important role in the economic grov!th

of any nation 01' region. It fulfils Bany other purposes that give

justifice.tion to tt.e view that it is an inst:n.:.ment for achieving national

and regional growth. Al:ilongthese other purposes it was found that the

higher the order of an ur-ban place in the hi.erar-chy , the greater the
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oppor tundty of invention and adoptation of T.eKideas and techr.oloE,"Yare;

innovations spread faster f'ror, central to I:"liddle-sized tovns than

from these to smaller ones and the adoption lags between the successive

types ef terms increase in length as the to~n size decreases; distance

separa tLng'the central urban centre, the innovation generator", and the

recejving centres affect the spread of the new innovations and ideas,

where it is found to be inversely r"elated to the distance separating

the two areas; Hierarchy of ur-ban centres permits specialisa tion,

division of labour anddiffere'ntia tion in economic function. It offers

a wider choice of location for different economicunits and enables them

to op6rate more efficiently; and, The leading city in a region plays an

important role in the development of that region (the grc'Ilth centre

strategy).

Spacing of urban centree an the region is as important to the

regional grow-tl:policy as the size distribution of them, whereas it

has been seen earlier, Boventer in his armlysis of interrelationships

in space between urban centres, has argued that two main factors influence

the ideal location for a city cr a tOlm: agglomeration economies gained

by locating near a larger centre and hinterlarld effects which are small

(or negative) near large cities beca.use of cou:petitive power but are

etrong at a distance because of tl.e protection of a shel tere·d n:arket

area. According to Boventer, the optimal d~stance for a city is that

which maximises the sun of agglomeration arrl hinterland effects.

Hence, due to the importance of both the size distribution and

spa.c:_ngof urban centres vrithin the region for the well being of their

population and grorlth and because of the unbalanced existing distribution

and spacine of urban centres in the study area represented by the dominance

of PB.l!ladiCity over the whole urban system, widening the deviation between
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the hypothetical and e.ctual distribution patterns and the unbalanced

hierarch" and spacing of the exis ting urban centres (see Cl-apter 5J.· ).r r., X ,

this facto:':' tas been given an importance in the analysis of the future

urban growth pattern of the region. The introduction of this factor

in the analysis then aims at improving the hierarchical pattern of

urban centres in a way which proI'lotes more efficient patterns of

aerv Lce provision, stronger interlinkages v1itr.in the settlements of

the hierarchy and hence establishes conditions that will encourage

self-sustaining growth after 1985 and reduces the dominance of the

regional capital city, Ramadi.

It should be noted from the beginning that the ribbon pattern of

distribution of existing settlements along the Euphrates River; the

spatial distribution of the comna tted basic emp.Lcyment; the lack of

sufficient water resources, good agricultural land, basic infrastructure

facilities ar.d the environmental and natural constraints in areas outside

the river basin are the main constraints of changing the Fresent urban

settlements pattern to a substantially more balanced cne , Hovever , the

proposed al ternative urban grNlth sh'ategies indicate that a considerable

change in the city-size distribution could be achieved, see table (9.2)
and figure (9.1), with very limited or no change at all in the spacing of

the urban centres due to the above mentioned restr'ictions. The

expected city-size distribution pattern in 1985 could be smnn:arised

accordine: to the alternative suggested urban grovth strategies.

(A) Alte-rnative Or,e: The Expected rrE~_Q!.Qvlth is Di.rected to the

~,Egest [rban Centre in each Urban Node

The resulting city-size distribution pattern acccr~ing to this

alternative implies that Remadd.City will continue to be the la.rgest and

predolI'.inant urban centre in the s tudy area with a total population of

about 117000 inhabitants, see table (9.2.1). Its predo~inance will
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Table (9.2)
Ex~cted City-Size DistributiOL in tte U.E.R. b~~,

Accordine; to the Three Proposed Alternatives
1. If the Largest Urban Centre in Each Urban Nod.e is Expanded(1)

-- I -
Ur-ban Area Expected (2) % of the Rank Zipf % of the

lsize,1985 Largest Hypothetical Largest
City Size City------ ---- -- -- ------

Ramadi Urban
Nod.e:
Ramadi 116637 100.0 1 116637 100.0
Habaniya 21378 18.3 4 29159 25.0
New TOl-Tn 9768 8.4 6 19440 16.7

Hit Urban Node:
Hit 21514 18.4 3 38879 33.3
Baghdadi 1450 1.2 13 8972 7.7
Kubaisa 4500 3.9 10 11664 10.0
Al-Furat 950 0.8 15 7776 6.7
Muhamadi 1250 1 .1 14 8331 7.1
New Town - - - - -

Haditha Urban
Node:
Haditha 16578 14.2 5 23327 20.0
Haqlaniya 4850 4.2 9 12960 11 .1
Parwana 2500 2.1 12 9720 8.3
New Town - - - - -

Ana Urban Node:
Ana 6850 5.9 7 16662 14.3
Rawa 5250 4.5 8 14580 12.5

Qain Urban Node.
Qaim 44602 33.2 2 58319 50.0
Karabla 3150 2.7 11 10603 9.1
RuILmana 850 0.7 16 7290 6.3
Ubaidi 550 0.5 17 6861 5.9
New Tov;n - - - - -

(2)

Due to the inapplicability of 1:his aasumpt i.on in case of Ramadd Urban
node, as far as the d.aily journey to \-lorkis concerned, (See 8.4.3)
hence tt.e expected urban grov;th is distributed among Ramada City and
the new town in accordance to the generated direct and indirect
employment in each point (See 6.5.2).
Calcvla ted on the basis of 1980 population plus the expected urban
growth to 1985 which is obtained from ta1:1'e(6.7). Urban centres
which are not proposed for the purpose of the analysis of
distributing the expected urban grov.th are assumed to be constant,
as far as the population size is concerned.

( 1 )
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decline relative to the 1977 position when the sd.ze of the second

largest urban centre (Qaim t.onn) will be about 3Y/o of its size

against 22% in 1977, i.e., the size of Ramad ; Ci ty will decline from

fourfolds to "tbreefolds of the size of th e second largest urban centre.

Qaim tOI-Jr"instead of Habaniya +own , is going to become the second

largest urban centre in the region with a populaticn of acout 45000

inhabitants. The expected change in the rank of Qaim tOl-m to second

one is very important since Qaim t ovn is just at the other end (west

end) of the study area. Having an urban centre of such size in this

part of the study area permits prcvision of a wider range of services,

weakens the dependence of Qaim town and the nearby urban centres on

Ramadi City, and will establish cond Ltd ona that will encourage further

future grcwth. Add to that the importance of the growth of Qaim town

which will serve not only the regional population and economy but will

also have a special importance in linking Baghdad and Ramadi, i.e.,

the Iraqi cities with S:p'ian cities, since it represents a mid point

between these important urban centres.
According to this alternative, the relative importance (in

populatior, terms) of t.ouns such as Hit and Haditha in the urban eys+em

will slightly increase. They will represent about 18% and 14% of the

expected size of Ra.madi City respectively, against 16% and 1~ of its

size in 1977. However, despite the insignificant increase in tileir

relative importance, expa.nding such urban centres by about 39% and 28%

of their size in 1977 will strengthen the interlinkages between

different urban centres in tile region, especially between the two ~ain

growth centres, Ramadi and Qaim. This is mainly due to the location of

both Hit and Hadi tha tovns which are some 60 and 160 km's to the north

west of Re.madi City respectively. It also :i:npliesthat a wider range of

commodi ties and services could be provided for their populations and other
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urban areas and hinterlands connected to them a~inistratively and

spatially. On tte contrary, the relative importance of all the other

existing urban centres \-rilldecrease compared to 1977. However, almost

all the urban cer..tres which are not going to experience urban gro~lth

are wi thin easy access to tr.e main urban centres, where the expected

urban growth is directed, according to this alternative. Hence they

would benefit from the expansf.on of the main urban cen tres within their

urban nodes. The benefit would be through ha\~ng an easy access to a

wider range of serva.ces and facilities provided in the latter urban

cent ree ,

Finally, this alternative permits the creation of a new town at

Habaniya tourist village site to accommodate about 10000 inhabitants.

However, due to the location of this new town at the eastern edge of the

region and its relatively small size, its role in strengthening the

overall urba!1 system of the region is expected to be limited and confined

mainly to the services provided by the tourist village.

The above changes in urban system imply that the deviation from the

hypothetical pattern will be narrowed, (see figure, 9.1.1), compared to

that of 1977, (see figure 6.2.2), especially in the upper and middle

tails of the expected distribution curve. This ~eans a more balanced

distribution of city-sizes will be achieved. However, no influential

changes in tte sFacing of urban centres are expected.

(B) Alternative Two: The Expected Urban Growth is Directed to the

Proposed, Smaller Urban Centres in Each Urban Node

Although, it is aSSllreedthat, according to this alternative, Raffiadi

City will not eXI,erience any population grouth, it will continue to be

the largest city in the study area. However, its relative importance

will decline as it will be no larger than twice the size of the second
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largest urban cer; tre (Habaniya town in this case). Its population

will continue to be 101000 inhabitants, whilst that of Habaniya will

go up to about; 46000 inhabitants, (see table 9.2.2.).

Unlike the case of the first alternative, the second largest

urban centre (Habaniya t.oxn) is located in the same urban node as

Ramadi City. It issome 25 km.'S south east of liamadi. This implies

tha t enlarging Habaniya toxn will not improve tt.e level of the

performance of the components of the urban system. It means that

Habaniya tOl-m will not be able to cater the high order services and

f~ctions. This alternative also implies that no major urban centre

will be created at the other end of the study area or elsewhere in

between bhe two ends which will help in reinforcing the urban system.

A town of a considerable size could be developed either in Karabla

(about 35000 inhabitants) or in Ubaidi (about 32000 inhabitants). In

anyone of the two cases, sucb town sizes will not be in a position to

compete with Ramadi Cit,y or to provide a substantially higher order

services than those already provided by Qaim town. Towns such as

Ana and Rawa will continue, in such a case to depend on the regional

capital to fulfil their higher order needs from services, as well as

other daily requirements. The cor..tinuation of such dependency or..

Ramadi City is very costly both in economic and social terms.

Apart from the case of Qaim urban node, enla.rgingthe proposed

smaller urban can tres, in each urban node, will increase their relative

importance, but to a level that cannot compete with the main urban

centres in serving the population and ecor..o~yof these urban nodes.

The size of the proposed urban can tres for urban expansion,according

to this alterr.ative, will cor..tinueto be smaller than the main urbar..

centres. For instance, Kucaisa to~~ will be expanded to accommodate
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Table (9.2)
EX"Rected City-Siz,e Dishibution in the U.E.R. by 1985,

According to the Three Proposed Alternatives
2. If the Proposed Smaller Urban Centres in Eacb Urbar. Node are Expanded

I
Urban Area Expected (1) % of the Rank Zipf % of the

~ize, 1985 Largest Hypothetical Largest City
City ** ++ Size

** ++ ** ++

Ramadi Urban
!Node:
Ramadi 101553 100.0 1 1 101553 101553 100.0 100.0
Habaniya 46230 45.5 2 2 50777 50777 50.0 50.0
New Town - - - - - - - -

!HitUrban Node:
Hit 15750 15.5 4 4 25388 25388 25.0 25.0
Baghdadi 1450 1.4 12 13 8463 7812 8.3 7.7
Kubaisa 10264 10.1 7 7 14508 14508 14.3 14.3
Al-Furat 950 0.9 14 15 7254 6770 7.1 6.7
Muhamadi 1250 1.2 13 14 7812 7254 7.7 7.1
New Town - - - - - - - -

iHaditha Urban
~ode:
Haditt_a 13150 12.9 5 5 20311 20311 20.0 20.0
Haqlaniya 8278 8.2 8 8 12694 12694 12.5 12.5
Parwana 2500 2.5 11 12 9232 8463 9.1 8.3
New Town - - - - - - - -

A,na Urban Node:
Ana 6850 6.7 9 9 11284 11284 11.1 11.1
Rawa 5250 5.2 10 10 10155 10155 10.0 10.0

Raim Urban Node:
Qaim 12850 12.7 6 6 16926 16926 16.7 16.7
Karabla 34902** 34.4** 3 11 33851 9232 33.3 9.1

3150++ 3.1++
Rummana 850 0.8 n5 16 6770 6347 6.7 6.3
Ubaidi 550** 0.5** 6 3 6347 33851 6.3 33.3

32302++ 31.8++
New Town - - - - - - - -

(1) Extracted in the same way as in table (9.2.1).
** In case of expanding Karabla town.
++ In case of expanding Ubaidi town.
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abo~t 10000 inhabitants, i.e., less than the existing population of

Hit town by abo~t 5000 inhabitants. The differences betwee~ Haditha ,
the main urban centre in its u.rban node, and Haqlaniya, the

r-ecommended ur-ban centre for expan ai.on according to this al terna.tive,

also will be about 5000 inhabitants in favour of Haditha town, see

table (9.2.2).

Hence, the expected distribution pattern of city-sizes according

to this second alternative shows again that a deviation from the

hypothetical pattern will be nar-rowed even to a higher degree than

that which could be achieved from alternative one, (see figure 9.1.2),

especially in the upper and middle tails of the expected distribution

curve. The overall distribution pa ttern again seerr.sto be rela,tively

more balanced in the case of expanding Ubaidi to~~ than that resulted

from expanding Karabla +ovn, This is sin_ply because Ubaidi town is

about 30 km's from Qaim while Karabla to~n is just about 5 km's from

it. Its location in relation to Ana to~n to tl:esouth east (around

60 km's) is also better than that of Karabla (around 85 km's). Hence,

it could better reinforce the interlinkages between Ana, Rawa and the

other urban settlements in the region, from the one hand, and Qaim

to~n from the other hand. However, according to this alternative no

Cruulges in spacing of urban centres will be experienced.

(C) Alternative Three: ~he Expected Urban Growth is Directed to

'the Proposed New To~ns

The main feature of this alterna tive is that it will lead to a

substantial increase in the number of urban settlements within the

region. The number of urban settlements will increase from 16 to 20

by the year 1985, where a new town is suggested in each of the four

urban nodes_under investigation. Despite this substantial increase of
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about 25% in the number of urban settlements, the location of the

suggested new to~~s will not have any significant role in changing

the spacing pattern of the exist:'ng urban centres systen:. This is

because the suggested new +ovne in each ur-ban node are so close to

the existing urban centres, except that of Habaniya tourist village.

In most cases the municipal boundaries of the suggested new to~~s and

the existing urban centres are either incorporated, such as the case

of Kubaisa and the suggested new town in Hit urban node or very

proximate to each other SUcll as the case of Haditha and the suggested

new tom: at Hadi tha Dam site, on the one hand, and Ubaidi and the

suggested new town in Qaim urban node, on the other hand. Even in case

of Habaniya tourist village new town , as mentioned earlier due to its

size limitation and its location at the edge of t.hestudy area it will

not play an importwlt role in reinforcing the urban spacing pattern.

The problem of having the urban centres separated by very large

distances compared to their sizes will continue to be the case for

SOIl'.etime and neither of tt~estated alternatives is seen to have an

effective role in narrowing the gaps.
Again Ramadi City will continue to be the most important city in

the region, with a relatively higher degree of dominance than in the

t~o other alternatives. In this case the suggested new town at Qaim

urban node which would becom.e the second largest urban centre, would

be about 27% of the size of Ramadi Ci:y, see table (9.2.3). As in the

case of the second alternative, the second largest urban centre will

not be in a position to compete in every respect with Ramadi eity in

serving the population and economy of Qaim and the nearby Ana urban

nodes. Also the size of the new town (about 32000 inhabitwlts) will

not offer a wider range er services than that already provided in

Qaim town.
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Table (9.2)
Expected City-Size Distribution in the U.E.R. by 1985,

According to the Three Proposed Alternatives
3. If the Proposed New TOim in Each Urban Node is Created

Urban Area I Expected (1) % of the Rank: Zipf % of the
Size,1985 Largest Hypothetical Largest

City Size City

Ramadi Urban
~ode:
Ramadi 116637 100.0 1 116637 100.0
Habaniya 21378 18.3 3 38879 33.3
New Town 9768 8.4 7 16662 14.3

!Hit Urban Node:
Hit 15750 13.5 4 29159 25.0
Baghdadi 1450 1.2 16 7290 6.3
Kubaisa 4500 3.9 12 9720 8.3
Al-Furat 950 0.8 18 6480 5.6
Muh.a.Ieadi 1250 1.1 17 6861 5.9
New Town 5764 4.9 9 12960 11 .1

aaditha Urban
~ode:
Haditha 13150 11 .3 5 23327 20.0
Haqlaniya 4850 4.2 11 10603 9.1
Parwana 2500 2.1 15 7776 6.7
New Town 3428 3.0 13 8972 7.7

~na Urban Node:
Ana 6850 5.9 8 14580 12.5
Rawa 5250 4.5 10 11664 10.0

Raim Urban Node:
Qaim 12850 11.0 6 19440 16.7
Karabla 3150 2.7 14 8331 7.1
Rummana 850 0.7 19 6139 5.3
Ubaidi 550 0.5 20 5832 5.0
New Town 31752 27.2 2 58319 50.0

(1) Extracted in the same way as in table (9.2.1.)
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The size of the sugges ted new towns, other than the new tOVTn at

Qaim ur-ban node, vrill not be of a size which will improve the

servicing pattern of t.l.e u rban population among their urban nodes.

The largest of these new towns at Habaniya tourist village, will have
the size of about 10000 inhabitants. The other suggested new towns at

Hadi tha and Hit urban nod.es will have a popu Latdon of around 3000-5000

inhabitants. On the other hand, the existing main urban centres in

each ur-ban node, with the exception of Qaim town, will continue to be

larger in size than the proposed new towns and accordingly will have

the potentiality of providing higher order services.

Hence, the expected Chal~eS according to this alternative imply

that the distribution pattern of city sizes seems to be less balanced

than either of the two other alternatives, where the deviation from the

hypothetical distribution pattern is, in general, wider than that which

could be achieved by either of the two other alterna.tives, see figure

To sum up, although alterr~tive two, expanding the smaller urban

centres in each urban nOQe, could achieve a more balanced distribution

pattern of city sizes, in terms of the deviation from the hypothetical

pattern revealed in figure (9.1), nevertheless it concentrates on

expanding the smaJ ler urban centres and bringing them to a size whicr..is

still smaller than that of the main existing urban centres in each urban

noa.e, with the exception of Qaim. This implies that a very limited

improvement in the level of servicing of both population and regional

economy of these urban nodes could be expected from such expansiono

Expansion of Habaniya town, on the other hand, to e.lmost about half the

size of Ramadi City is shown not to have any real Lmpe.ct on the

performance of the expected urban system. This is due to its proximity
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to Ranadi Cityo On the contrary, alternative one, the expansion of

the largest ur-ban centre in each urban nod.e, where the second largest

urban centre will be Qaim, could be regarded the moe t influential of

the three on the existing city-size distribution pattern. The size of

Qaim town, according to this alternative, is expected to be around 45000

inhabitants. The location of a town of this size at the west end of the

study area would have a pronounced effect on reinforcing the interlinkages

between the components of the urban system. This alternative, like the

second one would r-educe the dominant role of Ramadi City and its relative

importance in terms of Eizes and functions performed. Expanding the

main urban centres in each urban node reinforces such centres which are

distant from the regional capital and helps in increasing the serviCing

levels of tt.esmaller urban centres and rural hinterlands related to them.

The lEtter pr-opoei tien is because the smaller urban centres are close

and in easy access to the main urban centres proposed for urban growth

according to this alternative.

Accordingly, expansion of the main urban centres in each urban node

will be given the highest priority with 3 points each. Expansion of the

proposed smaller urban centres will be given the second priority with 2

points each. Analysis of alterr~tive three, the creation of new towns,

suggests that the suggested new towns in both Haditha ruld Hit urban nodes

will be given the lowest priority with one point each. This is due to

their limited role in reinforcing the interlinkages wi thin the urban

systerr.and improving its servicing. The suggested new towns at Ramadf,

and Qaim urban nodes will be given the second priority with two points eact.

The higher values given to the latter new towns is because they are at a far

distances from the main urban centres within their urban nodes and

consequently would slightly improve the spacing of urban centres in the
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regiono A new town at the site of Habaniya tourist village is about

65 kID's south east of Ramadi City and about 45 km's south of Habaniya

town. This new town, at a such loce.tion, cou.ld be utilised as a basis

for any further urban growth expected in this area, beyond 1985. The

suggested new town in Qaim urban node is about 30 km's east of Qaim town

and about 60 km's north west of Ana and Rawa towns. This location

suggests that this new town will have a pronounced effect in serving

and increasing the interlinkages among the urban centres in this part

of the study area, especially after the resettling of Ana town population

in a new site (Rebana location) some 14 km's south east of the existing

one. Additionally, the size of this new town will be relatively large

(about 32000 inhabitants which suggests that a self sustaining growth

after 1985 could be expected.

9.1.4. Accessibility to Regional and/or National Infrastructure

Facilities and the Economical Utilisation of These Fac~lities

By this factor, it is meant the easy access and economical

utilisation of the infrastructural facilities within the region by the

urban centres and their settlers. Regional infrastructural facilities,

in this specific case, are limited to the express way, highways, railway

facilities, electricity and telephone lines. Higher access~bility

reinforce the urban centres and make them more attractive areas for

both businessmen to invest in and for individuals as settlement areas.

Expanding more accessible urban centres, on the other hand, means less

capital and annual running costs are needed to be spent on such

important regional facilities. This in turn leads to a better

distribution of the expected urban growth. Hence, to raise the

performance of the resulted urban system, in both economic and non-

economic terms, this factor should be included in the analysis of the

distribution of the expected urban growth in the U.E.R.
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As seer. earlier, in Chapter six by implementing the commd t ted

infrastructure in the study area, accessibility, in general, will

increase and the differences in accessibility to such facilities will

be veD' marginal among most urban centres of the study area. The

analysis of tt.is factor and the preference among different proposed

alternatives could be summarised as follows, see map (9.1).

(A) For Ramadi urban node, both Ramadi City and Habaniya town

have the highest accessibility to the existing and the comnf tted

regional infrastructural facilities in the region. Both urban centres

are going to be served by the dual-carriage highway connecting Baghdad

with Ramadi and Rutba. The railway line will by-pass these urban

centres and serve them directly. One of the major stations will be at

Ramadi City and a second station of less importance will be to the south

east of Habaniya town. Both urban centres are also going to be within

a very good accessibility to the Iraqi Expressway Number One. They are

ccnnected to the national electricity grid via primary and secondary

sub-stations. Both of them again are within easy access to telephone

overhead lines and are served by the new microweave communication network.

The new town is less accessible to such facilities. It

is linked to Baghdad-Ramadi highway through a main road of about 20 km,

with no direct railway services. Due to the potential for tourism in

the area, it will be connected to the other infrastructure facilities

of electricity and communication, hence the area will be in good

accessibility to the latter types of infrastructural facilities, but

at a relatively higher monetary cost.

Accordingly, expansion of both Ramadi City and Habaniya tOI'lIlwill

be given the highest priority \-lith3 points each, whilst the suggested

new town will be given the second priority with 2 points.
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(B) For Hit urban node, Hit towr. seems to be the most accessible

urban centre to the available and the ccmmitted regional infrastructural

f'aci Li,ties as the highway vlhich connects Ramadi City with Qaim passes

the town. The railway line is about one kilometer from it. It is also

connected to the national electricity network via sub-station and in

easy access to communication facilities. On the other hand.both

Kubaisa town and the sUbgested new tovm are less accessible to the basic

infrastructure in the region due to their location some 20 km's from the

location of those types of facilities. They are connected to the Ramadi-

Qaim highway through a main road about 20 km's in length and they are

not going to be served directly by railway services.

This accessibility pattern suggests that the expansion of Hit town

could be given the highest priority with 3 points, whilst the expansion

of Kubaisa town and the creation of the new town will be given second

priorit,y with 2 points each.

(C) For Haditha urban node, the two suggested existing urban centres

(Haditha and Haqlaniya) for the purpose of urbaneocpansion, seem to have

almost the same degree ef accessibility to the available and the

committed regional infrastructural facilities. Both of them are within

easy access to the highway connecting Ramadi with Qaim. They are not

going to be directly served by railway services but are to be connected

to both the national electricity grid (via primary and sub-stations)

and the communication services. However, alttough Haqlaniya town seems

to be more accessible to the main regional infrastructural facilities

(highway and railway lines), the differences are so ~arginal that they

could be neglected.

The suggested new town se~s to be relatively less accessible. It

is going to be connected to the main highway by a main road via Haditha
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town (about 18 km's long). Accordingly, its accessibility to the

railway services will be lower compared to the two other urban centres.

However, as in the case of Haditha and Haqlaniya towns, it will be

connected to both the national electricity grid and communication

services.

Her.ce, Hadi tha and Haqlaniya towns will be given the highest

priority with 3 points each, whilst the suggested new town will be given

the second priority with 2 points.

(D) For Qaim urban node, all the suggested places for urban growth

have almost the same degree of accessibility to the available and the

committed regional infrastructural facilities, except Qaim town which

will be served by railway services through a branch line from the

chemical complex. All of them will have a very goed accessibility to

the under ccnstruction highway connecting Ramadi with Qaim, the

national electricity grid via sub-stations and the microweave network.

According to the above pe.tterr..of accessi bili ty, Qaim town will be

given the highest priority with 3 points, whilst the remaining areas

(Karabla and Uabidi towns and the suggested new town) will be given the

second priority with 2 points each.

9.1 .5. Future potentials of Economic Development and Urban Growth

Fu ture potentiality of urban growth of the proposed places is

another factor that should be considered in distributing the expected

urban growth. The importance of this factor stems from the fact that,

if the expected urban gro\lth is distributed either among existing

proposed urban areas and/or the ccmmitted new towns and these areas have

reached their threshold limitations, then the further future grOvlth of

these urban areas either it will be costly, in both socio-economic terms
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or even in some cases impossible. Hence, in deriving a strategy for

ur1:an growth in the U.E.R. the potential future growth of the rroposed

urban areas beyond 1985 is considered. Places without such potential

capacities, especially if they and their hinterland are found to possess

a good chance of future economic development, then they will be assigned

a lower value in absorbing the present expected urban growth. Their

present limited potentiality to expand will be left for the purpose of

accommodating the natural increase generated by themselves. On the

contrary, if the proposed urban areas possess future potentialities for

large scale urban growth, then they will be regarded of high value in

absorbing the rTeseut expected urban growth. So, to reach such

conc:usions, future potentials of eccnomic development in the region

and its expected spatial distribution pattern will be examined and the

results of table (8.3~) whichconcern the urban growth potentials of

existing urban centres and the committed ones will be recalled.

In general, the stuCy area po~sesses a great development potential

in the long run, especially the development in the industrial sector

which depends mainly on mineral deposits. The already established ar~

under construction industrial activities and infrastructure could

further encourage the future expected industrial development. Although,

the long run development of the economy of the region cannot be forecast

precisely due to the scarce knowledge about the exact nature of the

investmen t which is likely to take place in that period, Planar's study

of the development of the region have forecasted the tentative volume

and nature of such development. In doing so, the study was based en

two reain targets: first, the balance between supply and demand of the

labour force and the most efficient distribution of job opportunities

among different parts of the study area; and, second, the utilisation

of regional resources, mainly the mineral ones, i.e., the adopted
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development form is of the type called "Resource-Based Development".

The study, after suggesting and discussing three different alternative

fOl~S of regional development concluded that the most suitable alternative

was the one based on the balance between supply and demand of the labour

force in the region and the utilisation of its regional resources.(1)

According to this recommended alternative, the study found that 26600

new job opportunities between 1986-2000 could be created, see table (9.3).

Almost half of these new job opportunities would be expected to be in

the industrial sector. The agricultural sector would provide the next

largest number of jobs, 23.9 per cent. Mining and tourist sectors

would be expected to generate 15.8% and 12.8% of these new job

opportunities respectively. The expected dominance of the industrial

sector on the overall long range development of the region is due to

the great potentialities it possesses 1n terms of raw materials, since

industries expected to develop in this region are mainly raw materials-

oriented industries. Other factors which would lead to further

industrialisation are the modern infrastructure being developed in the

region and the nature of the existing industrial base of the region,

represented mainly by the glass and ceramic complex in Ramadi, the

chemical complex in Qaim and the cement industry in Kubaisa. All of

these factors are thought likely to fUl·ther encourage the development

of industries which might create com.plementarity in production,

reinforce tte industrial interlinkages between similar industries and

consequently maximises economies of scale.

In the agricultural sector, the plan suggests that to increase the

agricultural production, all the agricultural land in the study area

should be utilised in a more advanced way through increasing the
For the details of the alternative suggested regional development
strategies, see, Planar, op.cit., Stage Two, PP.1-78 and Final
stage, PP.12-84.
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utilisation of machinery, fertilizers and agricultural research

instead of the present fallow system of utilising the agricultural

land~ 1) The plan also suggests that spray and dropping irrigation

systems should be introd.uced to increase the areas of cultivable land.

Poultry and livestock projects are also suggested as areas in which

production c~~ be increased in areas where industrial development

potential is lacking.

The spatial distribution of the proposed long run development is

based mainly on the development potentialities of each area. Details

of table (9.3) indicate that EaEadi Qadha centre is going to be the

dominant area to attract ;lmi job oppor-tund t.Lesafter 1985 as it is

anticirbte~ that, 48.5% of the expected jobs will be cOLcentreted in

this area. Qaim urba~ node will come in the second place with 23% of

this developmer.t.
In both Ramadi Qadha centre and Qaim Qa.dha, the Lndus tr'Laf,

sector is expected to be the main generator of jobs. 65.~ of the

expected job oppo r-tund,ties in the former Qa.dha are expected to be

genera ted by this sectox becaus e this part of U.e s tudy ar-ea posaessea

U.e potentiality of industrial development, especially within -theglass

and ceramic industries. These potentialities are due to the

availabili ty of the necessary I'aw n:a terials, experienced personnel and

the pr sserrt existence of HUC};. activi ties in this part of the region.

The third factor adds a".. economic justification for such suggestion,

since industries of this type tend to agglcmerate at sf-ecific points in

space, such as tne caae of Pilkingtons in Britain, Saint Gobian in

France and DO'lf-Corrlingin the Ur..ited S.f;ates 0 This concentration

results in a maximisation of both industrial linkages and ecor.omies of

acaLe- In Qaim Qadha, 61% of the suggested new jobs are expected to be

T1n~o~:I;;gt~';;l;is cultivation system, which is locally called
Al-Niereen System, the Land is utilised every other year.
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generated by industrial activi ties, espec~ally the expansion or new

esta.l:1ishrrer.t of f'ur-t her cl!mic8.1 industries in fhe area where the

potentiali ty of its expansd.on are availal'·le in tern:s of the necessary

ra ..r n:.aterials used as inputs 0:::' the existence of the base industries,

represented by the existir.g petrochemical complex. The expanai on in

tbis line could be ei ther 011 the same types that are going to be

produced in the existing comp.lez or of oth er tYres (Nitrogen fertilizerF.,

lULIlIoniaand spin-off industries which depends on the products of su eh

industries). The cement industry could also be developed in this part

of the region. The Ministry of Lndus try and Minerals, recently dec:'ded

to bu.ild a cement f'ac tory in the area with a total capacf.ty of two

]Lillion tOIlS. Since lLost of the expected industrial activities in this

Qa.dha are raw material oriented industI'ies, the mining sector ,dll

generate about 24% of the tctcl expected jobs in this Qad.l:.e..

In the oUler parts of the region, Ana Qadl~, Habaniya Nahiya and

Hi t Qadha, agricultural ectivi ties are expected to be the domfnant ones

in generating jobs, where about e3%, 81% and 43% of the expected jobs

up to -I-;heyear 2000, in those areas respectively, are expected to be

generated by agriculture.l sctivities. The role of the industrial sector

in either cf them will be very limited. Tourism is expected to have an

impo:ctant rolE'; in fu ti.re development of Eadi tha Qadl~, where about ')6%

of expected jobs are going to be gener£ted by this sector as a result

of building a proposed tourist village at H£ditha Lake. The tourist

secter is expected to have an important role in the development of both

Hit and Ramadi where its contzd butd on to the tots.I expected ~obs is

expected to be e~out 2~ and 16% respectively •

. The above expected pa ttern of economi,c development in the long run

implies that, if the direct, indirect and induced employment r-esuLtint·

from such a pattern of c.evel.cpmerrt is incorporated in the analysis, then
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an increase in th e urban popu.La tion by a cout 207164 inhabi tarrta , in

the year 2000, will be exper-i.en ced , see tatle (9.4). Ramadi is expected

to grOl~ by abou t 105000 f.nhabf.t an ta , In secor«; place is Qaim urban node

which is expected to expe rLen ce an increase of about 50000 inha'ci tants.

Table (904)

Expect~.Q._Q1'.Q.!!_th...9L,!J.!''p.§·nPS1.lUl§. tiEn For tl1_e_l'erio~86=.?000

AI'
-

ea Direct Indirect Total Total EJpected
Employ- and Employment Urban Pcpulation
ment Induced Increase

Employ-
ment

--- ----- - -~--.---- -~------- ---
i Qadha Centre 12900 13352 26252 105008

iya Nahiya 1800 1863 3663 14652

adha 1850 1915 3765 15060

ha Qadha 2750 2846 5596 22384

Qs.dha 6150 6365 12515 50060
-_.- ~.

25450 26341 51791 207164
-- .- -----._"- .

Ramad

Baban

Hit Q.

Hadit

Qaim

Total

Source: Direct employment fron table (9.3). Indirect and induced
employment extracted on the basis that tIle Regional multiplier
effects of eruploJ~ent is 2.035*. The total expected urban population
increase for the period 1986-2000, is extracted on the basis of
mu.l,tiplying the total expected employment by the assumed family
size (4 perscns).

* The regional employment multiplier effect is expected to increase
based on the assuoption that the region will becorr.e more self-sufficient
by the year 2000 and that there will therefol'e be less leakage from the
economy. It is also expected that proC:uctivity will increase. Hovevez ,
since fhe overall pd.cture of the economic development in the region is
a tentative ene, then the n:inor changes in the multiplier effect will
not effect tile ar~lysis to a large extent.

The urban population of the other three areas, Haba.niya Na~iya, Hit

Qadha and Eaditha Qadta ere expected to ~ncrease by acout 14.5, 15 and

22 thousa.nd inhacitants respectivelyo

NOVI,if table (8.36), which measur-es the urban grovlth potentials

of existing urban centre and the suggested r.ew tOl'm$,and tables (6.7)
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and (9.4), wl-~ichrecord the expected urban grcvith in each ur-ban Lode,

by the yearf 1985 and 2000 £..re cor:bined, then one can find that all

the proposed areas for urban grcwt.h, except Habaniya and P.:aqlaniya

tcvne , have the pot ent.i.a.Li,ty to accozmodate the expected urban grovlth

up to the year 20000 Analysis of the factor concerning the availability

of land fa!" expanai.on proved that both Iiabaniya and Haqlaniya do not

have the potentiality to accomn.oda te the expected urban growth by 1985

and if they have to accornrodat e this gro\'!th that will be either at a

relatively higher cost than average or at the expense of d_estro;Ying

the good agriculturE.l and valuable landscape areas. Haditha tov/rl also

seems t o face a limited prob Lem in accommodating tte expected urban

grcvrth of batt. 1985 and 2000, where the already comr.Ltted urban groiith

is arcur.d 3400 inha'!:litants and the expected one by the year 2000 will

be aro~d 22300 inhatita~ts bringing the total to about 25700

i.nhabi tants against the urban grow·th potentiality vThich is estimated at

about 180COinhabitants.

According to the above anaLyed.s , Habaniya and Raqlaniya t ovne vri11

be given the lowest priority to expand with 1 point each due to their

very limited grcwth potentials. Haditha town will be given second

priority with 2 points. The remaining proposed areas vIill be given the

highest :priori ty with 3 points each. This is due to their unlimited

grovJth paten tiali ties to fE.cili ta te the existing comn.L tted urban grOi~th

and the expected one up to the year 2OCO.

9.1.6. Improving the Frban Structure of Existinf7 Urban Centres

Several distinguishing charactaristics among urban centres of the

U.E.R. could be recognised. Some of t.hese charactaristics are procuced

as a result of the predominant natura.l fEatures and constraints of the

study area itself, while others are due to the late introdu.ction of tovn
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p.Lanni.ng and. tr.e unde r developed state ef development contrel.

The severe cHma tical condi,tions and tr.e resul tin€' physical

cons t radrrts in the s tu dy area are alliOn€ the factcrs wl:..ichhave confined

urban grov th along tte river. All the existing urban centres exce pt

Kubaisa. tom. evolved and grew along the river side creatint;' a linear

pattern of development of urban cen tres , The shor-tage of cultivable

land (the main SOl.lICeof living until recent years) and its concen t ra Hon

in a nar'r-ov s t.r-i p along the river, also encouraged such patterns of

development and created orcha.rd areas \'Jithin the n::unicipal boundaries of

rr.s.nyurban centres, sucb as Haditha, Ana and Rawa. The cultivation of

orchards ar.d agr.i.cuLtural land within the municipal boundaries has a

positive impact upon both bhe urban and greater regional economy. In

addi tion it has created a grcup of people who live in urban areas but

makes their living ei tter in full or in part from agricul tura.l actbri ties.

This has resulted in an (lccupa.tional structure of tte urban area. which

does not fully reflect the urbanised charactaristics of the region. The

field survey carried on by the Regional PlaLr_ing Department of tte

Ministry of Planning in 1977 showed that about E% of Ana labour f'or-ce and

2($ of Rawa labour force are economically dependant on agricultural

activi ties. Another E% of the labour force in Ana and 3% in Rawa.depend

or...agricultural activities as a secondary occupation. (1) The Fro r,:ortior ..

of population making thed,r living mainly f'ron such acti vi ties is expected

to be higher in Haditha, where about 50% of the area within the

municipal boundaries is covered with orchards. In smaller urban centres,

such as Ruemana, Karabla, Uabidi and Parwana most of the labour f'or-ce is

engaged in agricultural activities sir:ce these tovma have or.Iy recently

evolved f'rom large villages. However, the occupational structure is more

u.rbanised in tOlms such as Qaim and Hit and very urbanised in Ramadi City.

(1) Regional~n;ing Department, Socio-Economic •••• ,Qp~it., table B1,P.4.
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It is expected to become increasingly urbanised in almost all the urban

centres 0: the s tudy area due to tr,e intensive industrial development

under-way in the regior...

It should be noted that the river side locations produce the

opportuni t:y to exploit the poterrt.i.a.Lf,ty of such loca.tions in open space

provi s.i.on to serve the popuLation of the urban centres.

The late introduction of planning in an orgalllsed and systematic

fOI~ has created another group of distinctive urban structure

charactaristics. Until the late 1950's, there was little town planning

in Iraq in ger..eral. Max Lock, among the first who carried out tovn

planning in Iraq, in a paper presented to the To~~ and Country Planning

SummerSchool in 1958 poin ted ou t tha t "There is Ii tt le, if any, tOrm

pLannd.ng",only road planning, so that development tends to be entirely

secondary to the road system ••• ,,(1) Accordingly, development had to go

where the reads ~ere and everybody sought a site upon it so that shops

accumulated and sprawled in greater number than the poplliation could

support. PIarming control was absent at that time. Lock emphasised

this point and menta oned that, "At the moment there is little or no

control of land use, no limiting of ci ty spr ead by aonang , there is no

sterilisatior. of land against development anywhere, except of course,

where it has been acquired for public purposes.,,(2)

The situation was even worse in the study area, where +ovn planning

in a modern sense was first intrcduced in the region in the late 1960's

in the major urban centres, such as RE.madi, Hit, Qaim, Haditha and Ana.

n)lr:~k,ii~Planning in tr~e Middle East with Special Reference to
Iraq and Jordan, "Town and Coun~r~-Planning; SummerSchool, Bangor,
1958, P.157.

(2) Ibid, P.158. For further details about the state of develop~ent
~;~trol in Iraq see M.SoAI-Mudhaffar, Developmen.:!iCor..trcl in Iraq,
.!Pili.9-l-Ee- a Case Study of I'evelol,ment Cor..trcl in Basrah, M.A.thesis,
University of Sheffield, Department of TOrir.and Regional Planning,
1980.
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Later, in the 1970' saIl U..e urban centres in the regior .. were included.

The late introduction of tovn.. planning led to the crea tior. of

uncontrolled development with mixed land uses in the older parts of

the urban centres especially the sI:1aller ones. On the other hand,

the recently developed parts of the urban c~ltres are in accordance

wi th the directives and objectives of the master plans which \OTere based

on the principles of land use separatior .., introduction of vehicle roads

system including, if possible, the ol~er parts o~ the urban centres and

der.sity differentiE..tior .. between different parts of the urban centre.

It is assuned fran incorporating this factor, impro.~ng the urban

s truc ture of exis tine; urban cent rea, in the analysis that the

distributior .. of the expected urban gz-owth among the existing urban

centres will further improve their urban structure and enable them to

cope with the new expected sizes. The improvements in the urban

structure will depend on many factors such as the existing size of the

urban cen tr e , the existing quality and pattern of its urban at ruc ture ,

the size ef the urban growth expected to be channeLl.ed to it, the spare

capacity of different facilities, if cny, within it and the date of

introd\;.cing to\H~planning practices in it. To find out the consequences

on the urban structure of existing urban centres, the proposed or..es for

expansion will be examined separately.

CA) Ramadi CitZ: The relE..tively early practicing of town planning

in Ramadi City in 1960's brought about a more controlled urban

development pattern compared to nos t other urban cer..tres of the regior ...

The road system is in accordance with the exist:'ng needs of the city

and serves ~ost parts of it. The separation in land uses is very clear

and the new development in the city is according to the directives of

the prevailing plan. The last master plan for the city was prepared in
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1972, wher. its population was around 40000 inhabitants, to

~ccommodate so~e 90000 inhabitants by 1995, (see map (9.2)). These

figures indicate clearly that the latter master plar.:.car.not cope with

the present and the expected trends of growth of the city where already

it is found that in 1980, the population of the city was around 101000

inhabi tan ts and. it is expected to grow to abou t 116 and 220 thousand

inhabitants by the years 1985 and 2000 respectively.

The very rapid growth rates will necessitate many changes in the

land use pattern, since the prevailing pattern cannot service the

expected changes. The expected changes in the land use will be in

particular in the central business district and the central residential

quarters which are almost cbsolete. These cbanges will be primarily

in favour of more areas for commez-cLa'l, administrative and public

building uses in the central business district; shifting out the

residential uses fr~m the heart of the city; bringing about a more

advanced transport and traffic system that could match with the new

develop~ent; raising the density of population and building areas,

especially in the cer.tral areas of the city; and, creating of a more

self dependent sectoral and sub-sectoral business d.istricts. These

changes will definitely improve the urban structure of the city mainly

through urban renewal schemes (redevelopment, rehabilitation and

conservation SChemes).
(B) Habaniya tovm: Until recently the tOviIldeveloped in unccrrtroLle d

way where no plan was available for j.t. In 1972 a tentative master

plan was drawn which could not change a lot in the structure of the tovn

except creating the main, secondary and service roads in a way which

minimises the effects of sucl: action on the existing properties. In

1979 a new plan was drawn which defined the location of basic services,
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conmez-cd.a.Land public buildings. It also sugges ted the direction

of the expansion of the new residential areas, (see map 9.3). The

p.Lan continued the linear pa ttern of grow th of the town along the

higbway connecting R~ladi with Baghdad, due to the physical constraints

end the availability of valuable agric~ltural land (see ar.alysis of

the availability of land for expansion). Hence, if the analysis of the

al terna tive strategies suggested tr.at the expected urban growth is

directed to Habaniya tovm, this w~ll imply tt.at, due to the physical

limitations of expansion, mOEt of the expected urban growth sho~ld be

absorbed within the existing boundar-Lee of the t ojm which n:.eansthat

considerable changes in land use and density are required. These

changes would in turn lead to an improven:er..t in the urban structure

ar.d a better utilisation and distribution of land uses within it.

(C) Hit tcwn: Unlike the pa tterr. of grovlth in most other urban

settlements of the study area, Hit t own urban structure is a

cor..centricone, where the old tOl-m (Al-Kala'a) is located directly on

the river and the new town centre to the south west of it with all the

administrative and commercial services concentrated in it and

surrounded by the new residential area.
The present master plan of the tov1n, which was drawn in 1975, is

designed to guide growth up to 1995. The main direction of growth

suggested by this plan is to the east of the to.m, (see map 9.4).

Analysis of the availability of land for expansion carried o~t in this

study questions the pron:.otionof growth in this direction. The land

to the east of the city is low and rich with asphalt deposits. These

have an econon:.icvalue. Additionally, it generates unpleasant odours.

Instead, this study suggests that the growth should be mainly to the

south of the town, in the area across the highway connecting RalIladi-Qaim
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and the railwa~yline.

Except the unplanned old town all ot.her parts of it are developed

acco rdring to the modern town planning principle of land use separation

and hierarchy of services. Thisimplies that expansion of Hit, which

will be on a relatively small scale (about 6000 ip~bitants) if this

t oxn is r-ecommended for the purpose of urban gro ..JU.,. will have very

limited effects on the change and improvement of its urban structure,

especially that of the old to~~ which is in a desperate need of

improven.ent. The expected changes, limited in nature, will be mainly

in the central commercial and administrative services within the to..~

which will require additional areas in the central business district.

Conservation and rehabilitation of most parts of the old to..m (AI-Kala'a)

sho~ld be carried o~t regardless of whether or not the town is expanded

as it has a unique architectural and historical value.

(D) Kubaisa town: Again the pattern of growth of Kubaisa to..m is

a concentric one. Development in the town is in accordance to the

master plan drawn in 1974. For the first time, in the town, the plan

created some sort of land use separation without char~ng the old

fabric of it, (see map 9.5). The relatively large amount of the

expected urban gro~th compared to the present size of the town will

have a remarkable effect on its urban structure, as more commercial

areas, public buildings and industrial services will be required. This

in turn will pro,~de the opportunity for a clearer separation of lund

uses and further improveIr.entsin the urban structure. The preservation

of old houses through the establishment of a con.servation policy is

very necessary and would provide the opportunity of preserving the

special form of the urban structure of a toun away from the river in a

desert environment.
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(E) Haditha to~n: The pattern of growth of Haditha to~n is a

linear one along the Euphrates River. The plan which directs the

pattern ef its gro\~th was drawn in 1974. According to this plan, the

older parts of the to~m which were built originally in an unplanned

way, were readjusted in a ferm whicr. facilitated the use of vehicles

at least at specific points through a newly created system of secondary

roads. In these older ~arts no clear separation of land uses are found.

However, the p.Lan aimed at the creation of such separation and special

areas are allocated for the central, commercial and administrative

services (in the central areas of the to;:n). The industrial area is

located at the edge of the tow,'"!l.Secondary commercial and service districts

are created to serve the distant and newly created residential

neighbo~rhoods. Regarding the orchards directly along the river, the

plan aimed at preserving them from ar.y urban development, (see map (9.6)).
The small size of the expected urban growth (about 3500 inhabitants)

by 1985 would not affect substantially the urban structure of the to~'"!l,

whether in terms of residential density, transportation netwo rks wi thin

the tow-n, or tr~e proportion of land allocated to differer.t uses. Hence,

improvements in the urban structure as a result of the expected urban

expansior. will be ve~- limited.
(F) Haglaniya town: The development of tl:.etown until recently was

uncontrolled. The mixed land use pattern was the predominant form of

development. The complicated topography of the area added another

factor to the random pattern of gro~th. In late 1978 a tentative master

plan was drawn to direct development. All what the plan could actieve

was the creation of a road system in the town which made the use of

vehicles possible. Solte sort of separation of land uses was also

proposed where special areas have been allocated for public buildings,
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commercial usc, industrial use, recreational activities and so OL,

(see map 9.7). New residential areas were also suggested for the

grow th of the t ovn but on a very limited scale due to the physical

limitations stated in some detail early in the analysis co~cerning

the limited availability of land fo:!:'urban expansion.

Expansiou of Haqlaniya tOKn on such a large scale, co~pared to

its present size and the prevailing physical limitations, can lead,

as in the case of Habaniya, to substantial improvements in its ~rban

structure. The horizor..talexpansion will be very limited. Accordingly,

the expected ur-ban growth will take place mainly wi thin the eXisting

boundaries of the tOKn which implies trmt a denser utilisation of land

will be required. The increase in density could be achieved through

redevelopment programmes whicr. would provide an ample opportunity to

improve the urban structure of the town, creating a more controlled

pattern of development with a clearer separation of different land uses.

(G) Qaim to\<.'n:Being a border to\\"n,Qaim is among the first urban

centres in the region where tmm planning was introduced. Separation

in land use is clearly found. The commercial and administrative

services are located in the centre of the town. The public buildings

are mainly cor-centrated in the west of the town. The services are

distI~buted more or less in accordance withpopulatiou distribution and

frequency of use. The industrial area is located at the edge of the

town (see map 9.8).

The relatively large expected urban grol'lthof about 32000 inhabitants

by 1985 and 50000 inhabitants between 1986 and 2000, if Qaim town is

recommended for ur-ban expansion, would lead to a maj or change in its

structure mainly in the central areas of the to~~ where more cc~mercial

and business areas and public buildings would be needed to serve the
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newcozrers; The road and transportation network will change to a more

advanced one involving increased accessibility to varjo~s ereas for

the population of tr,e town and the industrial establishments end other

basic employments locations sozr.e17 km's to the south east.

(H) Karabla and Ubaidi to\\ns: A very limited urban structure could

be found in both Karabla and Ubaidi. Both of them have recently evolved

as new urban centres from large villages. A mixed land use pattern

prevails and the agricultural occupation was and still is the main source

of living of their populations. Master plans have been recently drawn

for both towns. The one for Ubaidi town was drawn in 1979 and that of

Karabla in 1980. These plans tried to introduce new principles for

their development, such as separation in the land use pattern and the

introduction of vehicle road systeffis,see map (9.9) and map (9.10). The

new developments in both vf them are now controlled in accordance with

the main directives of the plans. The master plan of Karabla took the

important archaeological site of Hindanu into consideration and

prohibited any sort of expansion in that direction.

In both to~~s, especially in Ubaidi, the small size of present

population compared to the large expected urban gro\\th means that a

completely new urban structure wo~ld be created if any of these two

urban centres is recommended for urban expansion. The existing ur-ban

stI~cture of both towns is poor. Neither town contains areas of either

historical or archf.tectura'l interest and as a result could either be

incorporated into the recommended major expansion or redeveloped.

The overall analysis of this factor suggests that due to the major

improvements and changes in the urban stI~cture of Ramadi, Habaniya and

Qaim urban centres, they will be given the highest priority with 3 points

each. On the contrary the suggested new towns, to~ns which are expected
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to experience very limited improvements in their urban structure, such

as Hit and Hadi t ha , and tovna where the expec-ted expansior. will

predcminate the existing urban stI~cture, such as Karabla and Ubaidi,

will be given the lowest priority with 1 point each. The remaining two

existing urban centres of Haqlaniya and Kabaisa will be given the

second priority with two points each due to the considerable expected

changes in their urban structure.

9.2. The Choice of a Preferred Strategy

This last stage of tr,e analysis of urban growth patterns of the

U.E.R. is concerned with the overall evaluation of the three alternative

proposed strategies (see map 8.2) and the choice of a preferred one.

Because of the way the alternative strategies have been formulated,

i.e., derived from the constraints prevailing in the study area and the

objectives of the study (see sections 8.1 to 8.3), it is a natural

development to use objective acr.ievement tests to find out how far the

different alternative strategies ~eet them.

In general, the preferred strategy for the purpose of this study,

in each urban node, will be determined on the basis of the overall

acr~evement of the stated aims and objectives. The alternative wr~ch

best achieves all the objectives, i.e., the alternative with the highest

weighted score is considered to be the best solution to the

problem at hand. The degree of achievement of specific groups of

objectives (socio-economic, physical, structural and environmental)

and the achieveu:.ent from first priority objectives, will also be looked

at in the evaluation process and in making the choice of the preferred

strategy.
Hence, to derive the preferred strategy for each of the examined

four urban nodes of the U.E .R., the results of the previous analysis are

summarised in tables (9.5) to (9.8). In all four cases, the overall

results of the analysis indicate that alternative (A), the exprulsion of
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the largest urban centre of each urban node seems to be the preferred

strategy, at this stage of socio-economic development of the region.

The overall results of testing different factors included

in the analysis indicate that in each of the four urban nodes, the

largest urtan centre possesses the highest growth potential and is the

most preferable place for urban growth until 1985. In case of Ramadi

urban node, RaI:ladiCity shows the highest pote.ntial for gro\lth with

63 points against 32 points in case of alternative (B), the expansion

of the proposed smaller urban centres in each urban node and 46 paints

in case ef alternative (0), the creation of a new town in each urban node.

The same conclusion applies in the case of the other three urban nodes,

but with relatively lower grollth potentials of their largest urban centres

compared to that of Ramadi City. The total weighted score of the largest

urban centre in the re~ining urban nodes of Hit, Haditha and Qaim are

shown to be 56 points, 52 points and 58 points respectively, compared to

the 63 points in case of Ramadi City, see tables (9.5) to (9.8).
Accordingly, the superiority of the largest urban centres fer the

purpose of acco~modating the expected urban growth in each urban node is

cleere It is the highest in case of Ramadi Cit,y and the lowest in case

of Qaim town. The degree of achievement of the overall objectives by

the largest urban centres compared to the second best alternative in

each urban node is found to be higher by 27%, 21%, 15% and 1~ in case

of Ramadi, Hit, Haditha and Qaim respectively.

Hence, evaluation of alternative strategies according to goals-

achievement analysis suggests that alternative (A), the expansion of the

largest urban centre in each urban node, is the solution which best meets

the overall objectives of the study. In the second place comes either

alternative (B), the expansion of U.e proposed smaller urban centres or
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alterr.ative (C), the creation of a new town in each urban node.

In two of the four cases (Rarnadi and Hadi tha urban nodes),
acccmmodating all or part of the expected urban growth in the

proposed new towns shows to be the second best, whilst in the

other two urban nodes (Hit and Qaim) expanding one of the existing

smaller t owns in shown to be the second best.

To test the findings of this study, another goals-

achievement technique, "Holmes Disaggregated Matrix",(1) which

concentrated on the achievement of the first priority objectives,

is adopted. The application of this tecnique again clearly

indicates that the largest urban centre in each urban node is the

preferable solution to the problem in question, see tables (9.9)

to (9.12). In each urban node, alternative (A), the expansion

of the largest urban centre, is shown to come closest to meeting

the first priority factors. In the case of Ramadi urban node,

if Ramadi City is expanded all the four first priority objectives will

be achieved while only two will be met by the establishment of the new

town at Habaniya tourist village and none would be met in the case of

expanding Habaniya town. The findings in the case of other urban nodes

are similar to that of Ramadi but with smaller marginal differences

between alternative strategies, especially in case of Haditha and Qaim

urban nodes, where expansion of the largest urban centres in the latter

two urban nodes is regarded as preferable not because of a.chieving more

(1) J. C. Holmes, op.cit., PP.179-191.
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Table (9.9)
Di~~E£1'~gated Mc.~.!'l-.!__(]~l-_.lJ£~.N2de)

Criteria COITesponding Positions
Class number 2 3 4 5

I A B/C
2 A B C
3 A/C B
4 A/C B

I! 5 A/C B
6 A/C B
7 A B/C

II! 8 A/B C
c A/C BJ

10 A/B C
Position gained A 4 3 3

B 7
c 2 2 4 1

Result A C B

--- --
Table (9.10)

Di~.B£.r.egatEdMe.trix (HitUrban NoC!.e)
Criteria Corresponding Positior..s

Class number 2 3 4 5
I A B C

2 A E/C
3 B/C A
4 A/B/C

I! 5 A B/C
6 C A B
7 A B C

II! 8 A B/C
9 A/B/C

10 B A/e
position gained A 3 3 3 1

B 2 1 4 3
c 2 1 4 2 1

Result A B C
--
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Table (9.11)
Di~EE.r~~ te~..!.!:i-Li~illEa Urban No~)

Criteria Corresponding 'Positions
Class number 2 3 4 5

I 1 A B C
2 A B C
3 a/c A

4 C A B

II 5 A/c B

6 C A B
7 A B C

III 8 AlB C
9 C A B

10 B Alc
Position gained A 2 4 2 1

B 1 2 3 :3
C 2 2 3 2 1

Result A C B
--- ---

Table (9.12)
Disags:r~~ted Matrix !9,aimUrban Node)

Critera
Class number

Corresponding
1 2

A/B2
A

B1/B2/c
A/B1/B2/c

I 1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

II

III

9
10

Position gained A 3 3

B1 2 2

B2 3 2

C 2 3
Result A B2

positions
:3 4

B1/C
5

A B/B2
B1/B2/c

A B1/B2/c
A/B/B2/C

A.

4

3 2 1
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-::

first priority objectives, but rather as a result of achieving more

second rriority Objectives.(1) Both alterr~tive CA), the expansion of

the largest urban centre and alternative (0), the creation of new town,

in case of Haditha urban node and alternative CA) and alternative CB2),

the expansion of Ubaidi town in case of Qaim urban node, meet the first

priority objectives in the same degree. The achievement from second

priority objectives, in both urban nodes, are higher in case of

alternative (A) which gives it superiority over alternatives CC) and

(B2) see tables (9.11) and (9.12).
The second best alternative, according to this tecrillique,comes

either frc!I'.the proposed new tOl'l'D,Sor the expansion of one of the

smaller existing towns. The first case applies to Ramadi and Haditha

urban nodes whilst the second applies to Hit and Qaim urban nodes, see

tables (9.9) to (9.12).
However, due to the nature of such sort of analysis wl'.ichmight

involve a considerable amount of value judgement, it is necessary here

to relax the as~umptions of the &lalysis and see the possible changes

that occur to the findings of the study. The possible relaxation of

assumptions that could be made at this stage is to change the values

given to the factors incorporated in the analysis. Several patterr.s

of changes could be adopted. These patterns are based on the

following assumptions:-
First, the factors incorporated in the analysis of urban growth

pattern are of equal importance.
the priorities given to these factors originally in the
study are reversed.
the economic factors are given the highest priority (3 points
each), while all other factors are given the least priority
(1 point each).

-.---~~-:---:::-.t 1) According to Holmes disaggregated matrix, when more than one
alternative meet, in the same degree the first priority
objectives, acr.ievement fro~ the second priority objectives are
considered in choosing the preferred strategy and so on, (See
Ibid, PP.179-191).

Second,

Third,



Fo~rth, tte social factors are given the highest priority
(3 points each), while all other factors are given the
least priority (1 point each).

Fifth, the physical, structural and environmental factors are
given the highest p'iori ty (3 points each), while all
other factors are given the least priority (1 point each).

Sixth, the future potentials of economic and urban growth is
given the highest pr~ority (3 points), while all other
factors are given the least priority (1 point each).

It should be noted that some of the factors, due to their nature,

are given the highest priority more than one time. These factors are

the daily journey to work, the availability of land for urban growth

ar~ the accessibility to regional infrastructure facilities and the

economical utilisation of these facilities. The daily journey to

work ones is regarded as an economic factor because it involves a

considerable transportation cost and monetary savings. In another

occasion it has been regarded as a social factor because it may involve

in travel time which could be utilised by the workers as a leisure or

social time. The availability of land for expansion is also treated

as an economic factor and as a physical factor. The economic

dimension of this factor is reflected mainly in preserving of the

agricultural land from urbanisation, whilst the physical dimension is

reflected in avoiding as possible the expansion of the proposed urban

centres on a hilly land, valley's and so forth. Finally, the

accessibility to regional infrastructure facilities and the economic

utilisation of these facilities is treated ones as a structural

factor becauoe it effects the interlinkages of the whole components

of the urban system in the region, from the one hand, and the

interlinkages of the latter with the location of the committed basic

employment, on the other hand. In another occasion, this factor has been
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regarded as en econon.ical one since less distant and highly linked

urban centres to each other and to the location of the corr~itted basic
emIloymeLt involves a considerable saving in monetary costs.

The outcome of each of ti.ea~ove stated relaxations, table (9.5)

to (9.8) and apIendix (6) tables (X6.1) to (X6.20) indicate clearly

that the Larges t urban centre in each urban node will continue to be

the most preferable alterr~tive for the purpose of urban growth up to

1985. The preference degree of the largest urban centres for u.rban

gro;;th is the highest if the econond,c, physical, structural and

enviror~ental factors are given the highest priori~' and the lowest if

the social factors are given the highest priority. Only in the latter

case it is fcund that in Haditha urban node, the creation of a new town

near Raditha dam would be better alternative, in terms of the overall

aC_Jievemen t of goals and objectives of the urban growth pattern of this

urban node. Furthermore, Ramadi City best achieves the overall goals

and objectives of the urban groi'lthpattern in the region compared to

other largest urban centres of the other urban nodes, under any set of

the above stated assumptions. The marginal differences in the o~tcoffie

of the relaxation of assumptions could be summarised as follows:-

1. In case of assigning equal value for different factors involved

in the analysis, and assuming this value is (1) then the largest urban

centres in eacll urban node shows to have the highest potential for urban

grc\oIti~wi th 30 pein ts, 26 points, 24 points and 28 points in case of

li'aIrladi,Hit, Haditha and Qaim urban nodes respectively. This is against

17 points, 21 points, 18 points ~ld 21 or 23 points in case of expanding

the proposed sn:aller urban centres and 22 points, 20 :points, 21 points

and 23 points in case of the creation of a new town in each urban node

respectively, see tables (9.5) to (9.8).
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2. In case of reversing the priorities given originally in the

study to di f'f'er-ent factors, the largest urban centres, Ramadd , Hit,

Haditha ane. Qaim gained 57 points, 48 points, 44 points and 54 points

respectively. This is against 36 points, 40 points, 34 points and 39

or 41 points in case of expanding the snaller prcposed urban centres

and 42 points, 38 points, 40 points ruld 43 points in case of the

creation of a new to~n in each urban node respectively, see appendix

(6), tables (X6.1) to (X6.4). Hence, according to this assumption, the

degree of aclu evemen t of the overall objectives by the largest urban

centres corrpared to tt-e next best alternative is lo~er than that

obtained from the app Lf.catdon of the original assumption of the study,

except in case of Qaim urban node which is fcund to be higher by abo~t

6%. The expansion of the largest urban centre in each urban node,

compared to tte next best alternative, better fulfils the objectives of

the study by about 26%, 16.1%, 9% and 16.7% in case of Ramadi, Hit,

Haditha and Qaim urban nodes respectively.

3. In case of assigr~ng the highest priority to the ecor.o~ic

factors, the largest urbs.n ceL.tres in Ramadi, Hit, Haditha and Qaim urban

nodes gained 60 points, 54 points, 50 points and 56 points respectively.

This is against 33 points, 43 points, 40 points and 43 or 49 points in

case of eXl'e.ndill€the proposed snaller urban centres end 42 points,

40 points, 41 points end 45 points in case of the creation of a new town

in each urban node respectively, see appendix (6), tables (X6.5) to (X6.8.)
Her.ce.according to this assumption, the degree of achievement of the

overall objectives by the largest urban centres compared to tr,e next

best alterrlB.tive is again very high. It is even in some urban nodes

l:.ighert.han U.e case of the original assun:ption of the study. The larges t

urban car.tres, according to this assumption seem to fulfil the overall
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otjective of the study by a bout 3CY/o, 2004%, 18%and 12.5% higher

than tte case of tte next best alter.native in Ramadi, Hit, Haditha and

Qaim urban nodes respectively.

4. In case of assigning tr.e highest priority to the social factors,

the supt'riori t;r of expanding the Larges t urban centres will diminish to

E- lerge extent. Furthermore, in case of Haditha urban node, expanding

the largest urban cen tre comes in 1±.e second order after alternative (C)

which represer...ts the creation of a ne", town near Haditha dam site. In

the latter case expans Lon of the largest urban can tre gained 32 podrrts

~tilst that of the creation of a new town gained 33 points, see appendix

(6), table (X6.11 ) • The highes t degree of the achLevement of the

overall otjectives of the study by the largest urban centz-ea compared to

the next best alterna.tive is in case of Ramadi urban node, where Ramadi

City achieves the overall objectives by about 19%higher than what the

second best alternative, the creation of new tOlm, could do. This

percer...tage drop to 5.~, 2.ff1, and -3.1% in case of Hit, Q.aimand Haditha

urban nodes respectively, see appendix (6), tables (X6.9) to (X6.12).

The latter per-centage means that the creation of a new town achieves

better the overall objectives of urban gro",·th s t.ra tegy in tr..is urban

node. Ho..-ever, this very low difference in the degree of the achieven:ent

of the overall objectives could be neglected and both cases could be

considered of equal import.ance.

5. In case of assigning the higb.est priority to U:e physical,

stl~ctural wld environmental factors, the largest urban centres in

Ramadi, Hit, Haditha and Qaim urban nodes gained 60 points, 52 points,

48 points end 58 points respectively, see appendix (6), tables (X6.13)

to (X6.16). The cifferer.ces in the degree of aohaevenent of the

overall objectives by these urban centres compared to tr:.e next best

alternative are again very high. The largest urbrul centres better
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achieve the overall otjectives bya::out 26.7%, 17.3%, 14.5% and

22.4% respEctively.

6. In case of assigning the highest priority to tte future

pot Ell tials of economf,c and urban growth, the points gained by the

largest urban cer.tres in Ramadi, Hit, Haditha and Qaim urban nodes

declined higr.ly to 36 points, 32 points, 28 points and 34 points

respectively, see appendix (6), tables (X6.17) to (X6.20). This is

due mainly to the nature 0: the assumption itself which implies that

every other factor, except the above stated one, ere of equal importance

and consec;_uently they have been given one point eact. Ho\\ever, three

degrees of objectives ach Ievementa by the largest urban centres continue

to be t.igh except in case of Haditha urban node which is found to be

just 3.6% higher than what could the second best alternative, the

creation of a new town, achieves. This percentage goes up to 22.2%,

15.6% and 14.7% in case of Bamadf,, Hi t and Qaim urban centres res pecti vely.

However, it should be noted here tt~t including the abav-e factor as the

only forseeable change in tt.e future in U.e region may not give a full

picture. There are many other factors that chould be ctanged after 1985.

Among these factors are the social relationslrips and social institutions,

the pez-aona.Lpreferences of city-sizes and location, technological changes

in transportation and co~munication sYEte~ and methods of provision of

services among oU.er factors. However, due to the co~plexity of

predicting such changes in a reliable way and the inaPI,licabili ty of

the assumption tt.at the distribution of the expected urban groW'tr. up to

1985 should be delayed until such expected changes could take p.lace , the

study has unwillingly ignored theL. It ass~es that such changes could

be fully considered when dealing with the problem of urban growth beyond

1985. Henee, it could be a recorr.mended area of interes t. f'or further research
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Accor-di.ng.Iy, al terna tive (A), the exp ansi or. of the largest urban

centre in each urban node, is cor.firmed to be the best

al terne..tive to accommoda te the expected urban gro1\th. The superiority

of thLs c.lternative is mos t apparent in case of Ramadi urban node, where

whatever the priorities given to the factors incorporated in the

analysis, Ramadi City is found to achieve best the objectives of the

analysis compared to other la.rgest urban centres of the remaining urban

nodes. The supe r-i ord ty of expe.nding Ramadi City over the next best

alterr~tive is very high accor~.ng to different assumptions just made.

It is ;~ higher if the economic factors are given the highest priority,

27'1>if the physical, structural and environmental factors are given the

higbest priority, 2~ if the future potentials of ecor..omicand urban

gro~th is giveu the highest priority and 19% if the social aspects a~e

giveu the highest priority. Ho~ever, it should be noted that despite

having Ramadi City with very high po~€ntials of growth compared to the

other two alternatives liithin Ramadi urban node, it wot::ldnot be feasible

to accommodate that part of the expected urtan growth generated by

Habaniya tOt::ristactivities, which includes about 9768 inhabitants in

Ramadi City. Suci: action would mean that the daily journey to \-lork

would be more than two hot:.rs(see section 8.4.3) which is too long for

a normal daily commuting. Furthermore. the type of services provided by

the tourist village require a considerable proportion of its persor~el

to be within easy access to the place. Hence, in this case, the

propooed ne~ toen at Habaniya tot::ristsite is recorr.mended to accomnoda te

t~is part of ur-ban gro\\th. For the other urban nodes, the superiority

of the largest urban centres differs according to the assumptions made.

This could be summarised as follows:-
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1. For Hit urban node, the superiority of Hit tOKn, the largest

urban centre in this u rban node, over the next best alternative shows

to te very clear according to tr.e orj ginal assumption of the study

(21%), if the economic factors are given the highest priority (20.4%),

if the physical, structural &ld environmental factors are given the

higbest priority (17 .3%) arid if tr,e future potentials of economic and

urban grov;"this given the highest priority (15.6%). This superiority

degree declines to(5.9%)if the social factors are given the highest

priority. This implies that Hit town is more feasable to expand if

the economic, physical, structural, environmental and the future

po·~e'r.tials of groK tt. are consader-ed whils tit is rela tively less

preferable to expand if the social considerations are regarded of

crucial importance.

2. For Haditha urban node, the superiority of Haditha tOKn, the

largest urban centre in this urban node, over the next best alternative

shous to be clear in case of giving the economic factors the t.ighest

priority (1~), according to the original asstiEption of the study (15%)

and if the physical, structural and enviro~~ental factors are given the

highest priority (14.5%). The superiority degree of Haditha town

declines to 9% if the original priorities given in the stu~y are reversed

ar.d(3.6%)if the future potentials of economic &ld urban groKtt. is given

the t.igtest priority. If the social factors are given the highest priority

then the creation of a new town near Haditha dam site will beco~e more

preferable and in this case the latter site will be more sui table for

urban gro~tt. by about(3.1%)compared to Baditha town. However, being very

low, tLie difference could be neglected and both Haditha town and the

Suggested new town could be regarded of equal import&lCe in meeting the

objectives of the study.
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3. For Qaim urban node, the superiority of Qaim town, the

largest urban centre in this urban nod e, over tr,e next best al terna tive

is most apparent if the physical, s t.ruc tuza I and environmental factors

are given the highest priority (22.4%). Its superiority declines to

(14.7% hf tr,e future po t entd.ala of economic and urban growth. is given

the highest priority and is in its minimum. level if the social factors

are given the highest priority (2.8%). This implies that no structural,

physical or environmental obstacles prevent the to~~ from expansion

whether now or in future. It also implies tr~t socially, no real

difference exist between exprulding Qaim town or the creation of a new

to~~ near Ubaidi which represents the second best alternative in th.is

case.
In total, alterrative (A), the expansion of the largest urbrul centre

in each. uzban node, minimises the cost of urban growth. This minimisation

is achieved mainly tr.rough; first, minimising the cost of provision of

different services and public utilities which in turn is achieved either

through utilising the existing spare capacities of services (see

section 8.4.1) or through acbieving economies of scale with city-size

(see section 8.4.2); and second, providing an 'economical interlinkages

between the proposed urban growth sites and the basic infrastructure

facilities in the region.
In addition to minimising the cost of urban grov.-tr.,expandf.ng the

largest urban centres incorporates an objective directed toward the

preservation of scarce agricul tuz'a.Lland and good quality landscape from

use in expected urban growth. It also preserves high quality scenic

sites through expanding urban centres along Euphrates River. It tries to

minimise the associated social problems and it took'the future

potentiali ties of both economic and urban growth into full consideration.
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Furthermore, it is the best alterna.tive in reinforc:'ng the existing

imbalance of the urban settlement pa tterr, in the region and where the

expected ur-ban growth is rela tively high, this aLterna tive best leads

to the improving of the urban structure of the existing urban centres.
On the contrary, the alternative concerning the creation of new

towns minimises the daily journey to l'iork,provides huge areas of land

wi thout agricul tural and landscape values for the purpose of urban

growtL and minimises the social problems associated with urban growth.

Finally the alternative concerning the expansion of smaller urban

centres in each urban node did nOl; show any kind of distinctive

charactaristics and/or common advantages.

Furthermore, each of the alternative proposed strategies

will have different effects on the socia-economic groups of tLe study

area. Alierr.ative (A), the expansion of the largest urban ceutre in

each urban node, will best benefit the central and local goverr~ent

budgets. This is mainly through the minimisation of the ccst of

provision of services, public utilities and regional infrastructure

facjlities. It will be in favour of the newcomers, especially those

seeking the city life and wider range of services and urban amenities.

However, tte existing pOFulation in urban centres other than Ramadi City,

may not highly welcome the newcomers due to the relatively strong social

relationships in these areas. To avoid this possible problem the study

suggested that the newcomers should, at this stage, be accommodated in

a special residential quarters. Like the case of ti.eother two

alternatives, expanding the largest urban centres will raise the demand

on the a.gricultural products produced in the region and consequently

improve the standard of living of those involved in agricultural

activities, leading to a more stability in the rural areas of the region.
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Expanding the largest urban centres will also enhrulce the commercial

and retail services sectors in these areas and consequently the group

of peorle involved in such activities will financially benefit thro~h

raising the demand on their services. It will also benefit the property

owners in these urban areas. This latter case will apply especially in

Ramadi and Qaim urban centres, where as it has been found in section

(9.1.6) the expansion of these centres will change their structure,

especially tLe central business districts which will be more intensively

utilised. The changes in the structure and utilisation of land and

properties in the central business districts will raise the value of

these prorerties and consequently enrich the owners of tLese properties.

On the contrary, alternative CB), the expansion of the smaller urban

centres will be more costly to U.e central and local government budgets.

Nei ther the newcomers nor the original residence of the smaller urban

centres due to their strol"..gsocial relationship will enjoy the company

of each other, see section (9.2.1). However, tLe expansion of the

smaller urban centres will directly benefit the basic employment of the

committed development projects through minimising the daily journey to

work, whereas it has been found in section (8.4.3) that the daily

journey to \,iol'k will be minimised except in case of expanding Habaniya

town of the Ramadi urban node. Alternative (C), the creation of new

town in each urban node will also be most costly to the central and local

government budgets. It will avoid the social conflicts associated with

adopting alternative (B). It will be better than alternative (B) benefit

the basic employment of the ccmmitted development projects through

minimising the travel time to work. Unlike the case of the above two

alternatives, the creation of new tOrms will not create any speculation

acti vities since the land where these t.ovns will be built belong to the
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State and the services and public utilities will basically be

provided by the State as well.

In total, enlarging the main urban centres in each urban node

will positively effect la.rger number of pOJ:ulation in the study area,

enrich many groups, especially the landowners and those involved in

ret~l and cOD'mercial activities and it will minimise the public

ex::-enditureneeded to accommodate the expected urban growth.

Finally, it should be noted that tr.e advantages of expanding the

largest urban centres over other alternatives does not mean that this

urban growth pattern (beyond 1985) should necessarily continue in the

same line, but rather fUI,ther investigations, taking into consideration

both the prevailing conditions and the committed aims and objectives at

national and regional levels, at that time, should be undertaken.

Furthermore, the factors involved in the analysis of this study and the

priorities assigned to them could be changed according to the new

ccndi tions and cons traints.

9 .3. Summary
As it has teen mentioned in the summary of Chapter eight, tr.is

summary will to scree degree deal with both Chapters eight and nine.

This is due to the complementarities of the two chapters in drawing the

alterrbtive urban growth strategy for the U.E.R. However, to avoid a

considerable repetition, the conclusions stated in Chapter eight will

not be repeated in detail.
In general, an alternative urban growth strategy to be followed

to 1985 in the U.E.R. was given in this part of the study. In testing

and evaluating this alternative strategy a goals-achievement analysis

technique was developed. Three alternative strategies were propoaed for

the pu rpcae of ti.edistribution of the expected urban gr-ovth in the

region. These three alternatives were:-
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(a) the expansion of the main urban centres in each urban node;

(b) the expansion of one or more of the othar urban centres in

each urban noo.e, and;

(c) the estab'lLshmerrt of a new town in each urban node.

The aims and objectives of the study \-lerederived from the analysis

of the physical, economic and social charactaristics of the study area,

i.e., the local constreints were a vital source for the derivation of

the aims and objectives of the alternative proposed strategies. The

declared national and regional aims and objectives were anoti.er source

for this derivation. The most important aims and objectives of the

proposed strategies were to minimise the cost of urban development

through minimising the cost of provision of services and public utilities,

preserving the very scarce agrict;.ltural lund and good quali ty

landscape, minimising the daily journey to work and the creation of a

more balanced urban settlement pattern in the region. Other

objectives of lesser importance were also included in the analysis. In

whole the factors incorporated in the analysis included socia-economic,

physical, environmental and structural ones.

According to the goals-achievement analysis these factors were

given different weights. The weights given to them ranged from 1 to 3.
Factors with greatest importance were given three points, whilst those

with lowest importance were given 1 point. Factors inbetween these two

categories ~ere given 2 points eact. The study area was divided, for

the purpose of the analysis into four urban nodes. These urban nodes

were Ratladi, Hit, Haditha and Qaim. Each urban node included all the

urban centres whicl: were wi thin a diarr.eternot more than one hour travel

time, wit}) Qadha.s centres as focul points of these urban nodes.
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A detailed analysis and testing of different factors included in

the s tudy was given in both Chapters eight and ndne , The methodology

of testing each factor differs acccrding to the nature of the factor.

In the end ef testing each factor different grades were assigned to the

alternative strategies. For the purpose of the analysis of this study

three grades were distinguished. The highest weight (3 points) was given

to the alterr£tive which best achieves or maximises the aims of the

factor under investigation. The lowest priority was given to the

alternative which does not correspond, or corresponds to e. very limited

extent, to the achievement of the aims of that factor. The criteria of

the assignment of the grades differ from one factor to ano the'r and in

some cases frore one urban node to another in case of the same factor.

The overall malysis of the cboice of the preferred strategy which

was determined on the basis of both the overall achievement of the

stated aims and objectives and the acbievement from the first priority

factors suggested that, at this stage of socio-economic development in

the region, the expansion of the largest urban centre in each urban node

is the best alternative to accommodate the expected urban growth

in each urban node. To examine the possible changes, if there are any,

to the overall results of the analysis, a sensitivity analysis was

conducted. A set of new assumptions regarding the priorities given to

the factors inc:uded in the analysis were adopted. The new assumptions

ranged from; first, giving all the factors included in the analysis the

same importance; second, reversing the priorities originally given in

the study, and; tt..ird,assigning the highest priority to a group of

factors, represented by economic factors, social factors, physical,

environmental and structural factors and the future growth potentials.

The results of the relaxation of the assun:ptions ccnfinned that the
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expansion of the largest urban centres is the best

alterrztive of urban growth at this stage of tLe socio-economic

development of tLe regiono HErrlCe,the result reached by this study

is that the expected urban growth up to 1985 in the U.E.R. should be

accoIrIDodated in the largest urban centre of each urban node. The only

exception is that the expected urban growth generated by Habaniya tourist

village should be accommodated in the suggested new town in Ramadi

urban node. This result differs from that of Planar's study which

without a systematic and ccmprehensive analysis of the problem of the

urban growth in the region, accepted the proposals made by the Ministry

of Industry and the State Organisation of Tourism to establish a new

town in each urban node to accommodate U.e expected urban growth.

The superiority degree of alterr~tive CA), the expansion of the

largest urban centre in each urban node, is most apparent in the case

of Ramadi City, tLe regional capital. In total this alternative is

found to rrinimise tLe cost of urban growth. This could be achieved

mainly through the minimisation of the cost of provision of different

services and the expected economies of scale that could be achieved in

larger urban centres and the proviSion of an accessible sites to

different types of regional infrastructure facilities. Beside

minimising the cost of urban gzovth , tl".is13.1ternabdve considers other

issues in the process. It incorporates objectives directed toward the

preservation of the very scarce agricultural land and the good quality

IWldscape from urbanisation. It is found to be the best alterLstive in

bringing about a more balanced urban settlement pattern in the region

and best leads to the improving the urban structure of the existing

urban centres.
The alternative ccncerr.ing the creation of new towns shows to be the

second best alternative. Its main charactaristics are, it minimises the
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daily journey to work, provides huge areas of land, wit~out

agricultural and landscape values, for the purpose of urban growth

and minimises the associated social problems. Alternative CB), the

expansion of the smaller urban centres in each urban node did not

seem to have any kind of distinguishing charactaristics and/or common

advantages. It least achieves t~e aims and objectives of the study.

Finally, each of the alternative proposed strategies expected to

have some different effects on the socio-economic groups of the study

area. Again, t~e expansion of the largest urban centres, is expected

to have the highest positive effects on a larger number of population

of the region. It will best benefit the central and local governments

budgets, thrcugh minimising the public expenditure on public services.
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CHAPTER TEN

FINAL CCNCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SCOPE FOR

FURTHER RESEARCH

1001. Final Conclus~ons

A summary is given in the end of each chapter or more than one

related chapter containing the main conclusions and findings reached

in that chapter or group of chapters. Also a general discussion of

the results of the study and the evaluation of the alternative

proposed strategies of the urban growth of the U.E.R. are given in

section 9.2, the choice of a preferred strategyo Hence, in order to

avoid a detailed repetition a very brief conclusion will be given here.

The study dealt with the urban growth problems in the U.E.R. of

Iraq up to 1985. This region was found to have the potential of urban

growth as a result of the committed economic development projects in it.

For the purpose of analysis the region was divided into urban nodes each

containing the urban centres which are within a diameter of not more

than one hour travel time, with Qadhas centres as a focal point of these

urban nodes. It was found that the expansion of the existing urban

centres is within the interest of the planning departments and coincides

with the patter.r.of the ccmmitted eccnomic development and the distribution

of the major development projects in the study area. The new town option,

as a radical option, was adopted because it is also within the concern of

the Ministry of Industry and other planning departments in the country.

Accordingly, three principlesvariations were examined, they were:-

(a) the expansion of the major urban centre in each urban node.

(b) the expansion of one or more of the other urban centres in

each urban node.

(c) the establishment of a new town in each urban node.

To facilitate tte understanding of the analysis of the urban growth

pattern of the study area, the theoretical part of the study focused on
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the casual relationstip between urbanisation and economic development in

developed as well as developing countries and the development of the

theoretical formulations of the question of city sizes and distribution.
In this part the main conclusions drawn were that:-

First, discussions in this part provided a general understacding of

the problem of the urban growth. Generalisations regarding the positive

correlation between economic development, industrial development and

urbanisation process helped in explaining the causes of urban growth in

Iraq and the U.E.R. in the past few decades. It also helped in

visualising tte size of the expected urban growth in the U.E.R. as a

result of the committed economic development.

Second, the fact that remarkable differences exist between

urbanisation of the developed countries during their early stages of

development and that of present developing countries and the prevalence

of different sets of socio-economic, political and cultural forces

behind such differences implies that when planning for urbanisation in

a developing region such as the one in question, tte direct copying from

the experiences of the developed countries should be avoided and the

adoptation of many of the facts developed there should be undertaken

cautiously and in accordance with the socio-economic circumstances of

a particular case or that of the similar cases.

Third, the review of the literature on the city size distribution

models and theories provided the following conclusions:-

(a) many of the models and theories examined were found to be

satisfactory in the sense that th~ generate size distributions of

cities that are consi~tent with those found in the real world (see

section 4.4). However, it is improbable that anyone of these models

would be universally acceptable, where there are so many influences

interacting to mould the relative size of cities that it would be
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diffic~lt to include them all within a single modelo It was found that

most of the examined models and theories for the purpose of simplifying
and expeditting the analysis are based on one or very few factors in

explaining the city size distribution. They are based on certain unrealistic

assumptions. Most of these models and theories are static ones ioe.,

they do not provide the opportunity to predict the future urban size

distribution, taking into consideration the expected future changes in

the prevailins socio-economic and physical aspects and very few of them

consider the space se~arating urban centres, as well as the ci~ size

distribution.
Hence, basing on the above lirdtations, the resulted city size

distribution theories and ~odels are far from being a general urban

growth models or theories. Furthermore, the discussion in part one

suggested that a multi-disciplinary approach to the urban growth and

city size distribution problem, is not merely desirable, it may be essential

to a deeper understanding of urban growth, simply because it will rest

on a more realistic basis.
(b) the existence of a well spaced hierarchical system of cities

is ve~· important, both for the well being of the population and the

economy of the nation or region (see section 4.4). On the contrary,

the review of the optimality on city size models suggested that although

there is some empirical evidence of city size, basing upon the cost of

urban services alone, it would appear difficult to reach any

conclusions that an optimal size of city at a given population level

exists. Even from a theoretical view point the search for the optimal

city size encounters many problems.
(c) the rank-size literature suggests that regularities in the

city size distribution can be detected in different parts of the world,

developed as well as developing. Although the occurances of the rule is
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more apparent in the developed countries and it lacks theoretical
justification but it could be a useful analytical device for the

purpose of explaining the balance in the urban hierarchy in the
developing countries.

(d) the theoretical as well as the empirical evidence suggests

that economies of scale could be achieved with increasing city size.

This is particularly true in case of the cost of provision of public

services and utilities. However, after a particular size a diseconomies,
instead of economies of scale would be experienced.

Further discussions of the applicability of the urban growth

theories and models to the problem of urban growth in the UoE.R.,
section {7.1), which depend on choosing certain criteria for evaluation

suggested that the extensive reading in urban theory and examination of

many theoretical studies does not provide any ready made answer to the

problem of urban growth pattern in this region. Instead, the study

suggested that an alternative approach of enalysis appropriate to deal

with the problem of urban growth in a developing region was sought. The

detailed examination of the urban growth techniques showed that due to the

time limitation, the nature of the study and the lack of the kind of

detailed qualitative and quantitative data required for the application of

more sophisticated alternative teChniques, such as the cost-benefit

analysis and its refinen:ent, the planning balance sheet, and threshold

analysis, the goals-achievement analysis was shown to be the most

appropriate technique to study the urban growth problem of the U.E.R.
However, it should be noted that many basic principles of the theoretical

formulation of city sizes and distribution models were utilised in the

formulation and evaluation of the alternative proposed urban growth

strategies of the study area.

The application of the goals-achievement analysis clearly indicates

that, at this stage of the socio-economic and physical development of the
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region, the eXFansion of the major urban centre in each urban node

(Ramadi City, Hit, Haditha and Qaim towns) is the best

alternative. Due to the daily commuting limitations of the tourist

village employees to Ramadi City, the suggested new town near the

tourist village was recommended for accommodating the expected urban

growth in this area even though it constitutes no more than a "second-

best" solution in the overall analysis.

Expansion of the largest urban centre in each urban node will lead

to the minimisation of the cost of the urban growth mainly through the

minimisation of the cost of provision of many services. The minimisation

of the cost of provision of services is found to be achieved through

first the utilisation of the spare capacities in the provision of

existing services in the proposed urban areas and through the eco:r..orr.ies

of scale that could be achieved accordi~g to urban size. The study found

that, in all four urban nodes, the main urban centres have the highest

potentialities of urban growth, as far as the availability and the spare

capacity of services provided is concerned, where in all cases a

significant spare capacity in the provision of services prevailed. Other

existing urban centres are shown to have lower potentialities to expand

except in case of Ubaidi town where a significant spare capacity in the

provision of the services exists.

Second, the economic assessment of the cost of provision of

different services according to the size of urban centres also showed

that ccnsiderable economies of scale could be achieved in the case of

expanding the larger urban centres of the study area. To reach definite

results in this respect both the per capita capital and annual running

costs were included in the analysis and a correlation and multiple

regression analysis was carried out. The analysis of per capita capital

cost of different services suggested that economies of scale are gained

in the larger urban centres in many cases and per capita capital cost is
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invers-ely related to urban size in cas e of water supj Iy , kindergarter.,

primary ~cltools, secor:dery schools, health and public librE.ries

services. These services ccrtribut€d to about 32%of the totE..l per

capi ta ca.pital cost of all the investigated services. For the other

types of servi ces , the absence of the r.egative assoc::'a tion with urban

size ~..as frund to be as a result of f'ac tor-s such as the higher level

of provision of s.ervdces in Iarger' ur-ban areas, such as in cese of

municipal, electricity, telephone mid mail services; the cor:centration

of higher order services in larger urban areas \'ihich do not serve only

the areas in which they are located but the smaller urban areas and the

rvrE..l settlers as well. This is the case with health services; and the

utilisation o~ modern or more advanced technolo~~ in larger urcan areas,

which is more costly for provision of s one services such as elFcctrici ty

and telephone services. Furthermore, in sone cases ecor.omies of

provision of certair. services are achieved in urban centres larger than

those exe~ined in this case st~dy. The latter proposition could also

apply to electricity provision. Hence, in addition to the possible

economies of ece.Le that coul.d be achieved in larger urban centres, they

justify the provision of higher ord ez- services which need a population

threshold larger than smaller urban centres cen offer and they represent

the places where modern and more advanced tecrmol05~ c~~ be adopted

~ore efficiently.

The analysis of the anr.ual running cost of different services also

sho\'/od that economies of see.Le are experienced in most of the

investigated services and an inverse association exists between the per

capi ta annual runr:ing cost and popul.ation s:"ze of the urban ereas.

Whetter this inverse association is high 01' not, it will lead to a great

deal ef cost savings. In the very f~w ce.ses where the inverse association
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was fcur-d to te absent, factcrs such as tLe level mId bierarchy of the

provision of s.er-v i ces and the edmi.ni.etr-ation of :rrovision of servf ces

were the main f'ac tcc-s behind that, wher-e part of the annual running

ccs t s are sperrt ty the larger urban cent res tc provide the services

to smaller ones and even to z-urs.I settlers. This applies in case of

telephone serv ices among 0 tt.er-s , The differences in the level of

provision of most services among different urban size groups also played

an important role in either the decline or the absence of the inverse

associa tion between per capd.ta annual r-unnd.ngcost and urban size.

In addf tion to ninimising the cost Cif provision of services through

expanding the largest urban centre in each urban node, the study found

that these urban centres are the most accessible urban growth sites to

different types of regional infre.str1.;.cture facilities. This in turn

will cor-tribute in reduc:"ng the cost cf' the expected urban grOl'ltt in

the st1.;.dyarea.

Beside minimising the cost of urban growth, the alternative

concerning the expansion of the largest 1;.rban centre in each urban node

cor.sidered n:any other issues in the process. It preserves the scarce

agricultural land and good quality landscape frOr'l urbanisation. It is

sr..cnmto be the alternative "-"hich brings about a relatively more balanced

urban settleLl9l'l t pattern in the region based on the criteria chosen.

Furthermore, according to the assllI.1ptions of the study, expanding the

largest urban centre in each urban node, best leads to the improving

of the urban structure of the existing urban centres.

To confinI1 tr.e results of the analysis "Holmes Disaggregated Matrix"

li·r.ich cor.centrates on the achievement of the first pricri ty cbjectives

was empLoyed in testing the results. The applice.tion of this t echni.oue

to U.e results of the analysis cor.firmed that the largest urban cen tre
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in each urban node is again the preferable solution to the problem in

question where alternative (A), the expansion of the largest urban

centre in each urban node, found to best meet the first priority factors
in case of Ramadi and Hit urban nodes and to meet an equal number of the

first priority factors with alternative (C), the creation of new town

in case of Haditha urban node and alternative (B2), the expansion of

Ubaidi town in case of Qaim urban node. The preferable position of

alternative (A) in the latter two cases was found to be because of its
higher achievement from the second priority factors.

However, it should be noted that because of the considerable amount
of the value judgement expected to be involved in adopting the

goals-achievement analysis, the study in evaluating the alternative

proposed strategies used sensitivity analysis. The priorities given to

the factors involved in the analysis were changed according to the

following assumptions:-

First, the factors incorporated in the analysis were regarded of
equal importance.

Second, the original priorities given in the study for different
factors were reversed.

Third, the eoonomic factors were given the highest priority.
Fourth, the social factors were given the highest priority
Fifth, the physical, structural and environmental factors were

given the highest priority.
Sixth, the future potentials of economic and urban growth was

given the highest priority.

The outcome of each of these relaxation of assumptions proved that

the largest urban centre in each urban node continued to be the most

preferable place to accommodate the expected urban growth up to 1985.

The preference degree of the largest urban centres for the purpose of

the urban growth was found to be the highest when the economic, physical

structural and environmental factors were given the highest priority and

the lowest when the social factors were given the highest priority.
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Acc('rdine;ly, the hypothesis stated in the beginning of i.he study

prcved to he right, where; first, it is found that alternative urban

grc\lth patterr.s could be adopted fer the purpoee of the distI'ibution

of the expec ted urban grO\1tl. in the regior~ up to 1985; secon.d, the

socio-economic, physi.ca.L, s t ruc tura.L and environmental factors affect

highly the expected pattern of urban grewth, and; third, the goals-

achievement analysis proved to be effective in giving a solution to the

preblem in question.

10.2. Ge~l ReE~.!?-dati.Qg

The main recozrn:endations l'lhich follol'! f'r-or; ttis study are:-

First, it is found that the spatial distI2bution pattern of the

ecenomic development affects to a large extent the urban grol'Jth pl. ttern.

On tt.e other hand, the pattern of urban system affects the overall well

being of population and economic growth. Hence tr.is mutual relatior.ship

between economic development and urban grol'lth and the over concentrated

pattern of urban growth in Iraq in very few urban centres suggests that

the effects of the regional development plans on the urban growth and

consequently the pattern of ~rban growth should be regarded as one of

the prime aims of the regional policy in Iraq. Accordingly, the pattern

of regional development ...-bich creates a more balanced urban system

should be encouraged to accelerate the process of decentralisation of

urban population and partic~pate in solving the existing very

concentrated pattern. This proposition implies the intrcduction of the

princiFle of at ruc ture plans in the planning process of Iraq of "..hdch

the urban growth problem is an important element. The stlvcture plru1s

of different regior.s could be either undertaken in the region itself

or by the Physical Planning Co~ission of the Ministry of Plarming. At

the present stage, where a shortage of qualified staff prevails, such
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plans should be uLdertaken by the latter der~rtmeLt. In the 10Lg run,

it is possible to be under-taken by the pl.annang units in each region

or sub-region, according to the availability of the qualified staff and

the physical planning departments structure that may be set in the

future. It should be noted that in 1977 there was a proposal fer

establishing planning departments in each Muhafadah.responsible for

the prepa.ration of a cOl'lprehensive development plans for the Muhafadahs

and the administration and follow up of the implementation of the

committed development projects in them. This proposal was not adopted

due to the shortage of qualified staff. Eowever-, the latter problem

could be solved in the near future due to the existence of a centre for

urban and regior.aalplanning of the T!niversity of Eaghdad( 1) which awards

a degree of M.A. in t:te field of urban and regional planning for an

average number of atuderrte of about 10 a year.

Second, since the distribution of cities in space, and in particular,

the distances between all cities, influences the degree of their

economic integratio~ within the natio~al economy and the spread of

innovatio~s and since agglomeration economies are generated not only

within city limits but also as between cities, depending on the spa.ce

separating them (the wider the space the Lover the agglomeration

economies expected are), hence in analysing the urban growth pattern in

any region of the country, spacing of urban centres as well as their

size should be included in the analysis due to the very and equal

importance of both aspects.

Third, to achieve a better urban gro,,,thpattern in any region or

sub-region of the country a comprehensive and analytical approach of

ar.w.lysisshould be adopted. This study pr-ovfded an example of such
r1) The centre for urban and. regional planning of the University of

Baghdad was established in 1972.
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approach (tte goals-achievement analysis) which could be utilised

fer tLis purpc8e. Alternative £.pproaches, sucr. as the cost-benefit

analysis, thr-eshoLd ana Iy s.ie, developreent poten tial analysi.s and the

disaggregated matrjx could also be adopted for tt.e purpose of urban

growth pattern. The applice.tion of any sepcific technique as it has been

seen earlier depends on the type and quality of the available data, the

time allocated for the study and the planning team in charge of t:r.estudy.

The more complicated techniques, such as cost-benefit analysis and the

thresr..oldanalysis, though they seem to be attractive techr.iques to deal

wi th the problen: of urban gro~lth, require a great deal of detailed data

which reduce the liklihood of their adaption in Iraq at present due to

tt.e defic:ier.cyof local data in the coun try ,

Fourth, urban gro'~tl~factors incoporated in the analysis and the

importE..Ilceassigned to them woul.d differ according to the aims and

objectives of t.he plan and the local cor:strtints within each region or

sub-region. It also differs tt.rough time, hence the urban grovrth

str&tegies dr£.Wllfor different regions should be checked and if r.ecessary

changed to ~eet the new aims and objectives and local cor.straints.

Fifth, the co-o rdf.nation and cor:::plementarities between urban groutr.

strategies of different areas, at a point of time, should be taken into

consideration in order to achieve the national urban system capable of

meeting a national grol'lthand pr-onoting of interregional equity among

otters. This co-ordination process should be undertaken by a central

planning body, namely the Physical Planning Commission of the Ministry

of Planning which provides a link between the Planning Board and

Ministry of Planning on the one hand and the City Planning Departments

at Muhafadahs level on the other cando The position of the Physace.I

Planning Commission enables it to ahsorb the national strs.tegd es on the

proposed urban grmlth plans and to direct the urban growth pattern in
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each region or sub-region of the country according to tt.e local

constraints wld requirements.

Sixth, to facilitate the urban growth studd es e. detailed

quantitative and qualitative data should be made available. This

could be undertaken in part through the Central Statistical

Organisation of the Ministry of Planning and its branches at Mut.afadahs

level, where this cepartment is responsible for Froviding different types

of data and infor~ation needed for the Furpose of the planning machinery

in Iraq. Hence data for the purpose of the urban gro\lth studies, such

as the cost of provision of services by urban size, &ld availability of

services among others could be inccrporated as part of the annual

programme of the Central Statistical Organisation. The Physical Planning

Commission of the Ministry of Planning and the City Planning Departments

at Muhafadahs level could provide the detailed studies on the growth

potentials of different urban centres. The University Research

programmes, especially in the field of urban and regional planning and

urban geography, could also parti~ate in providing the necessary

studies and methodological approaches of the analysis of the urban

growth problem.
10.3. Scope for Further Research
There are a n~ber of cccasions in the course of this study where

up-to-date data or more detailed infor~tion would have been an enormous

advantage. However, it seems not feasible to make a complete list of

all the points where improvement could occur. Nevertheless, the view

is that the most important areas fer further research would be pointed

here. It is supposed that the suggested further research would add to

a better ur~erstanding of the U.E.R. and the way it is changing.
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Furthemore, it will help in the formulation of future policy of

the urban grov!th pa t t.ern in the region.

Two mos t important areas fer f'urthe.r research would be emphasised

here. The first or..e deals with planning methodology, ampl.enentatfon

of the national as well as the regional development plans and the

follow up systere of development planning in Iraq. These studies basing

on the examination of the drawbacks of the planning, implementation and

folloVi up systeItS in Iraq, if there are any, could suggest alternative

systems which could improve the planning mactinery, further increase
the implementation levels and suggest a follow up system capable of

matcting the planning mactinery alld the aims end objectives of the

national as well as the regional development plans. Having reliable

planning, implementation and follow up systems would provide the

opporttulity for more accurate understanding of what is going to happen

in the future and consequently would help in drawing a more reliable

solution to the planning problems, such as the one in question in this

thesis.
The second area for further research sterr.sdirectly from this

research. It concentrates on carrying out several important related

empirical studies. These studies are:-
_ The study of the origin of the needed labo~r force, i.e., from

where the direct, indirect and induced err.ploymentrequired for the

operation of the corr.mitteddevelopment projects will come. Is it frcIL

the same region or from other regions of the country. This study is not

likely to be unc.ertaken for tbis region by itself but rather for

different region and/or sub-regions of the country, taking into

consideration the supply and demand for c.ifferent skillness and

qualifications. It will facilitate an important information concerning

the socia-economic background of the newcomers to the region and their
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futu-r-enaeds and 'Lspire.tions in the r.ev place of r-es Ldence , Hence, it

will better help in deciding whether socially it is rrore acceptable,

from the point of view of the original population and the newcomers,

to accorr~odate the latter group in the largest urban centres, the

smaller ones and/or the proposed new to~~s.

- The study of the cost of provision of public services and

utili ties in a wider r-ange of urban areas to include urban areas

larger in size than the ones existing at present in the region. It was

fOULd throughout the analysis of this aspect in this thesis that the

size of urban centres in the region is relatively small and acme of the

provided services needs higher population thresholds for their

econorric prevision. Hence, carrying out sue!: a study for urban areas

of different sizes (i.e., more than a million, 500000 - 750000, 250000,

100000, 50000, 10000 and less than 10000) and in a represen tative sampIe

would help in finding the most efficient r-ange of provision of

different services. This weuld help great deal in drawing a policy for

the urtan system in any region of the country. It will further help

when drawing the urban growth pattern in the studied area beyond 1985.

- An es tamatii.on of a domestic travel time cost, based on the Iraqi

socio-eccnomic cons tz-aan ts j shouLd be carried out. Such study would

provide the opportunity to avoid the use of \'iesternstandards in tr.is

respect and consequently it may give better and more reliable results

when dealing with the problem of the pattern of urban growth in Iraq.

- A more detailed study of land capability for agricultural

production should be carried out. Such study will provide a detailed

information about the areas of land with agric~ltural capability, their

productivity and type of ~roduction and consequently their degree of

importance for the economy of the region. This study will also pro\~de

the criteria to distinguish between different classes of the agrictutural
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land. Hence, it ~ill ease tte decision reaking process when evaluating
the alternative proposed st.re.tegies.

A siraiLar study of the quality of Landscape and the necessity of
pr-eservang it fror::.urbanisation is also needed, like the above suggeste.d

study , the La Her one will provide the cri teria to be used in

determining the quality ef landscape and consequently ease the decision

making process.

- The effect of physical limitations on the cost of urban

development, i.e., the study of what is called in threshold theory

terminologies, the physical threshold of urban gro\-/th. Such study vTill

provide a relatively precise estimation of the additional cost of urtan

development in :r.illyareas, LonLanda and so forth. It will conseq_uently

help in giving a more clear picture of the cost of the alternative urban

grolith strategies.

The st~dy of the expected future changes in socio-economic and

technological aspects and their expected effects on the urban grov/th

pattern of the study area. This study \-rillprovide the opportunity f'oi-

incorpore ting such aspects ~n the analysis of the urban grmJth pattern

and consequentlY it could provide a more con:prehensive solution to ttis

protlem.
- Investigate the feasibility of other areas f'or: the purpose of

urban g.routh , Such study may provide new areas suitable for this

purpose and could consequently breakdown the existing pattern of the

urban systere in the region leading to a relatively more suitable pattern

of urban grooTth which was one of the aims this thesis seeked to achieve.

The application of the development potential technique in generating the

alternative strategies ..rouLd highly achieve this objective. It provides

the procedure where no realistic strategy would be precluded, nor \\ould
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be potential ef c.ny part ef the study area be neglected.

- Testing the soc~o-economic cor.sequences of the existing study

if applied in pre.ctice. Such study couLd be undertaken after f'ewyears

of implementine the pla.n. It would provide the oPFortunity to see the

drawbacks as \"rellas the strong pointe of this plan. It cou.ldalso

pin-point the possible rr:issedaspects in the present exercise.
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APPENDICES



Appendix (1)
The Field SUl'Vev Ques tionnaire

1. Municipal and Administrative Aspects
1.1. Naree of the Urban Centre -------
1.2.· Municipal Rank of the Urban Centre:

Class One CJ
Class Three c::J

Class Two 0
Class Four c==J

1.3. Administrative Hierarchy of the Urban Centre:
Muhafadah Centre c:J
Nahiya Centre [::J

Qadha Centre c:::J
Municipal Centre c:J

2. Municipal Services

2.1. Municipal Personnel in the Urban Cer.tre:

Position Number in Qualification Wage or Number of Number of N'Jtes
each Salary additional needed
posi tion (LD. ) personnel personnel

per month in each in each
pOSition, position
if there
is any

2.2. Municipal Mechanical Equipment in the Urban Centre:

Type Number Capital Annual Running Cost (LD.) Condi tion of the
of Cost Equipment
mech- No. Total (LD. ) annuaL annual other
ani cal in exist- wages maint- annual poor good very
equip- use ing and enance rur..ning good
ment number salary cost costs

Purchasing Needed mechanical
date (year) equipment Notes

Number Type
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2.3. Refuse Collection:

2.3.1. Methods used in refuse collectioL

Manual [::=J Mechanical (=:J

2.3.2. Cost of providing refuse collection services
(a) Capital cost LD.

(b) Annual running cost LD.

2.3.3. The area of the urban centre provided with this service
All the urban centre c::J Part of the urban centre CJ
If part, please state the percentage served %

2.3.4. Level of provision of the service •

2.3.5. Health considerations of the prevailed means of refuse

collection
Acceptable (=:J Unacceptable c::J

2.3.6. The possibility of utilising more advanced and efficient

methods of refuse collection and their advantages over

the existing methods

2.3.7. Is there a refuse treatment in the urban centre

Yes c=J No c:::J
If Yes, please mention
(a) what is the total cost of the factory LD.
(b) what is the total annual rur.ning cost I.D.
(c) the spare capacity of the factory

2.3.8. The committed refuse collection schemes

Type of the Capacity Expected number of Expected Notes
scheme (tons/day) population to be date of

served completion

2.3.9. Any further comments __
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2.4. ROEl.dPaving Services:

2.4.1. Total area of paved roads aq skm ,

2.4.2. The area of the urban centre served by paved roads

All the urban centre c:J Part of tt.eurban centre CJ
If p.s.rtef the urban centre is served, please mention

the pe~ce.r.tage %
2.4.3. Cost of paving roads

(a) Capital cost I.D.
(b) Annual running cost LD.

2.4.4. The committed road paving schemes

Type of Ler.gth Expected area of Expected date
road (km) the urban centre of completion Notes

to be served
(sq .lan.)

2.4.5. Any further comments •

2.5. Parking Services:
2.5.1. Types of parking spaces __

2.5.2. Number' of parking spaces __;and area ~sq.km

2.5.3. Spure capacity of parking spaces Yes [::l No CJ
If yes, what is the number of additional vehicles that
could be served •

2.5.4. Cost of existing parking spaces
(a) Capital cost ...;I.D.
(b) Annual running cos t ---:1.D.

2.5.5. The committed parking schemes

Type Number Area Capacity Expected date Notes
(sq.km.) (cars) of completion
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2.5.6. Any fur-t her commen te _

2.6. Parks Spaces:

2.6.1. Number of park spaces serving
(a) the neighbourhood (b) the district -----(c) the whole urban centre __;and (d) others __

2.6.2. Area of park spaces serving
(a) the neighbourhood __..;sq.km.(b)the district

____ ....;sq.km.(c) the whole urban centre sq skm ,

and (d) others ---:sq.km.

2.6.3. Cost of existing parks spaces
(a) Capital cost ___;I.D.
(b) Annual running cos t ,1.D.

2.6.4. The committed parks schemes

Type Nurr.ber Area Expected date Notes
(sq.km.) of completion

2.6.5. Any further comments _

3. Wa ter Supply
Water Source: River c=:J others to be mentioned ------
The safety of water source: Safe c=J Unsafe c::J
If not safe, please mention why? __

Source of water supplies: Water Scheme 0 Common Tap0
others to be mentioned _

3.4. The public health considerations:

3.4.1. Is the water supply source acceptable from the point of view

of health authori.ties? Yes CJ No c::J
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3.4.2. Does SOIDe of the individual illness or an epidemic of

some sort might originate from the using of existing
supplies? Yes 0 No CJ
If yes, please mention the number of cases per year

----------------------.
3.5. Water supply production and consunption:

3.5.1. Number of water schemes -----
3.5.2. Oapacd ty of the water supply schemes m3/hr.

3.5.3. Utilised capacity of the water supply schemes %
3.5.4. Percentage of losses in the distl~bution network -J%
3.5.5. Number of dwelling units connected to the main

s~PFlies •

3.5.6. Number of dwelling units unconnected to the main
supplies •

3.5.7. Annual water supply consumption according to differer.t uses
Residential • Commercial •

Industrial __________ • Government offices _

Others

3.6. Water supply cost:

3.6.1. Capital cost
(a) Treatment, pumping and elevated water storage tanks

(EST) costs I.D.
(b) Distribution network cost I.D.
(c) Other capital costs (include cost of land, buildings,

vehicles, furniture and BO on I.D.

3.6.2. Annual running cost
Ca) Wages, salaries and incentives r.n.
(b) Chemical cost I.D.
(c) Depreciation cost r ,n.
(d) Other running costs I.D •

....
3.6.3. Connection cost r ,n,
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3.7. The remaining length of life of all assets of the present

schemes

(a) Treatrrent ears.
(b) Pumping mair. ears.
(c) Elevated water storage tanks earso- __.I

(d) Distribution network ..,...Jears.

3.8. Condition of the assets of the present scheme

Type of the assets Condition

poor good very good
Treatment
Pumping main
Elevated water storage tanks
Distribution network

3.9. Utilisation and efficiency of tte present sources in fire

fighting

Efficient

CJ
o

Not utilised 0
Not efficient D

utilised

3.10 The committed water schemes projects

Type of Number Capacity Expected number of Expected date Notes
water m3/hr. population to be of completion
scheme served

3.11 • Any further comments •

4. Electricity Supply

4.1 • Sour-ce of electricity supply

Local diesel generator CJ SUb-station D
others to be mentioned
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4.2. Year of the establishment of U.e scheme ----_.
4.3. Electricity production and cor..sumption:

4.3.1. Number of electricity local diesel generators or
sub-s tations •

4.3.2. Capacity of the electricity scheme _;k.w.h.

4.3.3. utilised capacity ~k.w.h.

4.3.4. Percentage of losses in the distribution network %
4.3.5. Number of dwelling units connected to er..ergysource _

4.3.6. Number of dwelling units unconnected to energy
source •

4.3.7. Annual electricity ccr..sumptionaccording to d.ifferent uses.

Residential ~k.w.h. Commercial k.w.h.

Industrial ___ ~k.woh. Government offices k.w.h.

others ___ ~k.w.h.

4.4. Electricity provision cost

4.4.1. Capital cost
(a) Distribution cost .I.D.
(b) Land and buildings costs .I.D.
(c) Vehicle and other mechanical costs I,.D.
(d) Furniture and other miscellaneous tools and

equipment costs I.D.

4.4.2. Annual running cost
(a) Wages, salaries and incentives I.D.
(b) Depreciation cost of the distribution network ,I.D.
(c) Other running costs I.D.

4.4.3. Connection cost I.D.

4.5. The remaining length of life of the assets of the present
scheme.
(a) Sub-stations or local diesel generators
(b) Distribution network ears

______ _.J ears
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4.6. Conditions of all the assets of the present scheme
Type of the asset Condition

poor good very good
Sub-station
Local diesel generator
Distribution network.

4.7. Type of ccr.nection of the distribution network

Underground c=:J Overground 0
4.8. The committed electricity schemes

Type of Number Capacity Expected number of Expected date Notes
the k.w.h. population to be of completion
scheme served

4.9. Any further commerrte _

5. Telephone Services

5.1 • Number of the existing telephone exchanges •-----
5.20 Type of the existing telephone exchanges

Magnet c=J Half automatic c:J Automatic CJ
Electronic CJ others to be mentioned ---------------

5.3. Capacity of the telephone exchanges lines.

5.4. Utilised capacity of the telephone exchanges lines.

5.5. Cost of provision of telephone services

5.5.1. Capital cost
(a) Cost of exchanges I.D.
(b) Cost of the network r ,n.
(c) Other capital costs (land, buildings, vehicles ar.dother

mechanical equipment, furniture and so forth) I.D.
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5.5.2. Annual running cost
(a)
(b)

Wag'es, salarjes and incentives I D---_ ..
Depreciation cost of exchanges and distribution
network I.D.-----:

(c) Other running costs I.D.

5.5.3. Cor~ection cost I.D.-----
5.6. The remaining lalgth of life of the assets of the present

scheme
(a) Telephone exchanges ~ ears
(b) Distribution network ~ ears

5.7. Conditions of all assets of the scheme
Type of assets Condition

poor good very good
TeleFhone exchange
Distribution network

5.8. Type of connection of the distribution network

Underground 0 Overground c:J
5.9. The committed telephone schemes

Number Capacity Expec ted number of Notes
of (line) population to be
exchanges served

5.10. Any further comments _

6.1 Mail Services

6.1. Number of post offices •

6.2. Types of services provided

Letters Cl
CJ

Parcels 0 Telegraph o
Saving Post office boxes D
others to be mentioned _

6.3. Means of collection and delivery of mails

Buses 0 Bicycles 0 others to be men honed _-----
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6.4. Cost of :provisioIJ.of mail services.

6.4.1. Capital cost
Ca) Cost of land r ,n,
Cb) Cost of tuildings r .n.
Cc) Cost of vehicle and other mechanical equipment ~ ___ I.D.
(d) Furniture cost ___ loD.

6.4.2. Annual running cost
Ca)
(b)

Wages, salaries and incentives I.D.
Other running costs _.I.D.

6.5. The committed mail service schemes

Type
of the
scheme

Expected Number
of population
to be served

Expected date
of completion

NotesNumber

~ .________ ---------------.--._-------------4--------------------------~

6.6. Any ftU'ther comments _

7. Educational Services

7.1. Existing educational facilities

Type Number Date of estatlishing Number of Designed Existing number
of the of the building classes capacity of students at
school Echools of the school

school

Total Total built Original use Conditions of the buildiIl€
area of up ~rea of the
the (m ) building suitable need unsuitable
sch~ol maintenance
(m )
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Ownership of Number of Number of Notes
the building schools teaching1-------------- utilising staffGovern- Rented the buildingmental -

7.2. Cost of provision of educational services.

7.2.1 • Capital cost
(a) Cost of land ______ Ls D,

(b) Cost of buildings I.D.
(c) Cost of furniture r.n,

7.2.2. Annual running cost
(a) Wages, salaries and incentives I.D.
(b) Other running costs I.D.

7.3. The corr®itted educational facilities

Type of Number Capacity of Expected number Expected date Notes
the the building of population of compf etaon
school (student/ to be served

school)

7.4. Any further cOmlllents

8. Health Services

8.1. Existing health facilities

Type of Number Ccndition of building Original us e of the building
health
estab- suitacle need unsuitable health use other uses
lish- main-
ment tenance
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Possibility of future Date of Nurr.berof physicians Number
expansion establishing of

the building d errt i.e t.s
possible impossible specialist ger.eral

number of para Number of Number of Notes
medical staff beds Ambulances

8.2. Areas served ~y the health establishments of the
urban centre _

8.3. Cost of provision of health services

8.3.1. Capital cost
(a) Land cost -:1.D.
(b) Building cost , --'1. D.

(c) Furniture and vehicle costs .I.D.
(d) Medical equipment cost __ -,loD.

8.3.2. Annual rur~ing cost
(a) Wages, sals.ries and incentives LD.
(b) Medicine cost I.D.
(c) Other running costs I.D.

8.4. The committed health schemes

Type of the Number Capacity in terms Expected number Expected date
health of of population of completion
establish- beds patients to be served
ment
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8.5. Any further corr~ents ___

9. Public libraries

9.1. NUKber of public libraries ------------------
9.2. Capacity of existing libraries

(a) Designed seats
(b) Utilised seats

9.3. Year of the establishment of the library ---
9.4. Cost of prevision of public libraries
9.4.1. Capital cost

(a) Cost of books and periodicals I.D.
(b) Cost of land and buildings I.D.
(c) COEt of furniture I.D.

9.4.2. Annual rur.:ningcost
(a) Wages, sala.ries and incentives I.D.
(b) Other running costs r ,n.

9.5. The committed libraries schemes

Number Capacity Expected nUKber of Expected date Notes
(seats) population to be of completion

served

9.6. Any further comments _

10. Cost of provision of Fublic transport

10.1. Capital cost
(a) Cost of buses I.D.
(b) Land and building cost I.D.
(c) Furniture cost I.D.
(d) Other capital costs I.D.

10.2. Annual running cost
(a) Wages, salaries and incentives .I.D.
(b) Maintenance cost I.D.
(c) Other running costs I.D.

Number of public buses _
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11.

11.1 •

11.2.

11.3.

11.4.

11.5.

12.

12.1 •

12.2.

12.4.

Physical constraints of urban growth
Exposure levels __

Gradient and orientation of slopes __

Land liable to flooding _

Amenity assets - quality of landscape and scenic values

which might impose severe restrictions for future urban
development ___

Others to be mentioned _

Land Availability and Value

The total area available for the future expansion of the

urban centre •

Agricultural value of the land:
(a) Agricultural capability of land •
(b) Agricultural productivity •
(c) Type of agricultural utilisation __
(d) Number of fanners utilising U..e land __

Land value -'I.D. per donum ,

Land ownership

Public [:J Private 0
Others to be mentioned __

13. Establishments a.lready exist in the Areas required for

Urban Expansion

Type of establishment:

Industrial c==J
Agricul tural 0
Public Utili ties 0

Others to be mentioned __

Value of the establishments I.D.

Import&lCe of the establishments to the economy of the
area __
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14. Accessibility of the Urban Centre and/or the

suggested NGW to\'m Site to the Main Infrastructure

Facilities in the Region

14.1 •

14.2.

14.3.

14.4.

14.5.

15.

15.1 •

15.2.

Roads _

Railway lines __

Electricity facilities

Communication facilities
Others •

Existing and Future Plalming Standards
Land use standards __

Services provision standards __
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Appendix (2)

Methodology of Calcula.ting the Components of Table (8.14)

The components of table (8.14) are corrputed in two separate steps:-

1. The number of additional population t~at could be accommodated

in each prcposed urban centre for tt.e purpose of urban gro\\~thwas

computed on the following basis:-

1.1. For water supply; (i) the planned capacity of the committed

water schetr.esin each proposed urban area for the purpose of accommodating

the urban gro~~'U:,after subtracting 2CJ%,for distribution losses was

added to the actual capacity of the existing water schemes, after
subtracting 30% for distribution 108ses.(1)

(ii) the total resulting capacf ties in (i)
above, were divided by 100 gallons/daY/Ferson, which represents the

target of t~e Water alld Sewage State Organisation of the Ministry of

Local Government to be reached by 1990. The outcome of this process

represents the effect of the water constraint on the total number of

population that could be accommodated in each urban centre on the basis

of a consumption standard of 100 gallon/day/person, and;

(iii) to find the number of additional

population that could be accommodated, the 1980 population of eacl: urban

centre was subtracted from the outcome of point (ii) above.

1.2. For telephone services; the capac.i,ty of the committed exchanges

in the study area was not obtained, in the field survey, hence in

ea.LeuLa ting the additional number of popula.tion that could be accommodated

on the basis of this service, the design capacity of existing exctanges,

the standard of service provision to 1990 (6 telephones per 100 persons)
11) The water authorities in the Muhafadah are expecting to reduce the

losses in the distribution network from 30% to 20% as a result of
the improve~ents and new work in the network.
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and the 1980 population were used.

1.3. For kindergartens; (i) the total capacity of suitable and

unrented kindergarter. buildings plus the total capacity of kinder-

gartens under-construction was calculated;

(ii) total number of population that could
be accommodated was calculated on the basis of 30 pupils per class and

an attendance ratio of 300 per 1000 pupils aged 4-5 years (6.% of the

popula tion were in tr.is age group according to 1977 census), and;

(iii) the additional population that could
be accommodated on the basis of this service, was obtained by

subtracting the 1980 population from the out-come of the calcula tior..s

in section (ii) above.

1.4. For primary schools; the additional population was celc~lated

in the same way as in case of kindergartens. The only difference is

thatsolv.ing the probleE of shifts use of buildings was considered in

calculating the total capacity of the school buildings. The long term

target of 36 pupils per class and the attendance ratio of 1000 pupils

per 1000 persons aged 6-11 years were considered in the computing

process.

1.5. For secondary schocls; the additional population was calculated

in the same way as in case of kindergartens and prima~r schocls, with

the folloKing differences: 76.~ of the population at age 12-17 years

(representing 14.3% of the total population) were expected to co~plete

their intermediate and preparatory schoolings (these two stages

together forni the secondary level). The above percentage has been

calculated on the following basis;

(i) enrolment in intermediate sChocls will

be compulsory by 1984(!) hence the 7.5% of the total population aged

(1) Planar, op.cit., Final Report, P.49.
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12-15 years by law be using the system;

(ii) the enrolment in preparatory schools

will be compulsory by 1986. Since 50% of the pupils graduating from

the intermediate sc1:001s will attend vocational scr.ools at that time(1),
then 50% of the 6.8% of the total pOFulation aged 15-17 years were

included.

106. For health services; (i) total number of beds in existing

hospitals and the committed ones are ccnsidered;

(ii) 30.5 beds per 10000 persons, which

represent the long term develoFment target has been adopted to find

out the total additional population that could be accommodated in each

urban centre, and;

(iii) since hospitals provide this service

to all the lower order settle~ents then, the total population of Qadhas

are considered, instead of those of the urban centres alone.

1.7. For public libraries; (i) total number of seats in existing

and libraries under construction have been computed, and;

(ii) the planning standard, 5 seats per

1000 persons, is adopted in estimating tt,e to-~al number of additional

population that c01.11dbe acccmnoda ted in each urban centre.

2. The capital monetary savt.ngs in each urban centres is cal.cula ted

by multiplying the additional population that could be accommodated in

case of each service by the average per capita cost of that service in

the study area. The per capita cost of different services in turn are

obtained from appendix number (3). In case the additional population

that could be accommodated is higher than the expected urban gro~th in

specific urban node, then the latter was considered in con:puting the

capital moneta~T savings. The caFital monetary savings does not represent

the real saving but rather shadow values adopted for the purpose of the

analysis.
{1) ~, P.50.
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Appendix (3)

Average and Relative Importance of Per Capita Capital and
Annual Running Costs of the Provided Services in the U.E.R.

Code Type of Annual Running Capital Cost
Service Cost

amount % Amount %
I.D. I.D.

1 Municipal Services 7.63 13.1 72.56 47.3
2 Water Supply 3.30 5.7 13.55 8.8
3 Electrici ty 4.90 8.4 14.41 9.4
4 Telephones 1.70 2.9 4.43 2.9
5 Mail 0.87 1.5 0.27 0.2
6 Education Services: 26.98: 46.2: 33.45: 21 .8:

6.1 Kindergarten 0.85 1.4 3.83 2.5
6.2 Primary 9096 17.1 11.08 7.2
6.3 Secondary 4.55 7.8 5.82 3.8
6.4 Vocational 3.44 5.9 10.26 6.7
6.5 Others 8.18 14.0 2.46 1.6

7 Health 12.74 21.8 13.06 8.5
8 Public libraries 0.26 0.4 1.69 1.1

Total 58.38 100.0 153.42 100.0

The table shows the average per capita annual and capital costs of

provision of different investigated services in the urban areas of the U.E.R.

Both of the average per capita costs for each service have been extracted by

dividing the total resulting costs by the total urban population provided

with the service in question. Annual rur.ning cost ruld caFital cost for

each service and the resulting ccsts in terms of urban centres have been

calculated as follows:-
1. The annual running cost of each service is based on the actual

official figures for twelve months of 1S79. It includes every detailed

ite!I1of expendi ture to run the service. It consis ts mainly of four parts:
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First, wages, aal.ar.ies and incentives of aLl,the labour force
utilised to Frovide the service.

Second, maintenance ccst ef E.ll capital assets belonging to that
service and used for its provision.

Third, annual depreciation cost of the capital assets. The

depreciation rates of different ce.pite.l assets are unified for the

same items. among all government departments, for a unf.f'ozmaccoun tancy

system is applied in the country. The prevailing annual depreciation

rates, at the time of carrying out the survey, are given in table (7.3).

Fourth, other running costs rll"'..icb inclu.de all the other expenses

necessary to continue the provision of the service, such as the cost of

fuel, miscellaneous costs of running offices, insurance costs,

electricity and water costs and so on. In the case where some special

items fOI' running a specific service were required, these items were

also included in the calculations. Examples of such running costs were

chemical costs in case of water supply and medicine and food costs in

case of health services.

2. As it bas been shown in section (7.3.1) the capital cost of

providing each service is also based on official figures. The values of

capi te.lassets w ere given as they vez-e valued at the end of 1979, i. e. ,

tr.e costs of all capital assets are discounted back to that time. The

discou~t rates usually used by different governmental departments are

the same but var~y according to the types of the capital assets. Because

there are considerable differences in the capital components of

different services, the capital cost elements of each service is given

separa tely as f'oLl.ous;

2.1. The municipal services capital cost includ.es the cost ef land

and buildings, furniture costs, cost of mechanical equipment, the cost

of paving reads within the municipal boundaries, the cost of parking

spaces and the cost ef parks and their installations. The total
municipal capital cost in the D.E.R. is the sum of the 't 1 t ofcap~ a cO~.s
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all the municipalities in the regiou.

2.2. The water supply capital cost includ.es the cost of treatment,

pumping mains and the elevated storage tanks, the distribution network

cost and other cap i tal costs \'lhichin turn include the cost of land,

buildings (ether than treatment building which is usually inclu.ded

within treatment costs), vehicles and furniture.

2.3. The electricity services capital cost inclu.de dd.st r-i.bu tLon

costs only. The generation and transforn.ation costs of electricity vlere

not included because no eccess to data of this type was possible. Even if

data had been made available, the comparison between the cost of pr-ov.is.i.on

of the service and city size would be unrealistic as has been seen in the

text. Part of the urban centres in the regiou are supplied fro~ the

national grid via primary and secondary sub-stations. These stations

are not only serving the urban centres W'1.erethey are located but ether

urban centres in addition to rural areas. Furthermore, if data on

generation and transformation costs were available the comparison (as

far as the capital costs are concerned) between the urban centres provided

with electricity fro~ the national grid and those provided from local

dies el power-ed genera tors woul.d again be unrealis tic. This is d.ue to

the differences in the scale and methodology of generation of

electricity in both cases and the transfo~ation costs involved in

case of providing electricity from the national grid. Hence to avoid

these above problems and to be more realistic, the capital cost analysis

of electricity service was confined to distribution costs vThich include

cost of cables, underground and overhead lines cost, transformers and

miscellaneous tools used in distribution network and other capital costs

such as that of land, buildings, vehicles, furniture and rriscellaneous

tools and equipment.
2.4. The capital cost ef telephoue services include the cost of

exchanges, U.e cost cf the distritution network, the cost of telegrams

equipment installa ticn, land, buildings, furniture, vehicles and other
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miscellaneous tools. The costs of cables and other installa tLor,s not

serving specific urtan centres, but the whole regior. were not included
in tte capital cost analysis.

2.5. Mail services capital cost include tr.e cost of land, buildings,

vehicles, furniture and other miscellaneous tools and requireruents.

2.6. The educational services capital cost includes the costs of

proYision of educational services at different levels (kindergarten,

primary schools, secondary schools, vocational schools and high schools).

In each case the cost of land and buildings were inclucied. The cost of

f'u.rn.iture which is an important element in this case \-iasnot included

due to the unavailability of data on this item. However, the total costs

of land and buildings are sufficient to nake the comparison s~nce it is

reasonable to assume that the cost of f);rniture is almost the same for

schools of the same size and educat i.onaL stage in dif:'erent ur-ban centre

because the supplier of the furniture is the same (a special government

department) and there are no ~ifferences in the quality of f);rniture of

schools in cities of differing urban size. The only expected difference

is the time wher..the furniture was obta.i.nedwhich would, of cour-se,

affects its current value.
2.7. The health services capital cost includes the cost ef land,

buildings and furniture. Cost cf medica.l equipment which is again a

very important item of cost in this respect was not included because

data on such items on Mur.afadah level were not available. The supplier

of this item is, again, a special government department, which centrally

distributes the needs of different health establishments allover the

country. To know the share of different urban centres f ron this source

would have been time consuming process and unrealistic sir-ce part cf

the equipments supplied are either at the time of the survey unusatle

or are no ~ore within the existing assets of that urban area. However,
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again, the cost of land, buildings and furniture are sufficient for the

purpose of capital cost analysis of the health services since the type

and consequently the cost of n:edical equipments fer each urban size

group are ex~ected to be 2lmost tilesame.

2.80 The public libraries capital cost includes the cost of land,

buildings, furnitt;.re,books and periodicals and other miscellaneous

equipn:ent. The value of books and perdodi.ce.Lswer-evalued at the time

of their pur-chase since it was impossible to :incorporate depreciation

into the methodology of such items.
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Appendix (4)
Methodology of Working the Components of the Daily

Journey to Work, Table (8035)

The analysis of the daily journey to \,iorkhas been applied to

each urban node and for each proposed alternative. It has been dOrle

in relation to the location of the basic employment. The components

of the daily journey to work are calculated on the following basis:-

1. The daily journey to work time has been calculated on the basis

of an average travel time of 60 km/hr. In many cases where traffic

passed through urban centres, the average speed within municipal

boundaries were regarded as 30 km/hr.

To be more realistic, 20 minutes was regarded as the minimum travel

time (return trip), even if the distance was between 1 - 2 km. The term

'Not Valid' used in the table means that the daily journey to work is

more than 2 hours and wherever this term prevailed, the urban area is

not considered in that specific Case.

Since in all cases, other than those within the walking distance,

the employees are expected to walk from their homes to bus stops, hence

in cases the daily journey to work is witbin the walking distance, the

travel time value has been neglected.

2. Daily journey to work time is valued at 25% of the wage rate of

time in work, i.e., the assumption adopted in Iraqi transportation

studies, is also adopted here.

3. In calculating the number of required buses for employee

transportation the following assumptions have been made:

First, all the projects operate on the basis of three sl:ifts,except

in case of Haqlauiya stone cutting plant which operates on a basis of two

shifts. Haditha dam, which indeed will operate for 24 hours daily, do

not need all the staff at site all the time, hence it has been calculated



on the basis of two shifts.

Second, buses could make tViO ~ourneys in case of having 20 minutes

travel time (i.e. two "lay trip) 0

Third, the capacity of buses is assumed to be 40 passengers, except

in cases of acco~modeting the railway service employee at Hit and

Haqlaniya towns, where a small bus with a capacity of 12 ani18 passengers

was used respectively.

4. The capital and annual running costs per bus has been obtained

in the field survey from the public transport establishment in AI-Anbar

Muhafadha, according to 1980 prices. The,y were found to be 23000 I.D.

and 11560 I.D. respectively. The prices of buses with a capacity of 12

and 18 passengers has been obtained from the General Automobile Company.

It should be noted that, these costs are subject to inflation. The

inflation rate is not determined only by local factors, but international

market as well. Hence its rate is unknown. However, the rate of

inflation is not so important, in this special case, since we are

dealing with a comparative analysis and any expected changes in rate of

inflation would effect the proposed alternatives in the same degree,

leaving the proportional weights the same.



Appendix (5)

Historical and Archaeological Sites in the U.E.R.(1)

The study area has a rich archaeological inheritance, and our

knowledge of the exist~.ce of sites has increased rapidly in recent

years as a result of extensive exploration.

Several existing towns in the study area are of historical interest.

Archaeological research shows at least five urban centres which still are

occupied and have been in existence since ancient times. These urban

centres are Ramadi, Hit, Haditha, Ana and Qaim. Table (X5.1) records the

names of these ur-ban centres according to the historical periods on

which documents are available.
Table (X5.1)

Historical Towns in the Study Area

Modern Ottoman Medieval Roman/Byzen Ancient

Qaim Chaime/Anqa ? Giddan Hindanu
Ana/F.awa Anna Anna Anatha Anat/Hanat
Haditha Aditi Alusa Izan Hadidanu
Hit Eit Hit Aipolis(Is)/ Ibu

Diacera
Ramadi Caragnol Al-Anbar Neapolis/ Rapiqum

Pirissabora

Source, Planar, op.cit., P.K.3.

There are also several specifically archaeological sites in the

region, the most important of which are the following:-

First, Hindanau (near Karabla), a major ancient, rectangular walled

city dating from the old Babylonian period not far from the famous site of

This appendix based mainly on appenddx (K) of Planar's Upper Euph ra tes
Region Plan, op.cit., Appendices of Stage One, PP.K1 - K15; and
Regional Plaming Department, Planr.ing for the U.E.R., op.c1:~.•,
PP. 161-162 •
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Mari acr-oss the Syri8.l~ border. It was known in this period 5.S Eiden.

Middle and Late Assyri.an scur-ces ca.IL it Hd.mdanuand. Hf.ndanu, The

ILodern r..ameis ':rell al-Jac.iriyah or .Anqah or Sheikh Jabal', after e. toob

~-hich vas buz.It on the ruins.

This city, of a size corsparabI.e 'l'lith Assyrian and Babylonian Cities,

is a t rue congl omerated settlement, a pouerf'u.l defensive entity, and

potentially the most interesting and rich arcbaeologice.l site in the

northern end of t.he study area. Until recently, the site was almost free

of modern houses and the massive city walls, as well as tt..e internal wall,

were easily v::i.sible on the ground. Most of the city ..rall re:J.ains Lnts.ct

en the western, eastern and sou therm sides. The side on the river seems

to have been des tr-cyed , probebly to construct post Assyrian buildings or

the rr.odern t01Ynof Kara hLa,

seccnd , .Qaim town itself, contains a tmle!' whf.ch dates from the

Parthian period.

Third, Ar.a.-Rawahas probably been occupied continuously f'r-omvery

early times. Its importance and longevity steLl fron its geography. The

higher pron.ot cry or. ,..hich Rawa rests dominates the river. Anyone hoLd.i.ng

Rawa could control river traffic. The string of islands dcvn stream gave

additional space for :houses and gardens, as well as the opportunity for

fortified strong points. The valley broadens slightly at Ana , allmTir.e

more cul tiva tion tha."'1usual along the left bank , Ana-Rawa is also U.e

confluence of a number of tracks that link it with Hatra, the Tell Afar

area and Tikrit.

The greatest archaeologicel potentials here is under U.e present tovn

of Rawa, which contains tl:e old citidel deting f ror; the Ottonan era, and

on Labbad Island (One Ar~) where a famousmLnerat still exists and is

slated for t renef'er t.o nev Ar.a. tovn, The Island was probab Ly tr.e mai.n

fortified s et t.Lemerrt in historical pera ods ,
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Fourth, the river Ls.Lands (Hawijas) are rich \,li th archaeologice.l

t r-easuies, Most f'amous of these are Allous and Talbis. The latter

en€: \'7hicb is knovr.. f'r-or; fUddle and Late .Ass;yrian texts, f'r-omthe

"Pa.rthian Stations" 5.S Thilabus, f'rom Amn.LanusNarcellinus as

Thilutr.a is going to be flooded by Haditha reservoir. Recent work

by the State Organisation of Ar..tiquities :b.as shown there to be n:an-

made ce.ves witt many chambers on the right bank of the river and a

settlement on the left. Details of dating are not evadIabl e,

Fifth, Hadi,tha area (Hadidanu): Hadi tha and other sites near it,

have beer.. important in every rE-:corc.edperiod, but little Lnf'or-matd on

is available on specific finds. The tovn of Hadidanu, important in the

New-Assyrian period, is believed to be nearby, as should be the late

classical town of Izan. Hovever , the existing Hadi tha town, contains

the mausoleum of Najam Aldin similar to tr.at of AI-Sit Zubaidi in

Baghdad.

Sixth, Jubba wr~ch contai~2 Islamic rronuments.

Seventh, Hit, because of its bitumen sources, was probably

occupied in prehis tcric times and continued \,Tithou t intern:.ptiorl to tt.e

present. Shreds dating from the AkkadLan to tr ..e Islamic periods have

been collected frorr the tell on which the n:odern t ovn is built.

Probably much older material is to be found.

Froo the historice.l sources available, it is cLear that Hit was

vital to Babylonia. Its bitumen was of such great corr~ercial and

strategic importance (used in affixing blades to handles; to \':aterJ:roof

vessels, bags, reed boats; to lay bricks and for many other purposes),

that the Babylonians are assuned to r.ave had access teo it.

Eighth, Rapigum, the most Lmpor-tant early cj ty in the southern part

of the s tudy area, is knovm f'ron, at least the Akkadian pe r-Lod (2300 E.C.).



Until the Neo-Aesyz-Lan, records on the city are not numerous, cut

it is clear that, as El first big city on the Euphrates as it breaks

into the alluvial plain it was ef great s tz-a t egd.c importance and ~Tas

probably weal thy. The city not cnly corit ro.Lled river 1;r'affic, but

also dcm.i.nabed the route tr.at links the Euphrates ~Tith the Tigris at

their closest point of cor.ta.ct. The city was, in the Ibin-Larsa and

old Babylonian period, when archaeologists knov most about it, at

least sonetdmes independent. It was once des tz-oyed by Ibid-AdadII of

Eshnunna: it joined ~ith a coalition of city states including Babylon,

Isin, Uruk and a tribal group called the Suteans against the doId.nant

povs r Larsa, and lost the war.

WhenEammurabf came to tb.e throne of Babylon, aometdmes after

H~OO B. C., be began to expand and unify E. larger empire, In r.is 11 th

year, he cap~red Rapiqum, perhaps 1n allirulce ~ith S~~s!ll-Abad of

Assyria, who also held Mari. Later in the reign of Hammurabi , the

Babylonians cor:.quered Eshnunna and Mari. In his 42nd year he built a

defensive ~all around Rapiqum, wr.ich lay on the right bank of the river.

The location of Rapiqum is not as yet knol'>n. The river has changed its

course several times ar...d the city may nov be on the left bank. It

should, however, be somewhere close to Ramadi.
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